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equal participation

democracy too becomes indefinite or even permanent. War takes on a gen

cannot be sustained by an

eralized character, strangling all social life and posing its own political

elite nation-states, as in the model of multilateral control under the

order. Democracy thus appears to be entirely irretrievable, buried deep be

authority of the United Nations. Rather, severe divisions and hierarchies,

neath the weapons and security regimes of our constant state of conflict.

of all, or even by the set of

along regional, national, and local lines, define our current global order.

Yet never has democracy been more necessary. No other path will pro

Our claim is not simply that unilateralism and multilateralism as they

vide a way our of the fear, insecurity, and domination that permeates our

have been presented are not desirable but rather that they are not possible

world at war; no other path will lead us to a peaceful life in common.

given our present conditions and that attempts to pursue them will not
succeed in maintaining the current global order. W hen we say that Empire

is a tendency we mean that it is the only form of power that will succeed in
This book is the sequel to our book

Empire,

which focused on the new

maintaining the current global order in a lasting way. One might thus re

tendency

spond to the U.S. unilateralist global projects with the ironic injunction

global form of sovereignty. That book attempted to interpret the

of global political order in the course of its formation, that is, to recognize

adapted from the Marquis de Sade:

how from a variety of contemporary processes there is emerging a new

voukz hre imperials!" ("Americans,

form of global order that we call Empire. Our point of departure was the

be imperial!").

"Amlricaim, encore un effort si vous

you need to try harder if you want to

recognition that contemporary global order can no longer be understood

Empire rules over a global order that is not only fractured by internal

adequately in terms of imperialism as it was practiced by the modern pow

divisions and hierarchies but also plagued by perpetual war. The state of

ers, based primarily on the sovereignty of the nation-state extended over

war is inevitable in Empire, and war functions as an instrument of rule.

foreign territory. Instead, a "network power," a new form of sovereignty, is

Today's imperial peace,

now emerging, and it includes as its primary elements, or nodes, the dom

Rome, is a false pretense of peace that really presides over a state of con

inant nation-states along with supranational institutions, major capitalist

stant war. All of that analysis of Empire and global order, however, was

corporations, and other powers. This network power we claim is "impe

part of the previous book and there is no need for us to repeat it here.

Pax Imperii, like that in the times of ancient

rial" not "imperialist." Not all the powers in Empire's network, of course,
are equal-on the contrary, some nation-states have enormous power and
some almost none at all, and the same is true for the various other corpo

This book will focus on the multitude, the living alternative that grows

rations and institutions that make up the network-but despite inequali

within Empire. You might say, simplifying a great deal, that there are two

ties they must cooperate to create and maintain the current global order,

faces to globalization. On one face, Empire spreads globally its network of

with all of its internal divisions and hierarchies.

hierarchies and divisions that maintain order through new mechanisms of

Our notion of Empire thus cuts diagonally across the debates that pose

control and constant conflict. Globalization, however, is also the creation

unilateralism and multilateralism or pro-Americanism and anti-Americanism

of new circuits of cooperation and collaboration that stretch across na

as the only global political alternatives. On the one hand, we argued that

tions and continents and allow an unlimited number of encounters. This

no nation-state, not even the most powerful one, not even the United

second face of globalization is not a matter of everyone in the world be

States, can "go it alone" and maintain global order without collaborating

coming the same; rather it provides the possibility that, while remaining

with the other major powers in the network of Empire. On the other hand,

different, we discover the commonality that enables us to communicate and

we claimed that the contemporary global order is not characterized and

act together. The multitude too might thus be conceived as a network: an
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open and expansive network in which all differences can be expressed

the recent shifts of the global economy: on the one hand, the industrial

freely and equally, a network that provides the means of encounter so that

working class no longer plays a hegemonic role in the global economy, al

we

can work and live in common.

though its numbers have not decreased worldwide; and on the other hand,

As a first approach we should distinguish the multitude at a conceptual

production today has to be conceived not merely in economic terms but

level from other notions of social subjects, such as the people, the masses,

more generally as social production-not only the production of material

and the working class.

The people has traditionally been a unitary

concep

tion. The population, of course, is characterized by all kinds of differ

goods but also the production of communications, relationships, and
forms of life. The multitude is thus composed potentially of

ail the diverse

ences, but the people reduces that diversity to a unity and makes of the

figures of social production. Once again, a distributed network such as

population a single identity: "the people" is one. The multitude, in con

the Internet is a good initial image or model for the multitude because,

trast, is many. The multitude is composed of innumerable internal differ

first, the various nodes remain different but are all connected in the Web,

ences that can never be reduced to a unity or a single identity-different

and, second, the external boundaries of the network are open such that

cultures, races, ethnicities, genders, and sexual orientations; different forms

new nodes and new relationships can always be added.

of labor; different ways of living; different views of the world; and differ

Two characteristics of the multitude make especially clear its contribu

ent desires. The multitude is a multiplicity of all these singular differences.

tion to the possibility of democracy today. The first might be called its

The masses are also

contrasted with the people because they too cannot be

"economic" aspect, except that the separation of economics from other so

reduced to a unity or an identity. The masses certainly are composed of all

cial domains quickly breaks down here. Insofar as the multitude is neither

types and sorts, but really one should not say that different social subjects

an identity (like the people) nor uniform (like the masses), the internal

the common that

make up the masses. The essence of the masses is indifference: all differ

differences of the multitude must discover

ences are submerged and drowned in the masses. All the colors of the pop

to communicate and act together. The common we share, in fact, is not so

allows them

ulation fade to gray. These masses are able to move in unison only because

much discovered as it is produced. (We are reluctant call this

they form an indistinct, uniform conglomerate. In the multitude, social

because that term refers to pre-capitalist-shared spaces that were destroyed

the commons

differences remain different. The multitude is many-colored, like Joseph's

by the advent of private property. Although more awkward, "the common"

magical coat. Thus the challenge posed by the concept of multitude is for

highlights the philosophical content of the term and emphasizes that this

a social multiplicity to manage to communicate and act in common while

is not a return to the past but a new development.) Our communication,

remaining internally different.

collaboration, and cooperation are not only based on the common, but

working

they in turn produce the common in an expanding spiral relationship.

the working class has come to be used as an exclusive

This production of the common tends today to be central to every form

Finally, we should also distinguish the multitude from the

class. The concept of

concept, not only distinguishing the workers from the owners who do not

of social production, no matter how locally circumscribed, and it is, in

need to work to support themselves, but also separating the working class

fact, the primary characteristic of the new dominant forms of labor today.

from others who work. In its most narrow usage the concept is employed

Labor itself, in other words, tends through the transformations of the

to refer only to industrial workers, separating them from workers in agri

economy to create and be embedded in cooperative and communicative

culture, services, and other sectors; at its most broad, working class refers

networks. Anyone who works with information or knowledge-for exam

to all waged workers, separating them from the poor, unpaid domestic la

ple, from agriculturists who develop the specific properties of seeds to soft

borers, and all others who do not receive a wage. The multitude, in con

ware programmers-relies on the common knowledge passed down from

trast, is an open, inclusive concept. It tries to capture the importance of

others and in turn creates new common knowledge. This is especially true
.
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for all labor that creates immaterial projects, including ideas, images, af
fects, and relationships. We will call this newly dominant model "biopo
litical production" to highlight that it not only involves the production of
material goods in a stricrly economic sense but also touches on and pro
duces all facets of social life, economic, cultural, and political. This biopo
litical production and its expansion of the common is one strong pillar on
which stands the possibility of global democracy today.
The second characteristic of the multitude especially imponant for
democracy is its "political" organization (but remember that the political
blends quickly into the economic, the social, and the cultural). We get a
first hint of this democratic tendency when we look at the genealogy of
modern resistances, revolts, and revolution, which demonstrates a tendency
toward increasingly democratic organization, from centralized forms of
revolutionary dictatorship and command to network organizations that
displace authority in collaborative relationships. The genealogy reveals a
tendency for resistance and revolutionary organizations not only to be a
means to achieve a democratic society but to create internally, within the
organizational structure, democratic relationships. Funhermore, democ
racy on a global scale is becoming an increasingly widespread demand,
sometimes explicit but often implicit in the innumerable grievances and
resistances expressed against the current global order. The common cur
rency that runs throughout so many struggles and movements for libera
tion across the world today-at local, regional, and global levels-is the
desire for democracy. Needless to say, desiring and demanding global democ
racy do not guarantee its realization, but we should not underestimate the
power such demands can have.
Keep in mind that this is a philosophical book. We will give numerous
examples of how people are working today to put an end to war and make
the world more democratic, but do not expect our book to answer the
question, What is to be done? or propose a concrete program of action.
We believe that in light of the challenges and possibilities of our world it
is necessary to rethink the most basic political concepts, such as power, re
sistance, multitude, and democracy. Before we embark on a practical po
litical project to create new democratic institutions and social structures,

we need to ask if we really understand what democracy means (or could
mean) today. Our primary aim is to work out the conceptual bases on
which a new project of democracy can stand. We have made every effon
to write this in a language that everyone can understand, defining techni
cal terms and explaining philosophical concepts. That does not mean that
the reading will always be easy. You will undoubtedly at some point find
the meaning of a sentence or even a paragraph not immediately clear.
Please be patient. Keep reading. Sometimes these philosophical ideas take
longer to work out. Think of the book as a mosaic from which the general
design gradually emerges.

.
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We conceive the movement from the one book to the other, from Empire
to Multitude, as the reverse of Thomas Hobbes's development from his
De Cive (published in 1642) to Leviathan (1651). The reverse progression
speaks to the profound difference in the two historical moments. At the
dawn of modernity, in De Cive, Hobbes defined the nature of the social
body and the forms of citizenship that were adequate to the nascent bour
geoisie. The new class was not capable of guaranteeing social order on its
own; it required a political power to stand above it, an absolute authority,
a god on earth. Hobbes's Leviathan describes the form of sovereignty that
would subsequently develop in Europe in the form of the nation-state.
Today, at the dawn of postmodernity, we have first in Empire tried to de
lineate a new global form of sovereignty; and now, in this book, we try to
understand the nature of the emerging global class formation, the multi
tude. Whereas Hobbes moved from the nascent social class to the new
form of sovereignty, our course is the inverse-we work from the new form
of sovereignty to the new global class. Whereas the nascent bourgeoisie
needed to call on a sovereign power to guarantee its interests, the multi
tude emerges from within the new imperial sovereignty and points beyond
it. The multitude is working through Empire to create an alternative
global society. Whereas the modern bourgeois had to fall back on the new
sovereignty to consolidate its order, the postmodern revolution of the
multitude looks forward, beyond imperial sovereignty. The multitude, in

.
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contrast to the bourgeoisie and all other exclusive, limited class forma
tions, is capable of forming society autonomously; this, we will see, is cen
tral to its democratic possibilities.
We cannot begin our book with the project of the multitude and the
possibilities of democracy. That will be the focus of chapters 2 and 3. We
have to begin instead with the current state of war and global conflict,
which can easily seem to be an insurmountable obstacle to democracy and
liberation. This book was written under the cloud of war, primarily be
tween September 11, 2001, and the 2003 Iraq War. We have to investigate
how war has changed in our era with respect to politics and sovereignty,
and we have to articulate the contradictions that run throughout our pres
ent war regime. We hope, however, that it is already clear that democracy,
even when it appears distant, is necessary in our world, that it is the only
answer to the vexing questions of our day, and that it is the only way out
of our state of perpetual conflict and war. It is up to us in the remainder
of this book to convince you that a democracy of the multitude is not
only necessary but possible.

.
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1.1

S I M PLI C I SS I M U S

War under existing conditions compels all nations, even
those professedly the most democratic, to t\lm authoritarian and totalitarian.
The republic is lost.

-JOHN DEWEY

-CICERO

EXCEPTIONS
The world is at war again, but things are different this time. Traditionally
war has been conceived as the armed conflict between sovereign political
entities, that is, during the modern period, between nation-states. To the
extent that the sovereign authority of nation-states, even the most domi
nant nation-states, is declining and there is instead emerging a new supra
national form of sovereignty, a global Empire, the conditions and nature
of war and political violence are necessarily changing. War is becoming a
general phenomenon, global and interminable.
There are innumerable armed conflicts waged across the globe today,
some brief and limited to a specific place, others long lasting and expan
sive.1 These conflicts might be best conceived as instances not of war but
rather

civil war.

W hereas war, as conceived traditionally by international

law, is armed conflict between sovereign political entities, civil war is
armed conflict between sovereign and! or nonsovereign combatants
a

single sovereign territory.

within

This civil war should be understood now not

3
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within the national space, since that is no longer the effective unit of sov

thereto, during all the time there is no assurance to the contrary."3 These

ereignty, but across the global terrain. The framework of international law

are not isolated wars, then, but a

general global state of war that erodes the

regarding war has been undermined. From this perspective all of the

distinction between war and peace such that we can no longer imagine or

world's current armed conflicts, hot and cold-in Colombia, Sierra Leone,

even hope for a real peace.

and Aceh, as much as in Israel-Palestine, India-Pakistan, Afghanistan, and

This world at war looks something like the one faced by Simplicissimus,

Iraq-should be considered imperial civil wars, even when states are in

the peasant protagonist of Johann Grimmelshausen's great seventeenth

volved. This does not mean that any of these conflicts mobilizes all of

century novel. 4 Simplicissimus is born in the midst of Germany's Thirty

Empire-indeed each of these conflicts is local and specific-but rather

Years' War, a war in which one-third of the German population died, and

that they exist within, are conditioned by, and in turn affect the global im

true to his name Simplicissimus views this world with the simplest, most

perial system. Each local war should not be viewed in isolation, then, but

naive eyes. How else can one understand such a state of perpetual con

seen as part of a grand constellation, linked in varying degrees both to

Bict, suffering, and devastation? The various armies-the French, Span

other war zones and to areas not presently at war. The pretense to sover

ish, Swedish, and Danish, along with the different Germanic forces-pass

eignty of these combatants is doubtful to say the least. They are struggling

through one after the other, each claiming more virtue and religious recti

rather for relative dominance within the hierarchies at the highest and

tude than the last, but to Simplicissimus they are all the same. They kill,

lowest levels of the global system. A new framework, beyond international

they rape, they steal. Simplicissimus's innocent open eyes manage to regis

law, would be necessary to confront this global civil war. 2

ter the horror without being destroyed by it; they see through all the mys

The attacks on the Pentagon and the World Trade Center on Septem

tifications that obscure this brutal reality. A few years earlier, across the

ber 11, 2001, did not create or fundamentally change this global situation,

Atlantic in Peru, an Amerindian, Huaman Poma de Ayala, wrote a similar

but perhaps they did force us to recognize its generality. There is no es

chronicle of even more devastating destruction.5 His text, composed in a

caping the state of war within Empire, and there is no end to it in sight.

mixture of Spanish, Quechua, and pictures, bears witness to conquest,

The situation was obviously already mature. Just as the "defenestration of

genocide, enslavement, and the eradication of the Inca civilization. Huaman

Prague" on May 23, 1618, when two regents of the Holy Roman Empire

Poma could only humbly address his observations, his indictments, and

were thrown from a window of the Hradeany castle, ignited the Thirty

his pleas for "good government" to King P hilip III of Spain. Today in the

Years' War, the attacks on September 11 opened a new era of war. Back

face of interminable bartles reminiscent of that earlier era, should we

then Catholics and Protestants massacred each other (but soon the sides

adopt something like Simplicissimus's innocent perspective or Huaman

became confused), and today Christians seem to be pitted against Mus

Poma's humble supplication to the ruling powers? Are those indeed our

lims (although the sides are already confused). This air of a war of reli

only alternatives?

gion only masks the profound historical transformation, the opening of a

The first key to understanding our brutal global state of war lies in the

new era. In the seventeenth century it was the passage in Europe from the

notion of

Middle Ages to modernity, and today the new era is the global passage

the other American in origin. We need to step back a moment and trace

from modernity to postmodernity. In this context, war has become a gen

the development of our contemporary exceptions. It is no coincidence that

eral condition: there may be a cessation of hostilities at times and in cer

our present situation should make us think of the earliest period of Euro

tain places, but lethal violence is present as a constant potentiality, ready

pean modernity since European modernity was born, in cenain respects,

always and everywhere to erupt. "So the nature of War," Thomas Hobbes

in response to generalized states of war, such as the Thirty Years' War in

explains, "consisteth not in actuall fighting; but in the known disposition

Germany and the civil wars in England. One central component of the

4
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exception or,

specifically, in two exceptions, one Germanic and
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political project of modern theories of sovereignty-liberal and nonliberal

This modern strategy of isolating war to interstate conflict is less and

alike-was to put an end to civil war and destroy the constant state of war

less viable today given the emergence of innumerable global civil wars, in

by isolating war at the margins of society and limiting it to exceptional

armed conflicts from Central Africa to Latin America and from Indonesia

times. Only the sovereign authority-that is, the monarch or the state

to Iraq and Afghanistan. This strategy is also undermined in a more gen

could wage war and only against another sovereign power. War, in other

eral way to the extent that the sovereignty of nation-states is declining and

words, was expelled from the internal national social field and reserved

instead at a supranational level is forming a new sovereignty, a global Em

only for external conflicts between states. War was thus to be the exception

pire. We have to reconsider in this new light the relation between war and

and peace the norm. Conflicts within the nation were to be resolved

politics. This situation might seem to realize the modern liberal dream

peacefully through political interaction.

from Kant's notion of perpetual peace to the practical projects that led to

The

was a fundamental goal of modern

the League of Nations and the United Nations-that the end of war be

political thought and practice, even for the so-called realist theorists who

tween sovereign states would be the end of the possibility of war alto

focus on the central importance of war in international affairs. Carl von

gether and thus the universal rule of politics. The community or society

separation of war from politics

Clausewitz's famous claim that

war is the continuation of politics by other

of nations would thus extend the space of domestic social peace to the en

for example, might suggest that politics and war are inseparable,

tire globe, and international law would guarantee order. Today, however,

but really, in the context of Clausewitz's work, this notion is based, first of

instead of moving forward to peace in fulfillment of this dream we seem

all, on the idea that war and politics are in principle separate and differ

to have been catapulted back in time into the nightmare of a perpetual

ent.6 He wants to understand how these separate spheres

means,

at times

and indeterminate state of war, suspending the international rule of law,

come into relation. Second, and more important, "politics" for him has

with no clear distinction between the maintenance of peace and acts of

nothing to do with political relations within a society but rather refers ex

war.

clusively to political conflicts between nation-states'? War in Clausewitz's

tween sovereign states has declined, war seems to have seeped back and

can

Because the isolated space and time of war in the limited conflict be

view is an instrument in the state's arsenal for use in the realm of interna

flooded the entire social field.

tional politics. It is thus completely external to the political struggles and

and general; the exception has become the rule, pervading both foreign re

conflicts that exist within a society. The same is true for the more general

lations and the homeland.9

The state of exception has become permanent

claim, also common to realist political thinkers, most notably Carl Schmitt,

The "state of exception" is a concept in the German legal tradition that

that all political actions and motives are based fundamentally on the

refers to the temporary suspension of the constitution and the rule of law,

friend-enemy distinction.8 Here too it may seem at first sight that politics

similar to the concept of state of siege and the notion of emergency pow

and war are inseparable, but again the politics in question here is not that

ers in the French and English traditions.1o A long tradition of constitu

within a society but only between sovereign entities. The only real enemy,

tional thought reasons that in a time of serious crisis and danger, such as

from this perspective, is a public enemy, that is, an enemy of the state, in

wartime, the constitution must be suspended temporarily and extraordi

most cases another state. Modern sovereignty was thus meant to ban war

nary powers given to a strong executive or even a dictator in order to pro

from the internal, civil terrain. This conception was common to all the

tect the republic. The founding myth of this line of thinking is the legend

dominant veins of modern thought, among liberals and non-liberals alike:

of the noble Cincinnatus, the elderly farmer in ancient Rome who, when

if war is isolated to the conflicts between sovereign entities, then politics

beseeched by his countrymen, reluctantly accepts the role of dictator to

within each society is, at least in normal circumstances, free from war.

was a limited state of exception.

�r

ward off a threat against the republic. After sixteen days, the story goes,
the enemy has been routed and the republic saved, and Cincinnatus returns

6
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to his plow. The constitutional concept of a "state of exception" is clearly

double standard enjoyed by the most powerful, that is, the notion that the

contradictory-the constitution must be suspended in order to be saved

one who commands need not obey. The Unites States is also indispensable

but this contradiction is resolved or at least mitigated by understanding

in Albright's formulation simply because it is the most powerful.

that the period of crisis and exception is brief. When crisis is no longer

Some might claim that these two meanings of U.S. exceptionalism are

limited and specific but becomes a general omni-crisis, when the state of

compatible and mutually reinforcing: since the United States is animated

war and thus the state of exception become indefinite or even permanent,

by republican virtue, its actions will all be good, hence it need not obey in

as they do today, then contradiction is fully expressed, and the concept

ternational law; the law instead must constrain only the bad nations. Such

takes on an entirely different character.

an equation, however, is at best an ideological confusion and more usually

This legal concept alone does not give us an adequate basis for under

a patent mystification. The idea of republican virtue has from its begin

standing our new global state of war. We need to link this "state of excep

ning been aimed against the notion that the ruler, or indeed anyone,

tion" with another exception, the exceptionalism of the United States, the

stands above the law. Such exception is the basis of tyranny and makes

only remaining superpower. The key to understanding our global war lies

impossible the realization of freedom, equality, and democracy. Therefore

in the intersection between these two exceptions.

the two notions of U.S. exceptional ism directly contradict each other.

The notion of U.S. exceptionalism has a long history, and its use in

When we say that today's global state of exception, the curtailing of le

contemporary political discourse is deceptively complex. Consider a state

gal guarantees and freedoms in a time of crisis, is supported and legiti

ment by former secretary of state Madeleine Albright: "If we have to use

mated by U.S. exceptionatism, it should be clear that only one of the two

force, it is because we are America. We are the indispensable nation." II Al

meanings of that term applies. It is true that the rhetoric of many leaders

bright's phrase "because we are America" carries with it all the weight and

and supporters of the United States often relies heavily on the republican

ambiguity of U.S. exceptionalism. The ambiguity results from the fact

virtue that makes America an exception, as if this ethical foundation made

that U.S. exceptionalism really has two distinct and incompatible mean

it the historical destiny of the United States to lead the world. In fact, the

ings.12 On the one hand, the United States has from its inception claimed

real basis of the state of exception today is the second meaning of U.S. ex

to be

of the European forms of sover

ceptionalism, its exceptional power and its ability to dominate the global

an exception from the corruption

eignty, and in this sense it has served as the beacon of republican virtue in

order. In a state of emergency, according to this logic, the sovereign must

the world. This ethical conception continues to function today, for in

stand above the law and take control. There is nothing ethical or moral

stance, in the notion that the United States is the global leader promoting

about this connection; it is purely a question of might, nor right. This ex

democracy, human rights, and the international rule of law. The United

ceptional role of the United States in the global state of exception serves

States is indispensable, Albright might say, because of its exemplary re

only to eclipse and erode the republican tradition that runs through the

publican virtue. On the other hand, U.S. exceptionalism also means-and

nation's history.

The United

The intersection between the German legal notion of a state of excep

States, for example, increasingly exempts itself from international agree

this is a relatively new

tion and the exceptionalism of the United States provides a first glimpse

ments (on the environment, human rights, criminal courts, and so forth)

of how war has changed in today's world. This is not, we should repeat,

and claims its military does not have to obey the rules to which others are

simply a matter of being for or against the United States, nor is it even a

meaning-exception from the law.

subject, namely, on such matters as preemptive strikes, weapons control,

choice between unilateralist and multilateralist methods. We will return to

and illegal detention. In this sense the American "exception" refers to the

consider the specific role of the United States in our global state of war
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later, but first we will have to investigate m uch more deeply the changing

The second and more influentiaL modern version derivesfrom the legend of
Rabbi Judah Loew of Prague. Rabbi Loew makes a goiem to defend the Jew
ish community ofPrague and attack its persecutors. The goiem's destructive vi
olmee, however, proves uncontrollable. It tkJes attack the enemies of the Jews
but also begim to kill Jews themseLves indiscriminately before the rabbi can fi
naily turn it back to clay. This tale bears certain similarities to common warn
ings about the dangers of imtrumentalization in modern society and of
kchnology run amok, but the goiem is more than a parable of how humam are
losing control of the world and machines are taking over. It is also about the
inevitable blindness of war and violence. In H Leivick's Yiddish play, The
Golem, for imtance, first pubLished in Wzrsaw in 1921, Rabbi Loew is so in
knt on revenge agaimt the persecutors of theJews that even when the Mmiah
comes with Elijah the Prophet the rabbi turm them away. 14 Now is not their
time, he says, now is the timefor the goiem to bathe our enemies in blood. The
violence of revenge and war, however, leads to indiscriminate death. The
golern, the momter of war, tkJes not know the friend-enemy distinction. Wzr
brings death to all equaLly. That is the momtrosity of war. "He came to save
and yet he shed our blood, " puzzles the rabbi. "Are we chastised because we
wished to save ourselves?" If we tkJ nothing we are destroyed by our enemies,
but if we go to war agaimt them we end up destroying ourseLves the same.
Rabbi Loew recognizes the horrible paratklx the goiem presents us. Is there no
alternative to war that is nonetheless capable offreeing us from persecution
and oppression?
Perhaps we need to listen more attentively to the goiem 's message. The most
mnarkable thing about the goiem in many of the modern versiom is not its in
strumentality or brutality but rather its emotionaL neediness and capacity for
affection. The goiem tkJem't want to kill it wants to love and be loved. Most
of the versions of the legend that derive from the Rabbi Loew story emphasize
how the golern's requestsfor comfort are constantly rebuffed by the rabbi and,
moreover, how the goiem 's expressiom of affection for the rabbi's daughter are
met with horror, disgust, andpanic. Rabbi Loew's golem, of course, is not the
only modern monster to suffer from unrequited love. Doctor Frankenstein's
momter too only wants affection, and his advances are similarly thwarted, in
particular by the tkJctor himself, the most heartless of beings. One of the scenes
ofgreatest pathos in Mary Shelley's noveL is when the monster befriends the

relationships among war, politics, and

global order.

GOLEM

A golem is haunting us. It is trying to tell us something.
The goiem has become an icon of unlimited war and indiscriminate tk
struction, a symbol of war's momtrosity. In the rich traditiom ofJewish mysti
cism, however, the figure of the goiem is much more complex. The goiem is
traditionally a man made of clay, brought to life by a ritual peifOrmed by a
Rabbi. Golem literally meam unformed or amorphous matter and its anima
tion repeats, according to the ancient mystical tradition of the kabbalah, the
process of God's creation of the world recounted in Genesis. Since, according to
Jewish creation myths, the name of God has the power to produce life, the
goiem can be brought to life by pronouncing over the clay figure the name of
God in a series ofpermutations. Specifically, each letter of the alphabet must
be combined with each letter from the tetragrammaton (YHWH), and then
each of the resulting letter pairs must be pronounced with every possible vowel
sound. 13
Creating a goiem is dangerous business, as versiom of the legend increas
ingly emphasize in the medieval and modern periods. One danger expressed
particularly in medieval versions is idolatry. Like Prometheus, the one who
creates a goiem has in effect claimed the position of God, creator of Life. Such
hubris must be punished.
In its modern versions thefocus of the golem legend shifts from parables of
creation to fables of destruction. The two modern legends from which most of
the others derive date from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. In one,
Rabbi ELijah Baal Shem of Chem, Poland, brings a goiem to life to be his ser
vant and perform household chores. The goiem grows bigger each day, so to
prevent it from getting too big, once a week the Rabbi must return it to clay
and start again. One time the Rabbi forgets his routine and lets the gotem get
too big. When he tramforms it back he is engulfed in the mass of Lifeless clay
and suffocates. One of the morals of this tale has to tkJ with the danger of set
ting oneself up as master and imposing servitude upon others.
.
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blind man De Lacey in his cottage in the woods but is horribly rejected once De
Lacey'sfomily sets eyes on him. The monsters in both of these tales are the ones
with rich emotional lives and great capacities for human feeling, whereas the
humans are emotional cripples, cold and heartless. They are just asking to be
loved and no one seems to untUrstand.
we need to find some way to heed the signs of warning and also recognize
the potential in our contemporary world. Even the violent modern golems still
carry all the mystery and wistkm of the kabbalah: along with the threat of de
struction they also bring the promise and wonder of creation. Perhaps what
monsters like the golem are trying to teach us, whispering to us secretly untUr
the din of our global battlefield, is a lesson about the monstrosity of war and
our possible redemption through love.

tween wars of position and wars of maneuver. These theorists, however,
were dealing with exceptional social periods, that is, times of insurrection
and revolution. W hat is distinctive and new about the claim that politics is
the continuation of war is that it refers to power in its normal functioning,
everywhere and always, outside and within each society. Michel Foucault
goes so far as to say that the socially pacifying function of political power
involves constantly reinscribing this fundamental relationship of force in a
sort of silent war and reinscribing it too in the social institutions, systems
of economic inequality, and even the spheres of personal and sexual rela
tions.I? War, in other words, becomes the general matrix for all relations
of power and techniques of domination, whether or not bloodshed is in
volved. War has become a regime of biopower, that is, a form of rule aimed
not only at controlling the population but producing and reproducing all
aspects of social life.18 This war brings death but also, paradoxically, must
produce life. This does not mean that war has been domesticated or its vi
olence attenuated, but rather that daily life and the normal functioning of
power has been permeated with the threat and violence of warfare.
Consider, as a symptom of the change in the nature of war today, how
common public usage of the concept of war has changed in the late twen
tieth and early twenty-first centuries. The rhetoric of war has long been
used, of course, to describe activities that are very different from war it
self. In some cases, war metaphors are applied to forms of competition
and relations of force that do not generally involve lethal violence or
bloodshed, such as spons, commerce, and domestic politics. In all of these
contests, one has competitors but never really enemies properly conceived.
Such metaphorical usage serves to highlight the risks, competition, and
conflict involved in these various activities, but it also assumes a funda
mental difference from real war. In other cases, the metaphorical discourse
of war is invoked as a strategic political maneuver in order to achieve the
total mobilization of social forces for a united purpose that is typical of a
war effort. The war on poverty, for example, launched in the United States
in the mid-1960s by the Johnson administration, used the discourse of
war to avoid partisan conflict and rally national forces for a domestic pol
icy goal. Because poverty is an abstract enemy and the means to combat it
are nonviolent, the war discourse in this case remains merely rhetorical.

THE GLOBAL STATE OF WAR
Let us go back and start again from the basic elements of our global state
of war. When the state of exception becomes the rule and when wartime
becomes an interminable condition, then the traditional distinction be
tween war and politics becomes increasingly blurred. The tradition of
tragic drama, from Aeschylus to Shakespeare, has continually emphasized
the interminable and proliferating nature of war. IS Today, however, war
tends to extend even farther, becoming a permanent social relation. Some
contemporary authors try to express this novelty by reversing the Clause
witz formula that we cited earlier: it may be that war is a continuation of
politics by other means, but politics itself is increasingly becoming war
conducted by other means.16 War, that is to say, is becoming the primary
organizing principle of society, and politics merely one of its means or
guises. What appears as civil peace, then, really only puts an end to one
form of war and opens the way for another.
Of course, theorists of insurrection and revolutionary politics, particu
larly in the anarchist and communist traditions, have long made similar
claims about the indistinction of war and politics: Mao Zedong, for in
stance, claimed that politics is simply war without bloodshed, and Antonio
Gramsci in a rather different framework divided political strategies be.
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With the war on drugs, however, which began in the 1980s, and more so

distinguishable from one another and serve together as the object of the

with the twenty-first-century war on terrorism, the rhetoric of war begins

war effort. We will focus extensively on the notion of "dangerous classes"

to develop a more concrete character. As in the case of the war on poverty,

in the next chapter, but here we should emphasize that its being identified

here too the enemies are posed not as specific nation-states or political

with "the enemy" tends effectively to criminalize the various forms of so

communities or even individuals but rather as abstract concepts or perhaps

cial contestation and resistance. In this respect, the conceptual merging of

as sets of practices. Much more successfully than the war on poverty, these

war and policing poses an obstacle to all forces of social transformation.

discourses of war serve to mobilize all social forces and suspend or limit

A third consequence is a reorientation of the conception of the sides of

normal political exchange. And yet these wars are not so metaphorical be

battle or conditions of enmity. To the extent that the enemy is abstract

cause like war traditionally conceived they involve armed combat and

and unlimited, the alliance of friends too is expansive and potentially uni

lethal force. In these wars there is increasingly little difference between

versal. All of humanity can in principle be united against an abstract con

outside and inside, between foreign conflicts and homeland security. We

cept or practice such as terrorism. 1 9 It should not be surprising, then, that

have thus proceeded from metaphorical and rhetorical invocations of war

the concept of "just war" has emerged again in the discourse of politicians,

to

real wars against indefinite, immaterial enemies.

journalists, and scholars, particularly in the context of the war on terror

One consequence of this new kind of war is that the limits of war are

ism and the various military operations conducted in the name of human

rendered indeterminate, both spatially and temporally. The old-fashioned

rights. The concept of justice serves to universalize war beyond any partic

war against a nation-state was clearly defined spatially, even if it could at

ular interests toward the interest of humanity as a whole. Modern Euro

times spread to other countries, and the end of such a war was generally

pean political thinkers, we should keep in mind, sought to banish the

marked by the surrender, victory, or truce between the conflicting states.

concept of just war, which had been common throughout the Middle

By contrast, war against a concept or set of practices, somewhat like a war

Ages, especially during the Crusades and the religious wars, because they

of religion, has no definite spatial or temporal boundaries. Such wars can

thought it tended to generalize war beyond its proper scope and confuse it

potentially extend anywhere for any period of time. Indeed, when U.S.

with other social realms, such as morality and religion. Justice does not be

leaders announced the "war against terrorism" they emphasized that it

long to the modern concept of war.20 When the modern realist theorists of

would have to extend throughout the world and continue for an indefinite

war claimed that war is a means for political ends, for instance, they in

period, perhaps decades or even generations. A war to create and maintain

tended not only to link war to interstate politics but also separate it from

social order can have no end. It must involve the continuous, uninter

other social realms, such as morality and religion. It is true that various

rupted exercise of power and violence. In other words, one cannot win

other social realms have often throughout history been superimposed on

such a war, or, rather, it has to be won again every day. War has thus be

war, especially in propaganda campaigns, such that the enemy might be

come virtually indistinguishable from police activity.

presented as evil or ugly or sexually perverse, but the modern theorists in

A second consequence of this new state of war is that international re

lations and domestic politics become increasingly similar and intermin

sisted on this fundamental separation. War, they thought, could thus be
isolated to its necessary and rational functions.

gled. In the context of this cross between military and police activity aimed

The "just" wars of the late twentieth and early-twenty-first centuries often

at security there is ever less difference between inside and outside the

carry explicit or implicit echoes of the old wars of religion. And the various

nation-state: low-intensity warfare meets high-intensity police actions. The

concepts of civilizational conflict-the West versus Islam, for instance

"enemy," which has traditionally been conceived outside, and the "danger

that animate a strong vein of foreign policy and international relations

ous classes," which have traditionally been inside, are thus increasingly in-

theory are never far removed from the old religious paradigm of the wars

.
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of religion.2' It seems that we are back once again in the situation defined

rights (including, according to some, the rights of property) ; and (3) the

by the seventeenth-century motto,

practice of warfare in violation of the rules of engagement, including at

Cujus regio, ejus religio, that is, the one

who rules also determines religious faith-a dangerous and oppressive sit

tacks on civilians. The problem with all of these definitions is that they

uation against which all the great modern movements of tolerance strug

vary according to who defines their key elements: who determines, for ex

gled. Along with the renewed concept of just war, then, comes also,

ample, what is a legitimate government, what are human rights, and what

predictably, the allied concept of evil. Posing the enemy as evil serves to

are the rules of war. Depending on who defines these elements, of course,

make the enemy and the struggle against it absolute and thus outside of

even the United States could be labeled a terrorist state.23 Because of the

politics-evil is the enemy of all humanity. (The category of a crime

instability of its definition, the concept of terrorism does not provide a

against humanity, which has in effect been transformed from an element

solid foundation to understand the current global state of war.

of the Geneva Convention into global penal code, is perhaps the legal

The domestic face of just-war doctrines and the war against terrorism

concept that most clearly makes concrete this notion of evil.) Modern Eu

is a regime aimed at near complete social control, which some authors de

ropean philosophers tried to put to rest this problem too, the problem of

scribe as a passage from the welfare state to a warfare state and others char

evil, the great Christian debate over theodicy, that is, the justification of

acterize as a so-called zero-tolerance society.24 This is a society whose

God with respect to the evil, the question of how God could permit evil to

diminishing civil liberties and increasing rates of incarceration are in cer

exist.22 They tried to displace such problems or at least separate them

tain respects a manifestation of a constant social war. We should note that

from questions of politics and war. The postmodern recoursd to notions

this transformation of methods of control coincides with an extremely

of justice and evil in war may be simply irrational propaganda and moral

strong social transformation, which we will describe in the next chapter in

religious mystification, little different than old-fashioned calls to destroy

terms of biopolitical forms of production. The new forms of power and

the infidels or burn the witches, but since such mystifications do have very

control operate increasingly in contradiction with the new social composi

real effects, they must be confronted seriously, as was done by modern

tion of the population and serve merely to block its new forms of produc

philosophers such as Voltaire. Tolerance, a central value of modern thought,

tivity and expression. We claimed elsewhere that a similar obstruction of

is being dramatically undermined. And, more importantly for our pur

freedom and productive expression led to the implosion of the Soviet

poses, these resurrected discourses of justice and evil are symptoms of the

Union.25 This is, in any case, a highly contradictory situation in which the

ways in which war has changed and lost the limitations that modernity

actions of the ruling powers to maintain control tend to undercut their

had tried to impose on it.

own interests and authority.

We should be clear that the concept of terrorism does not (any more

Finally, like justice, democracy does not belong to war. War always re

than the concept of evil) provide a solid conceptual or political anchor for

quires strict hierarchy and obedience and thus the partial or total suspen

the contemporary global state of war. Early in the twentieth century the

sion of democratic participation and exchange. "In wartime," explains the

term

legal theorist Hans Kelsen, "the democratic principle has to yield to a

terrorism referred primarily to anarchist bombings in Russia, France,

and Spain-instances of so-called propaganda of the deed. The current

strictly autocratic one: everyone must pay unconditional obedience to the

meaning of the term is a recent invention. Terrorism has become a politi

leader. "26 In the modern period the wartime suspension of democratic pol

cal concept (a concept of war or, really, civil war) that refers to three dif

itics was usually posed as temporary, since war was conceived as an excep

ferent phenomena that are sometimes held separate and at others confused

tional condition.27 If our hypothesis is correct and today the state of war

together:

the revolt or rebellion against a legitimate government; (2)

has instead become our permanent global condition, then the suspension

the exercise of political violence by a government in violation of human

of democracy tends also to become the norm rather than the exception.

(1)

.
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Following John Dewey's statement that serves as one of the epigraphs to

death not simply of an individual or group but of humanity itself and per

see that the current global state of war forces all na

haps indeed of all being. When genocide and atomic weapons put life it
self on center stage, then war b�comes properly ontological. 28

this chapter, we

can

tions, even the professedly most democratic, to become authoritarian and
totalitarian. Some say that ours is a world in which real democracy has be
come impossible, perhaps even unthinkable.

War thus seems to be heading at once in two opposite directions: it is,
on one hand, reduced to police action and, on the other, raised up to an
absolute, ontological level by technologies of global destruction. These
two movements, however, are not contradictory: the reduction of war to po
lic� action does not take away but actuaUy conjirms its ontological dimension.

BIOPOWER AN D SEC U R ITY

The thinning of the war function and the thickening of the police func
A t this point we need to go back once again and try to understand this

tion maintain the ontological stigmata of absolute annihilation: the war

regime of biopower from another, more philosophical, perspective. Al

police maintain the threat of genocide and nuclear destruction as their

though global war, as we said, has become increasingly indistinct from

ultimate foundation.29

global police action, it also now tends toward the

absolute. In modernity

Biopower wields not just the power of the mass destruction of life

war never had an absolute, ontological character. It is true that the mod

(such as that threatened by nuclear weapons)

erns considered war a fundamental element of social life. When the great

lence. When individualized in its extreme form, biopower becomes tor

modern military theorists spoke of war, they considered it a destructive

ture. Such an individualized exercise of power is a central element in the

but also

individualized vio

but inevitable element of human society. And we should not forget that

society of control of George Orwell's

war often appeared in modern philosophy and politics as a positive ele

his power over another, Winston?' Winston thought. 'By making him suf

1984.

" 'How does one man assert

ment that involved both the search for glory (primarily in aristocratic con

fer,' he said. 'Exactly. By making him suffer. Obedience is not enough. ' "30

sciousness and literature) and the construction of social solidarity (often

Torture is today becoming an ever more generalized technique of control,

from the standpoint of the subaltern populations) . None of this, however,

and at the same time it is becoming increasingly banalized. Methods for

made war absolute. War was an element of social life; it did not rule over

obtaining confessions and information through physical and psychologi

life. Modern war was dialectical in that every negative moment of de

cal torments, techniques to disorient prisoners (such as sleep deprivation) ,

struction necessarily implied a positive moment of the construction of

and simple means o f humiliation (such as strip searches) are all common

social order.

weapons in the contemporary arsenal of torture. Torture is one central

War really became absolute only with the technological development of

point of contact between police action and war; the torture techniques

weapons that made possible for the first time mass and even global de

used in the name of police prevention take on all the characteristics of

struction. Weapons of global destruction break the modern dialectic of

military action. This is another face of the state of exception and the ten

war. War has always involved the destruction of life, but in the twentieth

dency for political power to free itself from the rule of law. In fact, there

century this destructive power reached the limits of the pure production

are increasing numbers of cases in which the international conventions

of death, represented symbolically by Auschwitz and Hiroshima. The

against torture and the domestic laws against cruel and unusual punish

ca

pacity of genocide and nuclear destruction touches directly on the very

ment have little effectY Both dictatorships and liberal democracies use

structure of life, corrupting it, perverting it. The sovereign power that con

torture, the one by vocation and the other by so-called necessity. Accord

trols such means of destruction is a form of biopower in this most negative

ing to the logic of the state of exception, torture is an essential, unavoid

and horrible sense of the term, a power that rules directly over death-the

able, and justifiable technique of power.

.
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Sovereign political power can never really arrive at the pure production
of death because it cannot afford

to

eliminate the life of its subjects.

WA R
in the other transformations of war we analyzed earlier. If war is no longer
an

exceptional condition but the normal state of affairs, if, that is, we have

Weapons of mass destruction must remain a threat or be used in very lim

ROW

ited cases, and torture cannot be taken to the point of death, at least not in

not be a

a generalized way. Sovereign power lives only by preserving the life of its

but rather, on the contrary, an active mechanism that constantly creates

subjects, at the very least their capacities of production and consumption.

and reinforces the present global order. Furthermore, the notion of secu

If any sovereign power were to destroy that, it would necessarily destroy

rity signals a lack of distinction between inside and outside, between the

entered a perpetual state of war, then it becomes necessary that war
threat to the existing structure of power, not a destabilizing force,

itself. More important than the negative technologies of annihilation and

military and the police. Whereas "defense" involves a protective barrier

torture, then, is the constructive character of biopower. Global war must

against external threats, "security" justifies a constant martial activity
equally in the homeland and abroad.

not only bring death but also produce and regulate life.
One index of the new, active, constituent character of war is the policy
shift from "defense" to "security," which the U.S. government has pro

The concept of security only gestures partially and obliquely to the ex
tensive transformative power involved in this passage. At an abstract,

moted, particularly as an element of the war against terrorism since Sep

schematic level we can see this shift as an inversion of the traditional

tember 200 1 .32 In the context of U.S. foreign policy, the shift from

arrangement of power. Think of the arrangement of the elements of mod

defense to security means the movement from a reactive and conservative

em

sovereign power like a Russian matrioshka doll, whose largest shell

attitude to an active and constructive one, both within and outside the na

consists of disciplinary administrative power, which contains the power of

tional boundaries: from the preservation of the present domestic social

political control, which in turn contains in the final instance the power to

and political order to its transformation, and similarly from a reactive war

make war. The productive character of security, however, requires that the

attitude, which responds to external attacks, to an active attitude that aims

order and priority of these nested shells be reversed, such that war is now

to preempt attack. We should keep in mind that modern democratic na

the outermost container in which is nestled the power of control and fi

tions uniformly outlawed all forms of military aggression, and their con

nally disciplinary power. What is specific to our era, as we claimed earlier,

stitutions gave parliaments power only to declare defensive wars. Likewise

is that war has passed from the final element of the sequences of power

international law has always resolutely prohibited preventive or preemp

lethal force as a last resort-to the first and primary element, the founda

tive attacks on the basis of the rights of national sovereignty. The contem

tion of politics itself. Imperial sovereignty creates order not by putting an

porary justification of preemptive strikes and preventive wars in the name

end to "the war of each against all," as Hobbes would have it, but by pro

of security, however, explicitly undermines national sovereignty, making

posing a regime of disciplinary administration and political control di
rectly based on continuous war action. The constant and coordinated

national boundaries increasingly irrelevant.33 Both within and outside the
nation, then, the proponents of security require more than simply con

application of violence, in other words, becomes the necessary condition

serving the present order-if we wait to react to threats, they claim, it will

for the functioning of discipline and control. In order for war to occupy

be too late. Security requires rather actively and constantly shaping the en

this fundamental social and political role, war must be able to accomplish

vironment through military and/or police activity. Only an actively shaped

a

world is a secure world. This notion of security is a form of biopower,

activity and an ordering, regulative activity that creates and maintains so

then, in the sense that it is charged with the task of producing "and trans

cial hierarchies, a form of biopower aimed at the promotion and regula

forming social life at its most general and global level.

tion of social life.

This active, constituent character of security is, in fact, already implicit
"
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To define war by biopower and security changes war's entire legal
.
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framework. I n the modern world the old Clausewitz adage that war is a

The political program of "nation building" in countries like Afghan

continuation of politics by other means represented a moment of enlight

istan and Iraq is one central example of the productive project of biopower

enment insofar as it conceived war as a form of political action and/or

and war. Nothing could be more postmodernist and antiessentialist than

sanction and thus implied an international legal framework of modern

this notion of nation building. It reveals, on the one hand, that the nation

warfare. It implied both a jus

has become something purely contingent, fonuitous, or, as philosophers

ad bellum (a right to conduct war) and a jus

in bello (a legal framework to govern war conduct) . In modernity, war was

would say, accidental. That is why nations can be destroyed and fabricated

subordinated to international law and thus legalized or, rather, made a le

or invented as parr of a political program. On the other hand, nations are

gal instrument. When we reverse the terms, however, and war comes to be

absolutely necessary as elements of global order and security. The interna

considered the basis of the internal politics of the global order, the politics

tional divisions of labor and power, the hierarchies of the global system,

of Empire, then the modern model of civilization that was the basis of le

and the forms of global apartheid we will discuss in the next chapter all

galized war collapses. The modern legal framework for declaring and con

depend on national authorities to be established and enforced. Nations

ducting war no longer holds. We are still nonetheless not dealing with a

must be made! Nation building thus pretends to be a constituent, even on

pure and unregulated exercise of violence. War as the foundation of poli

tological, process, but it is really only a pale shadow of the revolutionary

tics must itself contain legal forms, indeed must construct new procedural

processes out of which modern nations were born. The modern revolu

forms of law. As cruel and bizarre as these new legal forms may be, war

tions and national liberations that created nations were processes that

must nonetheless be legally regulative and ordering. Whereas war previ

arose from within the national societies, fruit of a long history of social

regulated through legal structures, war has become regulating by

development. The contemporary projects of nation building are by con

ously was

constructing and imposing its own legal framework. 34

trast imposed by force from the outside through a process that now goes

We should note that to say imperial war is regulative and ordering, and

by the name "regime change." Such nation building resembles less the

thus contains within itself a constructive element, does not mean that it is

modern revolutionary birth of nations than it does the process of colonial

a constituent or foundational power in the proper sense. The modern rev

powers dividing up the globe and drawing the maps of their subject terri

olutionary wars were indeed instances of constituent power; they were

tories. It resembles also, in a more benign register, the battles over redraw

foundational insofar as they ovenhrew the old order and imposed from

ing electoral or administrative districts in order to gain control, cast now,

the outside new legal codes and new forms of life. The contemporary im

of course, on a global scale. Nation building, in any case, illustrates the

perial regulative state of war, in contrast, reproduces and regulates the

"productive" face of biopower and security.

current order; it creates law and jurisdiction from the inside. Its legal codes

For another example of the productive nature and regulative legal ca

are strictly functional to the constant reordering of imperial territories. It

pacity of biopower and global war, we can turn back to the renewed con

is constituent in the way, for example, that the implicit powers of the U.S.

ception of "just war." The current notion of just war should not be

Constitution are or the activities of constitutional courts can be in closed

reduced to the right of the ruling power to unilateral decision-making and

j uridical systems. These are functional systems that, above all in complex

command that could correspond to old conceptions of raison d'etat, as it

societies, serve as surrogates for democratic expression-and thus function

is used by some of the hawks who pursue today's imperial wars. Neither

against democracy. In any case, this reordering and regulating power has

should just war be reduced to a moral principle, as various religious

little to do with constituent power in the proper, foundational sense. It is

thinkers and utopian legal theorists seem to want (with the danger that

rather a means to displace and suffocate it.35

just war is transformed into fanaticism and superstition) . These are both,
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in fact, merely old, premodern conceptions that have recently been resur

mbecome a form of biopower in the positive, productive sense. It may ap

rected. It is more instructive to look at a much more recent genealogy of

pear thar we have arrived at the point of a reactionary revolution, when

just war and its constituent capacity, specifically the notion of just war as

imperial war founds a new global order, but really this is merely a regulat

sociated with the cold war that served as the basis for the theories of con

ing process that consolidates the existing order of Empire.36

tainment promoted by strategists from George Kennan to Henry Kissinger.
The cold war, as we will argue later, was indeed a war, but a war that in

LEGITI M ATE VIOLENCE

troduced novel elements, often conducted through low-intensity conflicts
simultaneously on various fronts throughout the world. What is relevant
for our argument here is that these cold war theorists of containment rein

We need to take one more approach toward our current global state of

terpreted the traditional morality of just war. The cold war was a just war

war,

in their view not because it could destroy the Communist and Soviet

mate violence is conceived. One of the fundamental pillars of the sover

threats but because it could

contain them. Just war in this case is no longer

eignty of the modern nation-state is its monopoly of legitimate violence

a moral justification for temporally limited acts of violence and destruc

both within the national space and against other nations. Within the na

this time from the standpoint of the changing ways in which legiti

tion, as it was traditionally, but rather for maintaining a permanent stasis

tion, the state not only has an overwhelming material advantage over all

of global order. That cold war idea of j ustice and containment provides a

other social forces in its capacity for violence, it also is the only social actor

key to both the indefinite duration and the regulative and ordering func

whose exercise of violence is legal and legitimate. All other social violence

tions that imperial war can have today.

is illegitimate a priori, or at least highly delimited and constrained as is,

The cold war, however, never arrived at an ontological concept of war.

for example, the kind of legitimate violence involved in a labor union's

Its notion of containment was static or perhaps dialectical. Only after the

right to strike, if indeed one considers the strike an act of violence at all.

end of the cold war has war begun to become truly constructive. The Bush

On the international scene, the various nation-states certainly have differ

senior foreign policy doctrine, for example, was constitutive in the sense

ent military capacities, but in principle they all have equal right to use

that the 1 99 1 Persian Gulf War, although its primary objective was to re

violence, that is, to conduct war. The legitimate violence wielded by the

store Kuwait's national sovereignty, was also part of a project to create a

nation-state is grounded primarily in national, and later international, le

"new world order." The Clinton administration's policies of humanitarian

gal structures. (It is, in Max Weber's terms, a

wars, peacekeeping, and nation building had analogous aspects, aimed at

traditional or charismatic one.) The violence of the police officer, jailer,

constructing, for instance, a new political order in the Balkans. Both ad

and executioner within the national territory or the general and soldier

legal authority rather than a

ministrations promoted, at least in part, the moral criterion of j ust war as

outside are legitimate not because of the characteristics of the particular

a constitutive element of politics in order to redraw the geopolitical map.

individuals but on the basis of the offices they occupy. The actions of

Finally, the Bush j unior administration, particularly after the attacks of

these various state functionaries who wield legitimate violence are thus ac

September 1 1 and the policy shift from defense to security, has made ex

countable, at least in principle, to the national and international legal or

plicit the global reach and the active, constituent function of war in global

ders on which they stand.

All the theories in political science of the state of

order, even though this remains an incomplete and uneven process that

exception-the state of siege and constitutional dictatorship just like the

will advance and retreat for some time in various forms. Imperial war is

corresponding notions of insurrection and coup d etat

charged with the task of shaping the global political environment and thus

itly on the state's monopoly of violenceY
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twentieth-century politics, on the right and left, agree on this point: Max

cary against Palestinian citizens? Perhaps the declining ability of states to

Weber and Vladimir Lenin say, in almost identical words, that with regard

legitimate the violence they exercise can explain, at least in part, why there

to the use of force the state is always a dictatorship.38

have appeared in recent decades increasingly strident and confused accusa

In the second half of the twentieth century, however, the mechanisms

tions of terrorism. In a world where no violence can be legitimated, all

of the legitimation of state violence began to be seriously undermined.

violence can potentially be called terrorism. As we noted earlier, the con

The developments of international law and international treaties, on one

temporary definitions of terrorism are all variable and depend on who de

hand, put limits on the legitimate use of force by one nation-state against

fines their central elements: legitimate government, human rights, and

another, and on the accumulation of weapons. The nuclear nonprolifera

rules of war. The difficulty of constructing a stable and coherent defini

tion agreements, for example, along with various limits on the develop

tion of terrorism is intimately linked to the problem of establishing an ad

ment of chemical and biological weapons, maintained during the cold war

equate notion of legitimate violence.

the overwhelming advantage in military capabilities and the right to con

Many politicians, activists, and scholars invoke morality and values to

duct war in the hands of the two superpowers, and thus out of the hands

day as the basis of legitimate violence outside the question of legality or,

of the majority of nation-states.39 On the other hand, particularly in the

rather, as the basis of a new legal structure: violence is legitimate if its ba

final decades of the twentieth century, the legitimate use of force has also

sis is moral and just, but illegitimate if its basis is immoral and unjust. Bin

eroded within nation-states. The discourse of human rights, along with

Laden, for example, asks for legitimation by presenting himself as the

the military interventions and legal actions based on it, was part of a grad

moral hero of the poor and oppressed of the global South. The United

ual movement to delegitimate the violence wielded by nation-states even

States government similarly asks for legitimation of its military violence

within their own national territory.40 By the end of the twentieth century

on the basis of its values, such as freedom, democracy, and prosperity. In

nation-states could not necessarily legitimate the violence they exercised,

a more general way, numerous discourses of human rights suggest that vi

neither outside nor inside their territory. Today states no longer necessar

olence can be {and can only be} legitimated on moral grounds. The set of

ily have a legitimate right to police and punish their own populations or

human rights, whether assumed to be universal or determined through

pursue foreign war on the basis of their own laws. We should be clear that

political negotiation, stands as a moral structure above the law or as a sub

we are not claiming that the violence wielded by states against their own

stitute for the legal structure itself. Many traditional concepts posed human

citizens and against other states has declined. On the contrary! What has

rights against all forms of violence, but in the shadow of the Holocaust

declined instead is the means of legitimating that state violence.

and clearly after the "humanitarian intervention" in Kosovo this view

The decline of the nation-state's monopoly of legitimate violence re

shifted toward what might be called the "Annan Doctrine" after the UN

opens a series of troubling questions. If the violence wielded by the

secretary-general. The majority human rights position now advocates vio

nation-state is no longer considered legitimate a priori, based on its own

lence in the service of human rights, legitimated on its moral foundation

legal structures, then how is violence legitimated today? Is all violence

and conducted by the blue helmets of the UN military.4 1

equally legitimate? Do Bin Laden and al-Qaeda, for example, have the

Such moral claims do achieve a cenain kind o f legitimation today, but

same legitimacy that the United States military has to exercise violence?

one should keep in mind that such legitimation rests precariously on the

Does the Yugoslav government have the same right to tonure and murder

radical plurality of moral frameworks and j udgments. In 1 928, as part of

ponions of its population that the United States has to imprison and exe

a disarmament campaign, Winston Churchill told a parable to illustrate

cute ponions of its population? Is the violence of Palestinian groups wielded

the catastrophic consequences of presuming one's own use of violence to

against Israeli citizens j ust as legitimate as the violence of the Israeli mili-

be universal.42 Once upon a time all the animals in the zoo decided they

.
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would disarm and renounce violence. The rhinoceros proclaimed that the

the international courts are elements, is aimed at the destruction of the

use of teeth was barbaric and ought to be prohibited but that the use of

rights and sovereignty of peoples and nations through supranational j uris

horns was mainly defensive and should be allowed. The stag and porcu

dictional practices. Consider, for example, the charges brought against

pine agreed. The tiger, however, spoke against horns and defended teeth

Slobodan Milosevic and the other Serbian leaders in the International

and even claws as honorable and peaceful. Finally the bear spoke up

Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia. The fact of whether the vio

against teeth, claws, and horns. The bear proposed instead that whenever

lence the Serbian leaders exercised violated the law of the Yugoslavian

animals disagreed all that was necessary was a good hug. Each animal,

state is not at issue-in fact, it is completely irrelevant. Their violence is

Churchill concludes, believes its own use of violence to be strictly an in

judged illegitimate in a framework outside of the national and even inter

only provide a solid basis to

national legal context. These were crimes not against their own national

legitimate violence, authority, and domination when it refuses to admit

strument of peace and j ustice. Morality

laws or international laws, in other words, but against humanity. This shift

can

different perspectives and j udgments. Once one accepts the validity of dif

signals the possible decline of international law and the rise in its stead of

ferent values, then such a structure immediately collapses.

.a global or imperial form of Iaw.44

Legal structures have traditionally provided a more stable framework

Undermining international law in this way is not, in our view, in itself

for legitimation than morality, and many scholars insist today that na

a negative development. We are perfectly aware of how often international

tional and international law remain the only valid bases for legitimate vio

law served in the twentieth century merely to legitimate and support the

lence.43 We should keep in mind, however, that international criminal law

violence of the strong over the weak. And yet the new imperial j ustice, al

consists of a very meager set of treaties and conventions with only mini

though the axes and lines have shifted somewhat, seems similarly to create

mal mechanisms of enforcement. Most efforts to apply international

and maintain global hierarchies. One has to recognize how selective this

criminal law have been fruitless. The legal proceedings against Chile's for

application of j ustice is, how often the crimes of the least powerful are

mer dictator Augusto Pinochet in British and Spanish courts, for instance,

prosecuted and how seldom those of the most powerful are. Arguing that

were attempts to establish the precedent that war crimes and crimes

the most powerful must also abide by imperial law and sanctions seems to

against humanity are subject to universal j urisdiction and

potentially

us a noble but increasingly utopian strategy. The institutions of imperial

can

be prosecuted under national law anywhere in the world. There are similar

justice and the international courts that punish crimes against humanity,

calls to prosecute former U.S. secretary of state Henry Kissinger for war

as long as they are dependent on the ruling global powers, such as the

crimes in Laos and Cambodia, but these calls have, predictably, received

Security Council and the most powerful nation-states, will necessarily in

no legal action. New institutions are emerging to punish illegitimate vio

terpret and reproduce the political hierarchy of Empire. The refusal of the

UN

lence. These institutions extend well beyond the old schema of national

United States to allow its citizens and soldiers to be subject to the j urisdic

and international law and include such bodies as the International Crimi

tion of the International Criminal Court illustrates the unequal applica

nal Tribunals for the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda, established by the

tion of legal norms and structures.45 The United States will impose legal

UN Security Council in 1 993 and 1 994, and (more important) , founded

sanctions on others, either through normal domestic systems or ad hoc

at the Hague in 2002, the permanent International Criminal Court

arrangements, such as the extraordinary imprisonment of combatants at

(which the United States has refused to join, substantially undermining its

Guanclnamo Bay, but it will not allow its own to be subject to other na

powers) . Whereas the old international law was based on the recognition

tional or supranational legal bodies. The inequality of power seems to

of national sovereignty and the rights of peoples, the new imperial justice,

make it impossible to establish equality before the law. In any case, the fact

for which the conception of crimes against humanity and the activities of

is that today accordance of violence with either established international
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law or the emerging global law does not guarantee legitimation, and viola

but completely abstract. The individuals invoked as the primary tatgets

tion does not mean it is considered illegitimate-far from it. We need to

Osarna Bin Laden, Saddarn Hussein, Slobodan Milosevic, Mu'ammat

look beyond these legal structures for other mechanisms or frameworks

Gadhafi, and Manuel Noriega among others-ate themselves very limited

that ate effective today as the basis for legitimate violence.

threats, but they ate blown up into latger-than-life figures that serve as

Violence is legitimated most effectively today, it seems to us, not on

stand-ins for the more general threat and give the appeatance of tradi

any a priori framework, moral or legal, but only a posteriori, based on its

tional, concrete objects of Wat. They serve perhaps as a pedagogical tool

results. It might seem that the violence of the strong is automatically legit

(or mystifying facade) by presenting this new kind of wat in the old form.

imated and the violence of the weak immediately labeled terrorism, but

The abstract objects of Wat-drugs, terrorism, and so forth-ate not re

the logic of legitimation has more to do with the effects of the violence.

ally enemies either. They ate best conceived rather as symptoms of a dis

The reinforcement or reestablishment of the current global order is what

ordered reality that poses a threat to security and the functioning of

retroactively legitimates the use of violence. In the span of just over a de

discipline and control. There is something monstrous in this abstract, au

cade we have seen the complete shift among these forms of legitimation.

catic enemy. This monstrosity is a first indication of the fact, which we will

The first Gulf War was legitimated on the basis of international law, since

shortly explore at length, that the asymmetry and imbalances of power in

it was aimed officially at restoring the sovereignty of Kuwait. The NATO

the world cannot be absorbed within the new legitimation of imperial

intervention in Kosovo, by contrast, sought legitimation on moral human

power. For now, suffice it to say that the enemy is an example or, better, an

itatian grounds. The second Gulf Wat, a preemptive war, calls for legiti

experimentum

crucis for the definition of legitimacy. The enemy must

mation primatily on the basis of its results.46 A military and/or police

serve as a schema of reason in the Kantian sense, but in the opposite di

power will be granted legitimacy as long and only as long as it is effective

rection: it must demonstrate not what power is but what power saves us

in rectifying global disorders-not necessatily bringing peace but main

from. The presence of the enemy demonstrates the need for security.

taining order. By this logic a power such as the U.S. military can exercise

We should be cleat here that security in itself does not necessatily im

violence that may or may not be legal or moral and as long as that violence

ply repression or violence. We will analyze at length in part 2 the new

results in the reproduction of imperial order it will be legitimated. As soon

forms of social labor that ate based on immaterial products, such as intel

as the violence ceases to bring order, however, or as soon as it fails to pre

ligence, information, and affects. These forms of labor and the social

serve the security of the present global order, the legitimation will be re

networks they create ate organized and controlled

moved. This is a most precatious and unstable form of legitimation.

internally,

through co

operation. This is a real form of security. The concept of security we have

The constant presence of an enemy and the threat of disorder ate nec

been discussing, which is based on a notion of abstract enemies and serves

essary in order to legitimate imperial violence. Perhaps it should be no sur

to legitimate violence and restrict freedoms, is imposed externally. The two

prise that when Wat constitutes the basis of politics, the enemy becomes

notions of security, the one based on cooperation and the other grounded

the constitutive function of legitimacy. Thus this enemy is no longer con

in violence, ate thus not only different but stand in direct conflict with one

crete and localizable but has now become something fleeting and ungras

anotherY

pable, like a snake in the imperial paradise. The enemy is unknown and

There were almost two thousand sustained armed conflicts on the face

unseen and yet ever present, something like a hostile aura. The face of the

of the earth at the beginning of the new millennium, and the number is

enemy appeats in the haze of the future and serves to prop up legitimation

growing. When, along with the monopoly of legitimate force, the sover

where legitimation has declined. This enemy is in fact not merely elusive

eign functions of nation-states decline, conflicts begin to rise behind an

.
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infinity of emblems, ideologies, religions, demands, and identities. And in
all these cases, legitimate violence, criminality, and terrorism tend to

be

SAM UEL H U N T I N GTON , GEHEI M R AT

come indistinguishable from one another. This does not mean that all wars
and all armed parties have become

the same, nor does it mean that we can

not understand the causes of wars. It means rather that the modern terms
of evaluation tend to collapse:

the distinctions between legitimate and illegit
imate violence, between wars of liberation and wars of oppression, tend to
blur. All violence fades to gray. War itself, regardless of the distinctions one

tries to make, is oppressing us. This is Simplicissimus's cynical perspective.
Consider, for example, the barbaric, genocidal war between Hutus and
Tutsis in Rwanda in the early 1 990s. The causes of the conflict can cer
tainly be understood, for example, in terms of the legacy of the Belgian
colonial system that privileged the minority Tutsis

as

a colonized race su

perior to the majority Hutus.48 Such explanations of the causes do not, of
course, lead to justification, nor do they define a path to liberation. Hutu
violence and Tutsi violence are both devoid of legitimacy. The same is true
of Croat and Serb violence in the Balkans as well

as

Hindu and Muslim

violence in South Asia. They all tend to become equally illegitimate and
oppressIve.
We can, of course, still categorize present wars according to various
axes-for example, wars of the rich versus the poor, the rich versus the
rich, and the poor versus the poor-but these categories tend not to mat
ter. They matter to the participants, certainly, but not in the framework of
our current global order. Only one distinction does matter, and it is su
perimposed over all others: violence that preserves the contemporary hier
archy of global order and violence that threatens that order. This is the
perspective of the new imperial war, which we will investigate in detail in
the next section. Numerous contemporary wars neither contribute to nor
detract from the ruling global hierarchy, and thus Empire is indifferent to
them. That does not mean they will cease, but it may help explain why
they are not the object of imperial intervention.
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The great modern works ofpolitical science allprovide tools for transform
ing or overthrowing the rulingpowers and liberating usfrom oppression. Even
Machiavelli's The Prince, which some read as a guidebook for nefarious
rulers, is infact a democratic pamphlet thatputs the urulerstanding of violence
and the cunning use ofpower in the service of republican intelligence. Today,
bownJer, the majority ofpolitical scientists are merely technicians working to
molve the quantitative problems of maintaining order, and the rest waruler
the c017'UkJrs from their universities to the courts ofpower, attempting to get
the ear of the sovereign and whisper advice. Theparadigmaticfigure of the po
litical scientist has become the Geheimrat, the secret adviser of the sovereign.
Samuel Huntington may be the best example of an imperial Geheimrat,
• one who has most successfully gotten the ear of the sovereign. In 1915, to
.
gdher with Michel Crozier andfoji Watanuki, he published a volumefor the
Trilateral Commission on the "crisis of democracy. "49 Huntington 's diagnosis
was that "democracy " in the United States has since the 1960s been put in
.. titmger by too much participation and too many demands from organized labor and newly activated socialgroups, such as women and African Americans.
Too much democracy, he claimed paradoxically, has made US. democracy
sicIe, multing in a "democratic distemper. " Perhaps such contradictory reason
ing could be seen to make sense only during the cold war, when capitalist social
rule, in whatever political form it took, was necessarily considered "demo
. mttic " against the threat of Soviet totalitarianism. In fact, Huntington 's text
is a molutely antirepublican, antidemocratic gospel that preaches the defense
of sovereignty against the threats of all social forces and social movements.
What Huntington feared most, of course, and this is the central thrust of his
ttrgument, is democracy in its proper sense, that is, as the rule of all by all
Democracy, he claimed, must be tempered with authority, and various seg
ments of the population must be keptfrom participating too actively in politi
eM lifo or demanding too much from the state. Huntington 's gospel did, in
fm. serve as a guitk in the subsequent years for the neoliberaf destruction of
the welfare state.
Twenty years later the Geheimrat Huntington is again whispering in the
·
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ear of the sovereign. The needs ofpower have changed and thus so too has his
advice. The cold war had been a stable principle that had organized nation
states into allies and enemies, thus defining global order, but that is now gone.
At the end of the twentieth century, when the cold war is over and even the
sovereignty of nation-states is in decline, it is unclear how global order can be
configured and how the violence necessary to maintain that order can be de
ployed and legitimated Huntington s advice is that the organizing lines of
global order and global conflict, the blocs that cluster nation-states in allied
and enemy camps, should be defined no longer in "ideological" terms but rather
as "civilizations. "50 Welcome back Oswald Spengler. The old mole of reac
tionary thought resurfaces again. It is very unclear what these bizarre histori
cal identities called civilizations might be, but in Huntington s conception they
are largely defined, it turns out, along racial and religious lines. The generic
character of civilizations as criteria of classification makes it all the easier to
subordinate "science" to political tactics and to use them to redraw the geopo
litical map. The "secret adviser" of the sovereign here draws on an old reac
tionary hypothesis that casts political groupings as fusional communities
(Gemeinschaften) and locates the reality ofpower (Machtrealitiiten) within
spiritual entities. He has conjured up the phantasm of these civilizations to
find in them a grand schema that rearranges thefriend-enemy division that is
basic to politics. Those who belong to our civilization are our friends; other
civilizations are our enemies. Gather round and hear the good news: war has
become a clash of civilizations! Spinoza aptly called this conjuring up of ene
mies and fear superstition, and such superstition, he knew well, will always
lead to the ultimate barbarity ofperpetual war and destruction.
Huntington's brilliance as Geheimrat in the 1910s was to anticipate the
needs of the sovereign, providing beforehand an antidemocratic how-to man
ualfor the Reagan and Thatcher revolutions. Similarly his thesis of a "clash of
civilizations " preceded September 1 1 and the subsequent war against terror
ism, which was immediately conceived by the media and the major political
powers, sometimes with prudent disclaimers but often not, as a conflict of the
west against Islam. In this context, in fact, the hypothesis of a clash of civi
lizations seems to be not so much a description ofthepresent state ofthe world
but rather an explicit prescription, a call to war, a task that "the west" must
realizeY Instead of being primordial or spiritual or even historical, in other

words, these civilizations are political and strategic dictates that have to gener
ate realpolitical bodies in order to serve asfriends and enemies in the perma
nent state of war.
This time Huntington has missed the mark, and the sovereign has turned
his back on him. Ah, the cruelfortunes of the Geheimrat, subject to the whims
ofthe sovereign! The u s. government has repeated insistently since September
1 1 that its global security strategy has nothing to do with a clash of civiliza
tionsY This is not primarily because US. political leaders are sensitive to the
racist implications of Huntington s hypothesislproposal, but rather because the
notion of a civilization is too limited for their global vision. Huntington re
mains stuck in the oldparadigm of world order, seeking to configure new clus
ters of nation-states, now in civilizations, to substitute for the cold war blocs.
The vistas of Empire, however, are more vast. All of humanity must come
under its rule. In this new world, Huntington s imagined civilizations and
the boundaries that divide them are merely obstacles. There is something sad
about an eager adviser who has been spurned by the sovereign and cast out of
the court.
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In this section we will analyze the internal contradictions of the "war ma
clllne" created by the state of exception and the global civil war. The new
model of warfare does have some original characteristics, but it must still
respond to the conventional needs of sovereign power: to repress move

1.2

CO U NTE R I N S U RG E N C I ES
Our challenge in this new century is a difficult one: to de
fend our nation

against

the unknown, the uncertain, the

strategies of warfare, in other words, must be configured as

gencies.

counterinsur

As we will see, two types of contradictions characterize this new

model of warfare: those that derive from its departure from traditional

methods of war and those that arise in relation to the new conditions of

unseen, and the unexpected.
-DONALD RUMSFELD,

ments of resistance and impose order on the multitude. Even the new

U.S.

S E C R ETARY OF D E F E N S E

society and new forms of social labor that biopower and war must in
evitably confront. These contradictions will give us a first standpoint or

A l l of Gaul is pacified.

-J U L I U S C A E S A R

foothold for recognizing what forms of resistance and eventually libera
tion are possible in this new context, for discovering, in other words, how

O N THE S U I CI D E OF THE REFUGEE W. B .

to get out of this global state of war.

(jor Walter Benjamin)
I'm told you raised your hand against yourself

BIRTH OF THE NEW WAR

Anticipating (he butcher.
Mter eight years in exile, observing the rise of the enemy

In many respects our postmodern state of war resembles the premodern

Then at last, brought up against an impassable frontier

wars. The modern period in which wars were limited to temporally and

You passed, they say, a passable one.

spatially bounded conflicts between nation-states for political ends might
merely appear now as a brief respite of a few centuries before humanity

Empires collapse. Gang leaders
Are strutting about like statesmen. The peoples
Can no longer be seen under all those armaments.
So the future lies in darkness and the forces of right
Ne weak. All this was plain to you
When you destroyed a rorrurable body.

was plunged back again into an indistinct state of war continually over
coded in moral and religious terms. But really the clock of history does
not turn backward. These recognitions of the reappearance of old ele
ments are really just first, inadequate attempts to grasp the new.
One might say that the world has not really been at peace since early in
the twentieth century. The First World War ( 1 9 1 4- 1 8) , which was cen
tered in Europe, led directly, after a tumultuous quasi-peace, to the Sec

-B E R r O L T B R E C H T

ond ( 1 939-45). And immediately upon completion of the Second World
War we entered into the cold war, a new kind of global war, in some sense

a Third World War, which in turn gave way with its collapse ( 1 989-9 1 ) to
our present state of imperial civil war. Our age might thus be conceived as
the Fourth World War.53 Such a periodization is a useful starting point in
sofar as it helps us recognize both the continuities with and the differences
.
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from previous global conflicts. The concept of cold war itself already es

which does not mean, unfortunately, that such acts cannot be repeated.

tablished that war has become a normal state of affairs, making clear that

The mutual deterrence strategy of the United States and the Soviet Union

even the cessation of lethal fire does not mean that war is over, only that it

may still have been perpetuated for a time, but war itself had begun to be

has modulated its form temporarily. In a more complete way today, per

transformed-less oriented toward defending against a coherent mega

haps, the state of war has become interminable. This periodization also

threat and more focused on proliferating mini-threats; less intent on the

makes clear how the nature of warfare has changed over the course of

general desttuction of the enemy and more inclined toward the transfor

these different stages, as has the nature of the enemies in conflict. The

mation or even production of the enemy. War became constrained. Rather

First World War was a conflict among European nation-states that drew in

than all-out, large-scale combat, the great superpowers began to engage in

many parts of the world primarily because of the global extension of their

high-intensity police actions, such as the United States's involvement in

imperialist and colonial sttuctures. The Second World War repeated in

Vietnam and Latin America and the Soviet engagement in Afghanistan.

large part the First, centered now equally in Asia and Europe, but was re

High-intensity police action, of course, is often indistinguishable from

solved by the intervention of the Soviets and the United States, who sub

low-intensity warfare. Even when these conflicts were at times transformed

sequently determined the sides of a new global conflict. The cold war

into wars, they were never as extensive as the total mobilizations of the

consolidated this global alternative in such a way that most nation-states

twentieth century's "great wars." On May 26, 1 972, in short, war began to

were forced to line up behind one side or the other. In our present state of

become an integral element of biopower, aimed at the construction and

imperial war, however, sovereign nation-states no longer primarily define

reproduction of the global social order.

the sides of the conflict. There are new actors on the field of battle today,

The shift of the form and ends of war in the early 1 970s coincided

and identifying them more clearly is one of the central tasks in construct

with a period of great transformation in the global economy. It is no coin

ing such a genealogy.

cidence that the ABM Treaty was signed midway between the delinking

It is common to date the shift in international relations to 1 989 and

of the U.S. dollar from the gold standard in 1 97 1 and the first oil crisis in

the final collapse of the cold war, but perhaps a more suggestive date to

1 973.54 These were the years not only of monetary and economic crises

mark the inauguration of our present state of war is May 26, 1 972, the

but also of both the beginning of the destruction of the welfare state and

day when the United States and the Soviet Union signed the Anti-Ballistic

the shift of the hegemony of economic production from the factory to

Missile Treaty, which regulated the nuclear weapons production of the

more social and immaterial sectors. One might think of these various

two superpowers. The specular contest of nuclear threat had reached its

transformations as different facets of one common phenomenon, one

apotheosis. This may be the moment when war began to vacillate as a fun

grand social transformation.

damental index of the power of the nation-state. The nuclear keystone of

This postmodern warfare of biopower is so clearly linked to the shifts

military strategy still stood for a long time resting on the heads of missiles,

in economic production because war has always been and perhaps has be

but in reality from that moment on the nuclear missiles began to sink in

come increasingly tied to economic production. Many scholars emphasize

their muddy warehouses. War, at least as modernity knew it, which is to

that large-scale industry has played a central role in modern military af

say generalized war involving unrestrained, high-intensity conflict and de

fairs-in terms of technological developments, organizational models,

struction, began to fade away. A massacre like the German bombing of

and so forth. Modern warfare and modern industry developed hand in

London in September 1 940 or the Allied bombing of Dresden in Febru

hand.55 Postmodern warfare adopts and extends the technologies and

ary 1 94 5 , a sustained, all-out effort aimed at killing and terrorizing an en

form of large-scale industry and adds to them the new innovations of so

tire population, could no longer rationally be part of the art of war-

cial and immaterial production, which we will discuss at length in chapter 2 .

.
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Today military control and organization is exercised primarily through

analyses of war, its causes, and its social determinations. These are move

communications and information technologies. Funhermore, panicularly

mentS that sovereign power must respond to and control in the entire

interesting (and dangerous) is the development for military purposes of bio

range of their vital expressions, because, as we have seen, a war that seeks

logical technologies and industries, in addition to the development of new

only to destroy the enemy is unable today to suppon a new form of com

nuclear and chemical technologies, and when added to the comrnunications

mand; it must not only destroy life bur also create it. Perhaps rather than

and information-control technologies, along with the conventional indus

"military-industrial complex" we should start speaking of a "military-vital

trial technologies, these combined forces constitute a gigantic arsenal at

complex." It is important to recognize how intimately biopower and war

the service of war. Postmodern warfare thus has many of the characteris

are connected in reality and at every level of our analysis.

tics of what economists call post-Fordist production: it is based on both
mobility and flexibility; it integrates intelligence, information, and imma
terial labor; it raises power up by extending militarization to the limits of

R EVO L U T ION I N M I L I TAR Y AFFA IRS

ourer space, across the surfaces of the eanh, and to the depths of the
oceans. Not only have traditional, modern effons of nonproliferation

The close relationship between the evolving technologies of economic

failed, but in fact the new productive technologies have provided the basis

production and those of military destruction is not only recognized by

for what Laurent Murawiec calls "a proliferating proliferation"-an irre

critics of the war machine. Another perspective on this genealogy-a par

sistible increase throughout the world of all kinds of weapons. 56

tial and distorted bur nonetheless important one-is provided by the way

When we are posing the relationship between warfare and economic

the military establishments themselves, panicularly the U.S. military, un

production, we should be careful not to fall into the simplifications that

derstand the changes of the new state of warfare. After 1 989 and the end

often come under the label "military-industrial complex." This term was

of the cold war there began what many military analysts call a "revolution

created to name a confluence of interests in the imperialist phase of capi

in military affairs"

(RMA)

or, simply "defense transformation," that is, a

RMA

talist development between the major industrial enterprises and the state

major shift of U.S. military strategy. 58 The notion of an

military and policy apparatus: between the Krupp steel works and the Ger

from three fundamental premises: that new technologies offer the possi

derives

man army, for instance, Lloyds insurance and British imperialist projects,

bility of a new form of combat; that the United States now has an over

Dassault aviation manufacturing and Gaullist military policies, or Boeing

whelming dominance in military power over all other nation-states; and

and the Pentagon. Beginning in the 1 960s the notion of a "military

that with the end of the cold war the paradigm of war as predictable mass

industrial complex" became a mythical emblem for the control exerted by the

conflict has ended too. The U.S. military had been organized to engage

war industries over human destiny as a whole. It came to be considered, in

powerful nation-states on as many as two fronts at once, bur now there is

other words, as the subject of history rather than the result of the complex

no longer the need to prepare for sustained, large-scale high-intensity

relations among industry, warfare, and institutions in response to resis

combat on even one front. The U.S. armed forces, which had been orga

tance and liberation movements.57 The acritical reference to a "military

nized in enormous units with thousands of soldiers in a single division,

industrial complex" in populist terms (which sometimes smacks of

need to be completely restructured. Now, battle units must be small; must

anti-Semitism, recalling the old stereotypes of "Jewish bankers" as "war

combine land, air, and sea capabilities; and must be prepared for various

profiteers") has thus become a form of historical oversimplification that

types of missions, from search and rescue and humanitarian aid to active

serves to eliminate any real considerations of class conflict, insurgency,

combat on a small or medium scale. The

and, today, the movements of the multitude from political and theoretical

combat unit but also makes maximum use of new information and com-

.
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munication technologies, affording the U.S. military dramatic superiority

soldier die restricts too severely the range of military activities. The U.S.

and an asymmetrical relationship with respect to all its allies and enemies.

public, they think, must be convinced to accept the possibility of U.S. ca

The RMA gives U.S. military operations a new standard formula, includ

sualties. Some traditionalists, for example, hoped that the September 1 1
'
attacks would restore to the United States the patriotic virtues and will

ing exploitation of their almost exclusive supremacy in air power, auxil
iary use of naval forces and guided missiles, integration of all possible

ingness to sacrifice, which they believe are necessary for a global super

intelligence forces, maximum use of information and communication

power to maintain its strength.6O

technologies, and so forth.59 In this context, the army and its ground

The traditionalists are generally cast as conservatives and are often as

troops clearly have a subordinate function with respect to the air and naval

sociated with the father and son Bush administrations, whereas technolo

forces and especially to the intelligence and information technologies,

gists are often associated with the Clinton administration, but really the

which are able to deliver weapons efficiently to any target with low risk.

debate does not correspond neatly either to party divisions or differences

The ground forces are not generally engaged in primary combat but are

between presidential administrations. During the 2003 Iraq War, for ex

instead deployed in small, mobile groups to coordinate operationally and

ample, Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld was the most ardent sup

technologically the air, naval, and intelligence services. Military operations

porter of the technologist position, insisting that the war could be won

have become in this framework something like a "system of systems" of

and the occupation conducted with a minimal number of troops. The

military power. These new strategies and new technologies are thought to

U.S. generals, in contrast, maintained the traditionalist position that large

make war practically risk free for U.S. soldiers, protecting them from the

troop deployments and conventional tactics were required.

threats of any adversary.

We should note that the RMA and the technologist position corre

Not all in the U.S. military establishment, however, are convinced by

spond in many ways to recent shifts in economic production. Throughout

this notion of an RMA Those whom we can call "traditionalists" have

the nineteenth and twentieth centuries war was identified with a total mo

challenged the "technologists," who advocate the theory of an RMA par

bilization in which the nation at war became a compact social body paral

ticularly on the issue of putting U.S. soldiers at risk. The traditionalists

lel to the body engaged in industrial production. Individual bodies may

insist that the RMA has put an end to war as we knew it. For the tradi

have tended to become indistinct in modern war-think of how Erich

tionalists, the virtues of war include necessarily the conflict among bodies

Maria Remarque describes individual bodies dissolving in the muddy

,

and thus the danger of death; for the technologists, there will be very little

trenches-but they always reemerged as a collective body, the way, for ex

direct conflict among bodies. War will be conducted in an antiseptic tech

ample, Ernst Jiinger describes the entire army as a single steel body. Louis

nological manner, and the number of dead troops, at least of the U.S.

Ferdinand G�line grasps this transformation of the modern body when he

armed forces, will approach zero. The precision bombing made possible

poses again the close relationship between the body of the infantry in war

by the new missile, information, and communication technologies, they

and that of the worker in the factory. The "total mobilization" of modern

argue, makes it possible to keep the majority of U.S. soldiers at a safe dis

warfare was really the turning of the entire society into a kind of war fac

tance and minimize the unintended deaths of enemy populations. This is

tory in which the project of amassing bodies in the battlefields was paral

furthermore the only feasible manner to conduct war today, according to

lel to that of amassing bodies in the factories, the anonymous body of the

the technologists' view, because the U.S. public will not accept a war with

mass worker corresponding to that of the mass soldier, the unknown sol

mass U.S. casualties after Vietnam. The traditionalists, of course, are not

dier.61 Taylorist strategies of organizational efficiency, scientific planning,

in favor of U.S. soldiers dying, but they think that the mandate that no

and technological innovations invested the battlefields just as they did the

.
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factories. The mass technology of modernity was subordinated to corpo

bodies of U.S. soldiers are kept free of risk, the enemy combatants are

reality, and modern warfare involved the destruction of bodies by other

killed efficiently and invisibly.63

bodies using weapons technologies.62

There are, however, significant and growing contradictions in this tech

According to the ideology of the RMA however, war no longer needs

nologist view of war associated with the RMA First, at the simple level of

masses of soldiers who are massacred in the trenches. The humans on the

fact, one has to question whether this ideology of war corresponds to real

,

.

battlefield, in the air, and at sea have become prostheses of the machines

ity. Doubts are raised, for example, by the continuing high level of "collat

or, better, internal elements of the complex mechanical and electronic ap

eral damage" (when will they manage to perfect the technology?), the

paratus. (Paradoxically, postmodernist theories of the subject resurface in

disproportionate number of U.S. and Allied troops lost to "friendly fire"

the notions of military theory.) The RMA depends not only on techno

(when will they better coordinate the information and command struc

logical developments, such as computer and information systems, but also

tures?), and the unending problems military forces face while conducting

on the new forms of labor-mobile, flexible, immaterial forms of social

the "democratic transition" that follows after "regime change" (when will

labor. This military ideology seems to anticipate in some ways the forms

they train the army better in the social, political, and cultural tasks of na

of biopolitical production of the multitude we will discuss in chapter 2.

tion building?). To what extent is all that even possible? Eventually, as

According to this vision, the new soldiers must not only kill but also be

such contradictions persist and accumulate, the ideology will become in

able to dictate for the conquered populations the cultural, legal, political,

creasingly difficult to maintain.

and security norms of life. It should come as no surprise, then, that the

Second, at a more abstract and symbolic level, the ideology of an RMA

body and brain of such a soldier, who incorporates the range of activities

is also contradicted by the growing phenomenon of suicide bombings.

of biopower, must be preserved at all costs. That soldier represents an in

The suicide bomber is the dark opposite, the gory doppelgang�r of the safe

tense accumulation of social labor, a valuable commodity. What a differ

bodyless soldier. Just when the body seemed to have disappeared from the

ence between this biopolitical soldier and the industrial worker soldiers

battlefield with the no-soldiers-lost policy of the high-technology military

who were slaughtered in the trenches of the First and the blitzes of the

strategy, it comes back in all its gruesome, tragic reality. Both the RMA

Second World Wars! In these respects RMA is an anticipation and an ex

and the suicide bomber deny the body at risk that traditionally defines

trapolation of the recent transformations of social labor, casting the eco

combat, the one guaranteeing its life and the other its death. We in no way
mean

nomic figures of production into the field of battle.

to praise the horrible practice of suicide bombing or justify it, as

There have been many indications that within the highest circles of

some do, by casting it as the ultimate weapon against a system of total

military leadership the technologists have tended to have the upper hand

control. We are suggesting rather that it might be understood as the man

in the debate with traditionalists and that the plan is going forward

ifestation of a contradiction in the technologist view of the new bodyless

from the first Gulf War to Kosovo, Mghanistan, and back to Iraq-for

war. Suicide bombings are an extreme example of the difficulties and con

war gradually to be "decorporalized." Increasingly, U.S. leaders seem to

ttadictions posed by asymmetrical conflict in general, which we will ana

believe that the vast superiority of its firepower, the sophistication of its

lyze in the next section, "Asymmetry and Full-Spectrum Dominance."

technology, and the precision of its weapons allow the U.S. military to at

A third contradiction arises at the most general conceptual level in the

tack its enemies from a safe distance in a precise and definitive way, surgi

notion of a technological war without bodies. Since the technologist

cally removing them like so many cancerous tumors from the global social

dreams of automated, soldierless war machines often border on science

body, with minimal side effects. War thus becomes

fiction, it is perhaps appropriate that we take a lesson from Captain Kirk

nological point of view and

bodyless from
.
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Enterprise is sent on a diplomatic mission to

forces," a varied group of soldiers from other nations-European, Cana

a planet that has been at war with a neighboring planet for more than five

dian, and Australian soldiers, but also Pakistani, Afghan, and so forth-all

of Armageddon," the starship

hundred years. When Kirk and Spock beam down to the planet the local

ultimately under U.S. command, something like an outsourced army. The

leader explains that battles in this war are conducted with computers, in a

ground war in Afghanistan, for example, to the regret of the traditionalist

kind of virtual game, which, he emphasizes, is the most advanced way to

military theorists, was largely consigned to a group of proxies. Many

conduct war, allowing them to preserve their civilization. Captain Kirk is

claim that Bin Laden and al-Qaeda leaders escaped from the mountains of

horrified to learn, however, that although the computer battle is virtual,

Tora Bora in late 200 1 because Afghan and Pakistani ground troops, not

those designated as killed in battle must subsequently report to "disinte

U.S. soldiers, were given the task of searching for them. The reluctance to

gration machines" to be killed. This is not civilized, Kirk exclaims, with

put U.S. ground troops in danger, they claim, compromises the success of

his characteristic indignation, it is barbaric! War must involve destruction

military missions.64 Furthermore, the U.S. military makes increasing use

and horror, he explains. That is what gives us incentive to avoid and put

of "private military contractors," that is, businesses, often run by former

an end to war. The state of war between these two planets continues in

military officers, that provide recruiting, training, and a variety of support

terminably, he reasons, because they have made war "rational," antiseptic,

and operational functions on and off the battlefield. Such private military

and technological. Kirk and Spock thus destroy the computers to force the

professionals hired on contract substitute for active soldiers but are not

planets back to actual combat, hence compelling them to begin negotia

subject to the public accountability of military service. This practice of

tions that will eventually put an end to their protracted war. This adven

contracting tends to blur the line between for-hire support and for-hire

illustrates a contradiction of the RMA's

soldiers, that is, mercenaries.65 The U.S. military forces themselves, we

technological dream of a civilized, bodyless war. Without the horror of

should note, come predominantly from the poorest and least-advantaged

rure of the starship

Enterprise

war there is less incentive to put an end to it, and war without end, as Kirk

segments of the U.S. population, with disproportionate numbers of African

says, is the ultimate barbarity. There is an important difference between

Americans, along with many who have only recently been granted U.S.

however, that further

citizenship. The representative image of the U.S. soldier is no longer that

exacerbates the contradiction because, today, the two sides in battle are

of a John Wayne, and, more important, the profiles of U.S. soldiers do not

the ideology of RMA and the

Star Trek situation,

not equal. When U.S. leaders imagine a bodyless war or a soldier-free war

resemble the profiles of the U.S. citizenry. This is a far cry from the tradi

they are referring, of course, only to the bodies of U.S. soldiers. Enemy

tion of republican armies that reproduced and represented the social

bodies are certainly meant to die (and increasingly enemy casualties, civil

structure of the society as a whole. There is no way to conceive of the U.S.

ian and military, are not reported or even calculated). This asymmetry

military at this point as "the people in arms." It seems rather that in post

makes the contradiction even more difficult to address, since only one side

modern warfare, as in ancient Roman times,

lacks an incentive to put an end to war. What incentive does a power have

come the primary combat forces.

to put an end to war if it never suffers from it?

mercenary armies tend to be

It is strange to have to note how backward the theories of an RMA are

These contradictions arise in part because the theories of RMA com

with respect to the classic studies of the art of war by such authors as

pletely lack a consideration of the social subject that makes war. The im

Machiavelli and Clausewitz-something of which today's traditionalist

age of a future soldierless war seems to block consideration of the real

military theorists are keenly aware. The insistence on a war without casu

soldiers who still conduct war today. In some cases most of the soldiers

alties, and on the technological asymmetry of the ruling armed forces with

who run the most risk on the front lines are not U.S. troops but "allied

respect to all others, strips the social face from the art of war, along with

.
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the problem of bodies and their power. Machiavelli, celebrating the re
publican ideal in the defense of society, thought that free men in battle

T H E MERCENARY A N D T HE PAT RIOT

were more important than cannons-a counterintuitive claim, but one
verified in all the modern wars and revolutions, from Valley Forge to
Valmy, Stalingrad to Dien Bien Phu, Havana to Algiers. Clausewitz simi
larly thought that technology was completely secondary to the soldiers
themselves and that every army was at base a band of armed partisans,
which proved to be the decisive factor for victory. The postmodern tech
nological strategists' dream of an army without soldiers, of war without
bodies, runs counter to such classic conceptions of the subject at war.
The theory of a revolution of military affairs is a serious corruption of
the art of war. Armed mercenaries are an army of corruption-corruption
as the destruction of public ethics, as the unleashing of the passions of
power. Can we expect revolts of the mercenaries, in line with the old clas
sic theories? Should the artack of al-Qaeda on the Twin Towers and the
Pentagon be considered a revolt of mercenaries? Should Saddam Hussein
be considered a condortiere, once in the pay of the U.S. government and
then rebellious against his former masters? When war constitutes the
global order and when the generals become the highest magistrates, we
cannot but expect such developments. It is sufficient to analyze the new
role that intelligence plays at all levels, military, commercial, cultural, and
so forth, to develop in infinite directions this expression of corruption.
The military leaders responsible for their strategic sectors lead us like con
suls, like political and military governors in wide zones of the world. All
that has already happened in the age of imperialisms and colonialisms, but
then the conquistadors and military leaders were still controlled to a sig
nificant degree by political leaders in their country of origin. Today the re
lationships between the provincial governors (and more so the political
leaders of nations) and the imperial center have become as equivocal as
those between Queen Elizabeth and the pirates of the Atlantic in the six
teenth century.

.
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The end of the Roman Empire and the collapse of the Italian Renaissance
are two examples, among many others, of the triumph of mercenaries. When
the generalpopulation no longer constitutes the armedforces, when the army is
no longer the people in arms, then empiresfall. Today all armies are again tend
ing to become mercenary armies. As at the end of the Renaissance, contempo
rary mercenaries are led by condottieri. There are condottieri who lead national
squadrons of specialists in various military technologies, other condottieri who
lead battalions ofguardians of order, like global Swiss Guards, and still others
who lead armies of the satellite countries of the global order. Some of the most
horrible massacres are conducted at the hands of mercenaries, like those at the
Sabra and Shatila refugee camps in Beirut in 1982. Or rather, as Jean Genet
wrote after visiting those camps, they were mercenaries of mercenaries. 66
Today, however, war is no longer conducted as it was at the beginning of
modernity. Thefigure of the condottiere is often filled by an engineer or, bet
ter, someone linked to a number of industries that develop new weapons, com
munication systems, and means of control. Today s mercenaries have to be
biopolitical soldiers who must master a variety of technical, legal, cultural,
andpolitical capabilities. A mercenary can even serve as the head ofstate in an
occupied country destined to be marginal in the global hierarchy: a Gauleiter,
like the district leaders of the Nazi party, or a /(arzai and a Chaiabi, busi
nessmen thrust into power, or simply a Kurtz, reigning over subordinatedpeo
ples like a god. A small group of highly skilled mercenaries with the ominous
name Executive Outcomes, for example, mostlyformer members of the South
African Defense Force, determinedgovernmental power and controlled central
industries, such as the diamond trade, for almost a decade in Uganda, Sierra
Leone, and other neighboring countries of central and west Africa. 67
The relationships thatform between the imperial aristocracies and the mer
cenaries are at some times intimate and at others quite distant. What is most
ftared is that a condottieri will turn against the imperial aristocracy. Satidam
Hussein did that after having served as Swiss Guard against the threats of Is
lamic Iran; Osama Bin Laden did that after having liberatedAjghanistanfrom
the Soviets. The mercenary takingpower, according to Machiavelli, signals the
.
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end of the republic. Mercenary command and corruption, he said. become syn
onymous. Should we expect an uprising of mercenaries agaimt today s global
Empire, or will the mercenaries tend simply to assimilate and serve supporting
roles in the ruling structures? MachiaveUi teaches us that only good weapons
make good laws. 68 One might infer, then, that bad weapons-and in Machi
aveUi s language, mercenaries are bad weapons-make bad laws. The corrup
tion of the military, in other words, implies the corruption of the entire
political order.
This road to corruption is only one possiblefuture path. The other is the re
birth of arnor patriae, love of one s country--a love that has nothing to do
with nationalisms or populisms. Ernst Kantorowicz, in his wondeiful essay on
the history of the notion ofdyingfor one s country, "Pro Patria Mori, " demon
strates that the modern European concept does not reaUy derive, as one might
expect, from the ancient Greek or Roman glorification of heroes in battle. The
concept should be traced rather to the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, when
the love of country was not really tied to any countrys institutiom or even na
tional identity. When Kantorowicz scratches beneath the suiface of the notion
of love of one s country, he does not find nationalism but rather republican
caritas or sympathetic fellow-fteling, which transmutes into arnor humani
tatis, a love of humanity, exceeding any and aU natiom. Nationalism and
even more-the glorification of nationalist militarism is thus a distortion of
this tradition ofpatriotic sentiments, a distortion thatfinds its logical culmi
nation in the fascist regimes of the twentieth century. 69
we should try to make this sentiment real and concrete today andfind a
way for it to oppose aU the mercenaries and the mercenary appropriations of
the idea of love of country. There are numerous modern examples of this re"'"
newed love ofcountry that open up to a love of humanity--the struggles of the
Sanculottes at Valmy, for example, or the Vietnamese peasants in their anti
colonial wars-but memory is not enough here. The political times and the
mode ofproduction have changed. we have to construct the figure of a new
David. the multitude as champion of asymmetrical combat, immaterial work
ers who become a new kind of combatants, cosmopolitan bricoleurs '" of resis-

tance and cooperation. These are the ones who can throw the surpLus of their
Jmowledges and skills into the construction of a common struggle against im
perial power. This is the real patriotism, the patriotism of those with no na
tum. More than ever thispatriotism takes shape in the conspiracy of the many,
moving toward decisions through the common desire of the multitude. What
mercenaries can stand up to that? Today the cry with which MachiaveUi closes
The Prince once again has aU the urgency and validity that it had almost five
hundred years ago, a cry against injustice and corruption: "This barbarian
,
domination stinks to everyone!, 70 we need to find a way to renew Machi
aveUis exhortation to Liberation in the vernacular of the contemporary global
multitude and thus renew the real tradition ofpatriotism.

ASY M M ETR Y AN D
F ULL -SPECTR U M DOM I NANCE
The technological advantage of the U.S. military not only raises social and
political questions, but also poses practical military problems. Sometimes
technological advantage turns out to be no advantage at all. Military
strategists are constantly confronted by the fact that advanced technology
weapons can only fulfill some very specific tasks, whereas older, conven
tional weapons and strategies are necessary for most applications. This is
especially true in asymmetrical conflicts in which one combatant has in
comparably greater means than the other or others. In a symmetrical con

flict, such as that between the United States and the Soviet Union during
the cold war, technological advantages can be decisive-the nuclear arms
race, for instance, played a major role-but in asymmetrical conflicts the
applications of advanced technologies are often undercut. In many cases
the enemy simply does not have the kind of resources that can be threat
ened by the most advanced weapons; in other cases lethal force is inappro
priate, and other forms of control are required.
The fact that a dominant military power often finds itself at a disad
vantage in asymmetrical conflicts has been the key to guerrilla strategy at

•A

bricoieur is someone who constructs by piecing things together ad hoc, something

.
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like a handyman.

least since bands of Spanish peasants tormented Napoleon's army: invert
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the relationship of military power and transform weakness into strength.

the powerful in asymmetrical conflict.71 Military might in itself, they rec

The defeat of the United States in Vietnam and the Soviets in Afghanistan

ognize, is not sufficient. The recognition of the limitations and vulnera

to incomparably inferior forces in terms of military might and technology

bility of military and technological dominance leads strategists to propose

can serve as symbols of the potential superiority of the weak in asymmet

an unlimited form of dominance that involves all dimensions, the full

rical conflicts. Guerrilla forces cannot survive without the support of the

spectrum of power. What is required, they say, is a "full spectrum domi

population and a superior knowledge of the social and physical terrain.

nance" that combines military might with social, economic, political,

Guerrilla attacks often rely on unpredictability: any member of the popu

psychological, and ideological control. Military theorists have thus, in ef

lation could be a guerrilla fighter, and the attack can come from anywhere

fect' discovered the concept of biopower. This full-spectrum dominance

with unknown means. Guerrillas thus force the dominant military power

follows directly from the previous developments of counterinsurgency

to live in a state of perpetual paranoia. The dominant power in such an

strategies. When confronting unconventional and low-intensity conflicts,

asymmetrical conflict must adopt counterinsurgency strategies that seek

which occupy a gray zone between war and peace, these military analysts

not only to defeat the enemy through military means but also to control it

propose a "gray" strategy that mixes military and civilian components. If

with social, political, ideological, and psychological weapons.

Vietnam remains the symbol of the failure of the United States in an

Today the United States, the uncontested military superpower, has an

asymmetrical conflict, military analysts conceive Nicaragua and El Salvador

asymmetrical relationship with all potential combatants, leaving it vulner

as prime examples of the success of the United S tates and U.S.-backed

able to guerrilla or unconventional attacks from all quarters. The coun

forces using a full spectrum of counterinsurgency strategies in a low

terinsurgency strategies developed to combat and control weaker enemies

intensity conflict.

in Southeast Asia and Latin America in the late twentieth century must

We should recognize, however, that such an unlimited strategy is still

therefore now be generalized and applied everywhere by the United States.

plagued by contradictions. Biopower meets resistance. According to this

This situation is complicated by the fact that most of the current military

new counterinsurgency strategy, sovereign power-faced, on one hand,

engagements of the United States are unconventional conflicts or low

with the impossibility of establishing a stable relationship with the exist

intensity confucts that fall in the gray zone between war and peace. The

ing population and, on the other, given the means of such full-spectrum

tasks given the military alternate between making war and peacemaking,

dominance-simply produces the obedient social subjects it needs. Such a

peacekeeping, peace enforcing, or nation building-and indeed at times it

notion of the production of the subject by power, the complete alienation

is difficult to tell the difference among these tasks. The tendency for there

of the citizen and the worker, and the total colonization of the lifeworld

to be less and less difference between war and peace that we recognized

has been hypothesized since the 1 960s by many authors as the defining

earlier from a philosophical perspective reappears now as an element of

characteristic of "late capitalism." The Frankfurt School, the Situationists,

is the zone in which counterinsurgency

and various critics of technology and communication have focused on the

efforts must be effective, both combating and controlling the indefinite

fact that power in capitalist societies is becoming totalitarian through the

military strategy. This gray

zone

and often unknown enemy, but it is also the zone in which the dominant

production of docile subjects. 72 To a certain extent the nightmares of such

military power is most vulnerable to attack in an asymmetrical conflict.

authors correspond to the dreams of the strategists of full-spectrum dom

The U.S. occupation of Iraq, for example, illustrates all the ambiguities of

inance. Just as the capitalist yearns for a labor force of obedient worker

this gray zone.

monkeys, military administrators imagine an army of efficient and reliable

U.S. military analysts are very concerned about the vulnerability of

.
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nightmares and dreams, however, are not real. Dominance, no matter how

not be understood accurately as flowing from a central source or even as

multidimensional,

can

never be complete and is always contradicted by

reSIstance.
Military strategy here runs up against a philosophical problem.

ereign power is always two-sided:

A sov

a dominating power always relies on the

consent or submission of the dominated. The power of sovereignty is thus
always limited, and this limit

can

always potentially be transformed into

resistance, a point of vulnerability, a threat. The suicide bomber appears
here once again as a symbol of the inevitable limitation and vulnerability

polycentric, but rather as distributed variably, unevenly, and indefinitely.
The other essential characteristic of the distributed nerwork form is that
the nerwork constantly undermines the stable boundaries berween inside

and outside. This is not to say that a nerwork is always present everywhere;
it means rather that its presence and absence tend to be indeterminate.
One might say that the nerwork tends to transform every boundary into a
threshold. Nerworks are in this sense essentially elusive, ephemeral, per
petually in flight. Nerworks

can

thus at one moment appear to be univer

of sovereign power; refusing to accept a life of submission, the suicide

sal and at another vanish into thin air.

This is the ontological limit
of biopower in its most tragic and revolting form. Such destruction only

egy. For the strategies of traditional state warfare, for example, a nerwork

bomber turns life itself into a horrible weapon.

grasps the passive, negative limit of sovereign power. The positive, active
limit is revealed most clearly with respect to labor and social production.
Even when labor is subjugated by capital it always necessarily maintains its
own autonomy, and this is ever more clearly true today with respect to the
new immaterial, cooperative, and collaborative forms of labor. This rela
tionship is not isolated to the economic terrain but, as we will argue later,
spills over into the biopolitical terrain of society as a whole, including mil
itary conflicts. In any case, we should recognize here that even in asym
metrical conflicts victory in terms of complete domination is not possible.
All that can be achieved is a provisional and limited maintenance of con
trol and order that must constantly be policed and preserved. Counterin
surgency is a full-time job.
It will be helpful at this point to step back and consider this problem
from a different standpoint, from the perspective of form, because coun
terinsurgency, we will argue, is fundamentally a question of organization
al form. One hard lesson that the leaders of the United States and its allied
nation-states seemed to learn reluctantly after September 1 1 , for example,
is that the enemy they face is not a unitary sovereign nation-state but
rather a network. The enemy, in other words, has a new form. It has in fact
become a general condition in this era of asymmetrical conflicts that ene
mies and threats to imperial order tend to appear as distributed nerworks
rather than centralized and sovereign subjects.73 One essential characteris
tic of the distributed nerwork form is that it has no center. Its power
.
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These changes in form have important consequences for military strat
may be frustratingly "target poor": if it has no center and no stable bound
aries, where can we strike? And, even more frighteningly, the nerwork can

appear anywhere at any time, and in any guise. The military must be pre
pared at all times for unexpected threats and unknown enemies. Con
fronting a nerwork enemy can certainly throw an old form of power into a
state of universal paranoia.
The nerwork enemy, however, is certainly not entirely new. During the
cold war, for example, communism was for the United States and the
Western European nations a dual enemy. On one hand, communism was

a sovereign state enemy, represented first by the Soviet Union and then
China, Cuba, North Vietnam, and others, but on the other hand commu
nism was also a nerwork enemy. Not only insurrectionary armies and rev
olutionary parties but also political organizations, trade unions, and any
number of other organizations could potentially be communist. The com
munist nerwork was potentially ubiquitous but at the same time fleeting
and ephemeral. (And this was one element that fed the paranoia of the
McCarthy era in the United States.) During the cold war, the nerwork en
emy was partially hidden to the extent that it was constantly overcoded in
terms of the socialist states and thus thought to be merely so many de
pendent agents of the primary sovereign enemy. After the end of the cold
war, nation-states no longer cloud our view and nerwork enemies have
come out fully into the light.

All wars today tend to be netwars.

In order to understand how counterinsurgency strategies can combat
.
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networks, we need to look back at how counterinsurgency developed in

work, with numerous, relatively autonomous centered clusters, like solar

the course of the twentieth century, specifically in the counterinsurgency

systems, in which each hub commands its peripheral nodes and commu

campaigns against urban and rural guerrilla movements of the national

nicates with other hubs. The final model in the series is the distributed, or

liberation struggles in Africa, Asia, and Latin America/4 Counterinsur

full-matrix, network in which there is no center and all nodes can com

gency strategies evolved because guerrilla organizations were organized ac

municate directly with all others. If the traditional army is like a single

cording to a different

than traditional military organizations and

armed body, with organic and centralized relations among its units, and

thus required different methods of attack and control. The traditional,

the guerrilla army is like a pack of wolves, with relatively autonomous

form

sovereign military structure is organized in a pyramidal form with a verti

clusters that can act independently or in coordination, then the distrib

cal chain of command and communication: a small group or single leader

uted network might be imagined like a swarm of ants or bees-a seem

at its top, a larger group of field commanders in the middle, and a mass of

ingly amorphous multiplicity that can strike at a single point from all sides

soldiers at its base. The traditional army thus forms an organic fighting

or disperse in the environment so as to become almost invisible.75 It is very

body, with generals for its head, lieutenants for its midsection, and com

difficult to hunt down a swarm.

mon soldier and sailors for its limbs. The traditional army generally oper

It is clear that the old counterinsurgency strategies will not work against

ates from the base of its own sovereign territory across relatively clear and

a swarm. Consider, for example, the "decapitation model" of counterinsur

established lines of battle, such that the head of the military body can be

gency, based conceptually on the organic notion that if the head is cut off

kept secure away from the front lines. The traditional military-structure is,

the rebellion, then the body will wither and die. In practical terms "de

then, in this sense completely knowable. Guerrilla organizations appear, at

capitation" means exiling, imprisoning, or assassinating the rebel leader

least from the standpoint of a ruling power, entirely obscure. Guerrillas

ship. This method was used extensively against national liberation armies

generally have no sovereign territory and no secure zones; they are mobile

and guerrilla movements, but it proves increasingly ineffective as rebel or

and tend to operate exclusively in enemy territory. Even though guerrillas

ganizations adopt a more polycentric or distributed form. To the h�rror of

generally operate on obscure terrain, in jungles and in cities, that obscu

the counterinsurgency strategists, each time they CUt off the head another

rity is not enough to protect them. Their organizational form itself also

head springs up in its place like a monstrous Hydra. The guerrilla organiz

serves to protect them, since guerrilla organizations tend to develop poly

ation has many heads, and a swarm has no head at all.

centric forms of command and horiwntal forms of communication, in

A second counterinsurgency strategy is based on the "environment

which small groups or sectors can communicate independently with many

deprivation" model. This strategy recognizes that its enemy is not orga

other groups. The guerrilla army is therefore not a single body but some

nized like a traditional army and thus cannot simply be decapitated. It

thing more akin to a pack of wolves, or numerous wolfpacks that coun

even accepts that it can never know the enemy and its organizational form

terinsurgency forces have to hunt down.

adequately. Such knowledge, however, is not necessary to implement this

The network form is from the perspective of counterinsurgency an ex

method: the sovereign power avoids being thwarted by what it cannot

tension and completion of the tendency described by the evolution from

know and focuses on what it can know. Success does not require attacking

traditional to guerrilla organizations. The steps in this progression appear

the enemy directly but destroying the environment, physical and social,

as a movement toward increasing complex types of networks. The tradi

that supports it. Take away the water and the fish will die. This strategy of

tional military structure can be described as a hub, or star, network in

destroying the support environment led, for example, to indiscriminate

which all lines of communication and command radiate from a central

bombings in Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia, to widespread killing, torture,

point along fixed lines. The guerrilla structure suggests a polycentric net-

and harassment of peasants in Central and South America, and to mass

.
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repression of activist groups in Europe and North America. Napalm could

important field of battle. The mandate for transformation is much more

be considered metaphorically the paradigmatic weapon of the environment

radical than that:

deprivation strategy. This is consciously and necessarily a blunt and imprecise

kcome a full matrix, distributed network. There have long been efforts by

the military must not simply

use networks; it must itself

strategy. The many noncombatants who suffer cannot be called collateral

uaditional militaries to mimic the practices of guerrilla warfare-with

damage because they are in fact the direct targets, even if their destruction

small commando

is really a means to attack the primary enemy. The limited successes of
this counterinsurgency strategy decrease as the rebellious groups develop

units, for

example-but these

remain at a limited scale

and on a tactical leve!. Some of the changes described in the current con.. ception of an

RMA

focusing, for example, on the greater flexibility and

in

mobility of combat units, do point in this direction. The more significant

creasingly dispersed, unlocalizable, and unknowable, the support environ

changes, however, would need also to involve the command structure and

more complex, distributed network structures. As the enemy becomes

ment becomes increasingly large and indiscriminate. Faced with this
tendency, the sovereign, traditional military power is tempted to throw up

ultimately the form of social power in which the military apparatus is em

bedded. How can a command structure shift from a centralized model to

its hands and cry in exasperation, like Joseph Conrad's crazed antihero,

a distributed network model? What transformations does it imply in the

"Exterminate all the brutes!"

form of social and political power? This would be not merely a revolution

can no longer

in military affairs but a transformation of the form of power itself. In our

rely only on negative techniques, such as the assassination of rebel leaders

terms, this process is part of the passage from imperialism, with its cen

It is clear at this point that counterinsurgency strategies

Counterinsur

tralized and bounded form of power based in nation-states, to the net

gency, in other words, must not destroy the environment of insurgency

work form of Empire, which would include not only the dominant state

but rather create and control the environment. The full-spectrum domi

powers but also supranational administrations, business interests, and nu

nance we spoke of earlier is one conception of such a positive strategy to

merous other nongovernmental organizations.

and mass arrests, but

must also create "positive" techniques.

control network enemies, engaging the network not only militarily but

Now, finally, we can come back to the questions we posed at the begin

also economically, politically, socially, psychologically, and ideologically.

ning about the "exceptional" role of U.S. power in the current global or

can

implement such a

der. Our analysis of counterinsurgency strategies tells us that the U.S.

general, dispersed, and articulated counterinsurgency strategy? In fact, tra

military (and also U.S. power more generally) must become a network,

ditional, centralized, hierarchical military structures seem incapable of

shed its national character, and become an imperial military machine. In

implementing such strategies and adequately combating network war ma

this context, abandoning unilateral control and adopting a network struc

chines.

Becoming a network. however,

ture is not an act of benevolence on the part of the superpower but rather

would imply a radical restructuring of the traditional military apparatuses

is dictated by the needs of counterinsurgency strategy. This military ne

The question at this point is, what form of power

It takes a network tofight a network.

and the forms of sovereign power they represent.

cessity recalls the debates between unilateralism and multilateralism and

This focus on form helps us clarify the significance (and also the limi

the conflicts between the United States and the United Nations, but it re

tations) of the

ally goes beyond both of these frameworks. The network form of power is

conflicts.

RMA and the counterinsurgency strategies of asymmetrical
Certainly, especially at a technological level, the RMA dictates

the only one today able to create and maintain order.76

that the traditional military apparatuses use networks more and more ef

There are some indications that, at least at an ideological level, the U.S.

fectively-information networks, communications networks, and so forth.

military has in recent decades occupied an ambivalent position, at mid

Distributing and blocking information and disinformation may well be an

stream between imperialism and Empire. One could say that, at least since

.
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the early 1 990s, U.S . foreign policy and military engagement have strad

The necessity of the network form of power thus makes moot the de

dled imperialist and imperial logics. On one hand, each military engage

bates over unilateralism and multilateralism, since the network cannot be

ment and the orientation of foreign policy in general is and has to be

controlled from any single, unitary point of command. The United States

explained in terms of U.S. national interests, either specific interests such

cannot "go it alone," in other words, and Washington cannot exert monar

as access to cheap oil or more general ones such as maintaining stable mar

chical control over the global order, without the collaboration of other

kets or strategic military positions. In this regard the United States acts as

dominant powers. This does not mean that what is decided in Washington

a national power along the lines of the modern European imperialist

is somehow secondary or unimportant but rather that it must always be set

states. On the other hand, each U.S. military engagement and the orienta

in relation to the entire network of global power. If the United States is

tion of its foreign policy in general also carry simultaneously an imperial

conceived as a monarchical power on the world scene, then, to use old ter

logic, which is cast in reference not to any limited national interests but to

minology, the monarch must constantly negotiate and work with the vari

the interests of humanity as a whole. The logic of human rights is the

ous global aristocracies (such as political, economic, and financial forces) ,

most important example of such an imperial logic, which is not in the spe

and ultimately this entire power structure must constantly confront the pro

cific interest of any nation or people but rather by definition universal to

ductive global multitude, which is the real basis of the network. The neces

humanity. We should not simply regard, in other words, the humanitarian

sity of the network form of global power (and consequently too the art of

and universalistic rhetoric of U.S. diplomacy and military action as fa

war) is not an ideological claim but a recognition of an ineluctable mate

cades designed to mask the fundamental logic of national interests. In

rial condition. A single power may attempt-and the United States has

stead we should recognize them both as equally real: two competing logics

done so several times-to circumvent this necessity of the network form

that run through one single military-political apparatus. In some conflicts,

and the compulsion to engage the plural relations of force, but what it

such as Kosovo, the imperial humanitarian logic may be dominant, and in

throws out the door always sneaks back in the window. For a centralized

others, such as Mghanistan, the national, imperialist logic appears pri

power, trying to push back a network is like trying to beat back a rising

mary, while in still others, such as Iraq, the two are mixed almost indistin

flood with a stick. Consider just one example: who will pay for the unilat

run

eralist wars? Once again the United States seems in the position of the

guishably. Both logics, in any case, in different doses and guises,

monarch who cannot finance his wars independently and must appeal to

throughout all of these conflicts?7
We should not get caught up here in the tired debates about globalization

the aristocracy for funds. The aristocrats, however, respond, "No taxation

and nation-states as if the two were necessarily incompatible. Our argument

without representation," that is, they will not finance the wars unless their

instead is that national ideologues, functionaries, and administrators in

voices and interests are represented in the decision-making process. In short,

creasingly find that in order to pursue their strategic objectives they can

the monarch can usurp power and start wars unilaterally (and indeed cre

not act and think strictly in national terms without consideration of the

ate great tragedies), but soon the bill comes due. Such a unilateralist ad

rest of the globe. The administration of Empire does not require the nega

venture is thus merely a transitory phase. Without the collaboration of the

tion of national administrators. On the contrary, today imperial adminis

aristocracy, the monarch is ultimately powerless. 79

tration is conducted largely by the structures and personnel of the

In order to be able to combat and control network enemies, which is

dominant nation-states. Just as national economic ministers and central

to say, in order for traditional sovereign structures themselves to become

bankers can and often do act on the basis of imperial and not strictly na

networks, imperial logics of political, military, and diplomatic activity on

tional interests, as we will see below when we take a trip to Davos, so too

the part of the United States and the other dominant nation-states will

can national military officers and defense ministers conduct imperial wars?8

have to win out over imperialist logics, and military strategy will have to

.
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be transferred from centralized structures to distribured network forms.
Ideologically, national interest and national security have become too nar
row a basis for explanation and action in the age of network struggle, bur
more important the traditional military power structure is no longer capa
ble of defeating or containing its enemies. The network form is imposed on
all facets of power strictly from the perspective of the effictiveness of rule.
What we are heading toward, then, is a state of war in which network
forces of imperial order face network enemies on all sides.

1.3

R E S I S TA N C E

[Pancho1 Villa had to invent an entirely original method
of warfare. . . . He knew nothing of European standards
of strategy or discipline . . . . When Villa's army goes into
battle he is not hampered by salutes, or rigid respect for
officers . . . . It reminds one of the ragged Republican
army that Napoleon led into Italy.
Bombard the headquarters.

-JOHN REED

-MAO Z E DON G

We have seen from the perspective of counterinsurgency strategies how
the forms of rebellion, revolt, and revolution changed through the course
of the twentieth century from traditional, centralized military structures
to guerrilla organizations and finally to a more complex distributed net
work form. One might get the impression from such a narrative that
counterinsurgency strategies dictate the evolving forms of insurgency. Ac
tually, as the terms themselves indicate, it is just the opposite. We need to
look now from the other side and recognize the logic that determines the
genealogy of forms of insurgency and revolt. This logic and this trajectory

will help us recognize what are today and will be in the future the most
powerful and most desirable organizational forms of rebellion and revolu
tion. Ultimately this will help us see how to address the most important
task for resistance today, that is, resisting war.

.
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THE PR I M ACY OF R ES IS TANCE

tivities. On the basis of this Forschung and its foundation in material sub
jectivities they can pose a

Neue Darstellung,

or new vision of reality. This

new exposition not only demystifies the alienated perspective of the ideal
Counterinsurgency came first in our exposition of war and power con

ist view but also actively constructs a new reality. The subjectivities that

flicts, even though in reality, of course, insurgency comes first and

are revealed in the research are the authors of the new reality, the real pro

counterinsurgency must always respond to it. We began with counterin

tagonists of history. This indeed is Marx's own method. His research into

surgency for much the same reason that Marx gives, in the preface to the

the nature of labor and the productivity of those exploited under capital is

for discussing wealth before discussing labor, its

oriented not only toward a new vision of the world from their perspective

source. The method of exposition or narration of his argument

but also a new reality created through their historical activity. We must

lung) ,

(Darstel
(Forschung).

now, in the same way, begin to understand our global state of war and its

His book opens with capital and, specifically, with the world of commodi

development through research into the genealogy of social and political

ties: this is the logical entry point because this is how we first experience

movements of resistance. This will lead us eventually toward a new vision

capitalist society. From here Marx develops the dynamics of capitalist pro

of our world and also an understanding of the subjectivities capable of

duction and labor, even though capital and commodities are the results of

creating a new world.

first volume of

Capital

he explains, is different than the method of research

labor-both materially, since they are products of labor, and politically,

As we have already seen, military questions

can

never be addressed in

since capital must constantly respond to the threats and developments of

isolation, and in the age of biopower and biopolitics they are woven to

labor. Whereas Marx's exposition begins with capital, then, his research

gether increasingly tightly with social, cultural, economic, and political is

must begin with labor and constantly recognize that in reality labor is pri

sues. In order to give a first sketch of these subjectivities of resistance here

resistance. Even though common use of the term

we thus have to anticipate some of the results of our analysis in part 2 of

might suggest the opposite-that resistance is a response or reaction

both the social composition of the multitude and of its technical compo

mary. The same is true of

resistance is primary with respect to power. This principle affords us a differ

sition, that is, how people are integrated into the systems of economic pro

ent perspective on the development of modern conflicts and the emergence

duction and reproduction, what jobs they perform, and what they produce.

of our present permanent global war. Recognizing the primacy of resis

The contemporary scene of labor and production, we will explain, is being

tance allows us to see this history from below and illuminates the alterna

transformed under the hegemony of immaterial labor, that is, labor that

tives that are possible today.

produces immaterial products, such as information, knowledges, ideas,

The great tradition of classic German philosophy on which Marx

images, relationships, and affects. This does not mean that there is no

draws has a richly developed conception of philosophical method based

more industrial working class whose calloused hands toil with machines or

on the relation between the mode of exposition or representation, the

that there are no more agricultural workers who till the soil. It does not

Darstellung, and the mode of research, the Forschung. The Young Hegelians,

even mean that the numbers of such workers have decreased globally. In

philosophers who in the early nineteenth century adapted and trans

fact, workers involved primarily in immaterial production are a small mi

formed Hegel's thought for the German Left, including Ludwig Feurbach,

nority of the global whole. What it means, rather, is that the qualities and

David Friedrich Strauss, Arnold Ruge, Moses Hess, and Heinrich Heine,

characteristics of immaterial production are tending to transform the

Darstellung, his account of the unfolding of Spirit in

other forms of labor and indeed society as a whole. Some of these new

the world. Their research, however, invertS this idealist perspective on the

characteristics are decidedly unwelcome. When our ideas and our affects,

world and sets it on its feet, developing the terms of real, material subjec-

or emotions, are put to work, for instance, and when they thus become

set out from Hegel's

.
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subject i n a new way to the command o f the boss, we often experience

animates the movements of resistance against the permanent, global state

new and intense forms of violation or alienation. Furthermore, the con

of war.

tractual and material conditions of immaterial labor that tend to spread to

We also need to give a first sketch of the political orientation of this

the entire labor market are making the position of labor in general more

multitude, anticipating very briefly the results of our analysis in part 3.

precarious. There is one tendency, for example, in various forms of imma

The primary forces that have guided the history of modern resistance

terial labor to blur the distinction between work time and nonwork time,

struggles and liberation movements, along with the most productive resis

extending the working day indefinitely to fill all of life, and another ten

tance movements of today, we will argue, are driven at base not only by

dency for immaterial labor to function without stable long-term contracts

the struggle against misery and poverty but also by a profound desire for

and thus to adopt the precarious position of becoming flexible (to accom

democracy-a real democracy of the rule of all by all based on relation

plish several tasks) and mobile (to move continually among locations) .

ships of equality and freedom. This democracy is a dream created in the

Some characteristics of immaterial labor, which are tending to transform

great revolutions of modernity but never yet realized. Today, the new

other forms of labor, hold enormous potential for positive social transfor

characteristics of the multitude and its biopolitical productivity give pow

mation. (These positive characteristics are paradoxically the flip side of the

erful new avenues for pursuing that dream. This striving for democracy

negative developments.) First, immaterial labor tends to move out of the

permeates the entire cycle of protests and demonstrations around the is

limited realm of the strictly economic domain and engage in the general

sues of globalization, from the dramatic events at the WTO in Seattle in

production and reproduction of society as a whole. The production of

1 999 to the meetings of the World Social Forum in Porto Alegre, Brazil.

ideas, knowledges, and affects, for example, does not merely create means

This desire for democracy is also the core of the various movements and

by which society is formed and maintained; such immaterial labor also di
rectly produces social relationships. Immaterial labor is

biopolitical in

demonstrations against the 2003 war in Iraq and the permanent state of

that

war more generally. The need for democracy coincides immediately, in the

it is oriented toward the creation of forms of social life; such labor, then,

present conditions, with the need for peace. When war has become a foun

tends no longer to be limited to the economic but also becomes immedi

dational element of politics and when the state of exception has become

ately a social, cultural, and political force. Ultimately, in philosophical

permanent, then peace is elevated for the multitude to the highest value,

terms, the production involved here is the production

the necessary condition for any liberation. It is too simple in this context,

of subjectivity,

the

creation and reproduction of new subjectivities in society. Who we are,

however, to identify the interests of the multitude immediately and exclu

how we view the world, how we interact with each other are all created

sively with peace. Throughout modernity, and still today, resistance move

through this social, biopolitical production. Second, immaterial labor
tends to the take the social form of

networks

based on communication,

ments have had to confront war and the violence it imposes, sometimes
with and sometimes without violent means. Perhaps we should say rather

collaboration, and affective relationships. Immaterial labor can only be

that the great wars of liberation are (or should be) oriented ultimately to

conducted in common, and increasingly immaterial labor invents new, in

ward a "war against war," that is, an active effort to destroy the regime of

dependent networks of cooperation through which it produces. Its ability

violence that perpetuates our state of war and supports the systems of in

to engage and transform all aspects of society and its collaborative net

equality and oppression. This is a condition necessary for realizing the

work form are two enormously powerful characteristics that immaterial la

democracy of the multitude.

bor is spreading to other forms of labor. These characteristics can serve as
a preliminary sketch of the social composition of the multitude that today

.
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current state o f war, our Forschung, or research, into the nature and condi

ally change the conditions of any revolutionary process. The traditional

tions of the multitude, will allow us to reach a new standpoint where we

modern conception of insurrection, for example, which was defined pri

can recognize the real, creative forces that are emerging with the potential

marily in the numerous episodes from the Paris Commune to the October

to creare a new world. The great production of subjectivity of the multi

Revolution, was characterized by a movement from the insurrectional ac

tude, its biopolitical capacities, its struggle against poverty, its constant

tiyity of the masses to the creation of political vanguards, from civil war to

striving for democracy, all coincide here with the genealogy of these resis

the building of a revolutionary government, from the construction of or

tances stretching from the early modern era to our own.

ganizations of counterpower to the conquest of state power, and from

In the following sections, therefore, we will follow the genealogy of lib

opening the constituent process to establishing the dictatorship of the

eration struggles, from the formation of people's armies in the great mod

proletariat. Such sequences of revolutionary activity are unimaginable to

ern revolutions to guerrilla warfare and finally to contemporary forms of

day, and instead the experience of insurrection is being rediscovered, so to

nerwork struggle. When we put the genealogy in morion, in faer, the

speak, in the flesh of the multitude. It may be that insurrectional activity

changing forms of resistance will reveal three guiding principles-princi

is no longer divided into such stages but develops simultaneously. As we

ples that are really embedded in history and determine its movement. The

will argue in the course of this book, resistance, exodus, the emptying out

first principle that guides the genealogy will refer to the historical occa

of the enemy's power, and the multitude's construction of a new society

sion, that is, the form of resistance that is most effective in combating a

are one and the same process.

specific form of power. The second principle will pose a correspondence
berween changing forms of resistance and the transformations of eco
nomic and social production: in each era, in other words, the model of re
sistance that proves to be most effective turns out to have the same form as
the dominant models of economic and social production. The third prin

FRO M THE PEOPLE'S AR M Y
TO G U ERR ILL A WAR FAR E

ciple that will emerge refers simply to democracy and freedom: each new
form of resistance is aimed at addressing the undemocratic qualities of

Modernity was filled with civil wars. Mter the great German peasant war

previous forms, creating a chain of ever more democratic movements. This

in the early sixteenth century, peasant revolts developed throughout Europe,

genealogy of wars of liberation and resistance movements, finally, will lead

primarily in response to the transition to capitalism. Outside of Europe at

us to see the most adequate form of organization for resistance and libera

the same time, the colonial encounter gave rise to continual conflict and

tion struggles in the contemporary material and political situation.

rebellion. There is an enormous legacy of modern peasant wars, real civil

We should note, before moving on, that some of the basic traditional

wars, sometimes extremely cruel, that can be found from Spain to Russia

models of political activism, class struggle, and revolutionary organization

and from Mexico to India.80 The techniques of repression developed by

have today become outdated and useless. In some ways they have been un

capitalist modernization, which were extremely violent, were waged

dermined by tactical and strategic errors and in others they have been neu

equally against rebels, bandits, and witches. The resistances and rebellions,

tralized by counterinsurgency initiatives, but the more important cause of

however, were not antimodern. Modernization also served as the model

their demise is the transformation of the multitude itself. The current

of development on the other side, forming armed peasant bands into

global recomposition of social classes, the hegemony of immaterial labor,

armies. People's armies were formed against the armies of kings and colo

and the forms of decision-making based on nerwork structures all radi-

nizers: Cromwell led a yeoman army in the English Revolution, and the

.
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Sanculottes developed a modern army from a theory of class war; guerrilla

ized military formations, whereas rebellions in the countryside tended to

fighters in the southern United States were formed into an army to defeat
Cornwallis and the British troops. All the great modern revolutionary
struggles against colonial powers, in North and South America as in Asia
and Africa, involved the formation of armed bands, partisans, guerrillas,
and rebels into a people's army. This is the fundamental passage of mod
ern civil war: the formation of dispersed and irregular rebel forces into
an army.
The various theories of civil war developed on the Left in the modern
era all dwell on the transformation of the insurrection into an army, the
transformation of partisan activity into an organized counterpower. Friedrich
Engels, for example, analyzing the 1 848 uprisings in Germany, described
the necessary passage from the armed insurrection of proletarians to the
formation of an army of communists. A strong relationship must be con
structed, according to Engels, between insurrectional acts, specific disobe
dience, and sabotage on the one hand and on the other the formation of
an army, that is, a united composition of military forcesY Leon Trotsky
and the generals of the Red Army, when they engaged in civil war against
the white Russian forces, posed the same problem: how to organize the
mobile peasant guerrilla forces under the unity of central command. How
can modern weapons and organizing structures provide the conditions for
directing the peasants with modern military authority? Isaak Babel re
counts how the bands of Cossacks organized by Semyon Budyenny found
one solution: they transformed the work carts

(tatchankas) that had been a

staple of Cossack peasant labor into mobile machine-gun carriers, creat
ing one of the most successful Soviet attack units.82 The push to cen
tralize military organization thus emerged as part of the effort to link
different social classes and different levels of economic development in
one common political project. The primary characteristic of the revolu
tionary concept of modern civil war on the Left, both socialist and com
munist, involves the passage from guerrilla bands to a centralized army
structure.
The formation of a people's army in modern civil war thus corresponds
in many cases to the transition from peasant experiences to those of in
dustrial workers. The urban proletariat lent itself immediately to central.
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remain isolated and uncommunicative. The modern people's army was an
industrial worker army, whereas the guerrilla forces were primarily peasant
bands. The path of modernization thus seemed to many revolutionaries in
peasant societies the only possible strategy. What was necessary in such in
stances to form a people's army was a great project of articulation and
communication. Mao Zedong's long march in the mid- 1 930s, for exam
ple, put two relationships in play: the centripetal one brings together the
dispersed bands of rebels to form something like a national army, and the
centrifugal one, through the pilgrimage among the various regions of
China, from the south to the north, deposits groups of revolutionaries all
along the way to propagate revolution.83 The relationship between rebel
lion and revolution, between insurrection and civil war, armed bands and
a revolutionary people's army is thus articulated together with the notions

of taking power and constructing a new society. Consider also the process
of forming a ragtag people's army more than two decades earlier in the
Mexican Revolution: Emiliano Zapata's peasants in the south traveled by
foot and horseback; Pancho Villa's peons in the north sometimes rode on
horseback and other times commandeered trains to traverse the desert
plains in a moving village on rails of cannons, soldiers, and families. The
grand movement of such an exodus or caravan of revolutionaries is what
Diego Rivera, Jose Orozco, and David Siqueiros capture so beautifully in
their immense murals. What was central, once again, was the perpetual
movement that allowed the disparate and isolated guerrilla forces to unite
in a people's army. The peasants do not become proletarians in this pro
cess of military modernization, of course, but they do manage when they

become a modern army to leave behind the isolation that had previously
characterized peasant guerrilla rebellion.
This same passage is an even greater preoccupation for the reactionary
theories of modern civil war. Carl von Clausewitz, for example, was in
spired in the early nineteenth century by the anti-Napoleonic guerrilla
warfare of the Spanish peasants, but he maintained that these armed
bands must never become an army, in contrast to what we find in the
communist theories. Clausewitz excludes any type of revolutionary educa
tion that could lead to a partisan war of liberation. His peasant partisans
.
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will remain tied to the earth, despite or even because of the civil war. Carl

the victorious army had to give rise too to the new national government

Schmitt, a century and a half after Clausewirz, similarly insists that the

and administrative apparatus, but the political form of the people's army

partisan is a "telluric" figure, tied to the earth, to the existing relations of

is, of course, strictly hierarchical and centralized. The people's army had

production, to folklore and tradition-and these characteristics become

either to take power itself (as was most often the case) or delegate a civil

common to all legitimist nationalisms in Europe after 1 848. This telluric

ian government for the new nation, which in the postcolonial world often

conception of civil war effectively blocks the modernizing tendency of the

had to be done without the aid of any historical precedent. The central

unification of struggles in a people's army, keeping them separated in iso

ized formation of a people's army looks like a victorious strategy up until

lation and thus incompatible with republican and revolutionary projects.

the point when the victory is won, when the weakness of its unified and

Schmin's greatest fear is that the telluric partisan, the last sentinel of the

hierarchical structure become painfully clear. Democracy is far from guar

earth, be transformed into a modern, " motorized" parcisan.84

anteed by the people's army.S7

Attachments to the soil along with other kinds of divisions and internal

The transformation of dispersed guerrilla organizations into a united

contradictions often thwarted modern rebellions and revolutionary proj

people's army thus has two distinct faces. On one hand, it coincides with

ects. The confused Garibaldi movement in nineteenth-century Italy, for

the general lines of modernization. It is no accident that the theories of

example, which did indeed contain some profound elements of social rev

the transition from capitalism to socialism, or really from the precapitalist

olution, failed every time it tried to organize itself as a people's army. This

regimes to an intense phase of modernization (the two trajectories often

was so mainly because of such reactionary elements. The antifascist resis

overlap in such a way that it is difficult to tell them apart) , play such an

tances in Poland, Ukraine, Russia, Italy, France, Yugoslavia, and other

important role in the modern reflections on the art of war. Guerrilla wars

countries during the Second World War were predicated on a logic of ar

and wars of liberation in their various guises act as structural motors of

ticulation and unification, but many of them too contained an unstable

modernization, reformulating the relations of property and production,

mixture of elements: class struggle, nationalism, traditional defenses of

determining the primary forms of autonomous industrialization, redis

the soil, and a variety of reactionary positions. The same kinds of mixtures

tributing populations, and educating the national population. It is not

and divisions were found in many of the national liberation wars that

true, in fact, as many reactionaries claim, that modernization would have

emerged in Mrica and Asia in the subsequent decades.85 It is no coinci

proceeded faster in these countries if the civil wars of liberation had not

dence that counterinsurgency strategies often focus on these internal con

taken place. On the contrary, revolutionary civil wars were motors of

tradictions, trying to keep the different subjects separate and exacerbate

modernization. On the other hand, the centralization and hierarchy in

their ideological differences in order to prevent a political recomposition.

volved in the formation of a people's army result in a dramatic loss of au

Often, but not always, the attempts to separate the various components of

tonomy of the various local guerrilla organizations and the rebellious

resistance follow the lines of class divisions.86 In contrast, the path of

populations as a whole. The undemocratic character of the modern peo

modernization, toward a unified people's army, seemed to be the only

ple's army may be tolerated during the phase of bartle when it is deemed

strategy available for modern civil war.

necessary for victory but not when it defines the nature of the postwar po

The unified people's army, however, although it proved the most effec

litical structure.

tive form in this period for resisting domination and overthrowing the

The modern class wars and wars of liberation brought with them an

structures of power, did not always lead to desirable political results.

extraordinary production of subjectivity. Imagine what happened in the

Armed resistance had to be also a constituent project for the new nation:

Mexican countryside or in Southeast Asia or Mrica when the incitement to

.
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rebellion and the formation of a people's army i n a foundational, con

This Cuban model of guerrilla struggle was seen as liberatory by many,

stituent war emerged from a world of misery and subjugation; imagine

particularly in Latin America, because it posed a means to evade the au

what profound energies this call solicited, because it is a matter of a call

thority and control of traditional Communist and Socialist parties. The

not simply to arms but to the construction of individual and social bodies.

primacy of guerrilla warfare was experienced as an invitation for many

What these foundational wars really produce, in the final analysis, and often
subsequently cannot satisfy, is a great desire for democracy. One example of

groups to begin revolutionary military activity on their own. Anyone
could (and should) go to the mountains like Che and form a foco, a small

the new production of subjectivity in the resistance and liberation move

autonomous guerrilla unit. This was a do-it-yourself method for revolu

ments of the twentieth century are the extraordinary anarchist experiences

tion. The Cuban model was also thought to be liberatory as regards the

in the Spanish civil war, organizing political revolt through new deploy

form of the guerrilla organization itself. An indefinite number of small

ments of military and social relationships. All of those who chronicled the

guerrilla focos could act relatively independently from one another, creat

period, even the Soviets, appreciated the importance of Buenaventura

ing a polycentric structure and a horizontal relationship among the units,

Durruti, the great Catalan anarchist leader, and the social transformation

in contrast to the vertical and centralized command structure of the tradi

of insurrection that he accomplished. 88

tional army. In both of these respects, the Cuban guerrilla model seemed

Throughout the world in the 1 960s there was a rebirth of guerrilla or
ganizations. This rebirth coincided with a growing

rejection of the central

to offer a less authoritarian and more democratic possibility for revolution

ary organizing.

This rejection was based in large part on

The democratic and independent nature of the Cuban guerrilla foco

the desire for greater freedom and democracy. Certainly the military struc

strategy, however, is extremely elusive. First of all, freedom from the con

ized model of the popular army.

ture of the united people's army was questioned for its effectiveness and its

trol of traditional parties is merely replaced by the control of a military

vulnerability to counterinsurgency strategies, but that military structure

authority. Fidel Castro and Che Guevara both insist that the guerrilla

also lent itself to and even required centralized, authoritarian control. The

force must ultimately come under the rule of a single authority, a single

guerrilla structure seemed to provide, in comparison, a model of decen

man, who will subsequently, after the victory, serve as political leader. Sec

tralization and relative autonomy.

ondly, the horizontal and autonomous appearance of the guerrilla organiz

The Cuban revolution was one of the primary inspirations for the

ation also turns out to be illusory. The guerrilla

foco

is never really an

resurgence of guerrilla organizations in the 1 960s. The novelty of the

autonomous unit: the foco is the cell of the column, and the column is the

Cuban model was seen to be its affi rmation of the primacy of guerrilla

cell of the army. The guerrilla foco is the vanguard party in embryonic

military experience and its refusal to submit guerrilla forces to the control

form. In other words, the apparently plural andpolycentric structure tends to
be reduced in practice to a centralized unity.

of a political party. 89 The conventional orthodoxy had been that military
leaders should be subordinated to party control: General Giap to Ho Chi

The weakness of the democracy offered by guerrilla movements is of

Minh, Zhu De to Mao Zedong during the Long March, Trotsky to Lenin

ten most apparent when they are victorious and take power-even though

during the Bolshevik revolution. By contrast, Fidel Castro and the Cuba,n

they are in almost all cases much more democratic than the regimes they re

guerrilla forces were subordinated to no political leaders and formed a

place. Since in the Cuban model there is no preexisting political structure

party themselves only after the military victory. Che Guevara, further

separate from the guerrilla force, the poscliberation government must be

more, highlighted the primacy of guerrilla activity by example when he

formed on the basis of the military structure itself. In many cases the demo

dramatically left the political sphere in Cuba and returned to the field of

cratic diversity and autonomy of the various guerrilla units are narrowed

battle in the Congo and Bolivia.

down as the comparatively horizontal military structure is transformed
.
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into a verrical state structure of command. I n the process, various subor

In shorr, the Cultural Revolution seemed to respond to the question of

dinated social groups that had played decisive roles in the revolutionary

the "permanent revolution," the radical and unending process of class

process are systematically excluded from positions of power. One index of

struggle on the pan of the industrial workers and peasants. How could

the democratic nature of guerrilla military organizations is the participa

proletarian subversion constantly produce revolutionary effects? How

tion of women. It was not uncommon for women to compose more than

could this process invest and legitimate the ruling form of power, includ

30 percent of the combatants in Latin American guerrilla organizations in

ing its military organizations? At times together with the Cuban strategy

the late twentieth century, for example, with an equal percentage in lead

and at others as an alternative to it, the Chinese model served as an exam

ership positions.90 This was a much higher percentage of female participa

ple. In many respects, the decentered structures of guerriUa organizations,

tion and leadership than in other sectors of these same societies, such as

autonomous from state and party apparatuses, seemed already to be fol

political or trade union organizations, and much higher than in state mili

lowing the dictates of the Cultural Revolution in its most radical and ex

tary regimes elsewhere. In the Nicaraguan case, after the Sandinista victory

pressive form.

many women combatants complained that they were not able to maintain

The weakness of this Chinese model, especially outside of Asia, was

leadership positions in the postrevolutionary power structure. An impres

primarily due to its being adopted with very little understanding of the

sive number of women did hold imporrant positions in the victorious San

nature of contemporary Chinese society. Information from China was

dinista government, but not nearly as many as in the Sandinista guerrilla

minimal and analyses generally too weak to supporr a model of political or

forces.91 This is one symptom of the process of de-democratization of the

military organization.93 (It is hard to imagine, for example, what the Black

guerriUa movements.

Panthers had in mind when they sold copies of Mao's little red book on

In addition to the Cuban model, another primary inspiration for the

the streets of Berkeley.) The democratic character of the Cultural Revolu

resurgence of guerrilla organizations in the 1 960s was the Chinese Cul

tion is complicated and qualified, furthermore, by the position of Mao

tural Revolution. The Cultural Revolution was a complex social develop

himself, since it appears from the outside at least that his calls to attack all

ment whose nature and consequences historians have only begun to

forms of authority paradoxically reinforce his own central position and

clarify,92 but outside of China the image of the Cultural Revolution was

control.

greeted immediately by radical and revolutionary movements as a radical

The Cuban guerriUa model and the Maoist model are both fundamen

social experiment. What traveled most outside of China was not news of

tally ambivalent with respect to freedom and democracy. On one hand,

the actual transformations of Chinese society but rather the slogans of the

they answer to a cerrain extent the desire for more democratic forms of or

Cultural Revolution, such as "Bombard the headquaners," often mixed

ganization and autonomy from centralized military and political control.

with Mao's slogans and maxims from earlier periods about guerriUa war

On the other hand, however, the plural and democratic nature of the

fare and revolution. In the Cultural Revolution, Mao himself had called

guerrilla movements tends to be reduced to unity and centralization, both

upon the Chinese masses to attack the party-state apparatus and claim

in the functioning of the military organization itself and more dramati

power for themselves. The image of China thus served as an alternative to

cally in the resulting political forms. Central control and hierarchy contin

the Soviet model and the various Communist parties that followed the So

ually reappear. These models of guerrilla movements might thus be

viet line, but it also posed the notion of a full and free engagement of the

viewed best as transitionalfonns that reveal above all the continuing and

masses with no centralized control. The external image of the Cultural

unsatisfied desire for more democratic and independent forms of revolu

Revolution was thus one of antiauthoritarianism and radical democracy.

tionary organization.

.
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When we recognize the power of these modern figures of armed pop
ular struggle, from the people's army to guerrilla organizations, it becomes

INVENTING NETWOR K STR U G GLES

clear how mistaken are the various theories that attempt to make thepoliti
cal autonomous from the social. Consider, for example, Hannah Arendt's

Looking back at the genealogy of modern revolutions and resistance

distinction between political revolution and social revolution, which she il

movements, the idea of "the people" has played a fundamental role, in

lustrates with reference to the American Revolution (political) and the

both the people's army and the guerrilla models, in establishing the au

French (social}.94 Arendt's conception tends to separate the drive for politi

thority of the organization and legitimating its use of violence. 'The peo

cal liberation and democracy from the demands of social justice and class

ple" is a form of sovereignty contending to replace the ruling state

conflict. Even for the eighteenth-century revolutions, however, and in

authority and take power. This modern legitimation of sovereignty, even

creasingly as modernity progresses, this distinction is difficult to maintain:

in the case of revolutionary movements, is really the product of a usurpa

the pressures of economic, social, and political factors are articulated in

tion. The people often serves as a middle term between the consent given

each of the revolutionary figures, and sorting them into separate boxes

by the population and the command exerted by the sovereign power, but

only mystifies the real concrete processes of popular armed struggle and

generally the phrase serves merely as a pretense to validate a ruling author

guerrilla movements. In fact, one common strategy of counterinsurgency

ity. The modern legitimation of power and sovereignty, even in cases of

and state repression is to pit the one against the other, the social against

resistance and rebellion, is always grounded in a transcendent element,

the political, j ustice against freedom. On the contrary, in the long seasons

whether this authority be (in Max Weber's terms) traditional, rational, or

of armed resistance and liberation movements-especially in the twentieth

charismatic. The ambiguity of the notion of the sovereign people turns

century antifascist resistances and the anticolonial national liberation

out to be a kind of duplicity, since the legitimating relationship always

struggles-guerrilla forces continually create tighter articulations between

tends

the political and the social, between anticolonial wars of liberation, for ex

biguous relationship between the people and sovereignty accounts for the

ample, and anticapitalist class wars.95 As we move into postmodernity this

continuing dissatisfaction we have noted with the undemocratic character

articulation between the social and the political becomes even more in

of the modern forms of revolutionary organization, the recognition that

to

privilege authority and not the population as a whole. This am

tense. The genealogy of resistances and struggles in postmodernity, as we

the forms of domination and authority we are fighting against continually

will see shortly, presupposes the political nature ofsocia/ life and adopts it as

reappear in the resistance movements themselves. Furthermore, increas

an internal key to all the movements. This presupposition is basic, in fact,

ingly today the modern arguments for the legitimation of the violence ex

to the concept of biopolitics and the biopolitical production of subjectiv

ercised by the people suffer the same crisis that we spoke of earlier in

ity. Here economic, social, and political questions are inextricably inter

terms of the legitimation of state violence. Here too the traditional legal

twined. Any theoretical effort in this context to pose the autonomy of the

and moral arguments no longer hold.

political, separate from the social and the economic, no longer makes
any sense.

Is it possible today to imagine a new process of legitimation that does
not rely on the sovereignty of the people but is based instead in the
biopolitical productivity of the multitude? Can new organizational forms
of resistance and revolt finally satisfy the desire for democracy implicit in
the entire modern genealogy of struggles? Is there an immanent mecha
nism that does not appeal to any transcendent authority that is capable of
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legitimating the use of force in the multitude's struggle to create a new so

guerrilla movements began to shift from the countryside to the city, from

ciety based on democracy, equality, and freedom? Does it even make sense

open spaces to closed ones. The techniques of guerrilla warfare began to

be adapted to the new conditions of post-Fordist production, in line with

to talk about a war of the multitude?
One model of legitimation we find in modernity that might help us

information systems and network structures. Finally, as guerrilla warfare

address these questions is the one that animates class struggle. We are not

increasingly adopted the characteristics of biopolitical production and

thinking so much of the projects of Socialist states and parties, which cer

spread throughout the entire fabric of society, it more directly posed as its

tainly constructed their own modem forms of sovereignty, but the daily

goal the production of subjectivity-economic and cultural subjectivity,

struggles of the workers themselves, their coordinated acts of resistance,

both material and immaterial. It was not just a matter of "winning hearts

insubordination, and subversion of the relations of domination in the work

and minds," in other words, but rather of creating new hearts and minds

place and in society at large. The subordinate classes organized in revolt

through the construction of new circuits of communication, new forms

never entertained any illusions about the legitimacy of state violence, even

of social collaboration, and new modes of interaction. In this process we

when they adopted reformist strategies that engaged with the state, forcing

can discern a tendency toward moving beyond the modern guerrilla model

it to deliver social welfare and asking it for legal sanction, such as the right

toward more democratic network forms of organization.
One of the maxims of guerrilla warfare common to both the Maoist

to strike. They never forgot that the laws that legitimate state violence are
transcendental norms that maintain the privileges of the dominant class (in

and Cuban models was the privileging of the rural over the urban. At the

particular, the rights of property owners) and the subordination of the rest

end of the 1 960s and into the 1 970s guerrilla struggles became increas

of the population. They knew that whereas the violence of capital and the

ingly metropolitan, particularly in the Americas and Europe.97 The revolts

state rests on transcendent authority, the legitimation of their class strug

of the African American U.S. ghettos of the 1 960s were perhaps the pro

gle was based solely on their own interests and desires.96 Class struggle was

logue to the urbanization of political struggle and armed conflict in the

thus a modern model of the immanent basis of legitimation in the sense

1 970s. Many of the urban movements in this period, of course, did not

that it appealed to no sovereign authority for its justification.
We do not think, however, that the question of the legitimation of the

adopt the polycentric organizational model typical of guerrilla movements
but instead followed in large part the older centralized, hierarchical model

struggles of the multitude can be resolved simply by studying the archae

of ttaditional military structures. The Black Panther Party and the Front

ology of class warfare or by trying to establish any fixed continuity with

du Liberation du Quebec in North America, the Uruguayan Tupamaros

the past. Past struggles can provide some important examples, but new di

and the Brazilian Acs:ao Libertadora Nacional in South America, and the

mensions of power demand new dimensions of resistance. Such questions

German Red Army Faction and the Italian Red Brigades in Europe were

furthermore cannot be resolved merely through theoretical reflection but

all examples of that backward-looking, centralized military structure. In

must also be addressed in practice. We need to take up our genealogy

this period there also emerged decentered or polycentric urban movements

where we left off and see how the political struggles themselves responded.

whose organizations resembled the modern guerrilla model. To some ex

After 1 968, the year in which a long cycle of struggles culminated in

tent in these cases the tactics of guerrilla warfare were simply transposed

both the dominant and subordinated parts of the world, the form of resis

from the country to the city. The city is a j ungle. The urban guerrillas

tance and liberation movements began to change radically-a change that

know its terrain in a capillary way so that they can at any time come to

corresponded with the changes in the labor force and the forms of social

gether and attack and then disperse and disappear into its recesses. The fo

production. We

cus,

can

recognize this shift first of all in the transformations

of the nature of guerrilla warfare. The most obvious change was that
.
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however, was increasingly not on attacking the ruling powers but

rather on transforming the city itself. In metropolitan struggles the close
.
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relationship between disobedience and resistance, between sabotage and

communication in such a way that reduction to a centralized and unified

desenion, counterpower and constituent projects became increasingly in

c:ommand structure is impossible. The polycentric form of the guerrilla

exam

model thus evolves into a network form in which there is no center, only

tense. The great struggles of Autonomia in Italy in the 1 970s, for

ple, succeeded temporarily in redesigning the landscape of the major
cities, liberating entire zones where new cultures and new forms of life
were created.98

.an irreducible plurality of nodes in communication with each other.

One distinctive feature of the network struggle of the multitude, like
post-Fordist economic production, is that it takes place on the biopolitical

The real transformation of guerrilla movements during this period,

terrain-in other words, it directly produces new subjectivities and new

however, has little to do with urban or rural terrain-or, rather, the ap

furms of life. It is true that military organizations have always involved the

parent shift to urban spaces is a symprom of a more imponant transfor

production of subjectivity. The modern army produced the disciplined sol

mation. The more profound transformation takes pkue in the relationship
betwem the organization of the movemmts and the organization of economic
and social production. 99 As we have already seen, the mass armies of regi

tory, and the production of the disciplined subject in the modern guerrilla

mented industrial factory workers correspond to centralized military for

tion, does not rely on discipline in the same way: creativity, communica

dier who could follow orders, like the disciplined worker of the Fordist fac
forces was very similar. Network struggle, again, like post-Fordist produc

mations of the people's army, whereas guerrilla forms of rebellion are

tion, and self-organized cooperation are its primary values. This new kind

linked to peasant production, in its relative isolation dispersed across the

of force, of course, resists and attacks the enemy as military forces always

countryside. Beginning in the 1 970s, however, the techniques and organi

. have, but increasingly its focus is internal-producing new subjectivities

zational forms of industrial production shifted toward smaller and more

and new expansive forms of life within the organization itself. No longer

mobile labor units and more flexible structures of production, a shift of

is "the people" assumed as basis and no longer is taking power of the sov

ten labeled as a move from Fordist to post-Fordist production. The small

ereign state structure the goal. The democratic elements of the guerrilla

mobile units and flexible structures of post-Fordist production correspond

strucrure are pushed further in the network form, and the organization be

to a cenain degree to the polycentric guerrilla model, but the guerrilla

comes less a means and more an end in itself.

model is immediately transformed by the technologies of post-Fordism.

Of the numerous examples of civil war in the final decades of the

The networks of information, communication, and cooperation-the pri

twentieth century, the vast majority were still organized according to out

mary axes of post-Fordist production-begin to define the new guerrilla

dated models, either the old modern guerrilla model or the traditional

movements. Not only do the movements employ technologies such as the

centralized military structure, including the Khmer Rouge in Cambodia,

Internet as organizing tools, they also begin to adopt these technologies as

the mujahideen in Afghanistan, Hamas in Lebanon and Palestine, the

models for their own organizational structures.

New People's Army in the Philippines, Sendero Luminoso in Peru, and

To a cenain extent these postmodern, post-Fordist movements com

the FARC and the ELN in Colombia. Many of these movements, espe

plete and solidify the polycentric tendency of earlier guerrilla models. Ac

cially when they are defeated, begin to transform and take on network

the

characteristics. One of the rebellions that looks forward and illustrates the

guerrilla forces are polycentric, composed of numerous relatively indepen

transition from traditional guerrilla organization toward network forms is

cording to the classic Cuban formulation of foquismo or

guevarismo

dent focos, but that plurality must eventually be reduced to a unity and the

the Palestinian Intifada, which first began in 1 987 and erupted again in

guerrilla forces must become an army. Network organization, by contrast,

2000. Reliable information about the organization of the Intifada is

is based on the

continuing plurality

.

of its elements and its networks of
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scarce, but it seems that two models coexist in the uprising. loo On one
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hand, the revolt is organized internally by poor young men on a very local

The Zapatista National Liberation Army (EZLN), which first appeared

level around neighborhood leaders and popular committees. The stone

in Chiapas in the 1 990s, offers an even clearer example of this transfor

throwing and direct conflict with Israeli police and authorities that initi

mation: the Zapatistas are the hinge between the old guerrilla model and

ated the first Intifada spread quickly through much of Gaza and the West

the new model of biopolitical network structures. The Zapatistas also

Bank. On the other hand, the revolt is organized externally by the various

demonstrate wonderfully how the economic transition of post-Fordism

established Palestinian political organizations, most of which were in exile

can

at the beginning of the first Intifada and controlled by men of an older

ences with global struggles. 103 The Zapatistas, which were born and pri

generation. Throughout its different phases, the Intifada seems to have

marily remain a peasant and indigenous movement,

function equally in urban and rural territories, linking local experi
use

the Internet and

been defined by different proportions of these two organizational forms,

communications technologies not only as a means of distributing their

one internal and the other external, one horizontal, autonomous, and dis

communiques to the outside world but also, at least to some extent, as a

tributed and the other vertical and centralized. The Intifada is thus an am

structural element inside their organization, especially as it extends beyond

bivalent organization that points backward toward older centralized forms

southern Mexico to the national and global levels. Communication is cen

and forward to new distributed forms of organization.

tral to the Zapatistas' notion of revolution, and they continually empha

That anti-Apartheid struggles in South Mrica similarly illustrate this

size the need to create horizontal network organizations rather than

transition and the copresence of two basic organizational forms over a

vertical centralized structures. 104 One should point out, of course, that

much longer period. The internal composition of the forces that' chal

this decentered organizational model stands at odds with the traditional

lenged and eventually overthrew the Apartheid regime was extremely

military nomenclature of the EZLN. The Zapatistas, after all, call them

complex and changed over time, but one can clearly recognize, beginning

selves an army and are organized in an array of military titles and ranks.

at least in the mid- 1 970s with the Soweto revolt and continuing through

When one looks more closely, however, one can see that although the Za

out the 1 980s, a vast proliferation of horizontal struggles. I O I Black anger

patistas adopt a traditional version of the Latin American guerrilla model,

against white domination certainly was common to the various move

including its tendencies toward centralized military hierarchy, they contin

ments, but they were organized in relatively autonomous forms across dif

ually in practice undercut those hierarchies and decenter authority with

ferent sectors of society. Student groups were important actors and labor
unions, which have a long history of militancy in South Mrica, played a

the elegant inversions and irony typical of their rhetoric. (In fact, they

make irony itself into a political strategy. ! O S ) The paradoxical Zapatista

central role. Throughout this period these horizontal struggles also had a

motto "command obeying," for example, is aimed at inverting the tradi

dynamic relationship with the vertical axis of older, traditional leadership

tional relationships of hierarchy within the organization. Leadership posi

organizations, such as the Mrican National Congress (ANC), which re

tions are rotated, and there seems to be a vacuum of authority at the center.

mained clandestine and in exile until 1 990. One can pose this contrast be

Marcos, the primary spokesperson and quasi-mythical icon of the Zap

tween autonomous, horizontal organization and centralized leadership as a

atistas, has the rank of subcomandante to emphasize his relative subordi

tension between the organized struggles (of workers, students, and others)

nation. Furthermore, their goal has never been to defeat the state and

and the ANC, but it might be more illuminating to recognize it also as a

claim sovereign authority but rather to change the world without taking

tension within the ANC, a tension that has remained and developed in
some senses since the ANC's election to power in 1 99 4 . 102 Like the In

power. 106 The Zapatistas, in other words, adopt all the elements of the

tifada, then, the anti-Apartheid struggles straddled two different organi

possible terms the nature and direction of the postmodern transition of

zational forms, marking in our genealogy a point of transition.

organizational forms.

.
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I n the final decades of the twentieth century there also emerged, par
ticularly in the United States, numerous movements that are often
grouped under the rubric of "identity politics," which were born primarily
of feminist struggles, gay and lesbian struggles, and race-based strug
gles. 107 The most important organizational characteristic of these various
movements is their insistence on autonomy and their refusal of any cen
tralized hierarchy, leaders, or spokespeople. The party, the people's army,
the modern guerrilla force all appear bankrupt from their perspective be
cause of the tendency of these structures to impose unity, to deny their
differences and subordinate them to the interests of others. If there is no
democratic form of political aggregation possible that allows us to retain
our autonomy and affirm our differences, they announce, then we will re
main separate, on our own. This emphasis on democratic organization and
independence is also borne out in the internal structures of the move
ments, where we can see a variety of important experiments in collabora
tive decision-making, coordinated affinity groups, and so forth. In this
regard, the resurgence of anarchist movements, especially in North Amer
ica and Europe, has been very important for their emphasis on the need
for freedom and democratic organization. !08 All of these experiences of
democracy and autonomy, even at the smallest levels, provide an enor
mous wealth for the future development of movements. 1 09
Finally, the globalization movements that have extended from Seattle
to Genoa and the World Social Forums in Porto Alegre and Mumbai and

have animated the movements against war are the clearest example to date
of distributed network organizations. One of the most surprising ele
ments of the events in Seattle in November 1 999 and in each of the major
such events since then is that groups we had previously assumed to have
different and even contradictory interests managed to act in common
environmentalists with trade unionists, anarchists with church groups,
gays and lesbians with those protesting the prison-industrial complex. The
groups are not unified under any single authority but rather relate to each
other in a network structure. Social forums, affinity groups, and other
forms of democratic decision-making are the basis of the movements, and
they manage to act together based on what they have in common. That is

.
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why they call themselves a "movement of movements." The full expres
sion of autonomy and difference of each here coincides with the powerful
articulation of all. Democracy defines both the goal of the movements
and its constant activity. These globalization protest movements are obvi
ously limited in many regards. First of all, although their vision and desire
is global in scope, they have thus far only involved significant numbers in
North America and Europe. Second, so long as they remain merely protest
movements, traveling from one summit meeting to the next, they will be
incapable of becoming a foundational struggle and of articulating an al
ternative social organization. These limitations may only be temporary ob
stacles, and the movements may discover ways to overcome them. What is
most important for our argument here, however, is the form of the move
ments. These movements constitute the most developed example to date
of the network model of organization.
This completes our genealogy of modern forms of resistance and civil
war, which moved first from disparate guerrilla revolts and rebellions to
ward a unified model of people's army; second, from a centralized military
structure to a polycentric guerrilla army; and finally from the polycentric
model toward the distributed, or full-matrix, network structure.

history at our backs.

This is the

I t is in many respects a tragic history, full of brutal de

feats, but it is also an extraordinarily rich legacy that pushes the desire for
liberation into the future and bears crucially on the means for realizing it.
From our genealogy of modern resistance have emerged the three
guiding principles or criteria that we mentioned at the beginning. The first
guiding principal is the simple measure of efficacy in the specific historical
situation. Each form of organization must grasp the opportunity and the
historical occasion offered by the current arrangement of forces in order
to maximize its ability to resist, contest, and/or overthrow the ruling forms
of power. The second principle is the need for the form of political and
military organization to correspond to the current forms of economic and
social production. The forms of movements evolve in coordination with
the evolution of economic forms. Finally and most important, democracy
and freedom constantly act as guiding principles in the development of
organizational forms of resistance. At various points in our history these

.
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three principles have conflicted with each other, in cases when, for exam

groups that the current counterinsurgency theorists mistakenly group to

ple, it appeared that the internal democracy and independence of move

gether. The counterinsurgency theorists of netwar link together the Zap

ments had to be sacrificed in order to maximize their efficacy or in others

atistas, the Intifada, the globalization protest movements, the Colombian

when efficacy had to be sacrificed in the interest of the democracy or au

drug cartels, and al-Qaeda. These diverse organizations are grouped

tonomy of the movement. Today we have arrived at a point when the three

together because they appear to be similarly immune to traditional coun

principles coincide. The distributed network structure provides the model

terinsurgency tactics. When we look at such contemporary forms of or

for an absolutely democratic organization that corresponds to the domi

ganization in the context of the criteria we have established, however, we

nant forms of economic and social production and is also the most power

can

ful weapon against the ruling power structure. 1 10

portant differences, of course, such as their use of violence, but these are

clearly recognize important distinctions. (There are many other im

In this network context legality itself becomes a less effective and less

the distinctions highlighted by our analysis in this section.) The Colom

important criterion for distinguishing among resistance movements. Tra

bian drug cartels and al-Qaeda, for example, may look like networks from

ditionally we have conceived separately those forms of resistance that

the perspective of counterinsurgency, but in fact they are highly central

acted "inside" and "outside" the law. Within the established legal norms,

ized, with traditional vertical chains of command. Their organizational

resistance served to neutralize the repressive effects of the law: labor

structures are not democratic at all. The Intifada and the Zapatistas, in

strikes, active civil disobedience, and various other activities that contest

contrast, as we have seen, do in some respects tend toward distributed net

economic and political authority constitute a first level of insubordination.

work structures with no center of command and maximum autonomy of

At a second level, parties, trade unions, and other movements and repre

all the participating elements. Their center rather is their resistance to

sentative bodies that straddle the present legal order, acting simultaneously

domination and their protest against poverty or, in positive terms, their

inside and outside the law, created counterpowers that constantly chal

struggle for a democratic organization of the biopolitical commons.

lenged the ruling authorities. At a third level, outside of legality, organized

Now we need to return to the question of legitimation we raised ear

resistances, including various people's armies and guerrilla movements,

lier. It should be clear at this point that reproposing today the problem of

tried to break with and subvert the present order, opening spaces for the

how the needs of the proletariat can legitimate new forms of power or, to

construction of a new society. Whereas these three levels of resistance re

translate the question into a slightly different idiom, asking how class

quired different organizations in the past, today network movements are

struggle

can

be transformed into social war or, rather still, translating

able to address all of them simultaneously. Furthermore, in the network

again, asking how the interimperialist war can become the occasion for a

context the question of legality becomes increasingly undecidabfe. It may

revolutionary war-all these questions are old, tired, and faded. We be

be impossible to say, for instance, whether a network of protesters at a

lieve that the multitude poses the problem of social resistance and the

summit meeting is acting legally or illegally when there is no central au

question of the legitimation of its own power and violence in terms that

thority leading the protest and when protest actions are so varied and

are completely different. Even the most advanced forms of resistance and

changing. In fact, and this is our main point, the most important differ

civil war in modernity do not seem to offer us adequate elements for the

ences among network resistances is not simply a question of legality. The

solution of our problem. The Intifada, for example, is a form of struggle

best criteria for distinguishing among network movements, in fact, are the

that corresponds at least superficially with some powerful characteristics

three principles we detailed above, particularly the demand for democracy.

of the movement of the multitude, such as mobility, flexibility, and the

This gives us the means to differentiate clearly, for instance, among the

capacity to adapt to and challenge changing forms of repression in a radical

.
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way. The Intifada, however, can only allude to the form we are seeking,

racy." We can also call this democratic movement a process of "exodus,"

the strategic passage that leads the proletariat to take the form of the mul

insofar as it involves the multitude breaking the ties that link imperial sov

titude, that is, a network body. The form of organization needed must de

ereign authority to the consent of the subordinated. (Absolute democracy

ploy the full power of today's biopolitical production and also fully realize

and exodus will be central themes of chapter 3.)

the promise of a democratic society.
Here we find ourselves in front of a sort of abyss, a strategic unknown.
Every spatial, temporal, and political parameter of revolutionary decision

S WARM I N TELLI GEN CE

making it la Lenin has been destabilized, and the corresponding strategies
have become completely impractical. Even the concept of "counterpower,"
which was so important for the strategies of resistance and revolution in
the period around 1 968, loses its force. All notions that pose the power of
resistance as homologous or even similar to the power that oppresses us are
of no more use. Here we should take a lesson from Pierre Clastres, who,
while investigating the nature of war from an anthropological perspective,
argues that we should never view the wars of the oppressors as the same as
the wars of the oppressed. The wars of the oppressed, he explains, repre
sent constituent movements aimed at defending society against those in
power. The history of peoples with a history is, as they say, the history of
class struggle; the history of peoples without a history is, we should say
with at least as much conviction, the history of their struggle against the
state. I I I We need to grasp the kind of struggles that Clastres sees and rec
ognize their adequate form in our present age.
And yet we do already know some things that can help us orient our
passion for resistance. In the first place, we know that today the legitima
tion of the global order is based fundamentally on war. Resisting war, and
thus resisting the legitimation of this global order, therefore becomes a
common ethical task. In the second place, we know that capitalist produc
tion and the life (and production) of the multitude are tied together in
creasingly intimately and are mutually determining. Capital depends on
the multitude and yet is constantly thrown into crisis by the multitude's
resistance to capital's command and authority. (This will be a central
theme of part 2.) In the hand-to-hand combat of the multitude and Em
pire on the biopolitical field that pulls them together, when Empire calls
on war for its legitimation, the multitude calls on democracy as its politi
cal foundation. This democracy that opposes war is an "absolute democ.
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When a distributed network attacks, it swarms its enemy: innumerable in
dependent forces seem to strike from all directions at a particular point and
then disappear back into the environment. 112 From an externalperspective, the
network attack is described as a swarm because it appears formless. Since the
network has no center that dictates order, those who can only think in terms of
traditional models may assume it has no organization whatsoever-they see
mere spontaneity and anarchy. The network attack appears as something like a
swarm of birds or insects in a horrorfilm, a multitude of mindless assailants,
unknown, uncertain, unseen, and unexpected. If one looks inside a network,
however, one can see that it is indeed organized. rational and creative. It has
swarm intelligence.
Recent researchers in artificial intelligence and computational methods use
the term swarm intelligence to name collective and distributed techniques of
problem solving without centralized control or the provision of a global
modeL 1 13 Part of the problem with much of the previous artificial intelligence
research, they claim, is that it assumes intelligence to be based in an individual
mind, whereas they assert that intelligence is fundamentally sociaL These re
searchers thus derive the notion of the swarm from the collective behavior of
social animals, such as ants, bees, and termites, to investigate multi-agent
distributed systems of intelligence. Common animal behavior can give an ini
tial approximation of this idea. Consider, for example, how tropical termites
build magnificent, elaborate domed structures by communicating with each
other; researchers hypothesize that each termitefollows the pheromone concen
tration left by other termites in the swarm. 114 Although none ofthe individual
tnmites has a high intelligence, the swarm of termitesforms an intelligent sys
tem with no central controL The intelligence of the swarm is based funda
mentally on communication. For researchers in artificial intelligence and
.
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computational methods, understanding this swarm behavior helps in writing
algorithms to optimize problem-solving computations. Computers too can be
designed to process information faster using swarm architecture rather than a
conventional centralizedprocessing model
The swarm model suggested by animal societies and developed by these re
searchers assumes that each of the agents or particles in the swarm is effectively
the same and on its own not very creative. The swarms that we see emerging in
the new network political organizations, in contrast, are composed of a multi
tude of difforent creative agents. This adds several more layers ofcomplexity to
the model The members of the multitude do not have to become the same or
renounce their creativity in order to communicate and cooperate with each
other. They remain different in terms of race, sex, sexuality, and so forth.
What we need to understand, then, is the collective intelligence that can
emergefrom the communication and cooperation ofsuch a varied multiplicity.
Perhaps when we grasp the enormous potential of this swarm intelligence
we can finally understand why the poet Arthur Rimbaud in his beautiful
hymns to the Paris Commune in 1 871 continually imagined the revolutionary
Communards as insects. It is not uncommon, of course, to imagine enemy
troops as insects. Recounting the events ofthepreviousyear, in fact, Emile Zola
in his historical novel Le debacle describes the "black swarms " of Prussians
overrunning the French positions at Sedan like invading ants, "un si noir
fourmillement de troupes allemends."115 Such insect metaphors for enemy
swarms emphasize the inevitable defeat while maintaining the infmority of
the enemy-they are merely mindless insects. Rimbaud, however, takes this
wartime cliche and inverts it, singing the praises of the swarm. The Commu
nards defending their revolutionary Paris against the government forces at
tacking from Versailles roam about the city like ants (fourmiller) in
Rimbaud's poetry and their barricades bustle with activity like anthills (four
milieres). Why would Rimbaud describe the Communards whom he loves and
admires as swarming ants? When we look more closely we ca� see that all of
Rimbaud's poetry is full of insects, particularly the sounds of insects, buzzing,
swarming, teeming (bourdonner, grouiIler). "Insect-verse" is how one reader
describes Rimbaud's poetry, "music of the swarm. "1 16 The reawakening and
reinvention of the senses in the youthful body-the centerpiece of Rimbaud's

poetic world-takes place in the buzzing and swarming of theflesh. This is a
new kind of intelligence, a collective intelligence, a swarm intelligence, that
Rimbaud and the Communards anticipated.

.
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FROM BIOPOWER TO
BIOPOLITICAL PROD U CTION
The genealogy of resistance we just completed-from people's armies and
guerrilla bands to network movements-might easily appear too mechan
ical and neat. We do not want to give the impression that forms of resis
tance evolve through some natural evolution or in some preordained linear
march toward absolute democracy. On the contrary, these historical pro
cesses

are not predetermined in any way nor are they drawn forward by

any ideal final goal of history. History develops in contradictory and
aleatory ways, constantly subject to chance and accident. The moments of
struggle and resistance emerge in unforeseen and unforeseeable ways.
We should also recognize that considering the genealogy of resistances
only in terms ofform as we have done primarily up to now is not sufficient.
The formal differences among centralized armies, polycentric guerrilla
bands, the distributed networks do provide one criterion for evaluating
and distinguishing among resistance movements but not the only or most
important one. Such formal differences between, say, the globalization
movements and terrorist networks or between the Zapatistas and drug
rings, only capture a small fraction of what is really different between
them. We have to look not only at the form but also the content of what
they do. The fact that a movement is organized as a network or swarm does
not guarantee that it is peaceful or democratic. Moving beyond formal
questions would also allow us to grapple better with the ambiguous nature
of nationalist and religious forms of resistance. Nationalist and religious
resistances are indeed most often based on centralized organizations and
strong notions of identity, but they should not for that reason alone be
considered reactionary or backward looking. Democracy is a matter not

.
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only of formal structures and relations but also of social contents, how we

ciety and creates social relationships and forms through collaborative

relate to each other, and how we produce together.

forms of labor. Biopolitical production will give content to our investiga

The parallel we have drawn between the evolution of resistances and

tion of democracy, which has remained too formal up to this point. It will

that of economic production has also been limited by the focus on form.

also make clear the social basis on which it is possible today to begin a

Looking only at the formal correspondence might give the impression that

project of the multitude.

technological innovation is the primary force driving social change. We
need to look now at the content of what is being produced, how, and by
whom. Once we look inside production and recognize the conditions of
labor and the bases of exploitation we will be able to see how resistances
emerge in the workplace and how they change in step with the transfor
mations of labor and all the relations of production. This will allow us to
elaborate a much more substantial connection between production and
resistances.
After having talked so much about war, we need now, in part 2, to turn
to production and investigate the nature and divisions of the contempo
rary global economy. This will not be a strictly economic investigation,
however, because we will find quickly that today in many respects eco
nomic production is at the same time cultural and political. We will argue
that the dominant form of contemporary production, which exens its
hegemony over the others, creates "immaterial goods" such as ideas,
knowledge, forms of communication, and relationships. In such immate
rial labor, production spills over beyond the bounds of the economy tradi
tionally conceived to engage culture, society, and politics directly. What is
produced in this case is not just material goods but actual social relation
ships and forms of life. We will call this kind of production "biopolitical"
to highlight how general its products are and how directly it engages social
life in its entirety.
Earlier we spoke of "biopower" to explain how the current war regime
not only threatens us with death but also rules over life, producing and re
producing all aspects of society. Now we will shift from biopower to
biopolitical production. Both of them engage social life in its entirety
hence the common prefix bio--but they do so in very different ways.
Biopower stands above society, transcendent, as a sovereign authority and
imposes its order. Biopolitical production, in contrast, is immanent to so-
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Political action aimed at transformation and liberation today can only be
conducted on the basis of the multitude. To understand the concept of
the multitude in its most general and abstract form, let us contrast it first
with that of the people. 1 The people is one. The population, of course, is
composed of numerous different individuals and classes, but the people
synthesizes or reduces these social differences into one identity. The mul
titude, by contrast, is not unified but remains plural and multiple. This is
why, according to the dominant tradition of political philosophy, the peo
ple can rule as a sovereign power and the multitude cannot. The multitude
is composed of a set of

singularities-and

by singularity here we mean a

social subject whose difference cannot be reduced to sameness, a differ
ence that remains different. The component parts of the people are indif
ferent in their unity; they become an identity by negating or setting aside
their differences. The plural singularities of the multitude thus stand in
contrast to the undifferentiated unity of the people.
The multitude, however, although it remains multiple, is not frag
mented, anarchical, or incoherent. The concept of the multitude should
thus also be contrasted to a series of other concepts that designate plural
.
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collectives, such as the crowd, the masses, and the mob. Since the different
individuals or groups that make up the crowd are incoherent and recog
nize no common shared elements, their collection of differences remains
inert and can easily appear as one indifferent aggregate. The components
of the masses, the mob, and the crowd are not singularities-and this is
obvious from the fact that their differences so easily collapse into the in
difference of the whole. Moreover, these social subjects are fundamentally
passive in the sense that they cannot act by themselves but rather must be
led. The crowd or the mob or the rabble can have social effects-often
horribly destructive effects-but cannot act of their own accord. That is
why they are so susceptible to external manipulation. The multitude, des
ignates an active social subject, which acts on the basis of what the singu
larities share in common. The multitude is an internally different, multiple
social subject whose constitution and action is based not on identity or
unity (or, much less, indifference) but on what it has in common.
This initial conceptual definition of the multitude poses a clear chal
lenge to the entire tradition of sovereignty. As we will explain in part 3,
one of the recurring truths of political philosophy is that only the one can
rule, be it the monarch, the party, the people, or the individual; social sub
jects that are not unified and remain multiple cannot rule and instead
must be ruled. Every sovereign power, in other words, necessarily forms a
political body of which there is a head that commands, limbs that obey,
and organs that function together to support the ruler. The concept of the
multitude challenges this accepted truth of sovereignty. The multitude,
although it remains multiple and internally different, is able to act in com
mon and thus rule itself. Rather than a political body with one that com
mands and others that obey, the multitude is living flesh that rules itself.
This definition of the multitude, of course, raises numerous conceptual
and practical problems, which we will discuss at length in this and the
next chapter, but it should be clear from the outset that the challenge of
the multitude is the challenge of democracy. The multitude is the only so
cial subject capable of realizing democracy, that is, the rule of everyone by
everyone. The stakes, in other words, are extremely high.
In this chapter we will articulate the concept of the multitude prima
rily from a socioeconomic perspective. Multitude is also a concept of race,

gender, and sexuality differences. Our focus on economic class here should
be considered in part as compensation for the relative lack of attention to
class in recent years with respect to these other lines of social difference
and hierarchy. As we will see the contemporary forms of production,
which we will call biopolitical production, are not limited to economic
phenomena but rather tend to involve all aspects of social life, including
communication, knowledge, and affects. It is also useful to recognize from
the beginning that something like a concept of the multitude has long
been part of powerful streams of feminist and antiracist politics. When we
say that we do not want a world without racial or gender difference but in
stead a world in which race and gender do not matter, that is, a world in
which they do not determine hierarchies of power, a world in which dif
ferences express themselves freely, this is a desire for the multitude. And,
of course, for the singularities that compose the multitude, in order to
take away the limiting, negative, destructive character of differences and
make differences our strength (gender differences, racial differences, dif
ferences of sexuality, and so forth) we must radically transform the world.2
From the socioeconomic perspective, the multitude is the common
subject of labor, that is, the real flesh of postmodern production, and at
the same time the object from which collective capital tries to make the
body of its global development. Capital wants to make the multitude into
an organic unity, just like the state wants to make it into a people. This is
where, through the struggles of labor, the real productive biopolitical fig
ure of the multitude begins to emerge. When the flesh of the multitude is
imprisoned and transformed into the body of global capital, it finds itself
both within and against the processes of capitalist globalization. The
biopolitical production of the multitude, however, tends to mobilize what
it shares in common and what it produces in common against the imperial
power of global capital. In time, developing its productive figure based on
the common, the multitude can move through Empire and come out the
other side, to express itself autonomously and rule itself.
We should recognize from the outset the extent of capital's domain.
Capital no longer rules merely over limited sites in society. As the imper
sonal rule of capital extends throughout society well beyond the factory
walls and geographically throughout the globe, capitalist command tends

.
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to become a "non-place" or, really, an every place. There is no longer an
outside to capital, nor is there an outside to the logics of biopower we de
scribed in part 1 , and that correspondence is no coincidence, since capital
and biopower function intimately together. The places of exploitation, by
contrast, are always determinate and concrete, and therefore we need to
understand exploitation on the basis of the specific sites where it is located
and specific forms in which it is organized. This will allow us to articulate
both a

topology of the different figures of exploited

labor and a

topography

2.1

DA N G E R O U S C LAS S E S
Stalin's basic error is mistrust of the peasants.
-MAO ZEDONG

of their spatial distribution across the globe. Such an analysis is useful be
cause the place of exploitation is one important site where acts of refusal
and exodus, resistance and struggle arise. This analysis will thus lead to the

We are the poors! -PROTEST S LO G A N IN SOUTH AFRICA

critique of the political economy of globalization based on the resistances
to the formation of the body of global capital and the liberatory potentials
of the common powers shared by global laboring multitude.

THE BECOM I N G COM MON OF L ABOR
Multitude is a class concept. Theories about economic class are tradition
ally forced to choose between unity and plurality. The unity pole is usu
ally associated with Marx and his claim that in capitalist society there
tends to be a simplification of class categories such that all forms of labor
tend to merge into a single subject, the proletariat, which confronts capi
tal. The plurality pole is most clearly illustrated by liberal arguments that
insist on the ineluctable multiplicity of social classes. Both of these per
spectives, in fact, are true. It is true, in the first case, that capitalist society
is characterized by the division between capital and labor, between those
who own productive property and those who do not and, funhermore,
that the conditions of labor and the conditions of life of the propertyless
tend to take on common characteristics. It is equally true, in the second
case, that there is a potentially infinite number of classes that comprise

contemporary society based not only on economic differences but also on
those of race, ethnicity, geography, gender, sexuality, and other factors .

.
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That both of these seemingly contradictory positions are true should indi

mentally divides Marx's binary class conception from the liberal models

cate that the alternative itself may be false.3 The mandate to choose be

of class pluralism.

tween unity and multiplicity treats class as if it were merely an empirical

At this point, in fact, the old distinction between economic and politi

concept and fails to take into consideration the extent to which class itself

cal struggles becomes merely an obstacle to understanding class relations.

is defined politically.

Class is really a biopolitical concept that is at once economic and political.4

Class is determined by class struggle. There are, of course, an infinite

When we say biopolitical, furthermore, this also means that our under

number of ways that humans can be grouped into classes-hair color,

standing of labor cannot be limited to waged labor but must refer to hu

blood type, and so forth-but the classes that matter are those defined by

man creative capacities in all their generality. The poor, as we will argue,

the lines of collective struggle. Race is j ust as much a political concept as

are thus not excluded from trus conception of class but central to it.

economic class is in this regard. Neither ethnicity nor skin color determine

The concept of multitude, then, is meant in one respect to demonstrate

race; race is determined politically by collective struggle. Some maintain

that a theory of economic class need not choose between unity and plural

that race is created by racial oppression, as Jean-Paul Sartre, for example,

ity. A multitude is an irreducible multiplicity; the singular social differences

claims that anti-Semitism produces the Jew. This logic should be taken

that constitute the multitude must always be expressed and can never be

one step further: race arises through the collective resistance to racial op

Battened into sameness, unity, identity, or indifference. The multitude is

pression. Economic class is formed similarly through collective acts of re

not merely a fragmented and dispersed multiplicity. It is true, of course,

sistance. An investigation of economic class, then, like an investigation of

that in our postmodern social life old identities have broken apart. We will

race, should not begin with a mere catalog of empirical differences but

discuss later in trus chapter, for example, how the compact identities of fac

rather with the lines of collective resistance to power. Class is a political

tory workers in the dominant countries have been undermined with the

concept, in short, in that a class is and can only be a collectivity that strug

rise of short-term contracts and the forced mobility of new forms of work;

gles in common.

how migration has challenged traditional notions of national identity; how

Class is also a political concept in a second respect: a theory of class

family identity has changed; and so forth. The fracturing of modern iden

not only reflects the existing lines of class struggle, it also proposes po

tities, however, does not prevent the singularities from acting in common.

tential future lines. The task of a theory of class in this respect is to iden

This is the definition of the multitude we started from above: singularities

tify the existing

that act in common. The key to this definition is the fact that there is no

conditions for potential collective struggle and express
them as a political proposition. Class is really a constituent deployment, a

conceptual or actual contradiction between singularity and commonality.

project. This is clearly how one should read Marx's claim about the ten

In a second respect the concept of multitude is meant to repropose

dency toward a binary model of class structures in capitalist society. The

Marx's political project of class struggle. The multitude from this perspec

empirical claim here is not that society is already characterized by a single

tive is based not so much on the current empirical existence of the class

class of labor confronted by a single class of capital. In Marx's historical

but rather on its conditions of possibility. The question to ask, in other

writings, for example, his analysis treats separately numerous classes of

words, is not "What is the multitude?" but rather "What can the multi

labor and capital. The empirical claim of Marx's class theory is that the

tude become?" Such a political project must clearly be grounded in an em

conditions exist that make a single class of labor possible. This claim is

pirical analysis that demonstrates the common conditions of those who

really part of a political proposal for the unification of the struggles of la

can

bor in the proletariat as class. This political project is what most funda-

sameness or unity, but it does require that no differences of nature or kind

.
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divide the multitude. I t means, i n other words, that the innumerable,

common, and share too a common potential to resist the domination of

specific types of labor, forms of life, and geographical location, which will

capital. Think of it as the equal opportunity of resistance. This is not to

always necessarily remain, do not prohibit communication and collabora

say, we should be clear, that industrial labor or the working class are not

tion in a common political project. This possible common project, in fact,

important but rather merely that they hold no political privilege with re

bears some similarities to that of a series of nineteenth-century poet

spect to other classes of labor within the multitude. In contrast to the

philosophers, from H6lderlin and Leopardi to Rimbaud, who took up the

exclusions that characterize the concept of the working class, then, the

ancient notion of the human struggle against nature and transformed it

multitude is an open and expansive concept. The multitude gives the con

into an element of solidarity of all those who revolt against exploitation.

cept of the proletariat its fullest definition as all those who labor and pro

(Indeed their situation facing the crisis of Enlightenment and revolution

duce under the rule of capital. In order to verify this concept of the

ary thought is not so different from our own.) From the struggle against

multitude and its political project we will have to establish that indeed the

the limits, scarcity, and cruelty of nature toward the surplus and abun

differences of kind that used to divide labor no longer apply; in other

dance of human productivity: this is the material basis of a real common

words, that the conditions exist for the various types of labor to commu

project that these poet-philosophers prophetically invoked. 5

nicate, collaborate, and become common.

One initial approach is to conceive the multitude as all those who work

Before turning to figures of labor that have traditionally been excluded

under the rule of capital and thus potentially as the class of those who re

from the working class we should consider briefly first the general lines

fuse the rule of capital. The concept of the multitude is thus very different

along which the working class itself has changed, particularly with respect

from that of the working class, at least as that concept came to be used in

to its hegemonic position in the economy. In any economic system there

the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Working class is fundamentally a

are numerous different forms of labor that exist side by side, but there is

restricted concept based on exclusions. In its most limited conception, the

always one figure of labor that exerts hegemony over the others. This

working class refers only to industrial labor and thus excludes all other

hegemonic figure serves as a vortex that gradually transforms other figures

laboring classes. At its most broad, the working class refers to all waged la

to adopt its central qualities. The hegemonic figure is not dominant in

borers and thus excludes the various unwaged classes. The exclusions of

quantitative terms but rather in the way it exerts a power of transforma

other forms of labor from the working class are based on the notion that

tion over others. Hegemony here designates a tendency.

there are differences of kind between, for example, male industrial labor

In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, industrial labor was hege

and female reproductive labor, between industrial labor and peasant labor,

monic in the global economy even though it remained a minority in quanti

between the employed and the unemployed, between workers and the

tative terms with respect to other forms of production such as agriculture.6

poor. The working class is thought to be the primary productive class and

Industry was hegemonic insofar as it pulled other forms into its vortex:

directly under the rule of capital, and thus the only subject that can act ef

agriculture, mining, and even society itself were forced to industrialize.

fectively against capital. The other exploited classes might also struggle

Not only the mechanical practices but also the rhythms of life of indus

against capital but only subordinated to the leadership of the working

trial labor and its working day gradually transformed all other social insti

class. Whether or not this was the case in the past, the concept of multi

tutions, such as the family, the school, and the military. The transformed

tude rests on the fact that it is not true today. The concept rests, in other

laboring practices, in fields such as industrialized agriculture, of course,

words, on the claim that there is no political priority among the forms of

always remained different from industry, but they also increasingly shared

labor: all forms of labor are today socially productive, they produce in

elements in common. That is the aspect of this process that interests us

.
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most: the multiplicity of specific concrete forms of labor remain dif.,

cion of affect. I n addition, immaterial labor almost always mixes with ma

ferent, but it tends to accumulate an ever greater number of conunon .
elements.
In the final decades of the twencierh cencury, industrial labor lost its
hegemony and in its stead emerged "immaterial labor," that is, labor that

ttria.I forms of labor: health care workers, for example, perform affective,
cognitive, and linguistic tasks together with material ones, such as clean

ing bedpans and changing bandages.
The labor involved in all immaterial production, we should emphasize,

creates immaterial products, such as knowledge, information, communi

remains material-it involves our bodies and brains as all labor does.

cation, a relationship, or an emotional response. 7 Conventional terms such

What is immaterial is

its product.

We recognize that

immaterial labor is a

refer to aspects of

very ambiguous term in this regard. It might be berter to understand the

immaterial labor, but none of them captures its generality. As an initial

new hegemonic form as "biopolitical labor," that is, labor that creates not

as

service work, intellectual labor,

and

cognitive labor all

approach, one can conceive immaterial labor in two principle forms. The

only material goods but also relationships and ultimately social life itself.

first form refers to labor that is primarily incellectual or linguistic, such as

The term

biopolitical

thus indicates that the traditional dist�nctions be

problem solving, symbolic and analytical tasks, and linguistic expressions. 8

tween the economic, the political, the social, and the cultural become

This kind of immaterial labor produces ideas, symbols, codes, texts, lin

increasingly blurred. Biopolitics, however, presents numerous additional

guistic figures, images, and other such products. We call the other princi

conceptual complexities, and thus in our view the notion of immateriality,

ple form of immaterial labor "affective labor. " Unlike emotions, which are

despite its ambiguities, seems easier to grasp initially and better at indicat

mental phenomena, affects refer equally to body and mind. I n fact, affects,

ing the general tendency of economic transformation.

such as joy and sadness, reveal the present state of life in the entire orga

When we claim that immaterial labor is tending toward the hegemonic

nism, expressing a certain state of the body along with a certain mode of

position we are not saying that most of the workers in the world today are

thinking.9 Affective labor, then, is labor that produces or manipulates af

producing primarily immaterial goods. On the contrary, agricultural labor

fects such as a feeling of ease, well-being, satisfaction, excitement, or pas

remains, as it has for centuries, dominant in quantitative terms, and in

sion. One can recognize affective labor, for example, in the work of legal

dustrial labor has not declined in terms of numbers globally. Immaterial

assistants, flight artendants, and fast food workers (service with a smile) .

labor constitutes a minority of global labor, and it is concentrated in some

One indication of the rising importance of affective labor, at least in the

of the dominant regions of the globe. Our claim, rather, is that immate

dominant countries, is the tendency for employers to highlight education,

rial labor has become

attitude, character, and "prosocial" behavior as the primary skills employ

tendency on other forms of labor and society itself. Immaterial labor, in

hegemonic in qualitative terms

and has imposed a

ees need. '0 A worker with a good attitude and social skills is another way

other words, is today in the same position that industrial labor was 1 50

of saying a worker adept at affective labor.

years ago, when it accounted for only a small fraction of global production

Most actual jobs involving immaterial labor combine these two forms.

and was concentrated in a small part of the world but nonetheless exerted

The creation of communication, for instance, is certainly a linguistic and

hegemony over all other forms of production. Just as in that phase all

intellectual operation but also inevitably has an affective componenc in the

forms of labor and society itself had to industrialize, today labor and soci

relationship between the communicating parties. It is common to say that

ety have to informationalize, become intelligent, become communicative,

journalists and the media in general not only report information but also

become affective.

must make the news artractive, exciting, desirable; the media must create

In some respects, the classes subordinated in the period of industrial

affects and forms of life. " All forms of communication, in fact, combine

hegemony provide the key to understanding the principle characteris

the production of symbols, language, and information with the produc-

tics of the hegemony of immaterial labor. Agriculturists, on one hand,

.
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have always used the knowledge, intelligence, and innovation typical of

telligence and knowledges, remain tied to the soil and, as we will see

immaterial labor. Certainly agricultural work is extraordinarily strenuous

shortly, suffer ever more brutal forms of exploitation in the global econ

physically-the earth is low, as anyone who has worked in rhe fields will

omy. On the other hand, when affective labor becomes central to many

tell you-but agriculture is also a science. Every agriculturist is a chemist,

productive tasks under the hegemony of immaterial labor it is still most

matching soil types with the right crops, transforming fruit and milk into

often performed by women in subordinate positions. Indeed labor with a

wine and cheese; a genetic biologist, selecting the best seeds to improve

high affective component is generally feminized, given less aurhority, and

plant varieties; and a meteorologist, watching the skies. The agriculturist

paid less. Women employed as paralegals and nurses, for example, not

must know the earth and work with it, according to its rhythms. Deter

only do the affective labor of constructing relationships wirh patients and

mining the exact best day to plant or harvest a crop is a complex calcula

clients and rhat of managing office dynamics, but rhey are also caregivers

tion. This is not a spontaneous act of intuition or a rote repetition of the

for their bosses, the lawyers and doctors, who are largely male. (The strikes

past but a decision based on traditional knowledges in relation to observed

and demonstrations of nurses in France in the early 1 990s illustrated well

present conditions, constantly renovated through intelligence and experi

rhe gender basis of the exploitation of affective and material labor. 13) Fur

mentation. (In a similar way many agriculturists also have to be financial

rhermore, when affective production becomes part of waged labor it can

brokers, reading rhe constant fluctuation of markets for the best time to

be experienced as extremely alienating: I am selling my ability to make hu

sell their products.) This kind of open science typical of agriculture rhat

man relationships, somerhing extremely intimate, at rhe command of the

moves with the unpredictable changes of nature suggests the types of

client and the boss.14 Alienation was always a poor concept for under

knowledge central to immaterial labor rarher rhan the mechanistic sci

standing the exploitation of factory workers, but here in a realm that

ences of the factory.

many still do not want to consider labor-affective labor, as well as knowl

Another form of labor subordinated under the industrial hegemony,
on the other hand, what has been traditionally called "women's work,"

edge production and symbolic production-alienation does provide a use
ful conceptual key for understanding exploitation.

particularly reproductive labor in the home, demonstrates not only rhat

The hegemony of immaterial labor, then, does not make all work

same kind of open science of knowledges and intelligence closely tied to

pleasant or rewarding, nor does it lessen rhe hierarchy and command in

nature but also the affective labor central to immaterial production. So

rhe workplace or rhe polarization of the labor market. Our notion of im

cialist feminist scholars have described this affective labor using terms

material labor should not be confused wirh the utopian dreams in the

such as

Certainly domestic la

1 990s of a "new economy" rhat, largely through technological innova

bor does require such repetitive material tasks as cleaning and cooking,

tions, globalization, and rising stock markets, was thought by some to

but it also involves producing affects, relationships, and forms of commu

have made all work interesting and satisfying, democratized wealth, and

kin work, caring labor, and maternal work. 12

nication and cooperation among children, in the family, and in the com

banished recessions to the past. 1 5 The hegemony of immaterial labor does,

munity. Affective labor is biopolitical production in that it directly

rhough, tend to change the conditions of work. Consider, for example,

produces social relationships and forms of life.
The affective labor that feminists have recognized and the knowledges

the transformation of rhe working day in the immaterial paradigm, rhat
is, rhe increasingly indefinite division between work time and leisure time.

and intelligence typical of agricultural labor both provide important keys

In rhe industrial paradigm workers produced almost exclusively during

to understanding the characteristics of the immaterial paradigm, but this

the hours in rhe factory. W hen production is aimed at solving a problem,

does not mean that agriculturists or women are better off under the hege

however, or creating an idea or a relationship, work time tends to expand

mony of immaterial labor. On the one hand, agriculturists, for all their in-

to the entire time of life. An idea or an image comes to you not only in the
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office but also in the shower or in your dreams. Once again, the traditional

porations patent the new plant varieties they create, often today through

characteristics of agriculture and domestic labor can help us understand

genetic engineering, but farmers have long discovered, conserved, and im

this shift. Agricultural labor, of course, traditionally has no time clocks in

proved plant genetic resources without any comparable legal claim to

the fields: the working day stretches from dawn to dusk when necessary.

ownership. The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Na

Traditional arrangements of women's domestic labor even more clearly de

tions (FAO) has thus proposed the concept of Farmers' Rights to plant ge

stroy the divisions of the working day and expand to fill all of life.

netic resources that is meant to balance the Plant Breeders' Rights.IS Our

Fordism and post-Fordism to mark

aim here is not to praise or condemn these practices-some scientific in

the shift from an economy characterized by the stable long-term employ

terventions in agriculture are beneficial and others detrimental. Our pri

Some economists also use the terms

ment typical of factory workers to one marked by flexible, mobile, and

mary point is simply that the process of agricultural change and the

precarious labor relations: flexible because workers have to adapt to differ

struggle over rights are increasingly dependent on the control and produc

ent tasks,

mobile

because workers have to move frequently between jobs,

and precarious because no contracts guarantee stable, long-term employ

tion of information, specifically plant genetic information. That is one
way in which agriculture is being informationalized.

ment.16 Whereas economic modernization, which developed Fordist labor

In general, the hegemony of immaterial labor tends to transform the

relations, centered on the economies of scale and large systems of produc

organization of production from the linear relationships of the assembly

tion and exchange, economic postmodernization, with its post-Fordist la

line to the innumerable and indeterminate relationships of distributed

bor relations, develops smaller-scale, flexible systems. The basic economic

networks. Information, communication, and cooperation become the norms

ideology that runs throughout postmodernization is based on the notion

of production, and the network becomes its dominant form of organiz

that efficiency is hindered by monolithic systems of production and mass

ation. The technical systems of production therefore correspond closely to

exchange and enhanced instead by production systems that respond rap

its social composition: on one side the technological networks and on the

idly and differentiated market schemes that target specialized strategies.

other the cooperation of social subjects put to work. This correspondence

for example, is

defines the new topology of labor and also characterizes the new practices

characterized by such technological shifts. Agricultural modernization re

and structures of exploitation. We will argue below in excursus 1 that ex

An emerging post-Fordist form of agricultural production,

lied heavily on mechanical technologies, from the Soviet tractor to the

ploitation under the hegemony of immaterial labor is no longer primarily

California irrigation systems, but agricultural postmodernization develops bio

the expropriation of value measured by individual or collective labor time

logical and biochemical innovations, along with specialized systems of pro

but rather the capture of value that is produced by cooperative labor and

duction, such as greenhouses, artificial lighting, and soilless agriculture. 17

that becomes increasingly common through its circulation in social net

These new techniques and technologies tend to move agricultural produc

works. The central forms of productive cooperation are no longer created

tion away from large-scale production and allow for more specialized,

by the capitalist as part of the project to organize labor but rather emerge

small-scale operations. Furthermore, in the same way that postmodern in

from the productive energies of labor itself. This is indeed the key charac

dustrial production is being informationalized, through the integration,

teristic of immaterial labor: to produce communication, social relations,

for instance, of communication technologies into existing industrial pro

and cooperation.

cesses, agriculture too is being informationalized, most clearly at the level

The hegemony of immaterial labor creates common relationships and

of the seed. One of the most interesting struggles in agriculture, for ex

common social forms in a way more pronounced than ever before. Every

ample, which we will discuss in more detail later, is over who owns plant

hegemonic form of labor, of course, creates common elements: just as

germplasm, that is, the genetic information encased in the seed. Seed cor-

economic modernization and the hegemony of industrial labor brought

.
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agriculture and all other sectors in line with the technologies, practices,

Not only have computers been integrated into all kinds of production but

and basic economic relations of industry, economic posrmodernization

more generally communication mechanisms, information, knowledges,

and the hegemony of immaterial labor have similarly common transfor

and affect are transforming traditional productive practices, the way con

mative effects, as we have said. In part this is a matter of newly created

trol of information in seeds, for example, is affecting agriculture. Third,

bases of commonality and in part it is that we can recognize more clearly

the centrality of immaterial labor is reflected in the growing importance

today bases of commonality that have long existed, such as the role of in

of the immaterial forms of property that it produces. We will analyze later

formation and scientific knowledges in agriculture. The difference of im

the complex legal issues raised with regard to patents, copyright, and vari

material labor, however, is that its products are themselves, in many

ous immaterial goods that have recently become eligible to be protected as

respects, immediately social and common. Producing communication, af

private property. Finally, the most abstract and most general evidence is

fective relationships, and knowledges, in contrast to cars and typewriters,

that the distributed network form that is typical of immaterial production

can directly expand the realm of what we share in common. This is not to

is springing up throughout social life as the way to understand everything

say, we repeat, that the conditions of labor and production are becoming

from neural functions to terrorist organizations. This is the ultimate role

the same throughout the world or throughout the different sectors

of the

of a hegemonic form of production: to transform all of society in its im

economy. The claim rather is that the many singular instances of labor

age, a tendency that no statistics can capture. The real demonstration of

processes, productive conditions, local situations, and lived experiences

this tendency, in fact, is the becoming biopolitical of production.

coexist with a " becoming common," at a different level of abstraction, of
the forms of labor and the general relations of production and exchange
and that there is no contradiction between this singularity and commonal
ity. This becoming common, which tends to reduce the qualitative

THE TWILIGHT OF THE
PEAS ANT WORL D

divisions within labor, is the biopolitical condition of the multitude.
Reality check: what evidence do we have to substantiate our claim of a

The figure of the peasant may pose the greatest challenge for the concept

hegemony of immaterial labor? We have already said that since this claim

of the multitude because there is such an enormous weight of economic,

involves a tendency it is not a question of immaterial labor being domi

cultural, and political history that positions it as outside of and qualita

nant today in quantitative terms. The first and most concrete evidence we

tively different from the industrial working class and other laboring

have are the trends in employment. In the dominant countries, immaterial

classes. It is a commonplace, in fact, to conceive of peasants and village life

labor is central to most of what statistics show are the fastest-growing oc

as unchanged for centuries and even millennia.20 What could be more

cupations, such as food servers, salespersons, computer engineers, teach

eternal and basic to humanity than the figure of the peasant in close inter

ers, and health workers. 19 There is a corresponding trend for many forms

action with the earth, working the soil and producing food? We should be

of material production, such as industry and agriculture, to be transferred

clear that not all agriculturists are peasants; the peasant is a historical fig

to subordinate parts of the world. These employment trends show that the

ure that designates a certain way of working the soil and producing within

hegemony of immaterial labor is emerging in coordination with the exist

a specific set of social relationships. The peasantry. came into being and

ing global divisions of labor and power. A second type of evidence, which

will eventually cease to exist. This does not mean that there will no longer

has to be viewed in more qualitative terms, is that other forms of labor

be agricultural production or rural life or the like. It means rather that the

and production are adopting the characteristics of immaterial production.

conditions of agricultural production change, and specifically, we will

.
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argue, that they become common to those of mining, industry, immate

The so-called middle peasants stand out in this analysis as the most dis

rial production, and other forms of labor in such a way that agriculture

crete and independent category, conceptually and socially. Perhaps for this

communicates with other forms of production and no longer poses a qual

reason middle peasants define the concept of peasantry as a whole in many

itatively different, isolated form of production and life. Agriculture, along

common formulations, so that peasants are understood in economic terms

with all other sectors, becomes increasingly biopolitical. This becoming

as self-sufficient, small-holding agricultural producers. The historical ten

common, as we said, is one condition that makes possible the existence of

dency of the changes in class composition of the peasantry through the
modern era reduces dramatically the numbers of the middle peasantry,

the multitude.
Peasantry is primarily an economic concept that denotes a specific po

corresponding to the centrifugal conceptual tendency in Mao's analysis.

sition within the relations of production and exchange. Peasants can be

At the top end a few rich peasants manage to gain more land and become

defined in a first approximation as those who labor on the land, produce

indistinguishable from landowners, and at the bottom most poor peasants

primarily for their own consumption, are partially integrated and subordi

tend to be excluded from their traditional forms of land tenure (such as

nated within a larger economic system, and either own or have access to

sharecropping) and become simple agricultural laborers. Middle peasants

the necessary land and equipment.21 The two central axes of the defini

all but vanished in the process, being forced to fall one way or the other

tion, then, have to do with property ownership and market relations. It is

along the general cleavage of ownership.

worth emphasizing to avoid confusion that peasant communities are not

This centrifugal historical tendency corresponds to the processes of

isolated economically as were some traditional forms of agricultural pro

modernization in both its capitalist and socialist forms. When Stalin

duction; nor are they integrated fully into national or global markets as are

launched the program of collectivization, the Soviet regime thought the

capitalist farmers. They stand in a middle position of partial integration in

strategy would boost agricultural production through economies of scale

which their production is primarily but not exclusively oriented toward

and facilitate the use of more advanced equipment and technologies: col

their own consumption.

lectivization, in short, would bring tractors to the farm.24 The cruel pro

22

Peasantry, however, by this commonly accepted definition, is not yet

cess of collectivization was clearly understood from the beginning-not

precise enough because it does not differentiate sufficiently with respect to

only by the leaders but also by the peasants themselves-as a war not sim

property. Mao Zedong, for one, recognized during his early investigations

ply against the rich peasants, the

kulaks,

who were accused of hoarding

of the Chinese peasantry that to make sense of the economic term politi

grain, but against all the peasants who owned property, and really against

cally he had to divide the peasantry according to land ownership into three

the entire peasantry as a class. In the short term the process of collec

categories: rich peasants, who own extensive land and equipment and hire

tivization was certainly not a success in terms of agricultural productiv

others to help them work the land; middle peasants, who own sufficient land

_

ity and efficiency (the fierce resistance of the peasants guaranteed that

and equipment and rely primarily on the labor of their own family; and

failure25), and it may not have succeeded in realizing the economies of

poor peasants, who rent land or sharecrop and often have to sell some of

scale either in the long term-that is a matter of debate that was long

their labor to others.23 The fundamental division in Mao's analysis between

clouded by cold war propaganda. Our primary point here is that the so

the peasants who own property and those who do not creates a centrifugal

cialist modernization of agriculture, which the Chinese to a large extent

tendency at each end of the classification: at the top the rich peasants are

adopted and repeated,26 not only brought tractors to the countryside bur,

very close to the landlords because they own sufficient property to employ

more important, irreversibly transformed the agricultural relations of pro

others, and at the bottom the poor peasants are litcle different than agri

duction and exchange, ultimately eliminating the peasantry as an eco

cultural workers because they own no property or insufficient property.

nomic class. It makes little sense to continue to use the term

-
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name the agricultural worker on a massive collective or state farm who

The history of the peasantry and agricultural production in the subor

owns no property and produces food to be distributed on a national scale.

dinated capitalist countries is much more complex. One should keep in

Nor does it make sense to continue to call "peasants" the populations that

. mind, first of all, that in many areas peasant relations of production and

have left the fields to work in the factories. Furthermore, subsequent pro

exchange are a relatively recent phenomenon created by the European col

cesses of decollectivization of agricultural production in the post-Soviet

onizers. Before the colonial intrusion agricultural property was in most

and post-Mao eras have in various degrees reestablished private ownership

Cases owned collectively and the communities were almost completely

of the land but they have not reconstructed the relations of exchange that

self-sufficient and isolated economically.3! The colonial powers destroyed

define the peasantry, that is, production primarily for the family's own

. the systems of collective ownership, introduced capitalist private property,

consumption and partial integration into larger markets. The transforma

and integrated local agricultural production partially into much larger

tion of state and collective property toward forms of private property is

economic markets-thereby creating conditions that resembled what in

not a return to the peasantry and the way things were but the creation of

Europe was known as peasant production and exchange.32 A very small

a new condition linked to the global capitalist relations of production and

portion of the rural population in Asia, Africa, and Latin America, how

exchange.27

ever, have ever fit comfortably into the ideologically central category of

The transformation of agricultural relations of production in the capi

middle peasant-independent, small-holding farmers who produce pri

talist countries took a different route, or really several different routes, but

marily for their own consumption. Latin American agriculture, for exam

arrived at a similar conclusion. In the United States, for example, the cap

ple, has been dominated at least since the nineteenth century by an

italist market (and ultimately the banks) declared small-holding agricul

extreme polarization of land ownership, with at one end huge

tural production to be unviable in the early twentieth century and provoked

estates thar employ numerous families and at the other landless workers or

a massive population shift from rural to urban and semi urban areas. The

farmers with holdings too small and infertile to support themselves. Land

radical consolidation of property in large farms and ultimately in the

reform, which was a liberal and revolutionary battle cry in Latin America

hands of huge agribusiness corporations was accompanied by a great leap

throughout the twentieth century, from Zapata's ragged troops to guerilla

forward in productivity through water management, mechanization,

revolutionaries in Nicaragua and El Salvador, held something like the fig

chemical treatment, and so forth. The family farm and all independent,

ure of the middle peasant as its goal. Aside from a few brief exceptions,

small-scale agricultural producers quickly disappeared.28 Like the Joad

most notably in Mexico and Bolivia, the tendency in Latin America has

family in John Steinbeck's

Grapes of Wrath,

farmers were forced from the

land and compelled to pack up and make out the best they could. In Eu

_

latifundio

constantly moved in the opposite direction, exacerbating the polarization
of land tenure and ownership.33

rope the process was more varied and took place over a longer period. In

Throughout the subordinated capitalist world small-holding agricul

England, for example, agricultural land was consolidated into large es

rural producers are systematically deprived of land rights as property is

tates in the early modern period, whereas small-scale ownership long re

gradually consolidated into large holdings, controlled either by national

mained in France. There was also a significanr difference between the

landowners or mammoth foreign corporations.34 This process may appear

continuing serfdom in eastern Europe and the relative freedom of agricul

as

tural labor in western Europe.29 By the end of the twentieth century, 'how

disunited series of agents, including national governments, foreign gov

a haphazard and undirected movement carried out by an extended and

ever, even the small agricultural ownership that remained was so embedded

ernments, multinational and transnational agribusiness corporations, the

in the national and global relations of exchange that it could no longer be

World Bank, the International Monetary Fund (IMF), and many others.

considered peasant. 30

At a more abstract and fundamental level, as we will see in chapter 2.2,
.
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" De Corpore," these various agents are united by a common ideology,

created common relations of production and exchange that agriculture

which spans from capitalist modernization to neoliberalism and global

and other forms of production share.

economic integration. According to this economic ideology, small-holding

This disappearance of the figure of the peasant, which we have de

subsistence agriculture is economically backward and inefficient, not only

scribed in economic terms, can also be recognized from a cultural stand

because of its technological and mechanical limitations but also and more

point. This gives us another perspective on the same process. Much of

importantly because of its relations of exchange. In a globally integrated

modern European literature up to the nineteenth and twentieth centuries,

market, according to this view, an economic actor in agriculture or any

for example, centered on the peasant world-not so much on the peas

other sector can survive only by focusing productive energies on a single

antry as a social class but more often on all the complementary social for

commodity it can produce better than others and distribute on a wide

mations it made possible, such as the knowable community of country

scale. The resulting export-oriented single-crop agriculture inevitably

manor houses, the urban aristocratic circuit of salons and leisure, and the

mandates large-scale production and the concentration of ownership.

limited horizons of village life.37 In fact the peasants themselves were not

Capitalist collectivization has thus tended toward creating a virtual mo

as important in European literature as was the traditional rural life in

nopoly of the soil with huge units of agricultural production employing

which the peasants, like the land, played the role of natural and stable

armies of agricultural workers that produce for the world market.35 Out

backdrop. This peasant world was linked to the innocence and naturalness

side of this is left a growing rural poor that owns either no land or insuffi

of traditional social arrangements-class divisions, relations of property

cient land for survival.

and production, and so forth-that were really, of course, neither innocent

The figure of the peasant has thus throughout the world faded into the

nor natural. First in England and then throughout Europe, however, there

background of the economic landscape of agriculture, which tends to be

was a growing recognition that this happy rural pea�t world had disap

populated now by huge corporations, agricultural workers, and an increas

peared or was fast in the process of disappearing. And yet long after it had

ingly desperate tural poor. The great movement of modernization in both

disappeared in reality the peasant world remained in European literature

its socialist and capitalist forms has been one of general convergence.

in the form of nostalgia for times gone by, for a corresponding traditional

Since the 1 970s some authors have emphasized the growing similarities

structure of feeling, set of values, or form of life.38 This European cul

between agriculturists and the industrial working class, that is, the prole

tural figure of the traditional peasant world, and even the nostalgia for it,

tarianization of agricultural labor and the creation of "factories in the

eventually came to an end. One explanation of the passage from realism

fields."36 One should be careful, however, not to conceive of this as a pro

to modernism, a common trope in European literary studies and art his

cess of the homogenization of productive practices and forms of life.

tory, points to the end of the peasant world: when the proximate past of

Agriculturists have not become the same as the industrial working class.

the peasant world is no longer accessible, many European authors and

Agricultural labor is still unerly different from mining, industrial labor,

artists shift to the more archaic past of the primitive and the mythical.

service labor, and other forms of labor. Agricultural life has a unique rela

The birth of modernism, in other words, according to this conception, is

tionship to the earth and develops a symbiotic relationship with the life of

the discovery of an ancient, immemorial past, a kind of eternal primitive

the elements-soil, water, sunshine, air. (And here we can recognize

of the psyche or myth or instinct. D. H. Lawrence, T. S. Eliot, and Michel

clearly the potential for agriculture to become biopolitical.) Agriculture is

Leiris, along with Paul Gauguin, Henri Matisse, and Pablo Picasso, to cite

and will always remain a singular form of production and life, and yet

only some of the most obvious examples, adopt figures of primitive exis

this has been our primary point-the processes of modernization have

tence and being as elements in their aesthetic constructions. This tension

.
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between primitivism and constructedness is indeed one characteristic that

mid-nineteenth century were dispersed in the countryside and remained

defines modernism.39

separate and isolated. Their inability to communicate is why Marx be

Whereas in modern European literature and art we can trace a cultural

lieved that the peasants cannot represent themselves (and must therefore

movement from the peasant to the primitive, the history of anthropology

be represented).42 In Marx's view, political subjectivity requires of a class

moves in the opposite direction, from the primitive to the peasant.40 Clas

not only self-representation but first and most fundamentally internal

sical anthropology was born in the late nineteenth century on the basis of

communication. Communication, in this sense, is the key to the political

the binary division between the European self and the primitive other, but

significance of the traditional division between city and country and the

in the middle of the twentieth century this was displaced by a different bi

political prejudice for urban political actors that followed from the nine

nary couple, European self-peasant other, which served as the foundation

teenth century into the twentieth. Not so much idiocy but incommunica

of much of modern anthropology. One important aspect of the shift from

bility defined rural life. The circuits of communication that gave the

primitive to peasant is a new conception of otherness: whereas the anthro

urban working class a great political advantage over the rural peasantry

pological fascination with the primitive poses a relationship of extreme

were also due to the conditions of work. The industrial labor force, work

difference and strangeness, the peasant is a familiar and proximate figure,

ing in teams around a common machine, is defined by cooperation and

and with this shift the degree of otherness is reduced. Eventually, as the

communication, which allows it to become active and emerge as a political

economic figure of the peasant, which always stood on a tenuous footing

subject.

outside of Europe, loses validity in the final decades of the twentieth cen

There was indeed a rich debate among socialists and communists in the

tury, the anthropological paradigm of the peasant too goes into crisis. The

nineteenth and twentieth centuries on the "agrarian question" and the role

field of anthropology today at the beginning of the twenty-first century is

of the peasants in revolutionary politics. Marx himself proposed at one

moving beyond its modern paradigm and developing a new conception of

point basing a communist political project on the Russian peasant com

difference, which we will return to later.

munes.43 The major lines of Marxist and socialist thought, however, con

Finally, in addition to its economic and cultural aspects, the peasant is

ceived of the peasantry as a class that could have revolutionary potential

also a political figure or, rather, in many conceptions, a nonpolitical figure,

only by following the urban industrial proletariat-an unequal parrner

disqualified from politics.4! This does not mean that peasants do not rebel

ship in which the proletariat played the active, leading agent and the peas

against their own subordination and exploitation, because indeed modern

antry the passive body.44 When the industrial proletariat has led and

history is punctuated by massive explosions of peasant rebellion and

spoken for the peasantry, however, it has certainly not always been in the

marked too by a continuous stream of small-scale peasant resistances. It

peasants' interest. This tragic history has taught us, once again, the injus

does not mean either that the peasantry does not play an important politi

tice and dire consequences of one subject speaking for a subordinated

cal role. It means that the peasantry is fundamentally conservative, iso

other, even when that other is unable to speak for itself. 45

lated, and capable only of reaction, not of any autonomous political action

It may seem that Mao Zedong is the figure that most clearly breaks

of its own. As we saw in part 1, peasant wars, according to this view, at

with this Marxian line, but his declarations too, from the days of his early

least since the sixteenth century, have been primarily telluric, tied to the

political activity through the period of revolutionary struggle, remain

defense of the soil and aimed at preserving tradition.

faithful to the two basic tenets of Marx's thinking on the political role of

Marx claimed that the political passivity of the peasantry is due to its

the peasantry: the peasantry is fundamentally passive and must be allied

lack of both communication and large-scale circuits of social cooperation.

with and led by the only properly political revolutionary subject, the in

The French small-holding peasant communities that Marx studied in the

dustrial proletariat.46 The twentieth-century Chinese peasantry is no less

.
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isolated and no more communicative than the peasants Marx studied in
nineteenth-century France. Mao recognized that in the context of Chi
nese society, with such a small industrial proletariat and such a large peas
antry, the political engagement of the peasantry had to be much more
extensive than elsewhere-and indeed that the Chinese revolution would
have to invent a peasant form of communist revolution. The role of the
peasantry in China up to this point is really only quantitatively different
from its role in previous communist revolutionary struggles. The Chinese
revolution itself was really a revolution conducted with the peasantry, not
a revolution by the peasantry. The qualitative difference emerged only
later. During the revolutionary struggle and increasingly during the peri
ods of the Great Leap and the Cultural Revolution, Mao's political focus
turned toward the peasantry-not toward the peasants as they were but to
ward the peasants as they could beY The essence of the Maoist project was
the effort to transform the peasants politically. The peasants, through the
long revolutionary process in its various phases, overcome the passivity
and isolation that Marx had recognized; the peasants become communica
tive, cooperative, and articulate as an active collective subject. This is the
primary sense in which the Maoist project is applicable throughout the
world: wars and struggles of peasants should no longer be oriented toward
the defense of the soil in a strictly conservative relationship. They should
instead become biopolitical struggles aimed at transforming social life in
its entirety. As the peasantry becomes communicative and active it ceases
to exist as a separate political category, causing a decline in the political
significance of the division between town and country.48 Paradoxically, the
final victory of the peasant revolution is the end of the peasantry (as a separate
political category). In other words, the ultimate political goal of the peas
antry is its own destruction as a class.49
The figure of the peasant that emerges from its passive and isolated
state, like a butterfly emerging from its chrysalis, discovers itself to be part
of the multitude, one of numerous singular figures of labor and forms of
life that despite their differences share common conditions of existence.
The tendency of the figure of the peasant, then, to become a less separate
and distinct category today is indicative of the more general trend of the

socialization of all the figures of labor. In the same way that the figure of
the peasant tends to disappear, so too does the figure of the industrial
worker, the service industry worker, and all other separate categories. And
in turn the struggles of each sector tend to become the struggle of all. The
most innovative struggles of agriculturists today, for example, such as
those of the Conftdtration paysanne in France or the Movimento sem terra
in Brazil, are not closed struggles limited to a single sector of the popula
tion. They open new perspectives for everyone on questions of ecology,
poverty, sustainable economies, and indeed all aspects of life. 50 Certainly,
each form of labor remains singular in its concrete existence, and every
type of worker is different from every other-the autoworker from the
rice farmer from the retail salesperson-but this multiplicity tends to be
inscribed in a common substrate. In philosophical terms we can say that
these are so many singular modes of bringing to life a common laboring
substance: each mode has a singular essence and yet they all participate in
a common substance.
Lessons from the field of anthropology can help clarify this relation
ship between singularity and commonality. As we said earlier, the decline
of elassical anthropology and its paradigmatic figure of otherness, the
primitive, gave rise to modern anthropology and its paradigmatic figure of
the peasant. Now the decline of the figure of the peasant as other and con
sequently of modern anthropology gives rise to a global anthropology.51
The task of global anthropology, as many contemporary anthropologists
formulate it, is to abandon the traditional structure of otherness alto
gether and discover instead a concept of cultural difference based on a
notion of singularity. In other words, the "others" of classical and modern
anthropology, the primitive and the peasant, were conceived in their differ
ence from the modern European self. The differences from modern Eur
ope were posed in both cases in temporal terms, such that the non-European
was an anachronistic survival of the past, either the primordial past of the
primitive or the historical past of the peasant. Global anthropology must
overcome the fundamental Eurocentrism of these conceptions that think
of difference primarily as difference from the European. Cultural difference
must be conceived in itself, as singularity, without any such foundation in

.
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the other. 52 Similarly it must think all cultural singularities not as

on primitives and, to some extent, peasants). The contradictory conceptual

anachronistic survivals of the past but as equal participants in our com

couple, identity and difference, is not the adequate framework for under

mon present.

standing the organization of the multitude. Instead we are a multiplicity

Consider, as an example of this new global paradigm, how anthropol

of singular forms of life and

at the same time share a common global exis

ogists have begun to reconceive African modernity. As long as we view Eu

tence. The anthropology of the multitude is an anthropology of singular

ropean society strictly as the standard by which the modern is measured,

ity and commonality.

then of course many parts of Africa, along with other subordinated regions
of the world, will never match up; but as soon as we recognize the singu
larities and plurality within modernity we can begin to understand how

T WO I TALIANS I N I N D I A

Africa is equally as modern as, yet different from, Europe. Africans, more
over, in our age of globalizing relationships, are just as cosmopolitan as
those in the dominant regions in the sense that their social life is constantly
changing and characterized by cultural exchange and economic interac
tion with various distant parts of the world. 53 Some of the phenomena
that pose the strongest challenge for this conception of African modernity
and cosmopolitanism are the forms of ritual and magic that continue to be
integral elements of contemporary life. In post-apartheid South Africa, for
instance, there has been a marked increase in reports of occult phenomena
and violence, such as witchcraft, Satanism, monsters, wmbies, ritual mur
der, and the like.54 This is not a resurgence of the primitive premodern,
nor is it a local phenomenon. It is rather one common element emerging
in comparable contexts all over the planet, albeit in a variety of local
guises. Indonesia, Russia, and parts of Latin America, for example, have
similarly experienced a resurgence of occult phenomena and violence.
These are all societies in which new dreams of wealth in the global capi
talist economy have for the first time been plunged into the icy realities
of the imperial hierarchies. Magic and monsters are means to understand
in each of these contexts this shared contradictory social situation. The lo
cal singularity and global commonality of these modes of life do n�t con
tradict but rather together determine our plural collective planetary
condition.
This kind of study helps us understand the primary anthropological
characteristics of the multitude. When we approach a different population
we are no longer forced to choose between saying either "They are the
same as us" or "They are other to us" (as was the case with the discourse
.
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Once upon a time, two Italian writers go on vacation together in India,
and each writes a book about his travels. One sees in India only what is differ
ent and the other only what is the same.
The one writer, Alberto Moravia, titles his book An Idea of India
(Un 'idea del17ndia) and tries to explain how different India is, but he isfrus
trated that he can grasp it only in the most abstract, metaphysical terms and
through a series of tautologies. The experience teaches him why Europeans are
Europeans and Indians Indians, but that is so hard to capture in words. The
difference of religion, he thinks, will help him put hisfinger on it. India is the
land of religion par excellence, he explains. Not only are its religions different
than ours but also in India religion envelops all of life. The religious idea com
pletely permeates experience. Indians go about their daily lives living their reli
gions in countless strange and incomprehensible rituals. But this notion of a
living religious idea, hefinds, does not really capture the difference either. The
difference of India is much more than that. In fact, this extreme difficulty of
expressing it proves to him that the difference of India is ineffoble. Myfellow
Italians, he concludes, I cannot describe India to you. You must go there and
experience its enigma yourself. All I can say is, India is India.
The other writer, Pier Paolo Paso/ini, titles his book The Scent of India
(L 'adore de/17ndia) and tries to explain how similar India is. He walks the
crowded streets at night in Bombay, and the air isfilled with odors that remind
him of home: the rotting vegetables left overfrom the day s market, the hot oil
of a vendor cooking food on sidewalk, and the faint smell of sewage. The
writer comes upon a family conducting an elaborate ritual on the riverbank,
making offerings offruit, rice, andflowers. This is not new to him either. The
.
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peasants back home in Friuli have similar customs, ancient pagan rituals that
have survivedfor ages. And then, of course, there are the boys. The writer talks
playfully in broken English with groups of boys who congregate on street cor
ners. Eventually in Cochin (Kochi) he befriends Revi, a poor, laughing orphan
who is continually tormented and robbed by older boys. Before leaving town
the writer convinces a Catholic priest with the promise ofsending moneyfrom
Italy to take the boy in andprotect him, just as he would have done back home.
All of these boys, the writerfinds, arejust like the boys in every poor neighbor
hood of Rome or Naples. Myfollow Italians, he concludes, Indians arejust the
same as us. In his eyes, in fact, all the differences of India melt away and all
that remains is another Italy.
It makes you wonder if the travel companions even saw the same country.
In foct, although polar opposites, their two responses fit together perfectly as a
foble of the two faces of Eurocentrism: "They are utterly different from us "
and "They arejust the same as us. " The truth, you might say, lies somewhere
between the two--they are somewhat like us and also a little different-but
really that compromise only clouds the problem. Neither of the two Italian
writers can escape the need to use European identity as a universal standard,
the measure of all sameness and difference. Even Indians (and Indonesians,
Peruvians, and Nigerians too) have to measure themselves to the standard of
European identity. That is the power of Eurocentrism.
India, however, is not merely different from Europe. India (and every lo
cal reality within India) is singular-not different from any universal stan
dard but different in itself. If the first Italian writer could free himself of
Europe as standard he could grasp this singularity. This singularity does not
mean, however, that the world is merely a collection of incommunicable local
ities. Once we recognize singularity, the common begins to emerge. Singulari
ties do communicate, and they are able to do so because of the common they
share. we share bodies with two eyes, ten fingers, ten toes; we share life on this
earth; we share capitalist regimes of production and exploitation; we share
common dreams of a better future. Our communication, collaboration, and
cooperation, furthermore, not only are based on the common that exists but
also in turn produce the common. we make and remake the common we share
every day. If the second Italian writer couldfree himself of Europe as stan
dard, he could grasp this dynamic relation of the common.

Here is a non-Eurocentric view of the global multitude: an open network
of singularities that links together on the basis of the common they share and
the common they produce. It is not easy for any of us to stop measuring the
world against the standard of Europe, but the concept of the multitude re
quires it of us. It is a challenge. Embrace it.

.
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THE WEALTH OF THE POOR
(OR , WE AR E THE POORS ! )
When we say that the becoming common of labor is a central condition
necessary for the construction of the multitude, this might suggest that
those who are excluded from waged labor-the poor, the unemployed,
the unwaged, the homeless, and so fonh-are also by definition excluded
from the multitude. This is not the case, however, because these classes are
in fact included in social production. Despite the myriad mechanisms of
hierarchy and subordination, the poor constantly express an enormous
power of life and production. To understand this, an inversion of per
spective is necessary. Cenainly, we need to recognize and protest the ways
increasing numbers of people across the world are deprived of adequate
income, food, shelter, education, health care-in shon, recognize that the
poor are victims of the global order of Empire. More imponant, we need
to recognize that the poor are not merely victims but also powerful agents.
All of those who are "without" -without employment, without residency
papers, without housing-are really excluded only in part. The closer we
look at the lives and activity of the poor, the more we see how enormously
creative and powerful they are and indeed, we will argue, how much they
are part of the circuits of social and biopolitical production. To the extent
that the poor are increasingly included in the processes of social produc
tion, they are becoming, along with all of the traditional laboring classes,
panicipants in a common condition and are thus potentially pan of the
multitude. The poor's inclusion in various forms of service work, their in
creasingly central role in agriculture, and their mobility in vast migra
tions demonstrate how far this process has already developed. At the most
.
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general level, biopolitical production-including the production of knowl

North and South America. ) Just a s traditionally many communist and so

edge, information, linguistic forms, networks of communication, and col

cialist political projects sought to save the working class from the destruc

laborative social relationships-tends to involve all of society, including

tive pressures of the industrial reserve army within each nation, so too
today many labor unions in the dominant countries adopt strategies to

the poor.
Communists and socialists have generally reasoned that since the poor
are excluded from the capitalist production process they must also be ex
cluded from any central role in political organization. The party is thus

save workers from the threat of the poor workers in the subordinated
countries.
Whether this logic was valid in the past, it is mistaken today to think

traditionally composed primarily of the vanguard workers employed in

of either the poor or the global south as an industrial reserve army. First,

the hegemonic form of production, not the poor workers and much less

there is no "industrial army" in the sense that industrial workers no longer

the unemployed poor. The poor are thought to be dangerous, either

form a compact, coherent unity but rather function as one form of labor

morally dangerous because they are unproductive social parasites

among many in the networks defined by the immaterial paradigm. In fact,

thieves, prostitutes, drug addicts, and the like-or politically dangerous

more generally, the social division between the employed and the unem

because they are disorganized, unpredictable, and tendentially reactionary.

ployed is becoming ever more blurred. As we said earlier, in the era of

rag proletariat) has functioned at

post-Fordism the stable and guaranteed employment that many sectors of

times to demonize the poor as a whole. To make complete the disdain for

the working class could previously count on in the dominant countries no

In fact, the term

Lumpenproletariat (or

the poor, finally, they are often thought to be merely a residue of pre

longer exists. What is called the flexibility of the labor market means that

industrial social forms, a kind of historical refuse. 55

no job is secure. There is no longer a clear division but rather a large gray

I n economic terms, the poor have often been considered by Marxists

area in which all workers hover precariously between employment and un

and others as an "industrial reserve army," that is, a reservoir of potential

employment. Second, there is no "reserve" in the sense that no labor

industrial workers who are temporarily unemployed but could at any time

power is outside the processes of social production. The poor, the unem

be drafted into production. 56 The industrial reserve army is a constant

ployed, and the underemployed in our societies are in fact active in social

threat hanging over the heads of the existing working class because, first

production even when they do not have a waged position. It has never

of all , its misery serves as a terrifying example to workers of what could

been true, of course, that the poor and the unemployed do nothing. The

happen to them, and, second, the excess supply of labor it represents low

,strategies of survival themselves often require extraordinary resourceful

ers the cost of labor and undermines workers' power against employers

ness and creativity. 57 Today, however, to the extent that social production

(by serving potentially as strike breakers, for example) . These old theories

is increasingly defined by immaterial labor such as cooperation or the con

of the industrial reserve army reappear in globalization when corporations

struction of social relationships and networks of communication, the ac

take advantage of the vast differences in wages and labor conditions in dif

tivity of all in society including the poor becomes more and more directly

ferent countries through a kind of labor "dumping," moving jobs around

productive.

the world to lower their costs. Workers in the dominant countries con

In many respects the poor are actually extraordinarily wealthy and pro

stantly live under the threat that their plants will be closed and their jobs

ductive. From the perspective of biodiversity, for example, some of the

exported. The poor global south thus appears in the position of an indus

poorest regions of the world, generally speaking the global south, have the

trial reserve army, wielded by global capital against the workers not only in

greatest wealth of different plant and animal species, whereas the rich

the global north but also in other portions of the global south. (The threat

global north is home to relatively few. In addition, poor populations, par

of moving jobs to China, for example, is used against workers in both

ticularly indigenous populations, know how to live with these plant and

.
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animal species, keeping them alive and profiting from their beneficial

the poor can serve in this regard as the representative or, better, the com

qualities. Think, for example, of the indigenous populations of the Ama
zon, who know how to live with the forest and whose activity is necessary
for keeping the forest alive.58 Or think, alternatively, of the indigenous
knowledges of the medical uses of plants. This wealth of knowledge and
this wealth of plant and animal genetic resources does not translate into
economic wealth-in fact, we will see later in this chapter that some of
the most interesting property debates today have to do with the ownership
of indigenous knowledges and plant genetic materials. It is important to
recognize nonetheless that, even though the profit goes elsewhere, this
enormous wealth plays an essential role in global social production.
This common nature of creative social activity is further highlighted
and deepened by the fact that today production increasingly depends on
linguistic competencies and community. 59 All active elements of society
are agents of linguistic creativity in the constant generation of common
languages. To an ever greater extent, this linguistic community cOflles be
fore profit and the construction of local and global hierarchies. Language
maintains hierarchical relations in at least three respects: within each lin
guistic community with the maintenance of signs of social superiority and
inferiority; among linguistic communities, determining the dominance of
one language over others-for example, the dominance of global English;
and within technical languages as a relationship between power and
knowledge. We find, however, that despite these hierarchies the subordi
nated are often the most creative agents of a linguistic community, devel
oping new linguistic forms and mixtures and communicating them to the
community as a whole. (The creative role of African American speech
within American English is one obvious example.) In fact, the contradic
tion between linguistic hierarchies and linguistic production and com
monality is what makes language today such a powerful site of conflict
and resistance. This paradox helps invert the traditional image of the poor:
since the poor participate in and help generate the linguistic community
by which they are then excluded or subordinated, the poor are not only ac
tive and productive but also antagonistic and potentially rebellious. The
paradoxical position of the poor within the linguistic community is in
dicative of their position in social production more generally. And, in fact,
.
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mon expression of all creative social activity. To complete the inversion of
the traditional image, then, we can say that the poor embody the ontological

condition not only of resistance but also ofproductive life itself.
Migrants are a special category of the poor that demonstrates this
wealth and productivity. Traditionally the various kinds of migrant work
ers, including permanent immigrants, seasonal laborers, and hobos, were
excluded from the primary conception and political organization of the
working class. Their cultural differences and mobility divided them from
the stable, core figures of labor. In the contemporary economy, however,
and with the labor relations of post-Fordism, mobility increasingly defines
the labor market as a whole, and all categories of labor are tending toward
the condition of mobility and cultural mixture common to the migrant.
Not only are workers often forced to change jobs several times during a ca
reer, they are also required to move geographically for extended periods or
even commute long distances on a daily basis. Migrants may often travel
empty-handed in conditions of extreme poverty, but even then they are
full of knowledges, languages, skills, and creative capacities: each migrant
brings with him or her an entire world. Whereas the great European mi
grations of the past were generally directed toward some space "outside,"
toward what were conceived as empty spaces, today many great migrations
move instead toward fullness, toward the most wealthy and privileged ar
eas of the globe. The great metropolises of North America, Europe, Asia,

and the Middle East are magnets for the migrants, and, in turn, these re
gions need the migrants to power their economies. Just like in Democri
tus's physics, a fullness attracts another fullness.
Part of the wealth of migrants is their desire for something more, their
refusal to accept the way things are. Certainly most migrations are driven
by the need to escape conditions of violence, starvation, or depravation,
but together with that negative condition there is also the positive desire
for wealth, peace, and freedom. This combined act of refusal and expres
sion of desire is enormously powerful. Fleeing from a life of constant inse
curity and forced mobility is good preparation for dealing with and
resisting the typical forms of exploitation of immaterial labor. Ironically,
the great global centers of wealth that call on migrants to fill a lack in their
.
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economies get more than they bargained for, since the immigrants invest

employed, and the migrants are essential to social production. Just

the entire society with their subversive desires. The experience of flight is

cial production takes place today equally inside and outside the factory

something like a training of the desire for freedom.
Migrations, furthermore, teach us about the geographical divisions and

as

so

walls, so too it takes place equally inside and outside the wage relationship.
No social line divides productive from unproductive workers. In fact, the

hierarchies of the global system of command. Migrants understand and

old Marxist distinctions between productive and unproductive labor,

illuminate the gradients of danger and security, poverty and wealth, the

well as that between productive and reproductive labor, which were al

markets of higher and lower wages, and the situations of more and less

ways dubious, should now be completely thrown out. Like the notion of

free forms of life. And with this knowledge of the hierarchies they roll up

industrial reserve army, these distinctions too have often been used to ex

hill

possible, seeking wealth and freedom, power and joy. Mi

clude women, the unemployed, and the poor from central political roles,

grants recognize the geographical hierarchies of the system and yet treat

entrusting the revolutionary project to the men (with calloused hands

as

much

as

as

the globe as one common space, serving as living testimony to the irre

from the factories) who were thought to be the primary producers. Today

versible fact of globalization. Migrants demonstrate (and help construct)

we create

the general commonality of the multitude by crossing and thus partially

tude, that is, in the common.

as

active singularities, cooperating in the networks of the multi

undermining every geographical barrier. This does not mean that every

The struggles of the poor against their conditions of poverty are not

one in the world is in the same situation. The vast differences in income,

only powerful protests but also affirmations of biopolitical power-the rev

working conditions, and living conditions are not only the cause of great

elation of a common "being" that is more powerful than their miserable

misery but also, as we argue in the next section, essential to the manage

"having." Throughout the twentieth century in the dominant countries,

ment of the contemporary global economy. Our point rather is that these

poor people's movements have overcome the fragmentation, discourage

should be conceived not as a matter of exclusion but one of differential in

ment, resignation, and even panic that poverty can create and posed griev

clusion, not as a line of division between workers and the poor nationally

ances against national governments, demanding a redistribution of wealth.60

or globally but

Today's struggles of the poor take on a more general, biopolitical charac

as

hierarchies within the common condition of poverty. All

of the multitude is productive and all of it is poor.

ter and tend to be posed on a global level. Ashwin Desai recounts, for ex

We do not mean to suggest that the poor or the migrants are better off

ample, the development of a contemporary protest movement against

and that we should all give up our wealth and hit the road. On the con

evictions and water and electricity cutoffs that began in Chatsworth, near

trary, every kind of poverty brings its own special suffering. In chapter 3.2

Durban in South Africa. One remarkable element of the movement is its

we will present grievances against the enormous and growing forms of

common basis. Black South Africans and South Africans of Indian de

poverty and inequality in the global system. These should be combated in

scent march together saying "We are not Indians, we are the poors!" "We

every way possible. But despite their poverty and their lack of material re

are not Africans, we are the poors!"61 Another remarkable aspect is the

sources, food, housing, and so forth, the poor do have an enormous wealth

global level on which the poor pose these grievances. They certainly direct

in their knowledges and powers of creation.

their protests against local officials and the South African government,

There is no qualitative difference that divides the poor from the classes

which they claim has since the end of apartheid deepened the misery of

of employed workers. I nstead, there is an increasingly common condition

the majority of the poor, but they also target neoliberal globalization

of existence and creative activity that defines the entire multitude. The

the source of their poverty, and they found the occasion to express this in

creativity and inventiveness of the poor, the unemployed, the partially

Durban during the 200 1 UN World Conference Against Racism. These

.
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South African protesters are cenainly right-"We are the poors!"-and

overcomes all the divisions of the old unions and manages to represent the

perhaps in a way more general than they intend that slogan. We all partic

becoming common of labor in all its generality-economically, politically,

ipate in social production; this is ultimately the wealth of the poor.

and socially. Whereas traditional trade unions defend the economic inter

Eventually protests against the common conditions of poveny will

ests of a limited category of workers, we need to create labor organizations

have to reveal this common productivity in constituent political projects.

that

The demands for "guaranteed income," for example, an income due to all

produce social wealth. One modest proposal that points in this direction,

can

represent the entire network of singularities that collaboratively

citizens regardless of employment, which have circulated in Europe,

for example, involves opening up trade unions to other segments of society

Brazil, and North America for several years, is such a constituent project

by merging them with the powerful social movements that have emerged in

aimed against poveny.62 If extended beyond the national realm to become

recent years in order to create a form of "social-movement unionism."63 A

a global demand of guaranteed income for all, this could become an ele

more militant example is provided by the "piqueteros," the movements of

ment of a project for the democratic management of globalization. Such a

unemployed workers in Argentina that have begun to function like activist,

common scheme for the distribution of wealth would correspond to the

politicized unions of the unemployed. Another example of labor activism
outside the traditional framework of labor unions can be recognized in the

common productivity of the poor.
Our claims of the wealth, productivity, and commonality of the poor

2003 strikes conducted in France by the "interimaires" workers-that is,

have immediate implications for trade union organizing. The old form of

part-time workers in entertainment, media, and the arts.64 In any case, a

trade union, which was born in the nineteenth century and aimed prima

union wonhy of the name today-and wonhy of the legacy of labor

rily at negotiating wages for a specific trade, is no longer sufficient. First of

struggles-must be the organized expression of the multitude, capable of

all, as we have been arguing, the old trade unions are not able to represent

engaging the entire global realm of social labor. The poor have no need of

the unemployed, the poor, or even the mobile and flexible post-Fordist

poor laws-in fact, the old poor laws only kept them poor.

workers with shon-term contracts, all of whom participate actively in so

It is easy to see now why from the perspective of capital and the global

cial production and increase social wealth. Second, the old unions are di

power structure all these classes are so dangerous. If they were simply ex

vided according to the various products and tasks defined in the heyday of

cluded from the circuits of global production, they would be no great

industrial production-a miners' union, a pipefitters' union, a machinists'

threat. If they were merely passive victims of injustice, oppression, and ex

union, and so forth. Today, insofar as the conditions and relations of labor

ploitation, they would not be so dangerous. They are dangerous rather be

are becoming common, these traditional divisions (or even newly defined

cause not only the immaterial and the industrial workers but also the

divisions) no longer make sense and serve only as an obstacle. Finally, the

agricultural workers and even the poor and the migrants are included as ac

old unions have become purely economic, not political, organizations. In

tive subjects of biopolitical production. Their mobility and their com

the dominant capitalist countries, working-class organizations were granted

monality is constantly a threat to destabilize the global hierarchies and

legal, constitutional status in exchange for focusing narrowly on economic

divisions on which global capitalist power depends. They slide across the

workplace and wage issues and renouncing any social or political de

bartiers and burrow connecting tunnels that undermine the walls. More

mands. In the paradigm of immaterial labor, however, and as production

over, these dangerous classes continually disrupt the ontological constitu

becomes increasingly biopolitical, such an isolation of economic issues

tion of Empire: at each intersection of lines of creativity or lines of flight

makes less and less sense.

the social subjectivities become more hybrid, mixed, and misceginated,

What is necessary and possible today is a form of labor organizing that

.
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further escaping the fusional powers of controL They cease to be identities
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and become singularities. In the inferno of poverty and the odyssey of mi
gration we have already begun to see emerge some of the outlines of the
figure of [he multitude. Languages mix and interact to form not a single
unified language but rather a common power of communication and co
operation among a multitude of singularities.

D EMON I C M UL T I T U D E S :
DOS TOYEVS KY READ S T H E B I B LE

The multitude has a dark side. The well-known New Testamentparable of
the Gerasene Demoniac, recounted with variatiom by Mark, Luke, and
Matthew, throws some light on the demonicface of the multitude. Jesus comes
across a man possessed by devils and asks him his name, since a name is re
quiredfor exorcism. The demoniac responds enigmatically, "My name is Le
gion; for we are many. " The devils ask Jesus to send them from the man into a
nearby herd ofpigs. The pigs, now possessed, rush off a cliff and drown in the
water below in an act of mass suicide. The man, now free of the devils, sits
gratefully at thefiet ofJesus.
One of the curious and troubling aspects of this parable is the grammatical
confusion of singular and plural subjects. The demoniac is at once both "/"
and "we. " There is a multitude in there. Perhaps this confusion between the
singular and the plural subject is itself a demonic attribute. The threat is em
phasized by the demoniac s name, Legion. The Latin word legio was widely
used in Aramaic and Greek to mean a great number but the term also referred,
as it continues to today in modern languages, to the Roman military unit of
about six thousand men. Wiry is Legion the demoniac 's name? Because he has
such powerful destructive force? Because the multitude imide him can act to
gether? Perhaps the real threat of this demonic multitude is more metapirysical:
since it is at once singular and plural, it destroys numerical distinction itself
Think of the great lengths to which theologiam have gone to prove there are
not many gods but only one. Linguists similarly have long been troubled by
nouns that have indeterminate number, at once singular and plural, such as
deer and sheep. The threat to political order is perhaps even more clear: politi-
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cal thought since the time of the ancients has been based on the distinctiom
among the one, the fiw, and the many. The demonic multitude violates all
such numerical distinctiom. It is both one and many. The indefinite number
of the multitude threatem all these principles of order. Such trickery is the
devil's work.
Fyodor Dostoyevsky grapples with the torment caused by these demonic
multitudes in his great 1873 novel, The Devils. 65 Dostoyevsky 's Russia is in
fisted with dark, dangerous forces. The serfs have been liberated, the tradi
tional social order is collapsing, and foreign influences are leading toward
moral and social catastrophe. Good Russiam are acting as if they have been
possessed-but what or who possesses them? Who are Dostoyevsky's devils? The
novel is set in a calm Russian village where we find the widower Stepan Verk
hovemky spending his twilightyears courting the a.ffectiom of the widow Wtr
vara Stavrogina, the wealthiest woman in town. Verkhovemky 's son Peter,
recently returnedfrom years of traveling in the capitals of Europe, charms the
young women in town. Perhaps he couldfoil in love with a respectable young
woman in the village, and the social order could be reproduced as it has been
for all eternity. As the novel develops, however, we learn that beneath the time
less rituals ofRussian village life is breeding an ultrasecretpseudorevolutionary
political organization, which is bent on mindless destruction and includes
members of some of the village 's bestfomilies, with Peter Verkhovemky him
self its egotistical leader. The mysterious group s activities lead to a series of
catastrophic events. Everyone in the village seems to be unknowingly manipu
lated or influenced by the sinister plot in some way. By the end of the novel,
however, all the members of the clandestine conspiracy have either committed
suicide, been killed by their own comrades, or are safily away in prison or ex
ile. Stepan Verkhovensky reflects in the final pages of the novel on the biblical
parable of the Gerasene demoniac. It is exactly like our Russia, he exclaims,
which has been inficted by devils for centuries! Perhaps we are the pigs who
have been possessed by the devils and we will thus now rush over the cliff to
drown in the water so that Russia can be saved at thefiet ofJesus!
Stepan Verkhovemky (and Dostoyevsky himself) tries to soothe his fiars
with a naive view ofthe exorcism ofdemonic multitudes and the Christian re
demption of Russia. 66 Once he casts the political compiracy, and especially its
.
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scheming leader, as demonic, then he can isolate it from the real eternal re
deemable essence of Russia. That may be a consoling conception, but what he
refuses to see is that the real demonicforce is the Russian multitude itself. The
liberation of the serfs and the great radical movements of the 1860s set in mo
tion a wave of agitation that threatened the old order and would in the com
ing years bring it tumbling down completely. What is so fearsome about the
multitude is its indefinite number, at the same time many and one. If there
were only one unified conspiracy against the old social order, like Dostoyevsky
imagines, then it could be known, confronted, and defeated. Or if instead
there were many separate, isolated social threats, they too could be managed.
The multitude, however, is legion; it is composed of innumerable elements that
remain different, one from the other, and yet communicate, collaborate, and
act in common. Now that is really demonic!

yond Marx and develop on the basis of his method a new theoreti
cal apparatus

adequate

to

our own

present situation. We need to

write a new introduction that can update Marx's method and take ac
count of the changes between 1857 and today. Strangely, however, as

we

will

see,

after beginnin g ro walk ahead of Marx

continually have

the

haunting suspicion that he

in this way we
was already there

before us.

The primary elements of Marx's method that will guide us in de

(1) the historical tendency, (2) the real abstrac
antagonism, and (4) the constitution of subjectivity.68 We
already employed Marx's norion of the tendency when we claimed
earlier that the contemporary economy is defined by a hegemony of
veloping our own are

tion, (3)

immaterial production. Even

though

immaterial labor is not domi

nant in quantitative termS, our claim is that it has imposed a tendency
on all other forms of labor, transforming them in accordance with its

Excursus 1: Method: In Marx's Foot8teps

own

characteristics, and in that sense it has adopted a hegemonic p0-

sition. Remember that, as Marx himself notes in the opening pages of
Here's a riddle. The key to Marx's method of historical materialism is
that social theory

must

be molded to the contours of contemporary

social reality. In COntrast to various idealisms that propose indepen
dent, transhistorical theoretical frameworks, adequate for all social

re

a1ities-one size fits all-Marx explains in his 1 85 7 introduction to
the Grundrisse, a wonderfully compact discourse on method, that our
mode of understanding must be fitted

to

the contemporary social

Capital, when

he

studied industrial labor and capitalist

they occupied only a portion of

the

production

English economy, a smaller por

tion of the German and other European economies, and only an in
finitesimal fraction of

the

global economy. In quantitative terms

agriculture was certainly still dominant,

but Marx recognized in capi

tal and industrial labor a tendency that would act as the moror of fu
ture transformations. When orthodox Marxists teII us today that the

world and thus change along with history: the method and the sub

numbers of the industrial working class worldwide have not declined

stance, the form and the content must correspondY That means,

and that therefore industrial labor and

must remain the

however, that once history moves on and the social reality changes,

guiding core of all Marxist analysis,

remind them of

then the old theories are no longer adequate. We need new theories

Marx's method of the tendency. Numbers are important, but the key

for the new reality. To follow Marx's method, then, one must depart

is to grasp the direction of the present, to read which seeds will grow

from Marx's theories to the extent that the object of his critique,

and which wither. Marx's great effon in the mid-nineteenth century

capitalist production and capitalist society as a whole, has changed.

was to interpret the tendency and project capital, then in its infancy,

Put simply, to follow in Marx's footsteps one must really walk be-

as a complete social furm.

.
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Implicit in the idea o f the tendency is the idea of historical peri
odizarion. Infinitesimal changes in history do occur every day, but
there are also great paradigms that for extended periods define our
modes of thought, structures of knowledge, what appears as normal

this common form to emerge and exert its hegemony is what defines
the period.
As an

illustration of this norion of the tendency and its formal cor

respondences between thought and social reality for extended periods,

and abnormal, what is obvious and obscure, and even what is think..

let us consider what might seem to be the most powerful counterex

able and nor, and then change dramatically to form new paradigms.

ample: Descartes's methodological foundarion, �I think, therefore I

The passage between periods is the shift from one tendency to

am," which is aimed at the certainty of the individual mind, au

an

can

other. Contemporary capitalist production is characterized by a series

tonomous from the body and its physical world. Descartes

of passages that name different faces of the same shift: from the hege

ceive that he has no body and that there is no world or place where he

con

mony of industrial labor to that of immaterial labor, from Fordism to

might be, but his very thinking convinces him with certainty of his

post-Fordism, and from the modem to the postmodem. Periodizarion

own

frames the movement of history in rerms of the passage from one rel

where he formulates this norion, his Discourse on Method, Descartes

atively stable paradigm to another.69

situates his revelation in a very specific place in the world. "I

existence. It might seem puzzling, then, that in the very text
was

then

Each period is characterized by one or several common forms [hat

in Germany, to which country I had been attracted by the wars which

strucrure the various elements of social reality and thought. These

ate not yet at an end. "71 Descartes arrives at his discovery of the cer

common forms, or isomfJrphisms, of each period are, for example,

tainty of the individual mind on a day in 1 6 1 9, probably November

what Michel Foucault describes in his studies of the spatial distribu

1 0, when, as a soldier in the German Thirty Years' War, he is

tions and architectures of the various modem disciplinary institu

bivouacked alone for the winter in a stove-heated room. What does

tions. It is no coincidence, he argues, that the prison resembles the

the war and Descartes's own role in it have to do with an eternal ttuth

factory, which resembles the school, which resembles the barracks,

such as "I think, therefore I am"? Why does Descartes bother to tell

which resembles the hospital, and so forth. They all share a common

us the time and place? It would certainly be easy to understand how

form that Foucault links to the disciplinary paradigmJo Today, by

such a devastating reality, such a hopeless, senseless

contrast, we

see

networks everywhere we look-military organiza

tions, social movements, business formations, migration patterns, com

war,

could make

someone want to stop "studying the book of the world" and instead
make oneself an object of study. I

can

imagine that horrible world

munications systems, physiological strucrures, linguistic relations,

does not exist and that my thinking self is the only dear and certain

neural transmirters, and even personal relationships. It is not that

reality. Certainly, it would be extremely reductive to conceive of

networks were not around before or that the structure of the brain

Descartes's methodological discovery as merely the reaction of a dis

has changed. It is that network has become a common form that

traught soldier at war. That would pose too narrow, mechanical, and

tends to define our ways of understanding the world and acting in it.

linear a relation of cause and effect. It would be equally mistaken, how

Most important from our perspective, networks are the form of or

ever, to separate Descartes's revelation from his social reality. Indeed

ganization of the cooperative and communicative relationships dic

the greatness of Descartes is to have recognized a form and mode of

tated by the immaterial paradigm of production. The tendency of

thought that corresponds to an entire era that was in the process of

.
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emerging. The sovereign, individual,
covers has

the

same

form

as

a

thinking self that Descartes dis
variety of other figures that would

be the source of value in general. Money is the ultimate representa
tion of the indifference and abstraction of capitalist value.

or less contemporaneously in modern Europe, from

Once we articulate Marx's concept of abstract labor and its relation

the individual economic actOr to the sovereign nation-state. Neither

to value, we quickly recognize an important difference between

spring up

more

the Thirty Years' War nor any other historical event "causes" Descartes's

theory. Rather, the entire set of rclarions that constitutes the reality of
his situation make his

theory thinkable. His discovery corresponds in

form to the emerging tendency of his social reality.
,can turn

to the

course,

real abstraction, the second element of his method that we should fol
classical political economists, such as
Adam Smith and David Ricardo, the maxim that in capitalist society
labor is the source of all value and wealth. The labor of the individ
low. Marx adopts from the

ual, however, will not help

mea

surable, homogeneous units of labor time. Marx eventually links this
notion to his analyses of the working day and surplus value. This law,
however, cannot be maintained today in the form that Smith, Ri
cardo, and Marx himself conceived it. The temporal unity of labor as
the basic measure of value today makes no sense. Labor does remain
the fundamental source of value in capitalist production, that does

understand capitalist production, de

not change, but we have to investigate what kind of labor we are deal

have for the Robinson
Capital creares a collective, socially connected form of

working day and the time of production have changed profoundly

spite the fondness
Crusoe myth.

of abstract labor equals a quantity of value. According to this law of
value, which defines capitalist production, value is expressed in

everything starts with production, and we
matter of production to understand the idea of the

For Marx, of

Marx's time and ours. Marx poses the relation between labor and
value in terms of corresponding quantities: a certain quantity of time

us

that political

economists

ing with and what its temporalities are. We noted earlier that the

production in which the labor of each of us produces in collaboration

under the hegemony of immaterial labor. The regular rhythms of fac

capi

tory production and its clear divisions of work time and nonwork

with innumerable others. It would be as absurd to see value in

talist production springing from the labor of an isolated individual,

time tend to decline in the realm of immaterial labor. Think how at

conceive

the high end of the labor market companies like Microsoft try to

Marx explains, as it would to

the devclopment of language

talking to each other (Grundrisse,

make the office more like home, offering free meals and exercise pro

84). To understand capital we have to start from the concept of social

grams to keep employees in the office as many of their waking hours

a rational abstraction that

as possible. At the low end of the labor market workers have to juggle

is in fact more real and basic to understanding the production of cap

several jobs to make ends meet. Such practices have always existed,

ital than any concrete instances of individual labor. In capitalist pro

but today, with the passage from Fordism to post-Fordism, the in

without people living together and

labor-an abstraction but, as Marx claims,

duction the specific labors of the mason, the wclder, the shop clerk,

creased flexibility and mobility imposed on workers, and the decline

and so forth are equivalent or commensurable because they each con

of the stable, long-term employment typical of factory work, this

tain a common element, abstract labor, labor in general, labor without

tends to become the norm. At both the high and low ends of the labor

respect to its specific form. This abstract labor, Marx explains, is key

market the new paradigm undermines the division between work

to understanding the capitalist notion of value. If, as we said, in capi

time and the time of life.

talist society labor is the source of all wealth, then abstract labor must

.
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in post-Fordist production is even more

The central aspect of the paradigm of immaterial production we

clear in tenns of the products of immaterial labor. Material produc

have to grasp here is its intimate relation with cooperation, collabora

tion-the production, for example, of
food--creates the

means

of social lift.

cars,

televisions, clothing, and

tion, and communication-in shon, its foundation in the common.

fOnns of social life

Marx insists that one of the great progressive elements of capital his

Modem

would not be possible without these commodities. Immaterial pro

torically is to organize armies of workers in cooperative productive re

duction, by contrast, including the production of ideas, images, knowl

lationships. The capitalist calls workers to the factory, for example,

edges, communication, cooperation, and affective relations, tends to
create not the

means

directing them to collaborate and communicate in production and giv

of social life but socia/lift itself. Immaterial pro

ing them the means to do so. In the paradigm of immaterial produc

duction is biopolitical. This standpoint allows us to look back with

tion, in contrast, labor itself tends to produce the means of interaction,

new eyes on the entire evolution of capitalist production-somewhat

communication, and cooperation for production directly. Affective

in the way human anatomy contains a key

to

the anatomy of the ape

labor always directly constructs a relationship. The production of

(Grundrisse, 1 05 ) . Capital has always been oriented toward the pro

ideas, images, and knowledges is not only conducted in common-no

and control of social life. Marx is gesturing to

one really thinks alone, all thought is produced in collaboration with

duction, reproduction,

ward this fact, for instance, when he says that although capital can be

the past and present thought of others-but also each new idea and

defined, as is commonplace, as an accumulation of social wealth in

image invites and opens new collaborations. The production of lan

the form of commodities or money, most fundamentally capital is a

guages, finally, both natural languages and artificial languages, such as

social relation. The production of capital is, ever more clearly and di

computer languages and various kinds of code, is always collaborative

this

and always creates new means of collaboration. In all these ways, in

rectly today, the production of social life. Marx is also pointing in

direction with his concept of "living labor," the form-giving fire of

immaterial production the creation of cooperation has become inter

our creative capacities. Living labor is the fundamental human fac

nal

ulty: the ability to engage the world actively

and create social life.

Living labor can be corralled by capital and pared down

to

the labor

to

labor and thus external to capital.

Economists register the common in mystified form through the
notion of "externalities." Positive externalities are benefits that accrue
The common classroom example is

power that is bought and sold and that produces commodities and

through no action of one's

capital , but living labor always exceeds that. Our innovative and cre

that when my neighbor makes his house and yard more beautiful the

ative capacities are always greater than our productive labor-pro

value of my propeny also goes up. More generally and fundamentally,

own.

this

positive externalities refer to social wealth created outside the direct

biopolitical production is on the one hand immemurabk, because it

productive process, the value of which can be captured only in part

ductive, that is, of capital. At this point we can recognize that

cannot be quantified in fixed units of time, and, on the other hand,

by capital. The social knowledges, relationships, and forms of commu

always excessive with respect to the value that capital can extract from

nication that result from immaterial production ge�erally fit into this

it because capital can never capture all of life. This is why we have to

category. As they become common to society they form a kind of raw

revise Marx's notion of the relation between labor and value in capi

material that is not consumed in production but actually increases

talist production.

with

.
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India benefits from the education system, the public and private in
frastructure of roads, railways, phone lines, and fiber optic cable, as
well as the general cultural development of the population. The intel
ligence, affective skills, and technical knowledges of these populations
are positive externalities from the standpoint of businesses. Capital
does not have to pay for these external sources of wealth, but neither
can it control them entirely. Such externalities, which are common to
all of us, increasingly define economic production as a whole.
A theory of the relation between labor and value today must be
based on the common. The common appears at both ends of immate
.rial production, as presupposition and result. Our common knowl
edge is the foundation of all new production of knowledge; linguistic
community is the basis of all linguistic innovation; our existing affec
tive relationships ground all production of affects; and our common
social image bank makes possible the creation of new images. All of
these productions accrue to the common and in turn serve as founda
tion for new ones. The common, in fact, appears not only at the be
ginning and end of production but also in the middle, since the
production processes themselves are common, collaborative, and
communicative. Labor and value have become biopolitical in the
sense that living and producing tend to be indistinguishable. Insofar
as life tends to be completely invested by acts of production and re
production, social life itself becomes a productive machine.
These new propenies of value in the paradigm of immaterial and
biopolitical production, such as its immeasurable character and its
tendency to be common and shared, undermine all the traditional
mechanisms of accounting. The standard measures of production, re
production, circulation, consumption, and investments all have to be
rethought. Such methods cannot, for example, account for positive
externalities and all the other collaborative social forms of production
that occur outside narrow wage relationships. In the nineteenth cen
tury, French physiocrats such as Fran�is Quesnay created a Tableau

economiq1« to depict the total quantities of value in an economy's an
nual production, circulation, and consumption. Today we need a new
Tableau eco7Wmiql« that goes beyond the traditional measures and is
able to describe more accurately where value is created and where it
goes in the national and the global economy. This would require a
revolution of the methods of accounting, something akin to the way
Einstein's theory of rdativity transformed our understanding of the
regular, metrical spaces of Euclidean geometry. Once again, however,
when we move so far beyond Marx we can look down and see that he
tOO was already walking here with a very similar notion of common
production and common wealth. "In fact," he writes in his notebooks,
"when the limited bourgeois form is stripped away, what is wealth
other than the universality of individual needs, capacities, pleasures,
productive forces, etc., created through universal exchange? . . . The
absolute working-out of his creative potentialities; with no presuppo
sition other than the previous historic devdopment, which makes this
totality of development, i.e.[,] the devdopment of all human powers
as such the end in itself, not as measured on a predaennined yard
stick! . . . Strives not to remain something he has become, but is in
the absolute movement of his becoming?" (Grundrisse, 488). When
we take off the blinders of capitalist society that limit our vision, we
can see with Marx that material wealth, including commodities,
property, and money, is not an end in itself. This recognition should
not send us to some ascetic abnegation. The real wealth, which is an
end in itself, resides in the common ; it is the sum of the pleasures, de
sires, capacities, and needs we all share. The common wealth is the
real and proper object of production.
We do not mean to suggest that the paradigm of immaterial pro
duction is some paradise in which we produce freely in common and
share equally the common social wealth. Immaterial labor is still ex
ploited under the rule of capital as material labor is. In other words,
the labor of women, men, and children is still controlled by capitalists

.
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who appropriate the wealth their labor produces. This is where antag

tional knowledges produced in indigenous communities or when the

comes into play, the third element of Marx's method that we

knowledge produced collaborativciy in scientific communities be

�Iojtation today, as ever, gives a name (0 the

comes private property. In some respects, one might say that money

workers' constant experience of antagonism. The theory of exploita

and the financialization of the economy s ummarize the obscure logic

onism

should follow. The term

tion must reveal the daily structural violence of capital against work

by which the traditional characteristics of capitalist production fall

ers that generates this antagonism and serves, in tum, as the basis for

away, and yet capital still manages

workers (0 organize and refuse capitalist control. Marx insists that any

wealth. Money, of course, is not only a general equivalent that facili

conception of exploitation must be based on a theory of value. Inso

tates exchange but also the ultimate representation of the common.

far

as

the relationship between labor and value has changed, then, so

(0

exert its control and extract

Financial instruments, such as derivatives, as we will

see

further in

too must our understanding of exploitation change. For Marx, ex

pan 3, cast this representation of the common into the future.

ploirarion is defined in terms of quantities of labor time, just like the

Through financial markets, in other words, money tends

theory of value. The degree of exploitation corresponds

(0

the quan

tity of surplus labor rime, that is, the ponion of the working day that
to

(0

represent

not only the present but also the future value of the common. Finance
capital bets on the future and functions as a general representation of

produce value

our common future productive capacities. The profits of finance cap

equal (0 the wage he or she is paid. Surplus labor time and the surplus

ital are probably in its purest form the expropriation of the common.

extends beyond the time necessary for the worker
(0

Marx's definition of

The logic of exploitation, however, is not by any means the same

exploitation. This temporal measure gave Marx a dear and convenient

for everyone in the world. Already when we pose the theory of the

conceprual framework and also made his theory directly applicable in

tendency, with the notion that one form of labor functions as hege

his era to the workers' struggle to shonen the length of the working day.

monic over the others, we should recognize that this implies divisions

value produced dueing that time are the key

But today, in the paradigm of immaterial production, the theory
of value cannot be conceived in terms of measured quantities of time,
so

of labor that correspond

(0

geographical, racial, and gender hierar

chies. We will focus in the next section on the topography of ex

exploitation cannot be understood in these terms. Just as we

ploitation that defines these hierarchies. Managing the global divisions

must understand the production of value in terms of the common, so

of labor and power is one weapon at capital's disposal for maintaining

too must we try to conceive exploitation as

command over global production and wealth.

and

common.

thl: �ropriation of thl!

The common, in other words, has become tht! locus of sur

The founh and final element of Marx's method that we should

plus value. Exploitation is the private appropriation of pan or all of

follow here involves

the value that has been produced as common. Produced relationships

duced, according to Marx, in the material practices of production.

and communication are by their very nature common, and yet capital

"Production thus not only creates an object for the subject," he writes,

the production of subjectivity.

Subjectivity is pro

manages (0 appropriate privately some of their wealth. Think, for ex

"but also a subject for the object" (Grundrissl!, 92). Workers' subjec

ample, of the profit extracted from affective labor. The same is true

tivity is also created in the antagonism of the experience of exploita

for the production of languages, ideas, and knowledges: what is made

tion. It seems to us that, in our age of the hegemony of immaterial

in common becomes private. This is true, for example, when tradi-

production,
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This does not mean that there is a constant imtniserlltion of workers. as

What we humans are at base is general possibility or general
produc
tive capacity. This double character of poverty and possibil
ity defines
the subjectivity of labor increasingly clearly in the immaterial para

Marx h� or that: all w<irkm in the world suffer conditions

of extreme. poverty (although. in fact. many do). "The poor"

is the

only figure than;;an d¢signate society in alUts � as an insepa
rable whole, defined by its base, just like the prOiCSWrS in South AfrU;a
use the tenn to indicate the genetality of the diffi::rent groups in
struggle. In the paradigm of .immaterial· production. in production
based on communication and roUaborarion, "'the poor" is the primary
.figure of produaion .in the sense that society tends to produce as a c0ordinated ensemble. "The poor" also highlights the amttadictory re
lation of produainn

to

digm. The wealth it creates is taken away, and this is the
sautce of its
antagonism. Yet it retains its capacity to produce wealth
, and this is its
power. In this combination of antagonism and power lies
the makings
of a revolutionary subjectivity.

D EATH O F T H E DISM AL SCIE NCE ?

the world of value: "the poor" is excluded

from wealth and yet included in its circuits of social production. "The

Nothing annoys our economist friends more than reminding

poor" is the fbh of biopolitical production, We are the poors.
Here at the end of our jou.mey to outline 11. new method that goes
beyond Marx and r.akes account of the changes in our world, we have
the strange suspicion once again that Marx was here before us. In the
fragmented style typical of his noteS in the GrtmJrisse, he explains
that labor under capital .implies a State of absolute poverty. "This liv
ing labour, existing as an � from these momcntS of actual re
ality . . , ; this complete denudation, purely subjective existence of
labour, stripped of all objectivity. Labour as JtbsoiHk ptntmy. poverty
not as shortage, but as total exclusion of objective wealth." (Grun
drisse. 295-96), As soon as Marx poses this negative view of poverty
as exclusion, however, he invertS the definition of poverty in a positive
form. "Labor not as an object, but as activity; not as itself value, but as
the living source of value. [Namely, it is] general wealth (in contrast to
capital in which it exists objectively, as reality) as the gmmzJpossibility

them that economics is a tkeply reactionary discipline. Really ever

of [wealth], which proves itself as such in action." (Grundrisse, 296).
Living

labor thus has a double chatacter: from one side it appears as

absolute poverty, since it is deprived of wealth, but from the
side Marx recognizes poverty

as

the ground zero of human activity, as

the figure of general possibility and thus the

.

other
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source

of all wealth.

since it

was born

between Scotland and France in the

era

that

thought it had reached enlightenment, economics has evolved as a
theory of the measure and the equilibrium among the parts of a
whole-the economic whole of the production, reproduction, and
distribution of wealth. Sure, the internal movements are dy
namic, there is constant growth, theforms andfoundation are al
tmys open to discussion, and thus conflict is never lacking, but the
stability ofthe whole always overrules the movements ofthe parts.

As in Aristotle s world, for the economists,

mmter

and form,

movement and ends are necessarily compatible and united. For
this reason economics, tkspite the appearance of constant move
ment, is reaUy completelyfixed and static. It is no coincidence that
French physiocrats and Scottish moralists were the first to formu

late the presuppositions of the analytic that would become in the
course of a century the neoclassical "general theory of equilib
rium." It

was

inevitable that statisticians and mathematicians

would take over economics because they are the only ones with the
techniques

to

manage it. The calculations and motkls are every

day a confirmation, beyond the academic libraries and govern-

.
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ment eWssUrs, of the utopia ofpolitical reaction. Why reaction?

then one has to construct a function of measuring that brings

Because the reproduction of society is analyzed with the goal of

equilibrium to development, even in the crises, in relation to the

keeping it exactly as is andfonnulating it in tenns of quantita

political ideologies, the relations ofproducers, andproductive sec

tive measures that can make the relations of exploitation in

tors. This was a rare example in the history of economics when an

roitable and natural, an ontological necessity. Economics is more

effort was made to free political economy from the reactionary

disciplinary than any other discipline, and it has been ever since

apparatus that supports it. To eW so it was necessary to open up the

its origins.

system to socialforces andpolitical subjects in order to mediate be

In the course of modernity, proceeding toward our times, there
emerge more and more phenomena and institutions that eW not
square with the equilibria of the good and happy science of eco

_

tween antagonistic social tensions. Political economy had to be
come a New DeaL
Is it possible, howroer, to preserve the parameters of reproduc

nomics. Immeasurable quantities, imperfections and distortions

tion of the capitalist order in the long term once state regulation is

of information, cruel and barbaric fonns of exploitation, legisla

open to social antagonism or, better, after social antagonism has

tive and institutional changes, in addition to social andpolitical

been recognized as the framework of reference (if not actually

revolutions-in short, all that catastrophic phenomena that can

legitimation) of thepolitical order? Is itpossible to maintain cap

be grouped under the title of crisis-demonstrate that the theory

italist order once political economy has been opened to the op

ofequilibrium cannot serve as thegeneralschema ofeconomics, but

portunity of ever new rules of the distribution of wealth? It is

rather it is a matter of ruling over disequilibria. Revolutionaries

still possible when economic intmJention, either through welfare

have proclaimed this fact. In the academic context, Thorstein �

(roen in its crisis) or warfare (in its crude effectiveness), has

bien suspected it. The eWubt, which became a certainty, was that

invested all the contradictory forces that constitute social life?

measure and equilibrium eWes not exist in nature at all!

Keynesianism, putting an end to the naturalist illusion, opened

In the twentieth century, along with tragic wars and other cat

an insolvable problem that political economy would have to face.

1970s Keynes 's rethinking of economics was showing neg

aclysms, came the era of reconstruction, the glory years ofpolitical

By the

economy. With the recognition of the collapse of natural mea

ative results. With the expansion of the cold war, Keynesianism

sures, reconstruction involved political tactics of adjustment

wasfirst scaled back by Paul Samuelson to resemble the old main

aimed at restoring the traditional equilibria of economics. The

stream neoclassical eWctrine, and then Milton Friedman and the

tactics sometimes led to a new strategy, as when after the stock

Chicago School arrived to undermine it completely, proposing to

market crash of 1929, for example, John Maynard Keynes tried

establish certain measures of equilibrium by confiding every

to reconstruct scientifically the knowledge of (and rule over) the

power of regulation to money, that is, to the market. we were

socialfigures of theproduction, reproduction, and distribution of

thus taken back, one might say, to the science of economics-but

wealth. If the natural measures of value no longer hold (or, at

what a strange science! It is now based on a kind of "monetary es

least, no longer function under the pressures of class struggle),

sentialism " in which the standards of measure no longer have any
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relationship with the real world ofproduction and exchange, ex
cept according Ul the norms that the Central Bank or the Federal
Reseroe dictate. Monetary ArisUltelianism has been resUlred, and
the Central Bank has now become the fixed motor of monetary
ontology. All of this is highly dubious. Common sense, in addi
tion to daily aperience, teaches us (in good Keynesian form) that
money, rather than a presupposition of productive social real
ity, an a priori, is a result, created a posteriori by regulatory
instruments.
Furthermore, even criticizing the centrality of money, we have
to recognize nonetheless, without irony, that this metaphysicalfig
ure economists attribute to money (as often happens in philoso
phy) does resemble reality to a certain extent. The more that
production is socialized and gwbalized, in fact, the more the
monetary connections (which serve as the basis for financial in
struments) are presented as indexes and expressions ofgeneral so
cial production and the set of relations that bring together
different economic actors. Only the power of money, in fact, can
represent the generality ofthe values ofproduction when they are
expressions of the global multitudes. In order to understand this
anawgy, however, we have to recognize once again the crisis of
economics and its various attempts to define the standards of mea
sure, going in search of thefoundation no wnger of nature but of
the common recomposition of labor and the concrete cooperation
of singular subjects (individuals and groups) that make up pro
duction. One can no wnger hope to find any natural units of
measure and even when such units appear they are merely fleet
ing results that arise a posteriori from the common organization
of society and the continuous resolution of the antagonisms that
run throughout it. Economics, then, which has exhausted itspow
ers, has to open itself to politics; it has to yield to political practice

and recognize that it cannot do otherwise. Economics, if it is to be
a science, has to return to something cwser to the ancient Greek
meaning of the term and take all of social life into consideration.
While we waitfor an Imre Lakatos or a Paul Feyerabend to
overturn economics, it is interesting to note how even though the
discipline is lost in its dogmatic slumber some economists reach
conclusions close to what we suggest here. Take Gary Becker, for
example, who for a half century has been asking the same ques
tion: what can it mean to ask if humans can be content or ful
filled in purely economic terms without investing the entire field
of biopolitical existence? Surely, the methodological individual
ism ofthe Chicago School cannot solve such problems, even ifthey
add new concepts like human capita! and cognitive capital The
dismal science, as Thomas Carlisle called it, however, is not
doomed. It can be reborn when it takes sUlek of the new common
anthropowgy and tlx intellectual and affictive power ofproduc
tive labor, and when it can in addition to capitalists and wage la
borers account for the poor and the excluded who nonetheless
always constitute the productive articulations of social being. For
economics to function today it has to be formed around the com
.
mon, the gwbal and social cooperation. Economics, in other
words, must become a biopolitical science. Economic engineer
ing, as Amartya Sen says, must turn to ethics.

.
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investigate furthermore the political and social institutions that maintain
the global hierarchies and the geography of poverty and subordination.
Our analysis must move now, in short, from the
its

2 .2

topology of exploitation to

topography. Whereas the topology examined the logic of exploitation in

production, the topography will map the hierarchies of the system of

DE CORPORE

power and its unequal relations in the north and south of the globe. These

The body without organs now falls back on desiring
production, anracrs it, and appropriates it for its own.
The organ-machines now cling to the body without or

spatial relations of control and subordination are key to understanding
how the contradictions of the system are transformed into antagonism and
conflict.

as

Since we have begun to recognize (from the standpoint of the critique

though these organ-machines were medals pinned onto

of political economy) how the singular figures of postmodern labor do

gans as rhough it were a tencer's padded jacket, or

the jersey of a wresder who makes them jingle as he starts

not remain fragmented and dispersed but tend through communication

toward his opponent.

and collaboration to converge toward a common social being, we must

-G I L L E S D E L E U Z E AND F hl X G UATTA R I
Bur, i n general, the protective system of our day is conser
vative, while the free trade system is destructive. It breaks
up old nationalities and pushes the antagonism of the
proletariat and the bourgeoisie to the extreme point. In a
word, the free trade system hastens the social revolution.

now immerse ourselves in this social being as in something that is at once
both rich and miserable, full of productivity and suffering and yet devoid
of form. This common social being is the powerful matrix that is central
in the production and reproduction of contemporary society and has the
potential to create a new, alternative society. We should regard this com
mon social being as a new flesh, amorphous flesh that as yet forms no

It is in this revolutionary sense alone, gendemen, that I

body. The important question at this point is what kind of body will

- KA R L M A RX

these common singularities form? One possibility is that they will be en

vote in favor of free trade.

listed in the global armies at the service of capital, subj ugated in the
global strategies of servile inclusion and violent marginalization. This
new social flesh, in other words, may be formed into the productive or
Up to this point we have addressed the question of labor and poverty pri

gans of the global social body of capital. Another possibility, however, is

marily in economic terms, seeking to demonstrate that there exist suffi

that these common singularities organize themselves autonomously

cient common basis, interaction, and communication among the various

through a kind of "power of the flesh" in line with the long philosophical

singular figures of production to make possible the construction of the

tradition that stretches back at least to the apostle Paul of Tarsus. 72 The

multitude. We have already recognized, however, that treating labor and

power of the flesh is the power to transform ourselves through historical

poverty today is not merely a matter of economics. The figures that coa

action and create a new world. From this abstract, metaphysical perspec

lesce in the multitude-industrial workers, immaterial workers, agricul

tive, then, the political conflict is posed between two forms by which the

tural workers, the unemployed, migrants, and so forth-are biopolitical

social flesh of the multitude can be organized into a global social body.

figures that represent distinct forms of life in concrete places, and we have
to grasp the material specificity and spatial distribution of each. We need to

.
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bodies, blood, and earth that form a

GLOBAL APARTHEI D

Heimat, or home.

From this perspec

tive, authority is an organic element of the social whole, but, as in the tribe
and the family, it is patriarchal and expressed at the highest point above

Early modern European treatises of political philosophy usually begin

society. Martin Luther calls this wellspring of obligation to command

with a section entitled

Obrigkeitsstaat

De Corpore,

wruch analyzes both the human body

(the state based on authority). The other stream, the re

and the body politic. The political body is the law incarnate as a regulated

publican and constitutional stream, is illustrated by the great nineteenth

social order.?3 The analogy with the human body reinforces the natural

century tradition of German public law, which reached its democratic

ness of this order-we have a head to make decisions, arms to fight our

apex in the work of Rudolf von Jhering and rus students. Here too, how

battles, and various other classes or organs that each serves its natural

ever, there is no alternative to the unity of sovereign command. No sub

function. And in the early modern analyses trus entire order is usually con

jective right, even on the political terrain, is valid unless it is sanctioned by

firmed and guaranteed by the authority of God. Two streams of trus tra

the ordered public body. Even in the tradition of institutionalism, from

dition developed in modern European political thought. According to one

Otto von Gierke to Ernst Forsthoff, which does allow for a strong auton

stream a sovereign that stands above society determines and guarantees

omy of social bodies and thus theorizes the "subsidiary nature" of various

the order of the political body: all are subject to the sovereign and united

social sources of authority, the central axis of command is still absolutely

under the sovereign's will. This is a political production of subjectivity in

united. The public constitutional body is still an organic body of power.

which the entire population is formed into an identity. The resulting po

In both of these streams, modern theories of the political body are explicit

litical body, most often a national body politic, is absolutist in the reac

formulations of biopower, posing an absolute and total ordering of the so

tionary sense, that is, the various different social classes or functions are

cial subjectivity and social life as a whole under a unified sovereign power.

absolutely united under the command of the sovereign. A second modern

Contemporary scholars who study the political forms of globalization

stream of this tradition casts the political body in the image of the repub

generally repeat these two versions of the modern body politic.?4 On one

lic, that is, a

res publica,

a public object. In trus case sovereignty is internal

hand, there are those authors who read global society as a regime of global

to the political body and grounded in some state of nature that is prior to

security. Since nation-states and the old international order, they reason,

both the social contract and the transfer of rights and powers to the sover

are no longer sufficient to protect us from the threats we face in the world,

eign. Here too the political body is absolute and the power of the sov

other forms of sovereignty will have to be created to manage conflict and

ereign united despite that republican thought insists on the limitations of

maintain global order. For most authors in this stream, the United States

sovereignty. The production of subjectivity in this modern republican ver

as sole superpower (sometimes in conjunction with other major powers or

sion takes the form of constitutionalism, which regulates the hierarchical

with " the West" more generally) has to exercise the sovereignty that will

political body: like organs and limbs of an individual body, every segment

guarantee the order of global society as a political body. On the other

of society has its own organic place and function in the political body of a

hand, some contemporary "republican" authors seek a new social contract
between society and the sovereign, now at a global level, in order to allevi

constitutional republic.
Since later we will discuss this alternative with English and French ex

ate the excesses and reduce the conflicts of the new world order. They as

amples, referring to Hobbes and Rousseau, let us pose it now in the Ger

sume once again that sovereignty resides within the global society, based

man tradition of legal theory. The most developed example of the first

on implicit principles or values, and their goal is to extend the modern po

stream is the German conception of

litical institutions beyond national boundaries and establish a cosmopoli

government or empire, is really a

Reich, which, whether translated as
Gemeinschaft, that is, a community of

tan governance through a global constitutional order, creating thereby a

.
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global political body. We will argue i n part 3 that neither of these versions

the seeds o f " a tropical growth o f new legal strucrures."76 Our contempo

of global society allows for a full conception of democracy because, by

rary interregnum, in which the modern national paradigm of political

continuing to organize all elements of society in an organic body politic,

bodies is passing toward a new global form, is also populated by an abun

they necessarily reduce the differences and freedom of the parts and estab

dance of new structures of power. The only thing that remains constantly

lish hierarchies among them. A democratic multitude cannot be a political

present and never leaves the scene is power itself.

body, at least not in the modern form. The multitude is something like
singular flesh that refuses the organic unity of the body.
Here we should focus, first of all, on the fact that none of these theo

To avoid confusion we should emphasize that we are not arguing here
that in this interregnum nation-states are no longer powerful but tather
that their powers and functions are being transformed in a new global

ries will understand the new nature of the global political body without

framework. Too often in contemporary discussions about globalization

recognizing how it is composed of divisions and hierarchies that are

authors assume that this is an exclusive alternative: either nation-states are

equally economic and political. The organs of the political body are really

still important or there has been a globalization of the figures of authority.

primarily economic divisions, and thus a critique of political economy is

We must understand instead that both are true: nation-states remain im

necessary to understand the body's

We should focus second on

portant (some, of course, more than others), but they have nonetheless

the fact that these modern traditions of constructing the body politic can

been changed radically in the global context. Sask.ia Sassen calls this a pro

not grasp the new forms of the global political body because they are so

cess of "denationalization." States continue to play a crucial role in deter

dependent on national models. When these theories do not continue to

mining and maintaining the legal and economic order, she argues, but

pose power and sovereignty strictly in terms of nation-states or clusters of

their actions are increasingly oriented not toward national interests but

nation-states, they merely expand the modern national concepts and insti

rather toward the emerging global power structure.77 There is no contra

tutions to a larger regional or even global scale. The recent processes of

diction between the nation-state and globalization from this perspective.

globalization and specifically the declining sovereignty of the nation-states

States continue to perform many of their traditional functions in the in

have undermined the conditions that made possible the modern construc

terregnum but are transformed by the emerging global power they tend

tion of a political body. The global political body is not merely a national

increasingly to serve.

anatomy.

The critique of political economy must address this interregnum and

body grown overlarge. It has a new physiologyJ5
We are in a period of transition or, better, interregnum. Historians

recognize how its temporal transition corresponds to a spatial transforma

have debated for centuries who rules in periods of interregnum and how

tion of global power. Economic wealth and power continue to be distrib

the bases of new institutions are constructed, but one thing that is clear is

uted unevenly across the world today, but the national lines that used ro

that there is never a vacuum of power. Power may at times be more widely

define the map of power are shifting. The concepts of uneven development

distributed or at others divided between two or several rulers, but the only

and unequal exchange, which were battlehorses of third worldis{ econo

thing that can never exist is a total absence of power, a void. In effect, when

mists in the 1 9605, were meant ro highlight the radical difference of the

scholars use the term

periods they usually re

level of exploitation between first and third world countries.7� The con

an absence of power but merely to institutional chaos, excesses

cepts helped explain the stubborn persistence of global divisions and hier

or defects of the p roduction of norms, or conflicts among powers-and all

archies-why rich countries stayed rich and poor countries poor. Uneven

of this was certainly present in England's seventeenth-century interreg

development describes how the privileged countries of the world create

fer not

(0

anarchy to characterize such

num as it is in today's era of globalization. As Joseph Schumpeter says,

ever more advanced regimes of productivity and profit with the support

J USt when it seems that the field is clear and empty, there are really already

and at the expense of the subordinated countries. Unequal exchange refers
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to the fact that the production in poor countries is constantly undervalued

tional" we should call these, following James Mittelman, "global divisions

in the world market, so that in fact poor countries subsidize the rich, not

of labor and power."80 The concept of global divisions of labor and power

vice versa. Moreover, these systems of inequality were thought to represent

implies, on the one hand, that it is not possible to determine in a fixed way

a contradiction within capitalist development that could, under certain po

the degrees of development and exploitation but that one has to recognize

litical conditions, threaten to bring down the entire scaffolding of capitalist

instead the shifting status of the divisions among geographical areas and

rule. Capitalist globalization, however, has managed to solve this problem

among populations. The global divisions are the results and the objects of

in the worst possible way-not by making labor relationships equal in

power struggles. On the other hand, it implies that an equilibrium of stable

countries throughout the world but rather by generalizing the perverse

divisions is achieved only through the imposition of rules that normalize,

mechanisms of unevenness and inequality everywhere. Today there is un

naturalize, and control the divisions. One complex example of the shifting

even development and unequal exchange between the richest and poorest

lines of hierarchy and exploitation under the control of the global system is

neighborhoods of Los Angeles, between Moscow and Siberia, between the

the rising and falling economic fortunes of the so-called Asian dragons and

center and periphery of every European city, between the northern and

tigers. In the 1 980s these economies were transformed by what some econ

southern rims of the Mediterranean, between the southern and northern

omists call "peripheral Fordism," in which industrial production exported

islands of Japan-one could continue indefinitely. In both South-Central

from the dominant countries helped fuel dramatic economic development

Los Angeles and Lagos, Nigeria, there are processes of biopolitical dump

under the guidance of the global economic powers and institutions, such as

ing through the differentiation of the price of labor power so that the labor

the IMF. The economies of South Korea, Singapore, and other Southeast

of certain workers has more value, the labor of others less, and the labor of

Asian countries soared up the global hierarchy, in some cases well above the

some has almost no economic value at all. There are still, of course, speak

pack of midlevel countries such as India and Brazil. The economic crisis in

ing in general and approximate terms, important differences among na

the late 1 990s, however, struck these same countries particularly hard, and,

tions and between the large geographical zones of the world, between

still under the guidance of the global economic institutions, their star fell in

Europe and Mrica, between North and South America, between the global

the global hierarchy almost as fast as it had risen.8] The topography of

north and the global south, but these are not homogeneous zones. The lines

global divisions of labor, poverty, and exploitation, in short, is a shifting

of hierarchy and division are much more complex. One has to be a geogra

matrix of politically constructed hierarchies. We will consider in more de

pher today to map the topography of exploitation.79

tail in the next section some of the political institutions that rule over these

The global political body is defined not only by global divisions of labor
but also by closely related global divisions of power. The classic textbooks

hierarchies of the global system.
Finally we should add, as in a sinister cookbook, one final ingredient

of political economy by Adam Smith and David Ricardo present the inter

that completes the recipe of the global topography of poverty and ex

national divisions of labor as if they were natural phenomena that intelli

ploitation, one final portion about demography, the social science most

gent capitalists, knowledgeable of the various costs and benefits, could put

firmly linked to biopower. Already in nineteenth-century England, Thomas

to use. There have always been, however, hierarchies of power that coordi

Malthus, an economist and Anglican minister, warned of the catastrophic

nate and maintain these international divisions of labor, from colonial ad

consequences of overpopulation. It is not uncommon today to hear simi

ministrations to postcolonial power relations. The divisions of labor and

lar calls for population control from international aid organizations and

the hierarchies of power in the global system are so intimately related that

the NGO community. What these organizations propose (in charitable

they must be grasped together. And furthermore, these divisions tend to

and humanitarian tones) is often in fact dictated and enacted in much

day not to run strictly along national lines so that rather than "interna-

more sinister terms by the major international agencies and national

.
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exclusion,

governments. Today's Malthusianism often takes the form of withholding

apartheid is not simply a system of

from some populations aid for food or sanitation infrastructure and even

tions were simply cut off, worthless, and disposable. In the global Empire

as if subordinated popula

coercive sterilization campaigns. The strategies of national and interna

today, as it was before in South Mrica, apartheid is a productive system of

tional organizations are complemented here by the thirst for profit of the

hierarchical inclusion

multinational corporations, who are disinclined to invest in the most im

labor and poverty of the many. The global political body is in this way

poverished parts of the world and sometimes even refuse to sell them

also an economic body defined by the global divisions of labor and power.

that perpetuates the wealth of the few through the

medicines at prices they can afford. Poverty and disease become indirect
tools of population control. We are certainly in favor of birth control and
family-planning programs that are adopted voluntarily. Most discussions

A TR IP TO D AVOS

of demographic explosions and population crises, however, we should be
clear, are not really oriented toward either bettering the lives of the poor or

Davos, Switzerland, is the place where each year, except when protests

maintaining a sustainable total global population in line with the capaci

make it impractical, the financial, industrial, and political oligarchies of the

ties of the planet but are rather concerned primarily with which social

world go for a few days in winter to hold the World Economic Forum and

groups reproduce and which do not. The crisis, in other words, is specifi

plan the destiny of capitalist globalization. Many of the proponents and

cally that poor populations are increasing both in the dominant and subor

detractors of the present world order conceive of globalization as if it were

dinated pans of the world. (Liberal economic theories of population

determined by an unregulated capitalism-with free markets and free

control, ever since the time when Reverend Malthus tested them in his

trade-which often goes by the name of "neoliberalism." A brief trip to

Anglican parish, have always detested the poor's disgusting proclivity to

snow-covered Davos, however, can help dispel this notion of an unregu

reproduce.) This is particularly clear when we link the talk of population

lated capitalism because there we can see clearly the need for leaders of ma

crisis to the catastrophic announcements that white populations, espe

jor corporations to negotiate and cooperate with the political leaders of the

cially in Europe, are declining both in absolute terms and more dramati

dominant nation-states and the bureaucrats of the supranational economic

cally relative to nonwhite populations in Europe and worldwide. The

institutions. And there too we can see that the national and global levels of

fundamental crisis, in other words, is that the color of the global popula

political and economic control do not, in fact, conflict with each other but

tion is changing, becoming darker. It is difficult to separate most contem

actually work together hand in glove. At Davos, in short, we can see the in

porary projects of population control from a kind of racial panic. This is

stitutional relationships that support and regulate the global political and

primarily what leads to the political machinations and the global state of

economic system. This is a nerve center of the global body politic.

demographic alert. The reproduction of life must be adjusted to preserve

The most important lesson to learn from Davos is simply that such a

the hierarchies of global space and guarantee the reproduction of the po

meeting is necessary: the economic, political, and bureaucratic elites of the

as

world need to work together in constant relation. In more general terms, it

litical order of capital. This is perhaps the basest form of biopower: if

they used to say numbers are power, then the reproduction of all popula
tions must be controlled.
In the contemporary period of transition, the global interregnum, we

no economic market can exist without po
litical order and regulation. If by free market one means a market that is au

demonstrates the old lesson that

tonomous and spontaneous, free from political controls, then there is no such

can see emerging a new topography of exploitation and economic hierar

thing as a free market at all. It is simply a myth. With the persistence of

chies the lines of which run above and below national boundaries. We are

this myth it seems that the nostalgia for the old Indian Bureau, where the

living in a system of global apartheid. We should be clear, however, that

great economists of the British Empire who circulated fearlessly between

.
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the Foreign Office and the Bank of England were trained, is still alive and

political and legal controls over corporations and economic markets but

powerfu1. Even the free market of British capitalism's liberal heyday in the

indicates rather shifts in the lcinds of controls. The constant interplay be

mid-nineteenth century, however, was created and sustained by state

tween global market forces and legal or political institutions can be

power, an articulated legal structure, national and international divisions

grouped into three general categories or levels: private agreements and pri

economic market is always

vate forms of authority in the global market that are created and managed

necessarily embedded in a social market and ultimately in political struc
tures of power. 82 Those who advocate freeing markets or trade from state

by corporations themselves; regulatory mechanisms established through

of labor, wealth, and power, and so forth.

An

control are not really aslcing for less political control but merely a

kind of political control.

different

It is not a question of whether the state is weak or

strong or whether political forces intervene in the economy. It is only a
question of

how the state and other political forces will intervene.

trade agreements between nation-states that directly control specific prac
tices of international trade and production; and general norms that oper
ate at the international or global level and are supported by international
or supranational institutions.

Later in

The first level is characcerized by the many emerging forms of private

this chapter we will investigate how political and legal intervention is nec

authority whereby businesses govern global economic activity outside the

essary today to protect and expand the realm of private property. For now,

controls of nation-states or other governmental structures.84 One example

it is sufficient to illustrate this point simply by referring to the fact that po

of such private authority is the new, global form of

litical control is needed to placate and defeat labor struggles against capital.

merchant." Lex

mercatoria

lex mercatoria, or "law

traditionally names a legal system that has al

Behind every labor negotiation stands political power and its threat of

lowed merchants or businesses (particularly shipping, insurance, banlcing,

force. If there were no political regulation, that is, no relationship of force

and commercial enterprises) to make contracts independently in areas out

to solve labor conflicts, then there would be no capitalist market. This is,

side of state controls based on shared customary legal understandings.85

for example, how neoliberalism triumphed in the late twentieth century.

Lex

That period of market freedom would not have existed if Prime Minister

trade among merchants in medieval Europe at centers outside the jurisdic

Thatcher had not defeated the miners in Wales and if President Reagan
had not destroyed the union of air traffic controllers. All the proponents of

mercatoria

originally referred to the legal structures that governed

tions of all the sovereign powers. Today in the world market there is an ex
tensive realm of private business contracts that might be considered a new
One can certainly imagine many instances when businesses

free markets know deep down that only political regulation and force allow

lex mercatoria.

for the free market. The compatibility between political control and eco

need a legal framework that does not depend on any one national legal sys

nomic markets is clear, furthermore, when we look at the form and man
agement of business firms themselves. Throughout the twentieth century,

tem but rather functions outside and supplements the national structures
in the realm of global business. Imagine, for example, that at their offices

scholars have noted how the institutional structures of corporations and

in New York a French company contracts with a German company to de

state offices develop to resemble each other ever more closely and how

liver a supply of oil from its wells in Kazakhstan. Does U.S. law govern the

business firms become ever more solidly inserted into public institutions.83

contract or French, German, or Kazakhstan law? The customary structures

It should be no surprise that the same few individuals so often pass effort

of

lex mercatoria are intended ra address such cases and provide a common

lessly from the highest government offices to corporate boardrooms and

framework. Indeed many of the business contracts signed in raday's global

back in the course of their careers. The business, bureaucratic, and politi

economy are not validated by nation-states but simply constructed by the

cal elites are certainly no strangers when they gather at the World Eco

law firms that serve the multi- and transnational corporations.

nomic Forum. They already know each other quite well.
Globalization therefore does not mean an end or even a lessening of
1 68

Today's lex

mercatoria and

the markets it regulates are much more ex

tensive than in the past. Markets have changed not only with respect to
.
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space and time-exchangeable goods no longer ride on the back of the mule
of the Florentine merchant to Burgundy but travel at high speeds across the

different national markets must be stable and configured similarly to one
another. Most important, the rights of capital, such as the rights to defend

globe-and not only with respect to the narure of the goods exchanged,

property and control labor, must be guaranteed similarly in the different

which now include all kinds of immaterial goods, such as services, ideas,

national markets to allow productive activities to engage one another with

images, and codes. The markets we speak of today have also extended their

a continuous circulation and minimum friction. Furthermore, since pri

domain to all aspects of economic life, encompassing now not only circula

vate law always depends on public law to guarantee obligations and sanc

tion but also the production of both material and immaterial goods, and

tions, !ex

even the social reproduction of populations. Furthermore, the regulation

regulation of business interactions requires legal sanction. Nation-states

that the new !ex mercatoria exerts over these markets is more extensive. Eco

stand behind international business contracts and carry constantly the

mercatoria turns out to be completely insufficient when the

nomic theories that focus on "transaction costs," for example, that is, costs

threat of sanction. Some nation-states, of course, wield overwhelming au

other than the money price incurred in trading goods or services, highlight

thority and others almost none at all. Perhaps we should say that law in

the capacity of self-management of businesses in the field of international

this context represents not really the opportunity of all but the privilege of

trade and detail the minimum conditions that make this possible. The ele

the few.

ments of market cohesion that such theories identify as necessary condi

At a second level we find that nation-states provide a more substantial

tions really become in this context rules of conduct or legal norms for

notion of global governance, which introduces stronger elements of au

interactions among businesses. To the extent that corporations and their

thority. Bilateral and multilateral trade agreements between and among

law firms develop an international and even global regime of !ex mercatoria

nation-states are one way in which relations of authority and force are

and thereby establish the normative processes that regulate globalization,

codified and institutionalized on a higher, more general level. Interna

capital creates in its weakest form a kind of "global governance without

tional trade agreements have long existed, but now they are tending to

government. " The resulting regime of global law is no longer a captive o f

create truly global forms of authority. The World Trade Organization

state structures and n o longer takes the form of written codes or preestab

(WTO) is perhaps the most visible example of such a global institution.

lished rules but is purely conventional and customary. Law here is not an

The WTO is a real forum for the global aristocracy, in which we see ex

external constraint that regulates capital but rather an internal expression

pressed clearly all the antagonisms and contradictions among nation

of agreement among capitalists. This is really a kind of capitalist utopia.
The generality of this "law through contracts" developed in the new lex

mercatoria and the governing capacity of corporate law firms, however,

states, including their conflicting interests, their unequal powers, and their
tendency to align along north-south divisions. This second level is the
realm in which we can recognize most clearly the interregnum halfway on

should not be exaggerated. The dream of capital's self-rule is, in fact, very

the path from national and international law to global or imperial law,

lex mercatoria has

where a new global governance is supported by a vast array of legal au

limited. It is true that to a certain extent the new global

been able to develop in the period of interregnum because the grasp of
nation-states on the powers of economic regulation has been loosened and
corporations are partially able to pry themselves away. One should never

thorities, normative systems, and procedures. In the contradictory new
global economic order that is emerging through international agreements,
there are woven together both globalizing tendencies and resurgent na

forget, however, that the private authority that emerges in this realm of

tionalist elements, both liberal proposals and self-interested perversions of

business contracts can exist only with the backing of political authorities:

liberal ideals, both regional political solidarities and neocolonial operations

behind every utopia of capitalist self-government there is a strong, sup

of commercial and financial domination. We can recognize the resurgent

porting political authority. For such a system to function, for example, the

economic nationalism, for example, in the way the most powerful countries
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impose protectionist measures as soon as an important sector of their own

global institutions. At this global level, the sources of legitimation are in

national economy, such as steel production or agriculture, is affected ad

ternal to the system, which is to say, the economic, political, and legal de

versely by global markets. The self-interested perversions of liberal ideals

cisions tend to coincide with one another. The principal supranational

can be seen in the way that antitrust laws, adopted by the most dominant

institutions, of course, do have very different functions and divergent in

countries, aimed at defending competition in the national economy are

stitutional cultures, which can at times lead to conflict and criticism

weakened and subverted in order to allow monopoly practices an destroy

among the agencies. In general terms, one could say that the IMF is dom

�

competition on the international level. With regard to financial domina

inated by economic technicians whereas many working at the World Bank

tion, one need only look at the restrictive monetary policies imposed on

and the UN aid agencies have an ethics of social welfare close to that of

various regions, such as those dictated by the euro in Eastern Europe and

the NGO community.8s Despite such differences, however, we will argue,

by the Latin American currency boards that link national currencies to the

these supranational institutions exercise common and coherent economic

dollar. Despite the coexistence of these contradictory elements, the tendency

and political controls.

toward the formation of a global economic order is irreversible. Precisely in

The IMF is perhaps the most ideologically coherent of the suprana

this regard, some scholars have recognized that the transformations of sov

tional economic institutions. It was founded at Brenon Woods in 1 944 to

ereignty imposed by globalization have given rise not to a simple subtrac

regulate international monetary cooperation and to preserve the stability

tion of power from the nation-states but rather a global sovereignty that is

of international financial markets between the victors and the vanquished

more "complex."86

of the Second World War, and thus its mandate was explicitly to avoid the

Finally, at a third level we find the most clearly institutionalized ele

monetary disaster that resulted from the peace of Versailles. In the final

ments of the regulatory apparatus of the global economy. Many of these

decades of the twentieth century, however, the IMF substantially modi

institutions, such as the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund

fied its mission along three primary axes: globalization of trade, financial

(IMF), and the economic development organizations of the United Na

ization of markets, and global integration of the circuits of production.

tions, were created at the end of the Second World War to regulate the old

The IMF is thus charged with developing a way to govern the new forms

international order, but they have gradually transformed their functions to

of global social production (which are now post-Fordist, postmodern, and

match the needs of the changing economic order. These supranational

defined by the biopolitical condition of the multitude) through financial

economic institutions are governed by representatives of the member

mechanisms. The basic project of the IMF has become forcing states to

states but not with equal voting power. Whereas in the WTO each nation

abandon Keynesian social programs and adopt monetarist policies. It dic

has one vote, the World Bank and IMF have a strange "one doliar, one

tates for ailing and poor economies a neoliberal formula that includes

vote" system, such that voting rights are proportional to monetary contri

minimal spending on public welfare, privatization of public industry and

butions. In 2003, for example, the United States controlled more than 1 7

wealth, and the reduction of public debt. This formula, which has come

percent of the total votes i n the IMF> which has 1 83 member countries,

to be known as the "Washington Consensus," has always been criticized

and the other G7 countries together a total of more than 46 percent.S7

from outside and also from within the supranational economic institu

The proportions of votes in the World Bank are roughly the same. And yet

tions.89 Some object on economic grounds, for example, to the way that

the institutions are not completely controlled by the voting member states,

the policies have been applied as an invariable model in different countries

which not infrequently leads to expressions of irritation from powerful

without regard for national specificity and without accounting for the rela

members such as the United States. Like all large bureaucracies, they de

tionship between monetary policies and social dynamics. Others object

velop a limited autonomy and function as not international but properly

more generally to the political agenda of the Washington Consensus

.
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model: a monetary policeman is never neutral and always supports a spe

bles among the IMF, the World Bank, and the other supranational agen

cific political regime. After the economic disasters in Southeast Asia in

cies to see the general design that, despite these conflicts, unites the in

1 997 and Argentina in 2000, which have been largely blamed on the IMF,

stitutions. The fact of having different functions and even different

the model has been even more widely criticized. And yet, despite the criti

institutional cultures does not mean that these institutions act in ways that

cism and the economic failures, the IMF continues to dictate neoliberal

are contradictory one to the other. A general constraint in the final in

monetarist policies that are largely unchanged.

stance determines and unites the activities of all these institutions, since

At the other end of the spectrum of the global institutions, the World

their legitimacy resides ultimately in the ends of their political design, that

Bank continually announces projects dedicated to social welfare, aimed at

is, at a most basic level, the project to establish a liberal order for the global

problems such as global poverty and hunger. The World Bank was created

capitalist market. Consider a hypothetical example: if two countries have

together with the IMF in 1 944 and charged with supporting the economic

economies that are equally in crisis and performing equally badly, the IMF

development of the subordinated countries, primarily through loans for

may impose strict terms of austerity to the one that is more a threat to the

specific projects. In the course of its history, and particularly during the

global neoliberal order (one where perhaps the elements of class struggle

tenure of Robert McNamara from 1 968 to 1 98 1 , the Bank has focused

are strong, such as Argentina) and not apply those dictates to the one that

increasing attention on poverty.90 There are indeed numerous individuals

is a necessary element in the maintenance of global order (such as Turkey,

working in the World Bank and various UN umbrella organizations, such

which serves now as an essential piece in the construction of imperial order

as the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), who are doing their ut

in the Middle East). Consequently, the World Bank and the WTO will

most to reduce global poverty and lessen the divisions of global apartheid.

provide more financial assistance and more commercial advantages for the

No one should deny their convictions or minimize the good that comes of

latter than the former. The norms and regulations dictated by these insti

their efforts, but neither should we ignore the real limitations that ftustrate

tutions are, of course, not always uniform and continuous, but despite ob

them every day. One of the greatest restrictions from the perspective of

stacles and conflicts they do operate within a general band of agreement.

those working in these institutions is that they are forced to work with and

At this point we can begin to see the general design in which the three

funnel money through state governments. All the corruption, political divi

levels of regulatory apparatuses work together in a combined structure of

sions, and economic, racial, and gender hierarchies of these states thus be

capitalist market forces and legal-political institutions to form a quasi

come necessarily part of the development or aid projects, often distorting

global government or a global quasi-government. The first level is the self

or destroying their intended effects. Many wish they could work directly

regulation of capitalist interactions in the interest of guaranteeing profits;

with the populations and circumvent the states, but the mandate of all

the second involves mediations among nation-states that build consensus

these international agencies requires that they work only with states and

at an international level; and the third is the constituent project of the cre

not interfere with their internal political affairs. The only solution they

ation of a new global authority. The contractual agreements of the new

have is to bind these states by putting conditions on aid-limiting corrup

global lex

mercatoria,

the national and regional trade policies and agree

tion by undermining state sovereignty. Even when the World Bank does

ments, and the supranational economic institutions coordinate with each

confront social problems such as poverty or migration, it has to make these

other to legislate the global economy to preserve and reproduce the cur

projects consistent with and supportive of the global order. As a result, as

rent order. They must all, for example, strive to create and maintain the

we will see in part 3, many criticize the types of projects that the World

market conditions necessary to guarantee contracts between corporations.

Bank encourages and lament the debts that it leaves for states to repay.

The interests of the most wealthy and powerful corporations and nations,

We need to take a step back from the differences and the family squab.
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global divisions of labor and power,
preserve at the most basic level are the
political body. That is why the image
the hierarchies that define the global
red Davos is such a useful stand
of cozy personal encounters in snow-cove
. Corporate leaders cannot do
point from which to understand the system
als or supranational bureaucrat s.
it on their own, neither can national offici
They need to work together.
national economic institutions, as
Some who protest against the supra
be reformed or even abolished be
we will see in part 3, demand that they
ions and hierarchies of wealth and
cause they serve to maintain the divis
to keep in mind, however, how
power in the world . We need constantly
l
with the other two levels of globa
these institutions function together
ective of this complex whole we can
economic regulation. From the persp
World Bank would not lessen the
see that eliminating the IMF or the
or institution would have to rise to
global hierarchies. Another organism
worse, there would simply be less
fill its role in the overall structure, or,
and states-a dangerous situation
regulation of the dominant businesses
the rest of us. Reforming the suprana
for capital and a certain disaster for
ble only within certain limits be
tional institutions, furthermore, is possi
d to reproduce the current global
cause, as we said, they are constraine
, are the systemic limitations that
order. More important ultimately, then
supranational economic institutions
will block any substantial reform. The
and business leaders to reproduce
must work along with national officials
its internal hierarchies, and the mar
the global economic order along with
l. This is the hard rock that will crush
gin of flexibility on this point is smal
any serious effort of reform.

omy, such as the new lex

mercatoria, along with all the mechanisms of in

ternational trade and the macroeconomic equilibria that make them possi
ble, went into crisis. The dominant nation-states had to intervene to
guarantee all levels of economic interactions-financial transactions, in
surance relationships, air transportation, and so forth. The crisis gave a
quick reminder of just how much capital needs a sovereign authority
standing behind it, a truth that rises up into view every time there are seri
ous cracks in the market order and hierarchy.
The big government that guarantees market order must be in part a
military power. Capital occasionally has to call on an army to force open
unwilling markets and stabilize existing ones. In the early nineteenth cen
tury, for example, British capital needed the British military to open up
the Chinese market with its victory in the Opium War. This is not to say,
however, that all military actions are explained by specific economic inter
ests. It is not adequate to think, for example, that the U.S.-led military ac
tions in recent decades-Mghanistan and Iraq, much less Somalia, Haiti,
and Panama-were primarily directed at a specific economic advantage,
such as access to cheap oil. Such specific goals are secondary. The primary
link between military action and economic interest exists only at a much
more general level of analysis, abstract from any particular national inter

Military force must guarantee the conditions for the functioning of the
world market, guaranteeing, that is, the divisions of labor and power of the

est.

global political body. This effort is paradoxical, however, because the rela
tionship between security and profits cuts two ways. On one hand, the de
ployment of state military power is necessary to guarantee the security of
the global markets but, on the other hand, the security regimes tend to
raise national borders and obstruct the global circuits of production and

BI G GOVER N M ENT IS BAC K

trade that had been the basis of some of the greatest profits. The United
States and other military powers must discover a way to make the interests

Big government actually never went away, but certainly it has become
more clearly evident in recent years, especially since September 1 1 , 200 1 .
The various military and legal projects for global security led primarily by
the United States since that date, for example, are oriented in part toward
stabilizing and guaranteeing the global economic order. In some respects,
after September 1 1 the private forms of authority over the global econ.
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of security and economic profits compatible and complementary.
We should be clear that the newly prominent need for a big govern
ment to support the economy, especially since September 1 1 , does not rep
resent in any way a return to Keynesianism. Under Keynesianism the
nation-state supported the stability and growth of the economy by provid
ing mechanisms to mediate the conflicts and interests of the working class
.
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and in the process expanded the social demand for production. The forms

without undermining economic profits. As Tacitus says, when the republic

of sovereignty we see now, on the contrary, reside completely on the side

is at its most corrupt, the laws are most numerous, but, we should add,

of capital without any mediatory mechanisms to negotiate its conflictual

these laws, numerous as they are, cannot prevent the corruption because it

relationship with labor. It is interesting in this regard how ambivalent the

is essential to the system.

position of capital is when risk is the dominant characteristic of economic

The issue of corruption becomes even more contradictory when it is

activity and development, and indeed of all social interaction. The world

combined with military actions in projects of "democratic transitions"

is a dangerous place, and the role of big government and military inter

and "nation building." The task of these projects is not only to create a

vention is to reduce risks and provide security while maintaining the pres

stable and peaceful regime but also a regime that functions (usually in very

ent order.

subordinate fashion) within the global economic and political system, as

Big government is also necessary for economic regulation, but in the

an organ of the global body politic. The example that stands behind all

present context this turns our to be j ust as paradoxical as its military role.

the contemporary projects of nation building in this regard is the integra

Just as September 1 1 was a brutal reminder of the need for security, the

tion of the former Soviet Union into the global capitalist market. As the

Enron scandal was a reminder of the need for big government to combat

former Soviet economies were transformed to adapt to the global divisions

corruption . The Enron scandal was significant not only because so many

of labor and power, privatized state industries and exclusive import-export

investors were affected and such prominent politicians had close ties to the

licenses were transferred according to family and political connections to

corporation but also and most important because the corrupt business

create the enormous fortunes of the new oligarchs. At the same time pow

practices were widely seen not as an isolated case but rather a generalized

erful Russian mafias emerged in control of a wide range of criminal activ

phenomenon that implicated a common way of doing business. The En

ities. "Democratic transition," we learned, is a code phrase for corruption.

ron executives and the Arthur Andersen auditors are certainly not the only

Such corruption may conflict with the need for a stable national political

ones to engage in such forms of strategic misrepresentation. It is perhaps

regime but at the same time facilitate integration into the global economic

not surprising that in this period of inrerregnum corruption would be

market. There is no need to be surprised, in any case, when such forms

come generalized. The weakening of national legal regulations, the pre

of corruption emerge during the long processes of nation building in

eminence of unwrirten rules over codified norms, and the weak form of

Afghanistan and Iraq.

governance make it open season for the profit hunters. Anytime there is a
passage from one regime to another, where the old rules no longer hold
and the new have not solidly taken effect, corruption triumphs. The task

LI FE ON THE M AR KET

of big government fighting corruption becomes paradoxical, however,
when the regulation disrupts the normal business practices that are basic

One of the fundamental tasks of big government is the protection of pri

to profits. The Enron disaster was not just a marter of falsified accounts

vate property. Ever since there was property there was theft, counterfeit

but also the risky practice of financial speculation with energy futures,

ing, corruption, sabotage, and other like transgressions. It is obvious that

which had direct and disastrous consequences for the California energy

all mobile forms of material property, such as cars and jewelry, are con

market. This accepted practice is a form of corruption. One might think

stantly in danger of being stolen. Immobile forms of material property

of inflated stock market values as another kind of corruption that states

too run the risk of being damaged through sabotage or simple vandalism.

are charged with combating. The chairman of the Federal Reserve and the

Even land, that most secure form of property, suffers from insecurity. All

central bankers have to calm the irrational exuberance of the markets

private property, in other words, has always required police protection,

.
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but in the paradigm of immaterial production there is an expansion of

exchanges among users the recorded music no longer functioned as private

immaterial property, which is even more volatile and uncontrollable, pos

property in that it became common. This is an extension well beyond the

ing new security problems. As property becomes ethereal, it tends to slip

traditional conceptions of theft or piracy in the sense that it is not merely

through the grasp of all the existing mechanisms of protection, requiring

the transfer of property from one owner to another but a violation of the

expanded protection efforts on the part of the sovereign authority.
The new and increased security risks of immaterial property are due

private character of the property itself-perhaps a kind of social piracy.
The Napster site was evenrually closed down on the grounds that it facili

primarily to the very same qualities that make these goods useful and valu

tated the infringement of copyright, but there are innumerable other ex

able in the first place. Computer programs and data banks, for example,

amples on the Web of texts, information, images, and other immaterial

are made vulnerable to destruction and corruption by the general connec

forms of private property that are illegally made freely accessible and re

tivity of computer systems. Computer viruses, worms, and the like func

producible. Such examples point toward some of the enormous new diffi

tion as a form of sabotage, since, like the wooden clog thrown in to break

culties of policing private property.

the mechanical gears of the machine, they too use the machine's own
functioning for its destruction, but they present significantly greater diffi
culties for security than other forms of sabotage because they do not re
quire physical proximity. Computer sabotage only requires virtual access.
A more significant security problem than the destruction or corruption
of immaterial property through connectivity is reproducibility, which
does not threaten the property itself but simply destroys its private charac
ter. Many forms of illicit reproduction of immaterial products are quite
obvious and simple-reproducing written texts, computer software, or
audio and video property. They are so obvious because the social and eco
nomic utility of these immaterial forms of property depend precisely on
their being easily reproducible at low cost, through techniques from the
printing press and photocopy machine to digital recording. The repro- ·

ducibility that makes them valuable is exactly what threatens their private
character. Reproduction is, of course, very different from traditional forms
of theft, because the original property is not taken away from its owner;
there is simply more property for someone else. Private property is tradi
tionally based on a logic of scarcity-material property cannot be in two
places at once; if you have it I cannot have it-but the infinite repro
ducibility central to these immaterial forms of property directly under

Police activity and force, however, are really secondary in the establish
ment and preservation of private property; the primary force of big gov
ernment to protect private property must be not might but right, that is, a
legal structure that legitimates private ownership. New forms of property,
especially immaterial forms, require new and expanded legal mechanisms
for legitimation and protection. Many forms of immaterial property ap
pear immediately to be unjust with respect to the accepted norms and
thus require dramatic legal innovations. We can see this clearly, for exam
ple, in the case of "bioproperty," that is, life-forms that have become pri
vate property. Individual living beings, of course, have long been eligible
for private ownership, but at question here is a more general form of bio
property. Traditionally one can own one or ten or a hundred Holstein
cows or Macintosh apple trees, but one cannot own Holstein cow or Mac
intosh apple tree as a life-form. The general form has traditionally been
conceived to be part of nature and thus not eligible for ownership. Perhaps
the most celebrated and controversial new example of such bioproperty is

OncoMouse, the only animal type to date that has been patented. Du
Pont laboratories together with Harvard University created OncoMouse
by transplanting a human cancer-producing gene into a mouse. The
mouse is predisposed to developing cancerous rumors and is thus useful

interesting example because it poses the issue of reproduction in such a so

for oncological research.92 Du Pont sells individual mice as research tools,
but the novel aspect here is that Du Pont does not merely own individual

cial form. The Napster Web site provided the platform for numerous users

mice but the type of mouse as a whole.

mines any such construction of scarcity. 9 I The Napster experience is an

to freely share and copy recorded music in the form of mp3 files. In the
.
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was opened in the United States by a 1 980 Supreme Court decision that

Supreme Court ruled against him. The court reasoned that the University

allowed a patent to be issued not only on the process for making a novd

of California was the rightful owner of the cell line because a naturally oc

organism but on the organism itself. In 1 972, a microbiologist filed a

curring organism (on which his claim rests) is not patentable, whereas the

patent in the name of General Electric Company for bacteria that broke

information scientists derive from it is patentable because it is the result of

down crude oil and thus were useful in treating oil spills. The U.S. Patent

human ingenuity.94

and Trademark Office granted his patents both for the process of produc

Cases regarding ownership of the genetic information of plants, and

ing the bacteria and for the method of carrying the bacteria in straw float

thus ultimately the private ownership of seed and plant varieties, are de

ing on the water, but it refused his patent on the bacteria themselves. The

cided according to the same legal logic and similarly rest on the basis of

office reasoned that microorganisms are products of nature and thus not

immaterial labor. Consider, for example, the "seed wars," in which the pri

patentable. The Supreme Court, however, ruled that the microbiologist's

vate ownership of seeds and plant varieties have been contested along the

bacteria do not fall under that category because "his claim is not to a hith

global north-south divide.95 The global north is genetically poor in terms

erto unknown natural phenomenon but to a nonnaturally occurring man

of varieties of plants, and yet the vast majority of patented plant varieties

ufacture or composition of nature-a product of human ingenuity. . . . "93

are owned in the north; the global south is genetically rich in terms of

The Supreme Court reasoned in this case that the bacteria do not belong

plant varieties but poor in patents. Moreover, many of the patents owned

to nature because they are the result of human labor, and the exact same

in the north are based on information derived from the genetic raw mate

logic later established the basis for the patent of other life forms such as

rial found in plants in the south. The wealth of the north generates prof

OncoMouse.

its as private property, whereas the wealth of the south generates none

The legal innovation to protect such immaterial private property rests

since it is considered the common heritage of mankind. The legal basis for

on a recognition of immaterial labor; in other words, what we previously

the private ownership of plant varieties is fundamentally the same one op

considered part of nature and thus common property, the argument goes,

erative in the case of other living organisms, such as the oil spill bacteria

is really the product of human labor and invention, and thus eligible for

and Oncomouse, and refers explicitly to labor. The plants, plant varieties,

private ownership. This kind of innovation and expansion of the legal

and germplasm (that is, the genetic information encoded in the seed) are

protection of private property applies to a wide range of new forms of
property. One of the most complex and contested areas involves the own
ership of genetic information. It is worth recounting as illustration one of
the most widely discussed cases over the ownership of human genetic in
formation that is valuable for medical treatment and research. In 1 976 a
patient at the University of California medical center began treatment for
hairy-cell leukemia. The doctors recognized that his blood might have
special properties for the treatment of leukemia and, in 1 98 1 , they were
granted a patent in the name of the University of California on a T-cell
line-that is, a sequence of genetic information-developed from the pa
tient's blood; the potential value of the products derived for it was esti
mated at three billion dollars. The patient sued the university for
ownership of the T cells and the genetic information, but the California
.
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digible for private ownership if they are products of human labor and
thus not part of nature.%
This question of ownership seems to us the central issue in the current
debates over genetically modified foods. Some have sounded the alarm
that genetically modified Frankenfoods are endangering our health and
disrupting the order of nature. They are opposed to experimenting with
new plant varieties because they think that the authenticity of nature or
the integrity of the seed must not be violated.97 To us this has the smell of
a theological argument about purity. We maintain, in contrast, as we have
argued at length already, that nature and life as a whole are always already
artificial , and this is especially clear in the era of immaterial labor and
biopolitical production. That does not mean, of course, that all changes
are good. Like all monsters, genetically modified crops can be beneficial or
.
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harmful to society. The best safeguard is that experimentation be con

The turmeric patent was revoked, then, because its prior use had been

ducted democratically and openly, under common control, something

documented in scientific publications. One interesting aspect of the case,

that private ownership prevents. What we need most today in this regard

of course, is that it reveals different standards for traditional and scientific

are mobilizations that give us the power to intervene democratically in the

knowledges. One might say that the legal system recognizes as labor only

scientific process. Just like in the early days of the AIDS pandemic, ac

formal scientific activity and thus only its products are eligible for prop

tivists from groups like ACT-UP became specialists and challenged the

erty; traditional forms of the production of knowledge are not recognized

right of scientists to maintain exclusive control of research and policy,

as labor and thus their products are regarded as the common heritage of

so

too today activists need to become specialists in genetic modification and

humanity. 1 00

its effects in order to open the process up to democratic contro1.98 Fur

In all o f these cases, the right to the new forms o f property-microor

thermore, genetic modification has led to a flood of patents that transfer

ganisms, animals, plants, seed, and traditional knowledges-are depend

control from the farmers to the seed corporations. This functions as a key

ent on the claim that they are produced and that they are produced,

lever in the concentration of control over agriculture that we discussed

specifically, as knowledge, information, or code. Bioproperty, that is, the

earlier. The primary issue, in other words, is not that humans are chang

ownership of life-forms, relies on the production of the codes that define

ing nature but that nature is ceasing to be common, that it is becoming

life. This is a two-step legal logic: since life-forms are defined by code and

private property and exclusively controlled by its new owners.

code is produced, then the one who produced the code has the right to

The same logic of immaterial labor also serves as the legal basis fi

own the life-forms.

nally in the property disputes involving traditional knowledge. Consider,

Some of the most powerful critiques of today's enormous expansion of

first, the often-cited case of the neem tree in India. For centuries farmers

immaterial property and bioproperty claim that making the common pri

in India have ground the seeds of the neem tree and scattered them on

vate runs counter to the social good. One of the traditional arguments for

their fields in order to protect the crops from insects. Neem is a natural,

protecting immaterial goods such as ideas as private property is to encour

nontoxic pesticide that is not harmful to plants. In 1 985, W. R. Grace and

age creativity. Thomas Jefferson, for example, famously authored U.S.

Company, a multinational chemical corporation, applied for and was

patent law in order to support technological innovation, and, in our own

granted a patent for a neem-based pesticide that it marketed as organic,

time, the mandate of the UN-sponsored World Intellectual Property Or

nontoxic, and so forth. That patent was unsuccessfully challenged in U.S.
courts. In fact, between 1 98 5 and 1 998, forty patents were awarded to

ganization is to foster creativity and innovation by protecting intellectual
property. l O i Increasingly today, however, private ownership that limits

products based on the neem tree, some of them to Indian organizations

access to ideas and information thwarts creativity and innovation. Schol

and some not.99 In a very similar case, the University of Mississippi Med

ars and practitioners of Internet technologies have long insisted that

ical Center was granted a patent in 1 995 on the "Use of Turmeric in

whereas the early creativity of the cybernetic revolution and the develop

Wound Healing." In India, turmeric powder is a traditional remedy for

ment of the Internet were made possible by an extraordinary openness

healing scrapes and cuts and had been used for generations. In 1 996 the

and ccess to information and technologies, all of this is now being pro

�

Council of Scientific and Industrial Research of India challenged the

gressIVely closed at all levels: physical connections, code, and content. The

patent, and it was revoked. The patent was not revoked for the simple rea

privatization of the electronic "commons" has become an obstacle to fur

son of its common usage in India. U.S. legal authorities are not required

ther innovation. 102 When communication is the basis of production, then

to accept the evidence of traditional knowledge produced outside the

privatization immediately hinders creativity and productivity. Scientists in

United States unless they are recognized and cited in scientific journals.

microbiology, genetics, and adjacent fields similarly argue that scientific

.
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innovations and the advancement of knowledge is based on open collabo
ration and the free exchange of ideas, techniques, and information. Scien
tists are not generally driven to innovate by the potential of riches from
patents, although the corporations and universities that employ them cer
tainly are. The private ownership of knowledge and information is only an
obstacle to the communication and cooperation at the base of social and
scientific innovation.
It is no coincidence that so many scholars of intellectual property and
the Internet use terms like an electronic and creative commons or the new

enclosures of the Internet, because the current processes recall the earliest
period of capitalist development. If the processes of neoliberal privatiza
tion continue, in fact, our era could end up resembling the Baroque, the
period that emerged from the crisis of the European Renaissance. The ra
tional lucidity and the passionate realism of the "new humanity" of the
Renaissance had been exhausted and for expression-that is, for commu
nicating and creating the beautiful-the Baroque had to resort to hyper
bole and falsification. Behind the transformations of style and fashion, the
mystifications of language, and the betrayal of the ontological foundations
of knowledge, a more profound historical drama was taking place: the cri
sis of the first developments of manufacturing, the precipitous decline of
the productivity of labor, and, most important, the refeudalization of
agriculture along with the definitive privatization of the commons. The
happy beginnings of the manufacturing bourgeoisie and its "virtue" were
reduced, in the Baroque, to the "fortune" of the few, and the outlook for
the future was clouded by a general fear of the new classes of producers,
which bourgeois development itself had created. There is a distinct
Baroque, neofeudal flavor to today's privatizations-the privatization of
knowledges, information, communications networks, affective relation
ships, genetic codes, natural resources, and so forth. The rising biopoliti
cal productivity of the multitude is being undercut and blocked by the
processes of private appropriation.
The logic of the early period of capitalist development leads to a sec
ond type of challenge to the expansion of immaterial property and bio
property, one that addresses who has the right to ownership. Traditional
capitalist property law is based on labor: the one whose labor creates a
.
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good has the right to own it. I build a house and therefore it is mine. This
labor logic remains fundamental, as we have seen, in the new property dis
putes: when a judge rules that bacteria, a seed, or an animal type is right
fully owned by the scientist who created it, the labor logic of property is at
work. There is indeed a necessary relation between the fact that human
labor in the realm of immaterial production increasingly directly pro
duces life-forms and knowledges and the faa that ever more life-forms
and knowledges become private property. (The increasing importance of
immaterial property thus supports our earlier claim of a hegemony of im
material labor.) In this entire field of immaterial production, however, the
right or title to property is undercut by the same logic that supports it be
cause the labor that creates property cannot be identified with any indi
vidual or even group of individuals. Immaterial labor is increasingly a
common activity characterized by continuous cooperation among innu
merable individual producers. Who, for example, produces the informa
tion of genetic code? Or who, alternatively, produces the knowledge of a
plant's beneficial medical uses? In both cases, the information and knowl
edge is produced by h uman labor, experience, and ingenuity, but in nei
ther case can that labor be isolated to an individual. Such knowledge is
always produced in collaboration and communication, by working in
common in expansive and indefinite social networks-in these two cases
in the scientific community and the indigenous community. Scientists
themselves once again give the most eloquent testimonies to the fact that
knowledge and information are produced not by individuals but collec
tively in collaboration. And this collaborative, communicative, common
process of knowledge production characterizes equally all the other realms
of immaterial and biopolitical production. According to John Locke, la
bor creating private property is an extension of the body, but today that
body is increasingly common. The legal justification of private ownership

is undermined by the common, social nature of production. When the
traditional capitalist right or title to property declines, then there tends to

be nothing left to protect private property except violence.
The current paradoxes of immaterial property seem to make new again
the young Marx's humanist invectives against private property. "Private
property has made us so stupid and one-sided," he writes, that we denigrate
.
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all forms of being for the simple sense o f having. 103 All human senses, in
cluding knowing, thinking, feeling, loving-in short, all of life-is cor
rupted by private property. Marx makes clear, however, that he does not
want to go back to any kind of primitive communal ownership. He fo
cuses rather on the contradiction in the logic of capital that points toward a
new future resolution. On the one hand, as we have seen, capitalist private

2.3
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property rights are based on the individual labor of the producer, but on

The question of whether humanity has a predilection

the other hand capital continually introduces more collective and collabo

ward the good is preceded by the question whether there

to

rative forms of production: the wealth produced collectively by the work

exists an event that

ers becomes the private property of the capitalist. This contradiction

by that moral disposition. An event such as revolution.

can

be explained in no other way than

becomes increasingly extreme in the realm of immaterial labor and imma

Kant says that this phenomenon [of revolution] can no

us

longer be ignored in human history because it has re

terial property. Private property makes us stupid in part by making

vealed the existence in human nature of a disposition and

think that everything valuable must be owned privately by someone. Econ

a faculty toward the good, which until now no politics has

omists never tire of telling us that a good cannot be preserved and utilized

ever discovered in the course of events.

efficiently unless it is owned privately. The truth is, however, that the vast

- F R I E D R I C H N I ET Z S C H E

majority of our world is not private property, and our social life functions
only thanks to that fact. As we have seen in this chapter, in addition to tra
ditional forms of property such as land, industries, and railroads, new

We saw i n the last chapter how common productive flesh o f the multitude

goods, such as genetic information, knowledges, plants, and animals, are

has been formed into the global political body of capital, divided geo

becoming private property. This is an example of what we called earlier

graphically by hierarchies of labor and wealth, and ruled by a multilevel

the expropriation of the common. Still, we could not interact and com

structure of economic, legal, and political powers. We studied the physiol

municate in our daily lives if languages, forms of speech, gestures, meth

ogy and anatomy of this global body through the topology and topogra

ods of conflict resolution, ways of loving, and the vast majority of the

phy of exploitation. Our task now is to investigate the possibility that the

practices of living were not common. Science would come to a standstill if

productive flesh of the multitude can organize itself otherwise and dis

our great accumulations of knowledge, information, and methods of

cover an alternative to the global political body of capital. Our point of

study were not common. Social life depends on the common. Perhaps

departure is our recognition that the production of subjectivity and the

some day in the future we will look back and see how stupid we were in

production of the common can together form a spiral, symbiotic relation

this period to let private property monopolize so many forms of wealth,

ship. Subjectivity, in other words, is produced through cooperation and

posing obstacles to innovation and corrupting life, before we discovered

communication and, in turn, this produced subjectivity itself produces

how to entrust social life entirely to the common.

new forms of cooperation and communication, which in turn produce
new subjectivity, and so forth. In this spiral each successive movement
from the production of subjectivity to the production of the common is
an

innovation that results in a richer reality. Perhaps in this process of

metamorphosis and constitution we should recognize the formation of the
body of the multitude, a fundamentally new kind of body, a common
.
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body, a democratic body. Spinoza gives us an initial idea of what the

provided stable employment and a set of skills that allowed workers to de

anatomy of such a body might be. "The human body," he writes, "is com

velop and take pride in a coherent, lifelong career with a durable social

posed of many individuals of different natures, each of which is highly

connection centered on their jobs. The passage from Fordist to post

composite"-and yet this multitude of multitudes is able to act in com

Fordist labor arrangement, with the rise of service labor and "flexible,"

mon as one body. 104 If the multitude is to form a body, in any case, it will

"mobile," unstable types of employment, has destroyed these traditional

remain always and necessarily an open, plural composition and never be

forms of work, along with the forms of life they generated. Instability,

come a unitary whole divided by hierarchical organs. The traces of the

they lament, undermines character, trust, loyalty, mutual commitment,

multitude will present the same disposition and faculty toward the good

and family bonds.107 Such accounts of the decline of traditional social

that Kant finds in the revolutionary event.

forms and communities, tinged with nostalgia and regret, also correspond
to a certain extent with calls to patriotism from one stream of the U.S.
Left, which predated September 1 1 , 200 1 , but was strongly reinforced by

THE M ONSTROS I T Y OF THE FLES H

the events of that day. For these authors, love of country is another (and

Postmodern society is characterized by the dissolution of traditional social

anteeing the defeat of enemies abroad-hold at bay the anomie and indi

bodies. Both sides in the debate between "modernists" and "postffiod

vidualistic fragmentation that threatens our society at home. 108 In all of

ernists," which until recently inflamed academic and cultural discussions,

these cases, civic associations, work, family, and country, the ultimate ob

recognize this dissolution. What really divides them is that modernists

ject is the reconstruction of the unified social body and thus the re

want �o protect or resurrect the traditional social bodies and postmod

creation of the people.

perhaps the highest) form of community that will-in addition to guar

ernists accept or even celebrate their dissolution. 105 In the United States,

The mainstream European Left shares this sense of nostalgia for tradi

for example, many authors, facing the breakdown of traditional social or

tional social forms and communities, but in Europe it is most often ex

ganizations and the threat of a fragmented individualistic society, evoke

pressed not in laments of our current state of isolation and individualism

nostalgia for past social formations. Such projects of restoration-often

but in sterile repetitions of worn-out community rites. Community prac

based on family, church, and country-have long been a staple of the

tices that used to be part of the Left now become empty shadows of com

vision of the Right, but the most interesting and passionate recent pleas

munity that tend to lead to senseless violence, from rabid soccer-fan clubs

have emerged from the mainstream Left. Consider, for example, Robert

to charismatic religious cults and from revivals of Stalinist dogmatism to

Putnam's widely read account of the decline of civic and community

rekindled anti-Semitism. The parties and trade unions of the Left, in

organizations in the United States. Bowling clubs, bridge clubs, religious

search of the strong values of old, seem too often to fall back on old ges

organizations, and the like used to provide a basic means of social aggre

tures like an automatic reflex. The old social bodies that used to sustain

gation, forming social groups and a cohesive society. The decline of such

them are no longer there. The people is missing.

civic and community groups is a symptom of the general decline of all

Even when something that resembles the people does emerge on the

forms of social aggregation in the United States, Putnam argues, leaving

social scene in the United States, Europe, or elsewhere, it appears to the

the population not only bowling alone but living alone in a wide variety of

leaders of the institutional Left as something deformed and threatening.

ways. 106 A similar tone of nostalgia and regret for lost community domi

The new movements that have arisen in the last decades-from the queer

nates a series of popular studies about the recent changes in work. Tradi

politics of ACT-UP and Queer Nation to the globalization demonstra

tional forms of labor, such as factory labor and even more so craft work,

tions at Seattle and Genoa-are incomprehensible and threatening to

.
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them, and thus monstrous. It is true, in faer, that with modern instru

logically, despite constant innovation, a natural character-the natural

ments and models roday's social forms and even economic developments

identities, for example, of the family, the community, the people, and the

can only appear chaotic and incoherent. Events and facts seem to flash in

nation. In modernity the philosophies of vitalism could still protest

discrete, disconnected images rather than unfold in a coherent narrative.

against the damaging effects of technology, industrialization, and the

With modern eyes perhaps postmodernity is indeed characterized by the

commodification of existence by affirming the natural life force. Even in

end of grand narratives.

Martin Heidegger's critique of technology, when vitalism has become a

One should do away with all this nostalgia, which when not actually

kind of nihilism and aesthetics, there are echoes of the long tradition of

dangerous is at best a sign of defeat. In this sense we are indeed "post

existentialist resistance. I I O Every reference to life today, however, has to

modernists. " Looking at our postmodern society, in fact, free from any

point to an artificial life, a social life.

nostalgia for the modern social bodies that have dissolved or the people

The vampire is one figure that expresses the monstrous, excessive, and

that is missing, one can see that what we experience is a kind of social

unruly character of the flesh of the multitude. Since Bram Stoker's Count

flesh, a flesh that is not a body, a flesh that is common, living substance.

Dracula landed in Vicrorian England, the vampire has been a threat ro the

We need ro learn what this flesh can do. "The flesh," Maurice Merleau

social body and, in particular, to the social institution of the family. I I I

Ponty writes in a more philosophical register, "is not marter, is not mind,

The threat of the vampire is, first of all, its excessive sexuality. Its desire

is not substance. To designate it, we should need the old term "element,"

for flesh is insatiable, and its erotic bite strikes men and women equally,

in the sense it was used to speak of water, air, earth, and fire." I 09 The flesh

undermining the order of heterosexual coupling. Second, the vampire un

of the multitude is pure potential, an unformed life force, and in this

dermines the reproductive order of the family with its own, alternative

sense an element of social being, aimed constantly at the fullness of life.

mechanism of reproduction. New vampires are created by the bite of both

From this ontological perspective, the flesh of the multitude is an elemen

male and female vampires, forming an eternal race of the undead. The

tal power that continuously expands social being, producing in excess of

vampire thus functions in the social imagination as one figure of the mon

every traditional political-economic measure of value. You can try to har

strosity of a society in which the traditional social bodies, such as the fam

ness the wind, the sea, the earth, but each will always exceed your grasp.

ily, are breaking down. It should come as no surprise, then, that vampires

From the perspective of political order and control, then, the elemental

have become so prevalent in recent years in popular novels, film, and tele

flesh of the multitude is maddeningly elusive, since it cannot be entirely

vision. 1 1 2 Our contemporary vampires turn out to be different. The vam

corralled into the hierarchical organs of a political body.

pires are still social outsiders, but their monstrosity helps others to

This living social flesh that is not a body can easily appear monstrous.

recognize that we are all monsters-high school outcasts, sexual deviants,

For many, these multitudes that are not peoples or nations or even com

freaks, survivors of pathological families, and so forth. And more impor

munities are one more instance of the insecurity and chaos that has re

tant, the monsters begin to form new, alternative networks of affection

sulted from the collapse of the modern social order. They are social

and social organization. The vampire, its monstrous life, and its insatiable

catastrophes of postmodernity, similar in their minds ro the horrible re

desire has become symptomatic not only of the dissolution of an old soci

sults of genetic engineering gone wrong or the terrifying consequences of

ety but also the formation of a new.

industrial, nuclear, or ecological disasters. The unformed and the un

We need to find the means to realize this monstrous power of the flesh

ordered are horrifying. The monstrosity of the flesh is not a return to the

of the multitude to form a new society. On one hand, as Merleau-Ponty

state of nature but a result of society, an artificial life. In the previous era

makes clear, the flesh is common. It is elemental like air, fire, earth, and

modern social bodies and modern social order maintained, at least ideo-

water. On the other hand, these various monsters testify ro the fact that
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we are all singular, and our differences cannot be reduced to any unitary

lection and on the basis of it constructed a natural history museum in Saint
Petersburg. Why such an invasion of monsurs?JJ5
The rise of monsters in the seventemth an d eighteenth centuries coincided
with the crisis of the ancient eugenic beLiifs and served to undermine the old
teleologicaL assumptions in the emerging naturaL sciences. By eugenic beLiefs we
mean the philosophicalframework that identijies both the origins of the cosmos
and the ethicaL order in a metaphysical principle: "He who is born weU wiLL
rule happily." This Greek principle infiLtrated the Judeo-Christian creationist
worldview through thousands of paths. As for the teleologicaL assumptions,
these view every creature and its developmmt as determined by the ends or ji
naLities that Link it to the order of the cosmos. It is no coincidence that eugm
us andjinaLism would in the course of ''Wfostern civiLization " be united: fixed
origins an d ends maintain the order of the world. But in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries this old order of civiLization was open to question. While
the great wars that founded modernity wrought indescribable suffering, mon
sters began to incarnate the objections to the order determined by eugenics and
jinaLism. The effects were even stronger in poLitics than in metaphysics: the
monster is not an accident but the ever present possibiLity that can destroy the
natural order of authority in aLL tWmains, from the family to the kingtWm.
\1zrious modern luminaries, from Count de Buffon and B aron D 'HoLbach to
Denis Diderot, investigated the possibiLity of new normativejigures in nature
or, reaffy, the relationship between causality and error and the indeterminacy
of order an d power. The monsters even infected the most enlightened ones!
This is where the reaL history of modern European scimtijic method begins.
Before this point, as D 'HoLbach charges, the dice were Loaded, and the orderly
muLts we saw in the development of nature werefake; now the game isjinaLLy
no longer rigged. That is what we owe to monsters: the break with teleology
and eugenics opens the problem of what the source of creation is, how it is ex
pressed, and where it wiU lead.
Today, when the sociaL horizon is defined in biopoLiticaL terms, we should
notforget those early modern stories of monsters. The monster effect has only
multipLied Teleology now can only be caLled ignorance and superstition. Scien
tifo method is defined increasingly in the reaLm of indaermination and every

social body. We need to write a kind of anti

De Corpore that runs counter

-

to all the modern treatises of the political body and grasps this new rela
tionship between commonality and singularity in the flesh of the multi
tude. Once again, Spinoza is the one who most clearly anticipates this
monstrous nature of the multitude by conceiving of life as a tapestry on
which the singular passions weave a common capacity of transformation,
from desire to love and from the flesh to the divine body. The experience
of life is for Spinoza a search for truth, perfection, and the joy of God. 1 13
Spinoza shows us how today, in postmodernity, we can recognize these
monstrous metamorphoses of the flesh as not only a danger but also a pos
sibility, the possibility to create an alternative society.
The concept of the multitude forces us to enter a new world in which
we can only understand ourselves as monsters. Gargantua and Pantagruel,
in the sixteenth century, in the midst of that revolution that created Euro
pean modernity, were giants that served as emblems for the extreme pow
ers of liberty and invention. They strode across the revolutionary terrain
an<i proposed the gigantic endeavor of becoming free. Today we need new
giants and new monsters to put together nature and history, labor and pol
itics, art and invention in order to demonstrate the new power that is be
ing born in the multitude. We need a new Rabelais or, rather, many. 1 1 4

I NVA S I ON OF T H E M ON S T E RS

In the seventeenth century, alongside erudite Libraries an d laboratories of
fantastic inventions, arose the jirst cabinets of monstrosities. These coLlections
had aLI kinds of strange objects, from malformedfetuses in jars to the "human
chicken " of Leipzig-all the kin ds of things that couldfeed the imagination
of Frederik Ruysch in Amsterdam to create his spectacular aLlegorical assem
blages. Even in the absoLutist kingtWms it became common practice to create
cabinets of naturaL history, full of curiosities. Peter the Great, after having
constructed the city of Saint Petersburg in an extraordinarily brief time
through the suffering an d sacrifice of miiiions of workers, bought Ruysch s co/-
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the new. Frankenstein is now a member of thefamily. In this situation, then, the
discourse of living beings must become a theory of their construction and the
possiblefutures that await them. Immersed in this unstable reality, confronted
by the increasing artificiality of the biosphere and the institutionalization of
the social, we have to expect monsters to appear at any moment. "Monstrum
prodigium, " as Augustine of Hippo said, miraculous monsters. But today the
wonder comes every time we recognize that the old standards of measure no
longer hold, every time old social bodies decompose and their remainsfertilize
the new production of socialflesh.
Gilles Deleuze recognizes the monster within humanity. Man is the ani
ma/, he claims, that is changing its own species. we take this announcement se
riously. The monsters are advancing, and scientific method has to deal with
them. Humanity transforms itself, its history, and nature. The problem is no
longer deciding whether to accept these human techniques of transformation
but learning what to do with them and discerning whether they wiD work to
our benefit or detriment. ReaDy, we have to learn to love some of the monsters
and to combat others. The great Austrian novelist Robert Musilposes thepara
doxical relation between madness and surplus desire in the jigure of Moos
brugger, a monstrous criminal: if humanity were able to dream collectiv�ly, he
writes, it would dream ofMoosbrugger. Musil's Moosbrugger can serve as the
emblem for our ambivalent relation to monsters andfor our need to enhance
our excessive powers of transformation and attack the monstrous, horrible
world that the globalpolitical body and capitalist exploitation have made for
us. we need to use the monstrous expressions of the multitude to challenge the
mutations of artijicial life transformed into commodities, the capitalist power
to put up for sale the metamorphoses of nature, the new eugenics that support
the ruling power. The new world of monsters is where humanity has to grasp
itsfuture.

M U LT IT U D E
disorder. What it produces, in fact, is

common, and that common we share

serves as the basis for future production, in a spiral, expansive relationship.
This is perhaps most easily understood in terms of the example of com
munication as production: we can communicate only on the basis of lan
guages, symbols, ideas, and rdationships we share in common, and in turn
the results of our communication are new common languages, symbols,
ideas, and rdationships. Today this dual rdationship between production
and the common-the common is produced and it is also productive-is
key to understanding all social and economic activity.
One resource in modern philosophy for understanding the production
and productivity of the common can be found in American pragmatism
and the pragmatic notion of

habit.

Habit allows the pragmatists to dis

place the traditional philosophical conceptions of subjectivity as located
either on the transcendental plane or in some deep inner sdf. They seek
subjectivity rather in daily experience, practices, and conduct. Habit is the
common in practice: the common that we continually produce and the

common that serves as the basis for our actions. I 1 6 Habit is thus halfway
between a fixed law of nature and the freedom of subjective action-or,
better, it provides an alternative to that traditional philosophical binary.
Habits create a nature that serves as the basis of life. William James refers
to them as the enormous flywhed of society, which provides the ballast or
inertia necessary for social reproduction and living day to day. Marcd
Proust's great novd, in a rather different register, meditates at length on
the necessity of habits for life and the significance they give the small de
viations from them: the late goodnight kiss from mother, dinner one hour
earlier on Sunday, and so fonh. Habits are like physiological functions,
such as breathing, digesting, and circulating blood. We take them for
granted and cannot live without them. Unlike physiological functions,
however, habits and conduct are shared and social. They are produced and

PROD U CTION OF THE COM MON

reproduced in interaction and communication with others. I 1 7 Habits are
thus never really individual or personal. Individual habits, conduct, and
subjectivity only arise on the basis of social conduct, communication, act

We have seen that the flesh of the multitude produces in common in a

ing in common. Habits constitute our social nature.

way that is monstrous and always exceeds the measure of any traditional

Habits look not only backward but also forward. If habits were simply

social bodies, but this productive flesh does not create chaos and social

rote repetition of past acts, following the grooved ruts in which we walk

.
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every day, they would be merely dead encumbrances. "We may think of

der to enact a pragmatic political reform. Whereas the economic realm for

habits as means, waiting, like tools in a box, to be used by conscious re
solve," John Dewey wrote. " But they are something more than that. They
are active means, means that project themselves, energetic and dominating
ways of acting." 1 18 Habits are living practice, the site of creation and in
novation. If we look at habits from an individual standpoint, our power to
change may appear small, but as we said habits are not really formed or
performed individually. From the social standpoint, in contrast, from the
standpoint of social communication and collaboration, we have in com
mon. enormous power to innovate. Really the pragmatists give priority to
neither the individual nor the social. The motor of production and inno
vation lies between the twO, in communication and collaboration, acting
in common. Habits are not really obstacles to creation but, on the con
trary, are the common basis on which all creation takes place. Habits form
a nature that is both produced and productive, created and creative-an
ontology of social practice in common.
We can already recognize a concept of the multitude emerging from
this pragmatic notion of habit. Singularities interact and communicate so
cially on the basis of the common, and their social communication in turn
produces the common. The multitude is the subjectivity that emerges
from this dynamic of singularity and commonality. The pragmatists' no
tion of social production, however, is so linked to modernity and modern
social bodies that its utility today for the multitude is necessarily limited.
John Dewey's work, more than that of any of the other pragmatists, de
velops fully the relationship between pragmatism and modern social re
form but also makes clear how it is limited to modernity. Dewey is best
known for his efforts in education reform, but he was also actively en
gaged in efforts to reform the U.S. political system, particularly in the
1 920s and 1 930s.1 19 Dewey claimed that industrial modernization and
corporate capital have created not only economic disaster but also a disas
trous political situation in which the public cannot participate actively in
government. He even polemicized against Roosevelt's New Deal reforms
because they did not go far enough: rather than a planned economy,
Dewey advocated what might be called a planning democracy. 1 20 He in
sisted, in other words, on separating the political from the economic in or.
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Dewey is condemned to instrumentality-in modern industry habit only
appears as dumb repetition-the political is the realm in which communi
cation and collaboration can fulfill the democratic promise of the prag
matic notions of habit and social conduct. Dewey thus demonstrates both
the applicability of pragmatism to modern political reform and its limita
tion to modernity. What we need to recognize today instead is a notion of
the production and productivity of the common that extends equally
from the political to the economic and all the realms of biopolitical pro
duction. The productivity of the common furthermore must be able to
determine not simply the reform of existing social bodies but their radical
transformation in the productive flesh of the multitude.
There are indeed numerous theories that accomplish this transformation
to the conditions of postmodernity, and we can summarize them well in the

conceptual shift from

habit to perfonnance as the core notion of the pro

duction of the common. Examples include the feminist and queer theories
of performativity that mark a postmodern anthropological transformation. 121
These new theories of the body that emerged in the 1 990s go beyond the
old adage that we should "remember the body," because leaving the body
out and failing to recognize sexual difference, as philosophy and politics
have traditionally done, assumes the male body as the norm, perpetuating
and masking the subordination of women. Feminism has a necessarily
contradictory relation to the body, since, on the one hand, the body is the
site of the oppression of women, and, on the other, women's bodily speci
ficity is the basis of feminist practice. The new theories of the body seem
to resolve this paradox insofar as they are really

against the body and for

the common performativity of queer social flesh-and here we can begin
to glimpse the connection to pragmatism and its notion of social life in

common. Judith Butler articulates the richest and most sophisticated the
ory against the body and also develops clearly the performative processes
of constitution. Butler attacks the natural conception of sexual difference,
the traditional feminist conception, in other words, that gender is socially
constructed whereas sex is natural. The natural conception of sex or the
social and political body of "woman," she maintains, subordinates the dif
ferences among women in terms of race and sexuality. In particular, the
.
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natural conception of sex brings with it heteronormativity, subordinating
the position of the homosexual. Sex is not natural and neither is the sexed
body of "woman," Butler explains, but rather like gender they are per
formed every day, the way that women perform femininity and men mas
culinity in their daily lives, or the way some deviants perform differently
and break the norms. Against critics who charge that her notion of gender
performativity credits the individual subject with too much volition and
autonomy,

as

if each of us could decide each morning what to perform

that day, Butler has to insist repeatedly that such performances are con
strained by both the weight of past performances and social interactions.
Performance, like habit, involves neither fixed immutable nature nor
spontaneous individual freedom, residing instead between the two, a kind
of acting in common based on collaboration and communication. Unlike
the pragmatists' notion of habit, however, queer performativity is not lim
ited to reproducing or reforming the modern social bodies. The political
significance of the recognition that sex along with all other social bodies is
produced and continuously reproduced through our everyday perfor
mances is that we can perform differently, subvert those social bodies, and
invent new social forms. Queer politics is an excellent example of such a
performative collective project of rebellion and creation. It is not really an
affirmation of homosexual identities but a subversion of the logics of
identity in general. There are no queer bodies, only queer flesh that resides
in the communication and collaboration of social conduct.
Another example of the new role of performativity is provided by the
linguistic theories that grasp the postmodern economic transformation.
When Dewey confronted the modern industrial paradigm he viewed the
characteristics of factory labor as running counter to democratic ex
change and tending to form a silent and passive public. Today, however,
post-Fordism and the immaterial paradigm of production adopt perfor
mativity, communication, and collaboration as central characteristics. Per
formance has been put to work. 122 Every form of labor that produces an
immaterial good, such as a relationship or an affect, solving problems or
providing information, from sales work to financial services, is fundamen
tally a performance: the product is the act itself. The economic context
makes clear that all of these discussions of habit and performance have to
.
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be given the sense o f doing o r making, linking them to the creative capac
ities of the laboring subject. Paolo Virno captures the nature of the new
economic paradigm by using linguistic performance as both metaphor and
metonym for the new aspects of contemporary production. Whereas fac
tory labor is mute, he claims, immaterial labor is loquacious and gregari
ous: it often involves linguistic, communicational, and affective skills, but
more generally, it shares the primary characteristics of linguistic perfor
mance. First of all, language is always produced in common: language is
never the product of an individual, but rather is always created by a lin
guistic community in communication and collaboration. Second, linguis
tic performance relies on the ability to innovate in changing environments
based on past practices and habits. Whereas factory labor tended toward
specialization and fixed, determinate activities repeated over extended
periods, immaterial labor requi res the ability to adapt constantly to new
contexts-according to the flexibility and mobility we spoke of earlier
and perform in these unstable and indeterminate contexts: solve problems,
create relationships, generate ideas, and so forth. The faculty of language,
that is, the generic power to speak, the indeterminate potential prior to
any specific thing that is said, is according to Virno not only an important
component of immaterial labor but key to understanding all of its forms.
"The contemporary organization of labor," Virno writes, "mobilizes
generic human linguistic competence: in the execution of innumerable

tasks and functions it is not so much a matter of familiarity with a deter
minate class of enunciations, but the aptitude to produce various sorts of
enunciations; not so much what is said but the pure and simple power-to
say." 123 The link Virno establishes between linguistic and economic per
formativity highlights once again the triple relation to the common: our
power to speak is based in the common, that is, our shared language; every
linguistic act creates the common; and the act of speech itself is conducted
in common, in dialogue, in communication. This triple relation to the
common illustrated by language characterizes immaterial labor in general.
Needless to say, that life in common tends to characterize the perfor
mance of immaterial production does not mean that we have realized a
free and democratic society. As we argued earlier in this chapter, exploita
tion today tends to act directly on our performances through the control
.
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o f the common by capital. The most we can say at this point is that the

emme

wide social diffusion and economic centrality of these practices of the

e-mail, and satellite communication. All of this reduces (he division that

nts to monitor global electronic communications, including telephone,

common in our world provide conditions that make possible a project for

separates and protects the private. In the logic of antiterrorism and coun

the creation of a democracy based on free expression and life in common.

terinsurgency, in fact, since security must in the final instance come before

Realizing that possibility will be the project of the multitude.

all else, there really is no "private." Security is an absolute logic of the com
mon or, really, a perversion that conceives the entire common as the object

BEYON D PR IVATE AN D P U BLIC

of control.
On the other hand, we have already discussed examples in the eco
nomic realm of legal attacks on the public. Privatization is a central com

Before moving on we should make this philosophical discussion about the

ponent of the neoliberal ideology that determines the strategy of the

production of the common a little more concrete by relating it to legal

major powers that rule over the global economy. The "public" that is pri

theory and practice. Law has always been a privileged domain for recog

vatized by neoliberalism are generally property and business enterprises

nizing and establishing control over the common. The production of the

previously controlled by the state, from railroads and prisons to parklands.

common, as we have seen in philosophical terms, tends to displace the tra

We have also discussed in this chapter the great expansion of private prop

ditional divisions between individual and society, between subjective and

erty into realms of life that were previously held in common, through

objective, and between private and public. In the legal realm , especially in

patents, copyright, and other legal instruments. At the extreme point of

the Anglo-American tradition, the concept of the common has long been

this logic, economists go so far as to claim that every good should be pri

hidden by the notions of public and private, and indeed contemporary le

vately owned in order to maximize its productive use. In the social, in

gal trends are further eroding any space for the common. On one hand, in

other words, the tendency is to make everything public and thus open to

recent years we have witnessed numerous legal developments that increase

government surveillance and control; and in the economic, to make every

the powers of social control by eroding "privacy rights" (which are called

thing private and subject to property rights.

"subjective rights" in Continental legal theory and what we would call

We cannot understand this situation without clarifying the confusions

"rights of singularity"). In the United States, for example, women's right

created by the terminology. The "private" is understood to include the

to legal abortion and homosexuals' legal rights have been argued and sus

rights and freedoms of social subjects together with (he rights of private

tained primarily in the name of privacy, by the insistence that these acts

property, blurring the distinction between the two. This confusion results

and decisions are outside the public domain and thus outside of govern

from the ideology of "possessive individualism" in modern legal theory,

ment control. The forces against abortion and homosexual rights work

particularly its Anglo-American version, that conceives every aspect or at

against this privacy and the protections it affords. The attacks on the pri

tribute of the subject, from its interests and desires down to its soul, as

vate, furthermore, have grown exponentially with the war on terrorism.

"properties" that are owned by the individual, reducing all facets of sub

Legislation in the United States, such as the USA Patriot Act, and in Europe

jectivity to the economic realm. 1 24 The concept of the "private" can thus

has greatly expanded the right of the government to conduct surveillance

lump together all our "possessions," both subjective and material. The

over domestic and foreign populations. The capacities for surveillance have

"public" too blurs an important distinction between state control and what
an

also been increased by new technological systems, such as Echelon, the se

is held and managed in common. We need to begin to imagine

cretive project of intelligence agencies of the United States and other gov-

tive legal strategy and framework: a conception of privacy that expresses

.
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the singularity of social subjectivities (not private property) and a concep

that cooperate express their control over the common, and how can rhis

tion of the public based on the common (not state control)-one might

expression be represented in legal terms? Here we need to confront the le

say a posdiberal and postsocialist legal theory. The traditional legal con

gal

ceptions of private and public are clearly insufficient for rhis task.

which the movements of the multitude struggle. These legal frameworks

frameworks that rhe neoliberal regimes have established and against

The best example of contemporary legal theory based on singularity

support the project of the privatization of public goods (such as water, air,

and commonality that we know of is the "postsystems rheory" school,

land, and all the systems for the management of life, including health care

which articulates the legal system, in highly technical terminology, as a

and pensions that were previously made state functions during rhe period

transparent and democratic self-organizing network of plural subsystems,

of welfare) and also, perhaps more important, the privatization of public

each of which organizes the norms of numerous private (or, really, singu

services (including telecommunications and orher network industries, the

lar) regimes. This is a molecular conception of the law and the production

postal service, public transportation, energy systems, and education).

of norms that is based, in our terms, on a constant, free, and open inter

These public goods and services, one should remember, were the very ba

action among singularities, which through their communication produces

sis of modern sovereignty in the hands of the nation-state. How can we

common norms.125 This notion of singularity rights might be understood

conceive of resisting the privatization of common goods and services

better as an expression of the ethical notion of performativity we dis

without falling into the old opposition between private and public?

cussed earlier: they are produced by the common, in social communica

The first task of a juridical or legal theory of the common in this situ

tion, and in turn they produce the common. The fact that this notion of

ation is a negative one: to demonstrate the falsity of the neoliberal princi

rights is based on the common, we should point out, does not mean that it

ple that "everything is determined by the market." Not even the most

is a "communitarian" conception of rights or in any way dictated by rhe

fanatical neoliberal ideologue (or libertarian, for that matter) can claim

community. The term community is often used to refer to a moral unity

that this principle is really all-inclusive: anyone must admit that the liber

that stands above the population and its interactions like a sovereign

alization of public goods and services does not necessarily lead to their

power. The common does not refer to traditional notions of eirher the

complete privatization and that the "general interest" or "public interest"

community or the public; it is based on the communication among singu

must in some way be maintained by law, even if only according to formal

larities and emerges through the collaborative social processes of produc

codes that guarantee the availability and use of public services. (Even

tion. Whereas the individual dissolves in the unity of the community,

rhose most devoted to the deregulation and privatization of the energy in

singularities are not diminished but express themselves freely in the com

dustries, for example, must recognize the public need to guarantee reliable

mon. In this framework, then, to return to our earlier examples, our free

energy services.) This initial limitation to the right of private property,

dom of sexual and reproductive practices must be guaranteed not because

however, and this possible opening toward public (or, really, state) legal

they are private or individual but because they are singular and exist in

control is not sufficient.

open communication with others that form rhe common. This is not to

What is necessary here, and this is the second task of a legal theory of

say, of course, that all practices are acceptable (sexual violence, for exam

rhe common, is to displace the concept of "general interest" or "public in

ple) but rather that the decision to determine legal rights is made in rhe

terest" with a framework that allows for a common participation in the

process of communication and collaboration among singularities.

management of these goods and services. We thus believe that the legal

Up to this point, however, we have still only posed rhe question in for

problem, which is linked to the postmodern transformation of biopolitical

be con

production, does not lead from the public interest back toward private

structed politically in our contemporary world. How can the singularities

control based on different social identities bur rather leads forward from

mal legal terms. We need to recognize how the "common"

.
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the public interest toward a common framework of singularities. The

only marks a definitive rupture with the republican tradition of the Ja

common interest, in contrast to the general interest that grounded the le

cobin and/or socialist state but also signals a metamorphosis in the law, its

gal dogma of the nation-state, is in fact a production of the multitude.

nature and structure, its matter and form.

The common interest, in other words, is a general interest that is not made

This theory of the common also implies a profound passage in the field

abstract in the control of the state but rather reappropriated by the singu

of international law. Whereas in the tradition of domestic law the origi

larities that cooperate in social, biopolitical production; it is a public inter

nary contract was between the private individual and the state and on the

est not in the hands of a bureaucracy but managed democratically by the

traditional Westphalian terrain of international law the contract was

c0-

among nation-states, today the relation among subjects tends to be de

incides with the economic or biopolitical activity we analyzed earlier, such

fined immediately by the common. As we have argued in this book and

as the commonality created by positive externalities or by the new infor

elsewhere, the contractual paradigm of international law that governed re

mational networks, and more generally by all the cooperative and com

lations among nation-states is now being undermined and transformed by

municative forms of labor. In short, the common marks a new form of

a new form of global order and imperial sovereignty that assumes (and

multitude. This is not simply a legal question, in other words, but

sovereignty, a democratic sovereignty (or, more precisely, a form of social

immediately tries to mystify) a principle of commonality. The fact that

organization that displaces sovereignty) in which the social singularities

this process or tendency continues and develops is not a bad thing, in our

control through their own biopolitical activity those goods and services

view, insofar as it undermines the modern paradigm of state sovereignty

that allow for the reproduction of the multitude itself. This would consti

in which each state functioned as a "private contractual subject" on the in

tute a passage from Res-publica to Res-communis.
It should be obvious that our insistence on a legal conception of the

ternational scene. In the absence of sovereign state subjects there is no
other basis for the production of norms but the common. From the tradi

common against both the private and the public diverges fundamentally

tional perspective this "common" appears merely as a lack, but it is in fact

from the tradition and constituent experiences of Jacobinism and social

filled by biopolitical production. We will see in pan 3 when we speak of

ism as they unfolded in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. In effect

global democracy that this connection between biopolitical production

the modern patrimonial concept of the disciplinary state (which devel

and the common opens up possibilities for alternative social relationships,

oped in monarchical absolutism) was translated entirely into the juridical

based on new legal relationships, multiple figures of normative produc

forms and legal structures of the republican state, both in its Jacobin and

tion at local and global levels, and variety of competing legal procedures.

socialist versions. The concepts of public goods and services were thus de

Once again, this is clearly not only a legal question bur also immediately

veloped in the light of a legal theory that considered the public as patri

economic, political, and cultural.

mony of the state and the principle of general interest as an attribute of

The imperial transformation of international law tends to destroy both

sovereignty. When the concept of the common arises-not as a preconsti

the public and the private. This paradoxical development, in fact, was al

tuted entity and not as an organic substance that is a byproduct of the na

ready glimpsed in all the modern utopias of cosmopolitan law from Abbe

tional community, or gemeinschaft, but rather as the productive activity

de Saint Pierre to Hans Kelsen, which had the curious result that although

of singularities in the multitude-it breaks the continuity of modern state

many of these authors had reactionary views on domestic law they became

sovereignty and attacks biopower at its heart, demystifying its sacred core.

surprisingly democratic when imagining a global legal framework, a cos

All that is general or public must be reappropriated and managed by the

mopolitan jus condendum. The fact is that when we touch on global rela

multitude and thus become common. This concept of the common not

tionships, legal questions tend no longer to be linked only to the exercise

.
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of power but must take into account all the values that pertain to the global

Russian formalism, the then-reigning tradition of literary criticism. Bakhtin
conducts this battlefrom a materialist perspective, that is, from a standpoint
that privileges speaking subjects and theirforms of expression as the key to the
history ofsign systems. 126 Materialist literary criticism here is a matter not of
reducingpoeticforms to economic, political or social conditions, but rather of
recognizing how literature as linguistic production is a part of this reality and
grasping the expressive subject within this world of relations. Bakhtin poses
the aesthetic limits offormalism by demonstrating its immobility and its life
less circularity, andfor him these limits directly betray the fact that it is im
possible to comtruct a world in which each subject is not based on its recognition
of others. This is where it becomes clear why Bakhtin conducts this polemic
with reference to Dostoyevsky s novels, because in Dostoyevsky, he explains,
narration is always dialogical, even between theprotagonist and his cat. Each
Dostoyevsky novel seems not to have a single author (in monologue) but rather
several author-thinkers in dialogue, such as Raskolnikov, Porfiry Petrovich,
and Sonia Marmeiadov or Ivan Karamazov and the Great Inquisitor. This
is an unending dialogue that constantly enriches every subject drawn into it,
imposing on them an anthropological revolution. Dialogue, however, is not
simply a conversation between two or three persons; it can become an open
apparatus in which every subject has equalforce and dignity with respect to
all others. Dostoyevsky s novels are thus great polyphonic apparatuses that
create a world in which an open, expansive set of subjects interact and seek
happiness.
At this point Bakhtin turns from his attack on formalism to his second
principlefocus ofthe book and uses Dostoyevsky s polyphonic narrative to chal
lenge monologic or monophonic literature. This opposition between the poly
phonic and the monologic, Bakhtin adds, rum throughout the history of
European literature. � thus have to go back to a theory of literary genre and
plot to understand the singularity ofDostoyevsky s work. ''Neither the hero, nor
the idea, and nor the very polyphonic principlefor structuring a whole can be
fitted into the generic and plot-compositionalforms of a biographical novel a
socio-psychological novel novels of everyday life or afomily novel that is, into
theforms dominant in the literature of Dostoyevsky s time. . . . Dostoyevsky s
work clearly belongs to a completely diffirent generic type, one quiteforeign to

common. In the present phase, when law appears not as a consolidated nor
mative result but as a process, not as an archaeology but a genealogy in ac
tion, when law regains a constituent element and wnfronts what is new in
our world, then the common becomes the only basis on which law can
construct social relationships in line with the networks organized by the
many singularities that create our new global reality. This path, of course,
is not linear, but it does seem to us the only way forward. Just as the con
cepts of singularity and the common in domestic law contribute to renew
ing the legal framework of social relations beyond the private and the
public, providing for the cooperation of multiple singularities in freedom
and equality, so too singularity and the common in international law fur
nish the only possible basis for our peaceful and democratic cohabitation
of the planet. These are some of the conditions, as we will see in more
depth in the final part of our book, for the creation of a democracy of the
multitude.

CARNIVAL A N D M OVEMEN T

The notion of the multitude based on the production of the common ap
pears to some as a new subject ofsovereignty, an organized identity akin to the
old modern social bodies such as thepeople, the working class, or the nation. To
others, on the contrary, our notion of the multitude, composed as it is ofsingu
larities, appears as mere anarchy. Indeed as long as we remain trapped in the
modernframework defined by this alternative-either sovereignty or anarchy
the concept of multitude will be incomprehensible. � need to break free of
this oldparadigm and recognize a mode ofsocial organization that is not sov
ereign. A literary detour can help us accomplish this paradigm shift, a passage
through the concept of carnival in Mikhail Bakhtin s Problems of OOS
toyevsky's Poetics.

Bakhtin s argument, which is presented in the highly academic form of a
critique of the previous literary criticism of Dostoyevsky s novels, has two
principle theoretical goals. The book isfirst of all a declaration of war agaimt
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them. "127 What is this other literary tradition to which Dostoyevsky belongr?
Bakhtin explains that dialogical narration and polyphonic structure derive
from thefolklore of carnival andfrom the carnevalesque vision of the world.

conception of narrative there is no center that dictates meaning, but rather
meaning arises only out of the exchanges among aU the singularities in dia
logue. Singularities aU express themselves freely and together through their

Already in his book on Rabelais, Bakhtin had demonstrated the centrality
of carnival in European literature, but how could he claim to havefound Dos

dialogues create the common narrative structures. Bakhtin 's polyphonic narra
tion, in other words, poses in linguistic terms a notion of theproduction of the

toyevsky among the nomadic troops of the carnival? How could he pose the
tragedies of Crime and Punishment and The . Brothers Karamazov as

common in an open, distributed network Structure.
This aLlows usfinaLly to come back to the concept of the muLtitude and the

carnevalesque? When we look back at Bakhtin s notion of the carnevalesque in

difficulties of understanding it as a form ofpolitical organization. It is easy to

his other writings we find that he really uses it to describe the power of human

recogniu the perfOrmative, carnevalesque nature of the various protest move

passions. The carnevalesque is the prose that opposes the monologue and thus
refuses to claim an already completed truth, producing instead contrast and
conflict in the form of narrative movement itself. The carnevalesque thus sets

ments that have arisen around questions ofglobalization. Even when they are
ferociously combative, the demonstrations are stiU highly theatrical with giant
puppets, costumes, dances, humorous songr, chants, and so forth. The protests,

in motion an enormous capacity for innovation-innovation that can trans
form reality itself. The carnevalesque, dialogue, andpolyphonic narration, of

in other words, are also streetfestivals in which the anger of the protesters co
exists with theirjoy in the carnival 128 Theprotests are carnevalesque, however,
not only in their atmosphere but also in their organization. This is where
Bakhtin comes in. In political organization as in narration, there is a constant
dialogue among diverse, singular subjects, a polyphonic composition of them,

course, can easily take theform ofa crude naturalism that merely mirrors daily
Life, but it can also become a form of experimentation that Links the imagina
tion to desire and utopia. Beside Rabelais, from this perspective, stand Swift,
VoLtaire, and, in a different but important sense, Cervantes. Carnevalesque
Literature thus becomes a universal genre when dialogue and polyphony, even

and a general enrichment ofeach through this common constitution. The muL

century existentiaList monologues. Dostoyevsky s dialogical apparatus takes on
the determinate crisis of Russian society and represents the impasse in which in
tellectuals and workers find themseLves: it is a materiaL tragedy that seems to

titude in movement is a kind of narration that produces new subjectivities
and new languages. Certainly other political movements, those of the 1960s
and 1970s, in particular, succeeded in constructing such a polyphonic narra
tion, but it often seems that alL that is Left of them today is the monologic his
tory of them told by the rulingpowers, thepolice, and thejudges. Today s new
andpowerfuL movements seem to elude any attempt to reduce them to a mono
logic history; they cannot but be carnevaLesque. This is the logic of the muLti

take charactersfrom GogoL and crush them under theferocious andfrustrating
pressures of modernization. In this sense, Dostoyevsky s tragedies simply stage

tude that Bakhtin helps us understand: a theory of organization based on the
freedom ofsingularities that converge in the production of the common. Long

the unresoLvable contradictions of bourgeois Life and culture in late-nineteenth

live movement! Long Live carnival! Long Live the common!

in the most vuLgarforms, create a new world. Yes, ofcourse, Dostoyevskys nov
els are tragic, but this tragedy, read in this Light of the narrative genre of the
carnevalesque, has nothing to do with the tragic internal angst of twentieth

century Russian society. The unbeLievable becomes reaL, as in a carnevalesque
ritual, and the suffering of life is exposed to the laughter and udrs of tk

MOBILIZ ATION OF THE COM MON

spectator.
There is another element of carnevalesque narration, however, that is even
more important for describing and constructing reality. The polyphonic char
acter of carnivalesque language, which is capable of both Rabelais 's laughter

Throughout this part we have highlighted the emergence of the common

and Dostoyevsky 's tears, has great constructive power itself. In a polyphonic

singularity of local human contexts in a common global anthropology,

.
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and the common condition of poverty and productivity. This commonal- ..

and performativity. Any time you enter a region where there is a strong re

ity and singularity defines what we called the flesh of the multitude.

volt forming you are immediately struck by the common manners of

These, in other words, are the conditions of possibility for the formation

dress. gestures, and modes of relating and communicating. Jean Genet,

of the multitude. We have also focused, however, on the forces that con"

for example, remarked that what characterized the Black Panthers was pri

stantly constrain this multitudinous flesh to form a political body, trans

marily a style--not just the vocabulary, the Afros, and the clothes, but also

forming its singularities into divisions and hierarchies, reducing the
common to a means of global control, and expropr�ating the common as

a way of walking, a manner of holding their bodies, a physical pres
. 29
� 1 These elements of style, however, are really only symptoms of the

private wealth. One fact that should be obvious in all this is that the mul

(OJIlffio n dreams, common desires, common ways of life, and common

titude does not arise as a political figure spontaneously and that the flesh

potential that are mobilized in a movement. This new common mode of

of the multitude consists of a series of conditions that are ambivalent:

life always forms in dialogue with local traditions and habits. Consider,

ex

for example, how the EZLN in the Lacadon j ungle of Chiapas mixes ele

they could lead toward liberation or be caught in a new regime of

ments of national history, such as the figure of Zapata and the legacy of

ploitation and control.
The multitude needs a political project to bring it into existence. Once

peasant revolts, with local indigenous Tzeltal mythology and forges them

we have examined the conditions that make the multitude possible, then,

together with network relationships and democratic practices to create a

we also have to investigate what kind of political project can bring the

new life in common that defines the movement.130 The mobilization of

multitude into being. We have already noted how antagonism results from

the common gives the common a new intensity. The direct conflict with

every relationship of exploitation, every hierarchical division of the global

power, moreover, for better or for worse, elevates this common intensity to

system, and every effort to control and command the common. We have

an even higher level: the acrid smell of tear gas focuses your senses and

also focused on the fact that the production of the common always in

street clashes with police make your blood boil with rage, raising intensity

volves a surplus that cannot be expropriated by capital or captured in the

to the point of explosion. The intensification of the common, finally,

regimentation of the global political body. This surplus, at the most ab

brings about an anthropological transformation such that out of the strug

stract philosophical level, is the basis on which antagonism is transformed

gles come a new humanity.

into revolt. Deprivation, in other words, may breed anger, indignation,

Extensively, the common is mobilized in communication from one lo

and antagonism, but revolt arises only on the basis of wealth, that is, a

cal struggle to another. Traditionally, as we have noted elsewhere, the geo

surplus of intelligence, experience, knowledges, and desire. When we pro

graphical expansion of movements takes the form of an

international cycle

pose the poor as the paradigmatic subjective figure of labor today, it is not

ofstruggles in which revolts spread from one local context to another like a

because the poor are empty and excluded from wealth but because they are

contagious disease through the communication of common practices and

included in the circuits of production and full of potential, which always

desires. 131 Slave revolts spread throughout the Caribbean in the early nine

exceeds what capital and the global political body can expropriate and

teenth century, revolts of industrial workers expanded throughout Europe

control. This common surplus is the first pillar on which are built struggles

and North America in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,

against the global political body and for the multitude.

and guerrilla and anticolonial struggles blossomed across Asia, Africa, and

Revolts mobilize the common in two respects, increasing the intensity

Latin America in the mid-twentieth century. In each of these cycles of

of each struggle and extending to other struggles. Intensively, internal to

struggle s, the common that is mobilized extensively and communicates

each local struggle, the common antagonism and common wealth of the

across the globe is not only the commonly recognized enemy-such as

exploited and expropriated are translated into common conduct, habits,

slavery, industrial capital, or colonial regimes-but also common methods

.
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of combat, common ways of living, and common desires for a better
world. It should come as no surprise, given our discussion earlier, that the
surplus that is expressed in each cycle of struggles appears monstrous, es
pecially to those in power. The governors and captains of English colonial
expansion in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, for example, de

transposing the struggle from guerrilla warfare to union organizing. This

scribed the cycle of revolts of sailors and slaves by referring to the myth of
Hercules and the many-headed hydra. The rebellions were monstrous and,
despite their Herculean effons, whenever one was put down two more

would spring Up. 132 Each cycle does, in fact, destroy traditional social and
, a
political bodies and create in their stead something new and aberrant

is a real and powerful extension of the common.133
A new international cycle finally emerged around the issues of global
ization in the late 1 990s. 134 The coming-out party of the new cycle of
struggles were the protests at the WTO summit in Seattle in 1 999. The
Seattle protests not only initiated a series of protests at the summit meet
ings of the representatives of global power that would extend in the sub
sequent years across North America and Europe, but also revealed the real
origins of the cycle in the innumerable struggles in the global south that
had already taken place against the IMF, the World Bank, North Ameri
can

monster.

After the 1 968 global explosion of struggles of industrial workers, stuno
dents, and anti-imperialist guerrilla movements, decades passed with
sig
new international cycle of struggles. This is not to say there were no
were
nificant instances of revolt during these years, because indeed there
in
and many of them extremely violent-the anti-Apartheid struggle
Ire
n
South Africa, the continuing rebellion against British rule in Nonher

gay
land, the Palestinian Intifada , feminist movements, Stonewall and the
national
and lesbian movements, and numerous less-publicized local and

ions.
revolts by industrial workers, agriculturists, and oppressed populat
the
None of these revolts, however, formed a cycle of struggles in which
mini
common was mobilized extensively across the globe. We should not
nication
mize, of course, the numerous more limited instances of commu
es is
among struggles. One of the most fascinating contemporary exampl
creative
and
the Justice for Janitors movement, one of the most successful

face chal
union organizing efforts in the United States. The organizers
pop
mobile
a
lenges that traditional unions have not been able to address:
do no
ulation, predominantly very recent immigrants, many of whom

of the
speak English, possessing few marketable skills. One of the secrets
the move
success may be that, at least in the Los Angeles region, where
s of the
ment won its first victories, many of the leading figures are veteran
Salvador.
FMLN who fought in the civil war against the government of EI
ins of
They carried their revolutionary desire with them from the mounta
with it,
Morazan to the skyscrapers of Los Angeles and infected others

.
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Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) , and other institutions of the new

global power structure. Suddenly the riots against IMF austerity programs
in one country, protests against a World Bank project in another, and
demonstrations against NAFTA in a third were all revealed to be elements
of a common cycle of struggles. The cycle of struggles has been consoli
dated in a certain sense at the annual meetings of the World Social Forum
and the various regional social forums. At each of these social forums ac
tivists, NGOs, and intellectuals meet to exchange views on the problems
of the present form of globalization and the possibilities for an alternative
form. Each social forum also functions as a celebration of the commonal
ity that extends throughout the various movements and revolts across the
globe that form this cycle. The pinnacle of this cycle of struggles thus far,
at least in quantitative terms, were the coordinated protests against the
U.S.-led war in Iraq on February 1 5, 2003, in which millions of people
marched in cities throughout the world. The war represented the ultimate
instance of the global power against which the cycle of struggles had
formed; the organizational structures and communication that the strug
gles had established made possible a massive, coordinated mobilization of
common expressions against the war. We should emphasize, once again,
that what the forces mobilized in this new global cycle have in common is
not just a common enemy-whether it be called neoliberalism, U.S. hege
mony, or global Empire-but also common practices, languages, conduct,
habits, forms of life, and desires for a better future. The cycle, in other
words, is not only reactive but also active and creative. In chapter 3.2 below
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we will detail some o f the common grievances and proposals that animate
these movements.
The global mobilization of the common in this new cycle of struggles
does not negate or even overshadow the local nature or singularity of each
struggle. The communication with other struggles, in fact, reinforces the
power and augments the wealth of each single one. Consider, for example,
the revoir that broke out in Argentina on the nineteenth and twentieth of
December 200 1 in the midst of economic crisis and has continued in dif
ferent forms, with successes and failures, ever since. The crisis and the re
voir are in many respects specific to Argentina and its history. In Argentina
there already existed a generalized institutional crisis and a crisis of repre
sentation due in part to both public and private corruption that proved to
be a strong obstacle to conventional political strategies to manage the cri
sis, such as creating a constitutional alliance between classes under the
hegemony of the bourgeoisie. The protesters banging pots and pans
shouted, "Que se vayan todos," that they all go, the entire political class.
The financial crisis, however, also links the Argentine crisis clearly to the
global system and the general instability of the global political body, espe
cially as a result of the neoliberal policies of the IMF. With the currency
crisis, Argentina's foreign debt suddenly became unpayable, and its cele
brated middle class was thrust into the common situation of the popula
tions of many of the poor countries in the world: savings became
worthless, job security evaporated, unemployment skyrocketed, and all so
cial services broke down. The response of the Argentine population was
immediate and creative: industrial workers refused to let their factories
close and took over managing the factories themselves, networks of neigh
borhood and city assemblies were formed to manage political debates and
decisions, new forms of money were invented to allow for autonomous ex
change, and the piqueteros, the movements of unemployed we mentioned
earlier, experimented with new forms of protest in their conflicts with p0lice and other authorities. All of this is clearly specific to the national situ
ation, but it is also, at the same time, common to all those who suffer and
struggle against the exploitation and hierarchy of the global system. The
revolt of Argentina was born with the common heritage of the global cy
cle of struggle at its back, and, in turn, ever since December 200 1 , ac.
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tivists from elsewhere have looked to Argentina as a source of innovation
and inspiration. 135
The global cycle of struggles develops in the form of a distributed net
work. Each local struggle functions as a node that communicates with all
the other nodes without any hub or center of intelligence. Each struggle
remains singular and tied to its local conditions but at the same time is im
mersed

in

the common web. This form of organization is the most fully

realized political example we have of the concept of the multitude. The
global extension of the common does not negate the singularity of each of
those who participates in the network. The new global cycle of struggles
organizes and mobilizes the multitude.
To grasp fully the novelty of the multitude's network form of organi
zation it helps to contrast it with the dominant organizational forms of
our recent past. In the latter part of the twentieth century, protest move
ments and revolts followed two primary models. The first and more tradi
tional form of organization is based on the identity of the struggle, and its
unity is organized under central leadership, such as the party. There might
be other axes of conflict important to those in the movement on the basis,

for example, of minority status, but these must be subordinated in the
name of unity to the primary struggle. The history of working class poli
tics is full of such models. The second dominant model, which stands in

direct opposition to the first, is based on the right of each group to express
its difference and conduct its own struggle autonomously. This difference
model developed primarily through struggles based on race, gender, and
sexuality. The two dominant models posed a clear choice: either united
struggle under the central identity or separate struggles that affirm our dif
ferences. The new network model of the multitude displaces both of these
options-or, rather, it does not so much negate the old models as give
them new life in a different form. At t;/1e 1 999 Seattle protests, for exam
ple, which we will discuss in more detail later, what most surprised and
puzzled observers was that groups previously thought to be in opposition
to each other-trade unionists and environmentalists, church groups and
anarchists, and so forth-acted together without any central, unifying
structure that subordinates or sets aside their differences. In conceptual
terms, the multitude replaces the contradictory couple identity-difference
.
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with the complementary couple commonality-singularity. In practice the

mon and the political project to create the multitude need to be extended

multitude provides a model whereby our expressions of singularity are not

much more widely across society and established more solidly. We believe

reduced or diminished in our communication and collaboration with oth

that the creation of democracy is the only way to consolidate the power of

ers in struggle, with our forming ever greater common habits, practices,

the multitude and, conversely, that the multitude provides us with a social

conduct, and desires-with, in shon, the global mobilization and exten

subject and a logic of social organization that make possible today, for the

sion of the common.

very first time, the realization of democracy. This project for a democracy

This new global cycle of struggles will inevitably appear monstrous to

of the multitude is the focus of our next and final pan of this hook.

many, since, like every such struggle, it is based on a condition of surplus,
mobilizes the common, threatens conventional social and political bodies,
and creates alternatives. Many media commentators, in fact, especially
those who felt most threatened by these movements, were quick after the
September 1 1 attacks to equate the monstrosity of the globalization
protest movements with the monstrosity of the terrorist attacks: they both
use violent means

to

attack the ruling global power structure.l36 It is

absurd, of course, to equate the violence of breaking the windows of
McDonald's at a demonstration with the violence of murdering nearly
three thousand people, but we will set aside the question of violence until
we have the chance to treat it properly in chapter 3.3. Here instead we
should simply emphasize the divergent organizational forms. The new
global cycle of struggles is a mobilization of the common that takes the
form of an open, distributed network, in which no center exerts control
and all nodes express themselves freely. Al-Qaeda, expens say, is also a
network, but a network with the opposite characteristics: a clandestine
network with strict hierarchy and a central figure of command. 137 Finally,
the goals too are diametrically opposed. Al-Qaeda attacks the global politi
cal body in order to resuscitate older regional social and political bodies
under the control of religious authority, whereas the globalization strug
gles challenge the global political body in order to create a freer, more
democratic global world. Clearly, not all monsters are the same.
The mobilization of the common demonstrates, finally, that the move
ments that form pan of this global cycle of struggles are not merely protest
movements (although this is the face that appears most clearly in the me
dia) but also positive and creative. So far we have described this positive
and creative face only in terms of the production and extension of the

The Left has now been in crisis for decades. Not only have the parties

of the Right dominated national elections in most countries through
out the world and right-wing policies guided the formation of the
new global order, but also many of the remaining major parties of the
Left have drifted so far past the center that they tend to become in
distinguishable from the Right, cutting welfare, attacking unions,
supporting and conducting foreign wars. The social base in labor
unions and the industrial working class is no longer powerful enough
to support the Left political parties. Indeed all the social bodies that
used to form "the people of the Left seem to have dissolved. Most
central, however, it seems to us, is the conaptual ladt concerning what
the Left is and what it can become. The primary old models are thor
oughly discredited and righdy so, both the Soviet-style state socialism
and the welfare modd of social democracy. Some who are nostalgic
for old times accuse academic radicals of hijacking the Left, abandon
ing the practical work of reasonable reform proposals and making p0litical discussion so obscure that only other academics can puzzle its
intricacies. Others accuse the forces of multiculturalism and identity
politics of undermining the central public role of the Left and focus
ing attention on merdy cultural issues to the exclusion of properly
political and economic ones. 138 Such accusations are significant symp
toms of defeat, symptoms of the fact that no new ideas have emerged
"

common within the movements themselves. The mobilization of the com.
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that are adequate to address the crisis. If the Left is to be resurrected

catalog the attacks on the communists i n the second section of the

and reformed it will only be done on the basis of new practices, new

forms of organization, and new concepts.
In order to speak of a new

Left today one has to speak, on one

hand. in terms of a postsocialist and postliberal program, based on a

Manifmo. This will allow us to correct oUstaken impressions and also
highlight problems char need to � addressed. further.

We should note before tul'ning t{) the criticisms that we have used

the concept of multitude in this book and elsewhere in two different

logical traditions of the industrial workers movements, their organiza

different temporalities. The first is the multitude sub
speck �, the multitude from the standpoint of eternity. This

tions, and their models for the management of production. On the

is the multitude that, as Spinoza says, through reason and passions, in

material and conceptual rupture, an ontological break with the ideo

ways to refer to

other hand, one also has to deal with the new anthropological reality,

the complex interplay of historical forces, creates a freedom that he

re

calls absolute! throughout history humans have refused authority and

main singular. One must consider the activity of the singular agents

command. expressed. the irn:ducible difference of singularity, and

with new agents of production and subjects of exploitation that
as

the matrix of the freedom and multiplicity of everyone. Here

democracy becomes a direct object. Democracy can no longer be eval

sought freedom in innumerable revolts and revolutions. This freedom
is not given by nature, of course; it

comes

about only by constantly

a limit of equality or in the socialist

overcoming obstacles and limits. Just as h umans are born with no

way as a limit of freedom but rather must be the radicalization with

eternal fa.culties written in their flesh, so too there are no final ends or

uated in the liberal manner

as

out reserve of both freedom and equality. Perhaps some day soon we

teleological goals written in history. Human farulties and historical

will have arrived at the point when we can look back with irony ar the

teleologies exist only because they are the

result of human passions,

barbaric old times when in order to be free we had to keep our own

reason, and struggle. The farulty for freedom and the propensity to

brothers and sisters slaves or to be equal we were constrained to inhu

refuse authority, one might say, have become the most healthy and

man sacrifices of freedom. In our view, freedom and equality can be

noble h uman instincts, the real signs of eternity. Perhaps rather than

the morors of a revolutionary reinvention of democracy.
The multitude is one concept, in our view, that can contribute to

eternity we should say more precisely that this multitude acts always
in the present, a perpetual present. This first multitude is

ontological

the task of resurrecting or reforming or, really, reinventing the Left

and we could not conceive our social being without it. The other is

by naming a form of political organization and a political project.

the historical multitude or, really, the not-yet multitude. This multi

We do not propose the concept

as

a political directive-�Form the

multitudd"-but rather a way of giving a name to what is already

tude has never yet existed. We have been tracking in part 2 the emer
gence of the

cultural, legal, economic, and political conditions that

going on and grasping the existing social and political tendency.

make the multitude possible today. This second multitude is political.,

Naming such a tendency is a primary task of political theory and a

and it will require a political project to bring it into being on the basis

powerful tool for further developing the emerging political form. To

of these emerging conditions. These two multitudes, however, al

clarify the concept it seems useful to enumerate and respond to some

though conceptually distinct, are nor really separable. If the multitude

of the criticisms of the multitude that have likely already arisen in

were not already latent and implicit in our social being, we could not

many readers' minds by this point, similar to the way Marx and Engels

even imagine it as a political project; and, similarly, we can only hope

.
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realize ic coday because it already exists as a real potencial. The mul

titude,

then, when we put these cwo together, has a strange, double

The first pair of criticisms, and perhaps the mose important ones,

the multitude of being eirber a spontaneous conception of p0-

litical organization or a new kind of vangturdism. The first critics say
eo

us,

"You

those who

are

can

really just anarchists!"

tive between the single and plural.
name

temporality: always-already and not-yet.
accuse

cept of the multitude thus atrempts to break this numerical alterna

This comes especially from

conceive political organization only in teems of the

Like the Geresene demoniac whose

is legion, the correct terms here

are

both multitulk and multi

tuties. That is the demonic face of the multitude. When we emer into
political considerations, however, we do insist on thinking of "the
multitude" rather than "multitudes"
der to

because we maintain that in or

take a constituent political role and form society, the multitude

must be

able to make decisions and ace in common. (We will explore

The concepr of the multi

the multitude's decision-making capacity later in chapter 3.3.) The

tude rests on the face, however, that oue political alternatives are not

single grammatical formulation, "multitude," emphasizes for us not

limited to a choice becween central leadership and anarchy. We have

any unity but rather the common social and political capacity of the

cried to describe in the course of this chapter how the development of

multitude.

party, its hegemony, and cenual leadership.

A second pair of criticisms, which relate closely to the first, focus

the multitude is not anarchic or spontaneous but racher its organization
emerges through the collaboration of singular social subjeCts.

Like the

on the economic conception of the multitude. On the one hand, some

formation of habits, or performativity or the development of lan

are sure

to

guages, this production of the common i.� neither directed by some

working

class, despite oue protestations

central point of command and intelligence nor is the result of a spon

ally against the workers!" they say. Our analysis, of course, does not

taneous harmony among individuals, but rather it emerges in the

claim that there is

understand the multitude as an arrack on the indusuial

no

to

the conuary. "You are re

more industrial working class or even that its

space ixtwem, in the social space of communication. The multitude

numbers globally have decreased. Oue argument rather,

is creared in collaborative social interactions.

what we said earlier in this chapter, is that industrial labor

From the opposite side, others charge the concept of the multitude
with vanguardism and

see

as

it

a new identity that

seeks

to

rule over

others. "You are really just Leninists!" they say. Why else would we
insist on referring
see

haps some will

to

uthe multitude" instead of "multitudes"? Per

oue privileging the global protest movements in

our discussion of the multitude. for example.

as

a proposition of a

new vanguard. Concern for the free expression of differences, which
is behind chis criticism. is certainly an importanr principle
we hold strongly We have cried
.

to

to

which

argue in conceptual terms, how

ever, that singularity is not diminished in the common and. in more
practical terms, that becoming common (the becoming common of
labor. for instance) does not negate real, local differences . Our con-

.
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repeat

has been

displaced from its hegemonic position over other forms of labor by
immaterial labor, which now tends to transform all sectors of produc
tion and society itself in line with its qualities. Industrial workers re
main important, then, but within the context of this new paradigm.
Here arises, then, the second criticism of this pair, that our argument
of the hegemony of immaterial labor replaces the old vanguard of in

dusrrial workers with a new vanguard of immaterial workers-
Microsoft programmers leading us on the shining path! "You are just
pos

�ode�n Leninists in sheep 's clothing!" they cry. No, the hege
.

monIC posltJon of a form of production in the economy should not

�ply any political hegemony. Oue argument about the hegemony of

.
Immatenal labor and the becoming common of all forms of labor is

.
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aimed instead at establishing that contemporary conditions are rend�

said, in any case, if the concept of the multitude is to play a signifi
cant political role, it will have to be investigated and developed from
these various standpoints.
A third pair of criticisms challenge the philosophical validity of
the concept. One criticism, the Hegelian criticism, sees the multitude
as merely another version of the traditional dialectic relation between
the One and the Many, especially when we pose the primary dynamic
of contemporary global politics as a struggle between Empire and the
multitude. "You are really just fa.i.Icd or incomplete dialecticians!" they
say. If this were the case, then the autonomy of the multitude would
be severely limited, since it could not exist withOut Empire, its dialecti
cal support. We have tried to argue in philosophical terms, however,
that the dynamic of singularity and multiplicity that defines the mul
titude denies the dialectical alternative between the One and the
Many-it is both and neither. And we will argue in political terms in
part 3 that Empire and the multitude are not symmetrical: whereas
Empire is constantly dependent on the multitude and its social pro
ductivity, the multitude is potentially autonomous and has the capacity
to create society on its own. Tbe second in this pair of philosophical
criticisms, the deconstructionist criticism, poses the dialectic on the
other side, that is, on the side of the expansive nature of the multitude
and challenges the claim that the multitude is all-inclusive. "You forget
about the subaltern!" they say. Tbe dialectic here, in other words, is be
tween the multitude and those excluded from it. Every identity, such
critics say, even the multitude, must be defined by its remainder, those
outside of it, call them the excluded, the abject, or the subaltern. We
could return to the philosophical point here that the multitude trans
poses the exclusive and limiting logic of identity-difference into the
open and expansive logic of singularity-commonality, but it may be
more useful to point as illustration to the unlimited and indefinite na
ture of distributed networks. There can certainly be points or nodes

ing �o form a genaa1 communication and oollaboration of labor that
be the basis of the mu1tintde. The CQJlCePt of the mtdtitud.e. in
other words. does contIadict those who still maintain that the indus
trial working class. its representatives. aod its parties JIlust lead all pr�
gressive politics, but it also denies that any single class of labor can
occupy that position. One· can see clearly therefore how these eco-
nomic criticisms map back to the first pair, the political charges of
spontaneism and vanguardism.
The economic quation aJso reveals a much more substantial criti
cism that charges our � of the multitude wUh cconomism,
since it fails to consider the dynamics of other axes of social difference
and hierarchy. such as race. gender, and sexuality. "You only care
about labor and workers!" they say. We should emphasize once again.
on one hand. that in the context of biopolitical production the divi
sions between the economic, the social, and the cultural tend to blur.
A biopolitical penpea:ive is always necessarily beyond and broader
than an economic perspective in any strict sense. We should also rec
ognize, on the other hand, thar the fucus on labor is an important lim
itation of our analysis in this book. We explained earlier (and it is
worth repeating) that our focus on labor and socioeconomic class as
basis for our analysis of the multitude can serve as a corrective to the
relative lack of recent scholarship on class. We also noted that strong
traditions of race and gender politics, however, already contain a de
sire for the multitude. when feminists., for example, pose the goal as
not a world without gender difference but one in which gender does
not'matter (in the sense that it does not form the basis of hierarchies);
or when antiracist activists similarly struggle not for a world without
race but one in which race does not matter-in shorr, a process of lib
eration based on the free expression of difference. This is the notion
of singularity and commonality at the heart of the multitude. That
can

.
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0\1tSide a netWork but none are � ouuide.lu boundaries are
indefinite alId op!m. F� we should.� that the muJ..
titut.le is a projec:t · of poJitical organization and thus can be achieved
·

only through political pt'3'tices. No one is necessarily � but
their inclU$ion is not guaranteed: the expapsion of the common is a
practical, political matter.
This philQsophk:al cllaUenge to the �y aU-inclusive natt.\le
of the multitude ·te..ds immediately to au imponant. political criti
cism that tbe mul:tintde .is ;1 �pt only � to the @minant
parts of the world and � social conditiQns, rougb1y the global
north, and cannot apply to the subordinate regions m the global
south. "You life really just elite philosQpher$ from the global north
pretending to speak for the endrc world!" they say, We have tried to
respond to this C01ll:etn wUh 9W' anal)l5eS of peasaots. the poor , and
migrants � in this part by demonstrating that there is a tendency
toward wmmon conditions of labor and prodUCtion. We are very
conscious. however. and this was the point of our analysis of the
global political body and the topography of exploitation. that the sit
uations across the world are very different and they are divided by
dramatic hierarchies of power and wealth. Our claim is that a c0m
mon political project is j)Qssibk. This possibility. of CO\.U'5e, will have
to be verified and realized in pru:tice. We refuse to ao;:ept, in any case,
any vision that poses linear stages of development for polirical orga
nization. pretending that those in the dominant regions may be ready
for democratic forms of organization such as the multitude whereas
those in the subordinate regions are condemned to older forms until
they mature. We are all capable of deDlQCtacy. The challenge is to or

conditions for the multitude are in the process of formation in our
social world and that the possibility of the multitude is emerging
from that tendency. That said. it is important always to remember
that another world is possible, a better, more democratic world, and
to foster our desire for such a world. Multitude is an emblem for
that desire.

·

ganize it politically.
Finally, our notion of the multirude is likely to strike many

as

unrealistic: "You are really just utopians!" We have taken pains to ar
gue that the multitt.Jde is not merely some abstract, impossible
dream detached from our present reality but rather that the concrete

.
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D E M O C RACY

3.1

T H E LO N G M A R C H
O F D E M OC RACY

A pure democracy may possibly do, when patriotism is
the ruling passion; but when the State abounds with ras

cals, as is the

case

with [00 many a[ this day, you must

suppress a little of that popular spirit.

-EDWARD RUTLEDGE

TO J O H N J AY ,

NOVEMBER 2 4 , 1 7 7 6

AI Smith once remarked that "the only cure for the evils
of democracy is more democracy." Our analysis suggests
that applying that cure at the present time could well be
adding fuel to the /lames. Instead, some of the problems
of governance in the United States today stem from an
excess of democracy. . . . Needed, instead, is a greater de
gree of moderation in democracy.
-SAM U E l H U N T I NGTO N , 1 9 7 5

CRIS IS OF DEMOCR A CY IN THE ER A
OF AR M E D G LOBA LIZ ATION
The end of the cold war was supposed to be the ultimate victory of democ
racy, but today the concept and practices of democracy are everywhere in
crisis. Even in the United States, the self-proclaimed global beacon of
democracy, such central instirutions as electoral systems have been seri
ously drawn into question, and in many parts of the world there is barely
the pretense of democratic systems of government. And the constant global
state of war undermines what meager forms of democracy exist.
.
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Throughout much of the twentieth century the concept of democracy

these various discussions about what is meant by globalization in addition

was both reduced and bolstered by cold war ideology. On one side of the

to what is meant by democracy. Designations of right and left are only ap

cold war divide, the concept of democracy tended to be defined strictly in

proximate, but useful nonetheless for sorting the various positions.

terms of anticommunism so as to be synonymous with the "free world."

Consider first the social democmtic arguments that claim democracy is

democracy thus had little to do with the nature of government:

debilitated or threatened by globalization, defining globalization usually

any state that stood as part of the b ulwark against what was considered to

in strictly economic terms. These arguments maintain that in the interest

The term

be communist totalitarianism could be labeled "democratic" regardless of

of democracy nation-states should withdraw from the forces of globaliza

how democratic it really was. On the other side of the cold war divide, so

tion. Some arguments that fit into this category claim that economic glob

cialist states similarly claimed to be "democratic republics." This claim too

alization is actually a myth, but a powerful myth with antidemocratic effects. 1

had little to do with the nature of government and instead referred prima

Many such arguments hold, for example, that today's internationalized

rily to the opposition to capitalist control: any state that formed part of

economy is not unprecedented (the economy has long been international

the bulwark against what was considered to be capitalist domination could

ized); that genuinely transnational corporations (in contrast to multina

claim to be a democratic republic. In the post-cold war world, the concept

tional corporations) are still rare; and that the vast majority of trade today

of democracy has been unanchored from its rigid cold war moorings and

is not really global but takes place merely among North America, Europe,

set adrift. Perhaps for that reason, it has some hope of regaining its previ�

and Japan. Despite the fact that globalization is a myth, they say, its ideol

ous significance.

ogy serves to paralyze democratic national political strategies: the myth of

The crisis of democracy today has to do not only with the corruption

globalization and its inexorability is used to argue against national efforts

and insufficiency of its institutions and practices but also with the concept

to control the economy, and it facilitates neoliberal privatization pro

itself. Part of the crisis is that it is not clear what democracy means in a

grams, the destruction of the welfare state, and so forth. These social

globalized world. Certainly global democracy will have to mean some

democrats argue instead that nation-states can and should assert their sov

thing different than what democracy meant in the national context

ereignty and take greater control of the economy at national and suprana

throughout the modern era. We can get a first index of this crisis of

tional levels. Such action would restore the democratic functions of the

democracy from the voluminous recent scholarly writings on the nature of

state that have been eroded, most importantly its representative functions

globalization and global war in relation to democracy. Support for democ
racy remains a presupposition among scholars, but they differ widely on
the question of whether the present form of globalization increases or de
creases the powers and possibilities of democracy across the world. Fur
thermore, since September

1 1 the increased pressures of war have

polarized the positions and, in the minds of some, subordinated the need
for democracy to concerns of security and stability. For the sake of clarity
let us sort out these positions according to their stance on the benefits of
globalization for democracy and on their general political orientation. This
gives us four logical categories dividing those who think that globalization
fosters democracy from those who think it is an obstacle, on the left and
the right. Keep in mind, of course, that there is a great deal of slippage in
.
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and its welfare structures. This social democratic position is the one that
was most seriously undermined by the events from the September 1 1 at

tacks to the war on Iraq. The state of global war seems to have made glob
alization inevitable (especially in terms of security and military affairs)
and thus any such antiglobalization position untenable. In the context of
the state of war, in fact, most social democratic positions have tended to
migrate toward one of the two proglobalization positions outlined below.
The policies of Schroder's Germany are a good example of how the social
democratic defense of national interests has come to rely fundamentally
on multilateral cosmopolitan alliances; and Blair's Britain is the prime il
lustration of the way national interests are thought best served by lining
up in support of the United States and its global hegemony.
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Opposed to the social democratic critiques o f globalization, but still
maintaining a left political position, stand the

liberal cosmopolitan

argu

ization of democracy; others hold that the U.S. political system and the
"American way of life" are synonymous with democracy and thus the ex

ments that view globalization as fostering democracy. 2 We do not mean to

pansion of u.s. hegemony is the expansion of democracy, but usually

suggest that these authors have no critique of the contemporary forms of

these turn out to be two sides of the same coin.4 The global state of war

globalization, because indeed they do, especially the most unregulated ac

has given this position a newly exalted political platform. What has be

tivities of global capital. These are not, however, arguments against capi

come known as neoconservative ideology, which has been a strong foun

talist globalization as such but rather arguments for the better institutional

dation for the Bush administration, seeks for the United States actively to

and political regulation of the economy. These arguments generally em

remake the political map of the world, ovenhrowing rogue regimes that

phasize that globalization brings positive effects in economic and political

pose potential threats and creating good ones. The U.S. government em

terms, as well as means of addressing the global state of war. In addition

phasizes that its global interventions are not based merely on national in

to greater economic development they envision globalization bringing a

terests but rather on the global, universal desires for freedom and

great democratic potential primarily due to a new relative freedom from

prosperity. It must for the good of the world act unilaterally without the

the rule of nation-states-and in this respect their contrast to the social

constraints of multilateral agreements or international law. 5 There is a mi

democratic positions is clear. This is particularly true, for example, in dis

nor debate among these proglobalization conservatives between some,

cussions that focus on the question of human rights, which has in many

generally British authors, who view current U.S. global hegemony as the

ways taken a greater role against or despite the power of nation-state�. No

rightful heir to the benevolent European imperialist projects and others,

tions of a new cosmopolitan democracy or global governance similarly

predictably U.S. authors, who view U.S. global rule as a radically new and

rely on the relative decline of the sovereignty of nation-states as their con

exceptional historical situation. One U.S. author, for example, is con

dition of possibility. The global state of war has made liberal cosmopoli

vinced that U.S. exceptionalism has unprecedented benefits for the entire

tanism into a major political position and seemingly the only viable

globe: "For all our fumbling, the role played by the United States is the

alternative to U.S. global control. Against the reality of unilateral U.S. ac

greatest gift the world has received in many, many centuries, possibly all

tions, multilateralism is the primary method of cosmopolitan politics and

of recorded history."6

the United Nations its most powerful instrument. We might also include

Finally,

traditional-values comervative arguments contest the dominant

at the limit of this category those who argue simply that the United States

right wing view that unregulated capitalism and U.S. hegemony necessar

cannot "go it alone" and must share its global ruling powers and responsi

ily bring democracy. They agree instead with the social democratic view

bilities with other major powers in some son of multilateral arrangement

that globalization hinders democracy, but for very different reasons-pri
marily because it threatens traditional, conservative values. This position

in order to maintain global order. 3
The various right-wing arguments that focus on the benefits and neces

takes rather different form inside and outside the United States. Conserv

agree with the liberal cosmopolitans that

ative thinkers outside the United States who view globalization as a radical

globalization breeds democracy, but they do so for very different reasons.

expansion of U.S. hegemony argue, in common with the social democrats,

sity of u.s.

global hegemony

These arguments, which are omnipresent in the mainstream media today,

that economic markets require state regulation, and the stability of mar

generally assen that globalization fosters democracy because U.S. hege

kets is threatened by the anarchy of global economic forces. The primary

mony and the expansion of the rule of capital themselves imply necessar

force of these arguments, however, focuses on the cultural, not the eco

ily the expansion of democracy. Some argue that the rule of capital is

nomic, realms. Conservative critics outside the United States claim, for in

inherently democratic, and thus the globalization of capital is the global-

stance, that U.S. society is so corrupt-with its weak social cohesion, its

.
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decline of family structures, its high rates of crime and incarceration, and

the few o r even the many i s becoming impossible. (Even the logic o f pri

so forth-that it does not have the political strength or the moral fortitude

vate property is being threatened by the social nature of biopolitical pro

to rule over other countries'? Conservative traditional-values arguments

duction.) The virtue of everyone is becoming today the only basis for

within the United States see the growing U.S. involvement in global af

liberty and democracy, which can no longer be separated.

fairs and the increasing unregulated rule of capital as detrimental to the

The enormous protests against political and economic aspects of the

moral life and traditional values of the United States itself.s In all these

global system, including the current state of war, which we will consider

cases, traditional values or social institutions (or what some call civiliza

in detail later, should be seen as powerful symptoms of the crisis of

tion) need to be protected and the national interest preserved against the

democracy. What the various protests make clear is that democracy cannot

threats of globalization. The global state of war and its pressure to accept

be made or imposed from

above.

The protesters refuse the notions of

globalization as a fact has quieted but not eliminated expressions of this

democracy from above promoted by both sides of the cold war: democ

position. Traditional-values conservatism now generally takes the form of

racy is neither simply the political face of capitalism nor the rule of bu

a skepticism about globalization and a pessimism about the benefits that

reaucratic elites. And democracy does not result from either military

U.S. hegemony claims to bring its own nation and the world.

intervention and regime change or from the various current models of

None of these arguments, however, seem sufficient for confronting the

"transition to democracy," which are generally based on some form of

question of democracy and globalization. What is clear, rather, from all of

Latin American caudiilismo and have proved better at creating new oli

them-from right and left, proglobalization and antiglobalization-is

garchies

that globalization and global war put democracy in question. Democracy,

ments since 1 968 have challenged these corruptions of the concept of

than

any democratic systems. 1 O All of the radical social move

of course, has been declared to be "in crisis" many times in the last few

democracy that transform it into a form of rule imposed and controlled

centuries, usually by liberal aristocrats afraid of the anarchy of popular

from above. Democracy, instead, they insist, can only arise from

below.

power or by technocrats disturbed by the disorder of parliamentary systems.

Perhaps the present crisis of the concept of democracy due to its new

Our problem of democracy, however, is different. First of all, democracy is

global scale can provide the occasion to return it to its older meaning as

confronted today by a leap of scale, from the nation-state to the entire

the rule of everyone by everyone, a democracy without qualifiers, without

globe, and thus unmoored from its traditional modern meanings and

ifs or buts.

practices. As we will argue later, democracy must be conceived and prac
ticed differently in this new framework and this new scale. This is one rea
son why all four categories of arguments outlined above are insufficient:
because they do not confront adequately the scale of the contemporary cri
sis of democracy. A second, more complex, and substantial reason that

THE U NFINISHED D E M OCR ATIC
PROJ ECT OF MODER NITY

these arguments are insufficient is that even when they speak of democ
racy they always undercut or postpone it. The liberal aristocratic position

Today's crisis of democracy throws us back to the early period of Euro

today is to insist on liberty first and democracy perhaps sometime later.9

pean modernity, and particularly to the eighteenth century, because then

In vulgar terms the mandate for liberty first and democracy later often

too the concept and practices of democracy were put in crisis by a leap of

translates into the absolute rule of private property, undermining the will

scale and had to be reinvented. At the end of modernity reappear the un

of everyone. What the liberal aristocrats do not understand is that in the

resolved problems of its beginnings. Advocates of democracy in early

era of biopolitical production liberalism and liberty based on the virtue of

modern Europe and North America were confronted by skeptics who told

.
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them that democracy may have been possible in the confines of the Athen

pean thought. Civil war is the negative instance against which the modern

ian polis but was unimaginable in the extended territories of the modern

notion of political order is buttressed. The violent state of nature-the

nation-states. Today, advocates of democracy in the age of globalization

war of all against all-is really just a distilled, philosophical conception of

are met by skeptics who claim that democracy may have been possible
within the confines of the national territory but is unimaginable on a
global scale.

civil

war,

projected back either into prehistory or into human essence it

self. Modern sovereignty is meant to put an end to civil war. I I

We should keep i n mind, however, that Hobbes's solution to the prob

The eighteenth-century democratic revolutionaries, of course, did not

lem of civil war is an ambivalent, incomplete one. On one hand, Hobbes

simply repropose democracy in its ancient form. Instead their task, aimed

states that the central objective of his Leviathan is putting an end to En

in part at addressing the question of scale, was to reinvent the concept and

gland's long civil wars and thus the sovereign power he proposes will be

see

constituent, producing and reproducing the people as a peaceful social or

in detail shortly, was central to the modern attempt to address the crisis of

der and bringing an end to the war of all against all that is synonymous

create new institutional forms and practices. Representation, as we will

democracy. That an old problem reappears, however, does not mean that

with social and political chaos. On the other hand, war-the violent state

the old solution will be adequate. Modern forms of representation, in

of nature, the forces of civil war, and the threat of foreign war-necessar

other words, will not necessarily be able to be expanded to respond suc

ily remains as an ever present possibility for Hobbes, in part because that

cessfully to our new problems of scale. (This will be a theme of chapter

threat of war and death is the primary weapon used to coerce the multi

3.2 below.) Rather, like the revolutionaries of the early modern period, we

tude to obey the rule of the sovereign: protego

will once again have to reinvent the concept of democracy and create new

tion is the basis of obligation to the sovereign. Modern sovereignty, we

ergo oMigo,

that is, protec

institutional forms and practices appropriate to our global age. That proj

should be clear, does not put an end to violence and fear but rather puts an

ect of conceptual and practical invention is the primary object of the re

end to civil war by organizing violence and fear into a coherent and stable

mainder of our book.

political order. The sovereign will be the only legitimate author of vio

The problem of democracy in a global world appears together, as we

lence, both against its own subjects and against other sovereign powers.

said, with the problem of war, another unresolved problem of modernity.

This is how the sovereign nation-state serves modernity as an answer to

As we saw in part 1 , one face of globalization reveals that war is again a

the problem of civil war.

problem today-or, rather, disorganized and illegitimate violence poses a

Today the problem of civil war reappears on a much larger, global

problem for the existing forms of sovereignty. We are faced with a global

scale. The current state of war, which has become continuous police activ

state of war in which violence can erupt anywhere at any time. And most

ity that supports the regulative foundation of administration and political

important from the perspective of sovereignty, there is no secure means of

control, similarly demands the obedience of subjects who are plagued by

legitimating the use of violence today and no stable groupings of that vio

violence and fear. That the problem is similar, once again, does not mean

lence into friend and enemy camps. The theory and practices of modern

that the same solution will be effective. The reenforced sovereignty of

sovereignty were born by confronting this same problem, the problem of

nation-states will not succeed in putting an end to the global state of war.

civil war-and here we are thrown back primarily to the seventeenth

A new global form of sovereignty is instead necessary. This is the object,

rather than the eighteenth century. Hobbes's reflections on the civil wars

for example, of Samuel Huntington's proposed paradigm of global civi

in England and Descarres's meditations on the Thirty Years' War in Ger

lizational conflict that we discussed earlier. Recognizing how the cold war

many are founding moments of the dominant stream of modern Euro-

succeeded in organizing global violence into coherent blocs and a stable

.
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order of power, Huntington seeks a similar ordering function for civiliza

rule when we do so with equal powers, free to act and choose as each of

tions: civilizations will make global conflict coherent and divide nation

us pleases.

states into stable groups of friend and enemy. The "war on terrorism" too

We should note, parenthetically, that the "democracy of everyone"

seeks, along somewhat different lines, to organize global violence. The so

should not be confused with the concept of ochlocracy, that is, the power

called alliance of the willing and the axis of evil designate strategies for

of all or the whole, which has continually been denounced in the history

grouping nation-states into blocs and thus making their violence coherent.

of political theory as a false derivative of the power expressed by every

(As we saw in chapter 1 , however, the definition of terrorism used here

one. The critiques of totalitarianism that emerged in the mid-twentieth

varies greatly depending on the perspective of the one making the accusa

century rightly protested against any such confusion.14 These critiques,

tion.) None of these solutions seems to us adequate, but they at least ad

however, even when they denounced tyranny (grounding their analyses in

dress the problem that global civil war poses for imperial power. Once

the ancient Greek notion of the corruption of the forms of government

again, from this perspective, purring an end to civil war does not mean

in the polis), never managed to arrive at the point where they could sup

putting an end to violence and fear but rather organizing them into a co

port democracy as a paradigm of good government. The dominant Euro

herent order and gathering them into the hands of the sovereign.

pean tradition has certainly been against tyranny but almost always from

The fact that contemporary problems of democracy and war bear sim

an aristocratic standpoint; against totalitarianism but also against the ex

ilarities to those faced in the early modern period, we should repeat, does

pression "of everyone," that is, the democracy of singularities and the

not mean that the old solutions will prove successful again. When we look

multitude.

back at the early modern conceptions of democracy we should appreciate

Modern revolutions did not immediately institute the universal con

both what a radical process of invention they accomplished and also how

cept of democracy even within the national space. The exclusion of

that modern project of democracy remained unfinished. Eighteenth

women, the propertyless, the nonwhite, and others negated the universal

century revolutionaries in Europe and the United States understood

pretext of "everyone." In fact, this universal notion of democracy has

democracy in clear and simple terms: the rule of everyone by everyone.

never yet been instituted, but it has served notwithstanding as a goal to

The first great modern innovation on the ancient concept of democracy,

ward which modern revolutions and struggles have tended. One can read

in fact, is this universal character, this absolute extension to everyone. Re

the history of modern revolutions as a halting and uneven but nonetheless

member, for example, how Pericles had defined democracy in ancient

real progression toward the realization of the absolute concept of democ

Athens as the rule of the many, in contrast to the rule of the few (in aris

racy. It is a North Star that continues to guide our political desires and

tocracy or oligarchy) and the rule of the one (in monarchy and tyranny). 1 2

practices.

I n modern Europe and North America between the seventeenth and eigh

The second great innovation of the modern concept of democracy is its

teenth centuries this inherited notion of the democracy of the many was

notion of representation. Representation was thought to be the distinctively

transformed into the democracy of everyone. The ancient notion of

modern practical mechanism that would make republican government

democracy is a limited concept just as are monarchy and aristocracy: the

feasible in the extensive territories of the nation-state. J 5 Representation

many that rule is still only a portion of the entire social whole. Modern

fills two contradictory functions: it links the multitude to government and

democracy, in contrast, has no limits and this is why Spinoza calls it "ab

at the same time separates it. Representation is a disjunctive synthesis in

solute." 1 3 This move from the many to everyone is a small semantic shift,

that it simultaneously connects and cuts, attaches and separates. 16 Many

but one with extraordinarily radical consequences! With this universality

of the great eighteenth-century revolutionary thinkers, we should note,

come equally radical conceptions of equality and freedom. We can only all

were not only reserved about democracy but actually feared and opposed it

.
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in explicit and concrete terms. Representation serves them as a kind of

with one will. Difference is an enemy of the people. A population, how

vaccine to protect against the dangers of absolute democracy: it gives the

ever, can never really eliminate difference and speak with one voice. The

social body a small controlled dose of popular rule and thereby inoculates

unity of the people can be created only through an operation of represen

against the fearsome excesses of the multitude. Often these eighteenth

tation that separates it from the multitude. Despite that the people all

century authors will use the term republicanism to mark this distance from

meet in person to exercise sovereignty, then, the multitude is not present;

democracy.

it is merely represented by the people. The rule of everyone in Rousseau is

Jean-Jacques Rousseau, for example, in his Social Contract treats
democracy and representation in a complex, ambivalent way. On one
hand, the people of a republic, he claims, must be absolutely sovereign

thus paradoxically but nonetheless necessarily reduced to the rule of one
through the mechanism of representation.
The authors and defenders of the U.S. Constitution were much more

and everyone must participate in an active and unmediated way in found

explicit than Rousseau in their fear of democracy and the need for the

ing and legislating political society. On the other hand, this full political

separation provided by representation. For James Madison, for example,

participation is tempered by the fact that only in some special cases is

coauthor of The Federalist, the concept of democracy is defined, as popular

democracy the appropriate form of government to execute the will of the

sovereignty was for Rousseau, by the fact that " the people meet and exercise

sovereign people. Different forms of government are suited to different

the government in person" such that all the people govern directly, freely,

nations, but elective aristocracy is in his view the best and most natural

and equally.20 Madison considers such democracy dangerous because, like

political orderY "If there were a nation of gods, it would be governed

Rousseau, he fears that there will be differences within the people-not

democratically," Rousseau claims. "So perfect a government is unsuited to

only individual differences, which can be easily controlled, but collective

men." I B So, at least on first reading, whereas representation is not admissi

differences, that is, factions. A minority faction, Madison reasons in Fed

ble in the realm of sovereignty for Rousseau, in the realm of government

eralist, no. 1 0, does not pose a serious problem for a democracy because

representation it is acceptable and even in most cases preferable.

the majority can control it, but democracy has no mechanism to control a

And yet on closer inspection we can see that, despite Rousseau's insis

majority faction. The democratic multitude itself, in Madison's view, has

tence to the contrary, his notion of sovereignty too contains a strong con

no mechanism of intelligence, prudence, or virtue that could organize dif

ception of representation. This is most clear in Rousseau's explanation

ferences: differences are immediately and inevitably expressed as conflict

that only the "general will" of the people is sovereign, not the "will of all."

and oppression. Madison argues that the representative schema of the U.S.

The will of all is the plural expression of the entire population, which

Constitution is an effective guarantee against the oppression of the major

Rousseau considers to be an incoherent cacophony, whereas the general

ity in a republic.

will stands above society, a transcendent, unified expression. 19 We should

Here the question of scale becomes primary. Democracy may have

recognize in Rousseau's conception that the general will itself is a repre

been feasible in the limited spaces of the ancient city-states, the argument

sentation that is simultaneously connected to and separated from the will

goes, but the practical demands of the size of modern nation-states re

of all. This relationship of unity, transcendence, and representation is il

quire that democracy be tempered with mechanisms of representation:

lustrated by Rousseau's distinction between the people and the multitude.

democracy for small populations; representation for extensive territories

The people is only sovereign for Rousseau when it is unified. The people,

and populations.21 Many of the anti-Federalist writers in the eighteenth

he explains, is constructed by maintaining or creating unitary habits, cus

century United States use this opposition between democracy and repre

toms, and views such that the population speaks with one voice and acts

sentation as an argument against the proposed Constitution and against a

.
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strong federal government. They favor small sovereign states because the

the argument goes, but it is relatively weak in practice. Only when democ

small scale provides the conditions for democracy or, at least, representa

racy is mixed with representation does it form a sufficiently strong, resist

tion of small proportions, where each delegate represents relatively few

ant substance, as iron is mixed with carbon to make a steel alloy. The " new

people.22 The Federalists agree that representation is an obstacle to

science" that the Federalists announced as their contribution to the new

democracy-to the universal, equal, and free rule of everyone-but sup

nation and the new era became something like a theory of modern metal

port it for that very reason! The enormous size of the modern nation

lurgy. By the 1 8 30s Alexis de Tocqueville could call "democracy" in

states, the United States in particular, is not an impediment to good

America the same representative schema that £!le founders, fifty years be

government but instead a great advantage! Representatives who are too

fore, had conceived as a bulwark against the dangers of democracy. Today

close to the represented do not provide an adequate protective barrier

the dominant notion of democracy is even more distant. Consider, for ex

against democracy; representation has to be distant enough to hold the

ample, the definition given recently by Joseph Nye, a leading liberal politi

dangers of democracy at bay and yet not so distant that representatives

cal thinker: "Democracy is government by officials who are accountable

have no contact with the represented. It is not necessary that representa

and removable by the majority of people in a jurisdiction. "25 How far we

tives have detailed local knowledge of the represented (Federalist, no. 56);

have strayed from the eighteenth-century conception!

rather, what is most important is "to obtain for rulers men who possess

Since representation has come to monopolize the field of political

most wisdom to discern, and most virtue to pursue, the common good of

thought to such an extent, it is useful in summary fashion to distinguish

society."23 Madison insists that this representative schema whereby the

the different types of representation. Following Max Weber, we can distin

few rule is neither an oligarchy (no. 57) nor an aristocracy in the British

guish three basic types according to the degree of separation between the

style (no. 63). We might characterize it best perhaps by what Rousseau

representatives and the represented: appropriated, free, and instructed.26

calls an elective aristocracy, as opposed to natural or hereditary forms of

Appropriated representation (appropriierte Reprasentation) is the form

aristocracy. Madison certainly agrees with Rousseau's view that "it is the

with the weakest link and the strongest separation between the representa

best and most natural order of things that the wisest should govern the

tives and the represented. In trus type the representatives are not selected,

multitude."24 Once again in these discussions we can recognize the essence

appointed, or controlled in any direct way by the represented; rather the

of representation: it connects the citizens to government and at the same

representatives merely interpret the interest and will of the represented.

time separates them from it. The new science is based on this disjunctive

Weber calls this form of representation appropriated because the repre

synthesis.

sentatives appropriate all decision-making powers for themselves. We

One element that is refreshingly lucid about these eighteenth-century

should point out that these representatives are not completely autonomous

deliberations is that they recognize so clearly that democracy and repre

because representation, like all relations of power, is two-sided, and the

sentation stand at odds with one another. When our power is transferred

represented always have some means to refuse or modify the relationship,

to a group of rulers, then we all no longer rule, we are separated from

but in this case their means are the most indirect and distant. We can also

power and government. Despite this contradiction, however, already in the

call this type patriarchal representation because it defines the sense in

early nineteenth century representation came to define modern democracy

which a feudal lord represented the peasants of the estate. This is similar,

to such an extent that since then it has become practically impossible to

in fact, to how black slaves, women, and children were thought to be rep

think democracy without also thinking some form of representation.

resented in the U.S. Constitution.27 In a rather different context, patriar

Rather than a barrier against democracy, representation came to be viewed

chal or appropriated representation also defines the way that today

a necessary supplement. Pure democracy may be beautiful in theory,

supranational organizations like the IMF and the World Bank represent

as

.
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the interests of nations like Thailand and Argentina, as we will see later. In

in governmental decisions reduces the separation of representation. The

all these cases, the representatives stand dearly separate from, and inter

participatory procedures for determining budget allocations in some

pret the interests of, the represented, who can exercise only weak and indi

Brazilian cities, such as Porto Alegre and Belem, is one example of such a

rect forms of influence.

mechanism to reduce separation.29

Free representation (freie Reprasentation) stands in the middle position,

This Weberian typology of representation might immediately suggest a

typical of parliamentary systems, in which the represented have some di

political task: work to transform all patriarchal or appropriated forms of

rect connection to the representatives but their control is constrained or

representation into limited, liberal forms, and transform those limited

limited. In most electoral systems, for example, the choice or control that

forms into more directly instructed ones, making ever stronger the con

the represented exert is limited primarily in temporal terms, since the rep

nection between the represented and their representatives. Such attempts

resented exercise their connection only every two or four or six years. Be

can undoubtedly improve our contemporary political situation but they

tween elections representatives act relatively independently without the

can never succeed in realizing the promise of modern democracy, the rule

instruction or consultation of the represented, and thus Weber calls this

of everyone by everyone. Each of these forms-appropriated, free, and

form "free" to emphasize the relative autonomy of the representatives. The

instructed-brings us back to the fundamental dual nature of representa

freedom of the representatives, of course, is inversely related to the degree

tion, that it simultaneously connects and separates. The three forms desig

of choice or control of the represented. The power of the represented is

nate different proportions of the two functions, which are necessary for

also limited, for example, by a constrained range of representatives to

sovereignty. The institutions of political representation must allow (at

choose from. Their power is increasingly limited or partial too, of course,

least some) citizens to express their plural desires and demands while at

and the representatives correspondingly are more free with every additional

the same time allowing the state to synthesize them as one coherent unity.

degree of separation from the represented, the way a political appointee,

The representative is thus, on one hand, a servant of the represented and,

for example, represents those who elected the appointing official. The del

on the other, dedicated to the unity and effectiveness of the sovereign will.

egates to the General Assembly of the United Nations might thus be said

As we will see in more detail later, according to the dictates of sovereignty,

to represent the various national populations with a second degree of sep

in the final analysis only the one can rule. Democracy requires a radical in

aration. The more limited or partial the representation becomes and the

novation and a new science.

stronger the separation between representatives and the represented, the
more it approaches a form of patriarchal or appropriated representation.
When the represented constantly control the representatives, the sys

DEB TORS ' REBELLION

tem is defined by what Weber calls instructed representation (gebundene
Reprasentation). The various mechanisms that create stronger connections

Abigail Adams, wife ofJohn Adams, was furious with Thomas Jefferson.

and bind the representatives to obey constantly the instructions of the
represented all serve to lessen the autonomy of the representatives.28 Fre

It was easy for him to write such pretty phrases while away in France. Back
home in Massachusetts things were a mess.

quent elections, for example, or even the constant revocability of delegates

The young United States was undergoing itsfirst serious domestic rebeUion.

undercut the temporal limitation imposed on electors by periodic elec

In the summer of 1 786 the Court General of the state ofMassachusetts began
toforeclose on the property of indebtedfanners in Hampshire County, seizing
their cattle and their land. Thefanners called on Massachusetts to print more
money as Rhode Island had done to relieve their debt, but the state legislature

tions. Expanding the possibility of all members of the society to serve as
representatives also lessens the limitations on the power of the repre
sented. Finally, increasing the opportunities for all citizens to participate
.
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was deaf to their demands. A militia offifteen hundred armedformers, many

peating elements of the history of the formation of the United States. One of

of who were veterans of the Revolutionary war, blocked the courtsfrom meet

the contradictions of the global system today is that the poorest countries, in

ing and taking away their property; in the town of Great Barrington they

cluding most ofsub-Saharan Africa, sufferfrom the burden of national debts

broke open the countyjail and setfree the debtors. Daniel Shays, a former cap

that they can never hope to repay. Debt is one of thefactors that keeps the poor

tain in the Continental Army, eventually became known as its leader.

poor and the rich rich in the global system. It is not impossible to imagine that

Abigail Adams wrote from London to her friend Thomas jefferson, who

someday soon this contradiction could inspire something like a Shays ' Rebellion

was serving as ambassador to France, and described in dramatic terms the tu

of debtors on a global scale that would not only horrify the likes of Abigail

mults created by the debtors in her native state: ''ignorant, restless desperadoes,

Adams but also wreak enormous destruction. Perpetual indebtedness in an eco

without conscience or principles, have led a deluded multitude to follow their

nomic system designed to maintain the divisions of wealth is a perfect recipe

standard under pretense of grievances which have no existence but in their

for desperate, violent acts. One would be hardpressed to muster any jefferson

imaginations. " Thomas jefferson

was

untroubled by the events and responded

ian optimism about such a possibility. The spilled blood ofsuch a conflagration

to Abigail Adams s great consternation, in high-minded terms: 'The spirit of

is not likely to nurture the tree of liberty. We would be much better served by

resistance to government, "jefferson wrote, "is so valuable on certain occasions,

searchingfor other means to address the systematic inequalities and contradic

that 1 wish it to be always kept alive. . . . 1 like a little rebellion now and

tions of our global system before any such violent event arises.

then. "30 AbigailAdams broke offher regular correspondence with jefferson for
several months after that, and the rebellion indeed ended badly for everyone
involved. The Massachusetts legislature suspended habeas corpus and allowed
indefinite imprisonment without trial tofacilitate the suppression of the rebel�

lion. Over the course of the next year the rebelformers were pursued many of

THE U NR EALIZED D E M OCR ACY
OF SOCIALIS M

them arrested and a dozen executed Thomas jefferson s positive view of the
rebellion, however, was undiminished by news of the violence. To Colonel

Socialist political representation has run parallel to liberal and constitu

Smith, the Adamses ' son-in-law, jefferson wrote, 'The tree of liberty must be

tional representation in the history of modernity and finally failed in a

refreshedfrom time to time, with the blood ofpatriots and tyrants. It is a nat
ural manure. "31

similar way. Despite various efforts socialism did not succeed in construct
ing independent and original ideas or practices of political representation

We do not have such a positive view of bloodshed and rebellion under any

to avoid the unhealthy mystifications that plagued representative institu

and all circumstances as jefferson seems to in these letters. Indeed there is no

tions throughout the history of modern sovereignty. There were certainly

reason to celebrate Shays s militia of armedformers as aforcefor democracy in

from the beginning promising elements in the socialist tradition. First of

the young republic. What is more useful, instead is to recognize the rebellion

all, socialist movements criticized the notion of the "autonomy of politics"

as a symptom of an economic contradiction immanent to the United States

that supported the bourgeois conception of the state. Democracy would

from its beginning. The rebellion, after all, was about debt--debts that the

have to be constructed from below in a way that could neutralize the state's

formers could never hope to repay. The United States, despite all its rhetoric of

monopoly of power. Second, socialist movements recognized that the sep

equality,

was

a society divided along class lines, and its constitution

was

de

aration between political representation and economic administration was

signed in many respects to maintain the wealth of the rich.32 The rebellion of

a key to the structures of oppression. They would have to find a way to

the indebtedformers was a powerful symptom of this contradiction.

make the instruments of political power coincide democratically with the

This is one instance in which theformation ofthe global system today is re.
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however, the history of socialist politics often led down different, less aus

proposition of free and universal education.33 Every step that narrows the

picious avenues.

separation between representatives and represented was thought to be a

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, socialists and com

step toward the abolition of the state, that is, the destntction of the separa

munists, social democrats and Bolsheviks, in different but corresponding

tion ofsovereign powerfrom society. We should note that the conceptions of

ways, proposed the idea of the party as an alternative to the traditional

representation and democracy inspired by the Commune were not really

forms of institutional representation. They conceived the modern state,

fundamentally different than those of the eighteenth-century revolution

even in its representative forms, as a dictatorship of the ruling class, a po

aries. In fact, one of the most striking elements of Marx's and Lenin's

litical apparatus designed to dominate the working class. The party was to

writings on the Paris Commune in retrospect is how similar their rhetoric

be a vanguard, an organization that could bring together the working class .

of democracy is to that of the earlier period. Marx hailed the Commune,

with intellectuals and activists outside the working class to form a political

for example, as a government "of the people by the people" and Lenin saw

power to compensate for the workers' lack of representation and address

it as a step toward a "fuller democracy" in which the representatives are

their miserable condition. The party was to represent those who lacked

"directly responsible to their electorate."34

representation. The party was thus thought to be separate from the work

Another avenue for finding new modes of political representation in

ing class and outside the logic of both the capitalist economy and the

volved creating mechanisms to give the proletariat a direct role in economic

bourgeois social order narrowly understood. This conception of the van

management and social administration. The most important experiments

guard party clearly links socialism and communism with the Jacobin tra

of this kind of democratic representation in the socialist and communist

dition insofar as they re-created the guiding role of the elite that the

traditions were the various "council" forms of management and govern

radical and progressive part of the bourgeoisie had expressed in Jacobin

ment, including the soviets and the so-called Rat forms.35 The councils and

ism. The party of the working class, from this perspective, had to raise the

soviets were conceived as mechanisms to increase dramatically the multi

Rag of Jacobinism, stripping it of its bourgeois class interests and making

tude's connection to and participation in government. The industrial

it coherent with the new interests of the proletariat: power to the proletar

workers, the soldiers, and the peasants would all be represented by their so

ians, the state to the communists!

viets. Both in the social democratic experience, stuck between corporative

The most radical segments of the socialist, communist, and anarchist

labor organizations and the illusions of self-government, and the Bolshevik

traditions in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries were united

experience, constantly struggling for economic and political survival, the

in their critique of parliamentary representation and their call to abolish

councils never really succeeded in constructing a new model of representa

the state. Instead of parliamentary representation, they proposed more

tion. In the council or soviet the social base was called to make greater sac

complete, insttucted forms of representation and even forms of direct

rifices for the factory, society, and the state, and in return were promised

democracy. The 1 8 7 1 Paris Commune was the primary example of a new

greater participation in their management, but that participation was al

democratic experiment of government for Marx, Lenin, and many others.

ways kept separate, at a distance from sovereign authority, and in time the

The Commune was still, of course, a representative government, but

participation and representation became even more ephemeral. The anti

what inspired Marx so much were the mechanisms it instituted to reduce

authoritarian initiatives and demands of direct democracy of socialist and

the separation between the representatives and the represented: the Com

communist movements were thus ground down.

mune's declaration of universal suffrage, for example, the fact that repre

We should note that the demands for direct democracy and self

sentatives to the Commune could be revoked by their electors at any

management were strongest in the socialist and communist movements

time, that they were paid the same wages as workers, and the Commune's

during the phase of industrial development when the professionalized

.
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industrial worker occupied a hegemonic position i n the organization of

We do not mean to suggest that communism and socialism did not

capitalist production, roughly from the late nineteenth to the early twenti

contain profoundly democratic strains or that these were not often ex

eth centuries. The industrial workers then knew each aspect of the pro

pressed in powerful and tragic ways. In the early years of the Soviet

ductive process and understood the entire cycle of production because
they were its pivot. As the industrial revolution continued in the twentieth
century, as assembly lines were introduced and workers were progressively
deskilled, the call for worker self-management seemed almost naturally to
evaporate. The project of self-management thus gave way to the notion of
planning, which was a mechanism to correct (but not displace) the capi
talist organization of labor and the market.
As the twentieth century developed, the democratic socialist parties, in
Europe and elsewhere, integrating themselves into the capitalist system,
abandoned even the pretense of representing or defending the working
class. The majority of communists, for their part, were swept up in the
new proletarian states; leading the way was the Soviet Union, which, to
guarantee its own legitimacy, pretended to represent all people and the fu
ture of humanity as a whole. Listen, for example, to the hopes of a
utopian communist future the Soviet Union inspired in the French poet
Louis Aragon. Walking the streets of Moscow, Aragon writes, "ici j'ai tant
reve marchant de l'avenir / qu'il me semblait parfois de lui me souvenir."
(I dreamed so much of walking in the future here / that sometimes I
seemed to have remembered it.)36 In the Soviet Union and other socialist
states, however, representation did not even remain at the level of the
bourgeois tradition but was in the course of time degraded and reduced to
a fiction of demagogic control and populist consensus, drained even fur
ther of its elements of connection to the multitude. This degradation of
representation was one important factor that contributed to the bureau
cratic implosion of the Eastern European socialist regimes in the late
1980s. This failure was due to not only historical circumstances but also a
conceptual lack. Even in their most radical expressions, socialism and
communism did not develop fundamentally different conceptions of
representation and democracy, and as a result they repeated the founding
nucleus of the bourgeois concept of sovereignty, trapped paradoxically in
the need for the unity of the stateY

.
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Union, for example, there were numerous social, political, and cultural ex
periments that imagined the creation of a new and more democratic soci
ety, particularly in terms of women's liberation, transformation of the
peasant world, and artistic innovation.38 Early Soviet legal theorists, such
as Eugeny Pashukanis, saw the possibility of going beyond private law and
transforming p ublic law into an institutional system based on the com
mon.39 In China and Cuba too there were numerous similar examples. I n
various different periods each o f these countries witnessed new experi
ments in the democratic management of production and society that re
jected the bureaucratic, Stalinist model. They also created projects of
technical and economic assistance to struggles against colonialism and im
perialism throughout the Third World. Long before most of today's hu
manitarian NGOs, Cuban doctors were treating tropical diseases all over
Latin America and Africa. The utopian desires of communism and social
ism at times guided the institutions of the socialist regimes and forced
them to make social justice the primary criterion of government. And
more generally, communist and socialist movements and parties often de
fended democracy-both in Europe and the Americas as well as in Asia
and Africa, and on both sides of the iron curtain-from fascist and reac
tionary attacks, from Stalinism and McCarthyism. In the end, however,
the dreams of socialist and communist representation proved to be an il
lusion. Once again, Aragon: "On sourira de nous d'avoir aime la flame /
au point d' en devenir nous meme I' aliment. (They will laugh at us for hav
,,
ing loved the flame / to the point of being consumed by it.) 40
Max Weber, for one, perfectly understood that the socialist organization
of labor would end up having the same laws as the capitalist one and that
they would correspond to analogous concepts of representation. 4 I This
analogy was not merely grounded on his observation of the convergent
models of the organization of parties and their bureaucratic legacies (an
observation of Robert Michels, which Weber certainly shared) . Weber's
insight went to a much deeper level of the problem and sprung from the

.
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fact that, according to him, one cannot speak of politics (and democratic

imacy. This is how all fundamentalisms are born. Such contemporary

representation) without speaking of social politics and thus representation

forms of right-wing populism and fascism are deformed offsprings of

remained an essential organ of the mediation and expression of social in

socialism-and such populist derivatives of socialism are another reason

terests in every complex system of the management of society, either so

for which we have to search for a postsocialist political alternative today,

cialist or bourgeois. Socialism, in every form, thus necessarily involves the

breaking with the worn-out socialist tradition.

management ofcapitat-perhaps in a less privatist or individualist way, but

It is strange now to have to recall this amalgam of ideological perver

always within the same relentless dynamic of the instrumental rationaliza

sions that grew out of the socialist concept of representation, but today

tion of life. Since the modern concept of representation necessarily corre

we can finally preside over its funeral. The democratic hopes of socialist

sponds to that dynamic of rationalization, socialism could not do without

representation are over. And while we say our farewells we cannot but re

it. Neither could it substitute for it a form of labor representation based on

member how many ideological by-products, more or less fascist, the

trade unions or councils. In the framework of the management of capital,

great historical experiences of socialism were condemned to drag in their

Weber concludes the contradiction between worker democracy and repre

wake, some merely useless sparks and others devastating infernos. There

sentative democracy could only be solved in favor of the latter. That said,

is no longer any possibility of going back to modern models of represen

despite this impossibility we can also recognize in Weber a kind of nostal

tation to create a democratic order. We need to invent different forms of

gia for that fantastic power of social transformation contained in the Russ

representation or perhaps new forms of democracy that go beyond repre

ian Revolution and the entire socialist tradition.

sentation.

Weber's critique of socialism and its mechanisms of representation be
cause it helps us see how the various right-wing forms of populism have
sprung. perversely, from the socialist tradition. A stream of the modern

REVOLT, B E RL I N 1 9 5 3

tradition of democratic representation breaks off and ends up in a swamp.
Various elements of the authoritarian right, from the National Socialists in
Germany and the Peronists in Argentina to France's Front nationale and
Austria's Freedom Party, attempt to resolve the contradictions of the so
cialist idea of representation in populist fashion by imposing on it the
most traditional theories of sovereignty. Here, on the right, the construc

If we now have a socialist regime, the Berlin workers reasoned, then we
should no longer suffer under the weight ofproduction quotas. When Benno
Sarel recounts the revolts of the construction workers along Stalinallee and
throughout Berlin, which on June 16 and 11, 1953, spread to the bigfacto
ries, the workers ' neighborhoods, and then the suburbs and countryside ofEast

right-wing projects, be they aristocratic, clerical, or sectarian, imagine an

Germany, he emphasizes that the most important demand of the factory
worker was to abolish the production quotas and destroy the structural order of
command over labor in thefactories. Socialism, after all is not capitalism! 42
In spring 1953, in the newborn German Democratic Republic, the social
ist regime developed a long-term plan and proposed the intensification of work

identification of minds or spirits that legitimates its form of representation

in the factories and all other work sites. It

tion of representation as an external function, as a complete delegation of
one's rights, reaches an extreme point. Political consciousness is entirely
grounded in and nourished by tradition, and mass participation is invoked
on the basis of a defensive and redemptive identification. All of these

was

a matter of reconstructing

on the basis of tradition. Carl Schmitt indeed demonstrates how the reac

Berlin andfounding a socialist state. On a four-kilometer stretch of the great

tionary idea of representation from Juan Donoso Cones to Georges Sorel

boulevard Stalinallee, the old Frankfurterallee, there was an enormous concen

is constructed on the identitarian and traditionalist idea of sovereign legit-

tration of construction workers and their workshops. They had already cleaned

.
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up the rubble from the war, working day and night by the light of electric
flood lamps to reconstruct their city. After the planning decisions were an
nounced in spring 1953, production quotas were raised. In the first trimester
of the year, in fact, the construction industries had met only 77 percent of
what the plan required. Now the timekeepers assiduously controlled the work
ers, and the party activists andforemen actively supported raising the produc
tion quotas, often passing them off as voluntary.

When, in front of the House of Ministers, the Minister of Industry, SeLb
mann, aformer worker himself with calloused hands, referred to the strikers as
"comrades, " they responded. "m are notyour comrades!" Wiry was there such a

Resistance began in the workshops. The rise ofproduction quotas was ac
companied by a cut in salaries. Friday waspayday, and thefirst Friday in June
there were conflicts, protests, and numerous incidental acts of resistance. Faced
with this growing unrest, the party bureaucrats and the management bureau
crats, who in the workshops were often the same people, reacted only with more
discipline: they promised individual punishment and collective sanctions for
those who disobeyed. The workers responded by threatening strikes. The party
mnk andfile, who had the pulse of the workers ' sentiments, tried quickly to
find a compromise, and many of them moved over to the workers ' side. June

12, the second payday after the raise of the production quotas, salaries were
lowered even further. Worker assemblies wereformed to express their outrage.
Monday, June 15, central leaders ofthe party s union visited the workshops
to open discussions. The workers, however, organized a delegation to protest di
rectly in front of the House ofMinisters. A small demonstration ofabout three
hundred workers was led by a banner that calledfor an end to the production
quotas. The demonstrators passed in front of other workshops and called the
workers tojoin them. The original three hundred was quickly transformed into
a flood of thousands. On the following day and late into that night workers '
committees blocked production in the workshops and went through the neigh
borhoods to explain their demands. The Berlin metaLLurgy and chemicalfacto-'
ries quicklyjoined the struggle. As news of the Berlin revolt spread to the other
industrial cities ofEast Germany the strikes spread too--Brandenburg, Halle,
Bitterfeld, Merseberg, the great industrial centers of Saxony, and finally
Leipzig and Dresden.
Why were those trade union and party leaders, many of whom had been

lack ofsolidarity? Wf know the history ofhow the poLitical system ofEast Ger
many later developed into a kind ofpolice state, but at thispoint in 1953 that
had notyet happened. This was an instance ofclass struggle in the construction
of a "workers ' state " in which representation should have resembled a direct
form of democracy. Wiry instead did the representatives not represent anything
but the authority and quotas of the plan? When President Grotewohl declared
during the strikes that "we are flesh of the flesh of the working class, " no one
disputed the fact. Wiry then had the faith in representation so quickly and
completely evaporated?
The morning ofJune 17 demonstrators converged on the House of Minis
ters. The general population joined the workers, and the revolt transformed
into an insurrection that involved many of the cities of East Germany. In
Berlin the police blocked the demonstrators in front ofthe House ofMinisters,
and the multitude quickly found a new symbolic convergence point: Marx
Engelsplatz. At 1:00 p.m. the Soviet leadership in Moscow declared a state of
siege. Late into the evening the rebels desperatelyfought against armored vehi
cles with nothing but their bare hands. Worker delegates were sent from the
Eastern sector ofBerlin to the Wfstern sector, knocking on the doors of the Wfst
German administration asking for assistance, arms, and strikes in solidarity,
but to no avail. The worker revolt in Berlin thus came to an end. the first of
many often silent worker revolts against socialist regimes.
Wf do not know what reduced representatives in the German Democratic
Republic to a parody of that communist dream of democratic representation,
what corrupted them to the point of becoming merely emissaries ofdisciplinary
power, not much differentfrom the agents of bourgeois sovereignty, as the old
communist militants would say. (Those who had no illusions about the fact
that "really-existing socialism " had in its clout the skeleton of capitalism call
this an example of socialism as a form ofstate capitalism.) Andyet, faced with
the decline of the revolutionary utopia and its constituent power, a revolt
emerged thatpointed toward thefuture. The workers sang the verses of the old

part of the heroic resistance against the Nazi regime and who now claimed to
be representing a sociaList, worker republic, unable to convince or even reason

hymn: ''Brothers toward the light! Towardfreedom!" This Irymn was part of

with those workers who shared their common history and emancipatory project?

the practices of resistance, the strikes, and the barricades erected against the

.
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bureaucratic regimes in the name of a future democracy. In the case of Berlin
1953 the new form of organization was the strike committee. The strike com
mittee united the trade union function of managing labor (immediately tak
ing command of thefactory) with thepoliticalfunction of the organization of
the revolt. As the hegemony of the working class spread in society they called on
other social groups to join the rebellion. They demanded a democracy of the
workers by the workers, everywhere. The members of the strike committee were
a broad social mixture: there were those workers in the workshops who were the
first to express their indignation and organize the resistance, there were those
communists, who from the beginning stood by the mass of workers, and there
were those intellectuals, students, Protestant pastors, and antifascist veterans
who had been woken up by the callforjustice. How the members of the strike
committee were chosen is perhaps not the most important element of the story.
Central instead was their insistent callfor freedom and democracy. No more
production quotas! If labor is notfree, then there can be no communism! This
is the essence ofBerlin 1953: they recognized representation to be a capitalist
function of command over the working class and they said no. In response they
affirmed the communist expression of desire through the multitude.

back at this point to consider the history of public opinion and the vari
ous theories that have sought to characterize its form of representation.
We will find that public opinion is in fact neither representative nor
democratic.
Although " the public" and "opinion" are notions that stretch back to
the ancients, public opinion is essentially an eighteenth-century invention,
born, not coincidentally, in the same period as the "new science" of demo
cratic representation. Public opinion was conceived as the voice of the
people, and thus it was thought to fill the role for modern democracy that
the assembly filled for the ancient democracy: the site where the people ex
press themselves in public affairs. Public opinion was thought to function
through representative institutions such as electoral systems but go well
beyond them; in it the popular will is imagined to be constantly present.
Public opinion was thus from the beginning intimately related to notions
of democratic representation, both as a vehicle that completes representa
tion and as a supplement that compensates for its limitations.
This notion of public opinion quickly divides in modern political
thought according to two opposing views: a utopian vision of the perfect
representation of the will of the people in government and an apocalyptic
vision of manipulated mob rule. Consider, for example, two texts pub

FRO M D E M OCR ATIC R EPR ES ENTATION
TO GLOBAL P U BLIC OPINION

lished in 1 895: James Bryce's
Bon's

Psychologie des foules

American Commonwealth and

Gustave Le

(The Crowd) . Bryce, a Scottish scholar and

politician who, like Tocqueville before him, celebrates U.S. democracy,
sees public opinion as an essential mechanism of democratic representa

Public opinion has in many respects become the primary form of repre

tion. The rule of public opinion could be achieved, Bryce writes, "if the

sentation in contemporary societies. The Monday after a weekend of mas

will of the majority of citizens were to become ascertainable at all times,

sive demonstrations against the U.S. war in Iraq in February 2003, with

and without need of its passing through a body of representatives, possi

millions of people in the streets of major cities throughout the world, the

bly without the need of voting machinery at all . . . . this informal but di

New York Times

rect control of the multitude would dwarf, if it did not supersede, the

proclaimed in a front-page story that there are now two

superpowers in the world: the United States and global public opinion.43

importance of formal but occasional deliverances made at the elections of

Public opinion, it seems, has finally arrived on the grandest of political

representatives."44 Bryce imagines a political system in which the will of

stages. Public opinion, however, if it is to be considered a superpower,

all individuals is completely and immediately represented in government,

must be a political subject of a nature very different than a nation-state

a system that he thought nineteenth-century U.S. politics made possible.

such as the United States. It is unclear, moreover, whom public opinion

Le Bon, in contrast, sees in the public expressions of the masses not many

represents and how it represents them. It will be useful for us to take a step

rational individual voices but one indifferent and irrational voice. In the

.
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crowd, according to Le Bon, "the heterogeneous is swamped by the ho

of images, and the evanescence of meanings seem to undermine the no

mogeneous and the unconscious qualities obtain the upper hand."45

tions of public opinion both as multiple individual expressions and as a

Crowds are fundamentally irrational and susceptible to external influence;

unified rational voice. Among contemporary theorists of public opinion,

they naturally and necessarily follow a leader whose control maintains

}iirgen Habermas most dearly renews Hegel's notion of mediation (draw

their unity through contagion and repetition. In fact, panic might be

ing primarily on Hegel's early conception of interrelation rather than the

thought of as the primary emotion of the crowd. The Greek god Pan,

later concept of civil society) and links it to the utopian vision of rational

from whose name the term derives, leads the masses and drives them in

individual expression.48 From Habermas's perspective, public opinion can

sane: innocent people are lynched by mobs, markets collapse, currencies

be conceived in terms of communicative action aimed at reaching under

crumble, wars begin.46 Public opinion is so dangerous according to this

standing and forming a world of values. This public sphere is democratic

second, apocalyptic vision, then, because it tends to be both unified and

insofar as it allows for free expression and plural communicative ex

susceptible to manipulation.

changes. For Habermas this lifeworld actively stands as an alternative, out

Between these two extreme views, public opinion is also conceived in

side the system of instrumental reason and the capitalist control of

the history of modern political philosophy as a form of mediation that ne

communication. There is, of course, a rationalist and moralistic echo that

gotiates between the many individual or group expressions and the social

runs throughout this effort to divide the world of free and ethical com

unity. G. W. F. Hegel's notion of civil society is fundamental to trus con

munication from the system of instrumentality and domination a sense of

ception of mediation.47 Civil society is the realm of all social, economic,

indignation against the capitalist colonization of the lifeworld. This is

and political organizations and institutions that are not part of the state.

where Habermas's conception of ethical communication in a democratic

Into civil society enter not only individuals but also and more importantly

public sphere appears completely utopian and unrealizable, however, be

families, civic groups, trade unions, political parties, interest groups, along

cause it is impossible to isolate ourselves, our relationships, and our com

with all the various other forms of social association. The key to Hegel's

munication outside the instrumentality of capital and the mass media. We

notion of civil society is the way it matches perfectly with the capitalist

are all already inside, contaminated. If there is going to be any ethical re

ideology of a society based on exchange relations. Through its political

demption it will have to be constructed inside the system.

alchemy, civil society transforms the multiple exchanges of capitalist soci

In contrast to H abermas, Niklas Luhmann rejects any such moral tran

ety into the unitary authority of sovereignty; it is both the plural expres

scendentalism or utopianism and proposes instead conceiving the public

sion of the wills of everyone and their enlightened synthesis in a unified

sphere with a functionalist method that makes the networks of social in

general will. We should note that civil society fills for Hegel the same role

teraction into a motor of social equilibrium.49 This view renovates the

that representation serves for modern political thought as a whole: through

functionalism characteristic of traditional U.S. sociology and couples it

civil society all members of the society are both linked to and separated

with various newer methodological approaches in sociology. Luhmann con

from the political realm of sovereignty and the state. Hegel's notion of

siders the public sphere an extraordinarily complex but nonetheless self

civil society provides a model for leading the plurality of individual ex

sustaining system in which all of the various social actors-despite their

pression in public opinion to a rational unity compatible with sovereignty.

differences of opinion and belief, and even by expressing these differences-

Since at least the middle of the twentieth century, however, public

end up contributing to the equilibrium of the system as a whole. To the

opinion has been transformed by the enormous expansion of the media

extent that this conception of public opinion involves democratic repre

newspapers, radio, television, Internet sources, and so forth. The speed of

sentation, this representation rests on a notion of the free interaction of

information, the exasperating overlap of symbols, the ceaseless circulation

the vast plurality of social differences within the social system; the very

.
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a sign of its representative nature. But

are biased and serve to manipulate and even fabricate public opinion. 54

this is a very weak notion of representation. Functionalist perspectives

Once again, public opinion seems to be trapped between the naive utopi

such as Luhmann's pose a model of mediation between the plurality of so

anism of objective information and rational individual expression and the

cial voices and the synthesis of the social totality, but the accent is firmly

cynical apocalypticism of mass social control.

as

placed on the solid, stable unity and equilibrium of the system.

In the context of this extreme and untenable alternative, the field of

None of these theories of mediation, however, grasp the new role of

cultural studies, especially the stream that emerged from the work of Stu

the media and polling, which are the essential factors in the construction

an Hall and the Birmingham School, provides an important perspective. 55

and expression of contemporary public opinion. In the field of media

One fundamental insight of cultural studies is that communication (and

studies, which indeed does confront these new factors, we find once again

thus also public opinion) is two-sided. Although we are all constantly

the old bifurcated view of public opinion as either rational individual ex

bombarded by the messages and meanings of culture and the media, we

pression or mass social manipulation. The utopian view is promoted

are not merely passive receivers or consumers. We constantly make new

chiefly by the mainstream media itself: the media present objective infor

meanings out of our cultural world, resist the dominant messages, and dis

mation that allows citizens to form their own opinions, which in turn are

cover new modes of social expression. We do not isolate ourselves from

reflected back to them faithfully by the media's opinion polls. George

the social world of the dominant culture but neither do we simply acqui

Gallup, for example, the primary founder of the U.S. model of opinion

esce to its powers. Rather, from inside the dominant culture we create not

polls, who was, incidentally, deeply influenced by the work of James

only alternative subcultures but, more important, new collective networks

Bryce, claims that polls serve to make government more responsive to the

of expression. Communication is productive, not only of economic values

will of the people.50 The scholarly field of media studies tends instead to

but also of subjectivity, and thus communication is central to biopolitical

ward the apocalyptic view. Although information and images are om

production.

Public opinion

is not the adequate term for these alternative

nipresent and superabundant in contemporary society, the sources of

networks of expression born in resistance because, as we have seen, in the

information have in certain respects been dramatically reduced. The alter

traditional conceptions public opinion tends to present either a neutral

native newspapers and other media that expressed the views of various

space of individual expression or a unified social whole-or a mediated

subordinated political groups in much of the nineteenth and twentieth

combination of these two poles. We can only understand these forms of

centuries have all but disappearedY As media corporations merge into

social expression as networks of the multitude that resists the dominant

huge conglomerates, the information they distribute becomes increasingly

power and manage from within it to produce alternative expressions.

homogeneous. Media scholars complain, for example, that during the

Public opinion, finally, is not a unified voice or an average point of so

2003 war against Iraq the major U.S. newspapers and television networks

cial equilibrium. When polls and surveys lead us to think of the public as

uniformly reported only the U.S. government version of events with little

an abstract subject-the public thinks or wants x or y--that is pure fiction

or no deviation. 52 The corporate media can at times act just as reliably as a

and mystification. Public opinion is not a form of representation or even a

mouthpiece for government positions as any state-run system. Scholars

modern, technical, statistical substitute for representation. Rather than a

also highlight the manipulative effect of opinion polls. There is, of course,

democratic subject, public opinion is afield of conflict defined by relations

something strangely circular in the notion that opinion polls tell us what

of power in which we can and must intervene politically, through com

we think. At the very least, opinion polls have a centripetal psychological

munication, cultural production, and all the other forms of biopolitical

effect, encouraging all to conform to the view of the majority. 53 Many on

production. This field of public opinion is not an even playing field but

both the left and the right charge that the media and their opinion polls

rather radically asymmetrical, since the media are primarily controlled by

.
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large corporations. In fact there are no real constitutional guarantees or
system of checks and balances that guarantee or regulate access to this
i
f eld. There have been many attempts in Europe to exert public control
over the mechanisms of public opinion, but they have never managed to
touch the essential core of the corporate-owned media. In any case, recog
nizing that public opinion is not a space of democratic representation but
a field of conflict does not really provide answers but only clarifies the

D E M O CRA C Y

found transformations in our society. The itaLian "sociaL centers " originated in
the 1970s as alternative social spaces.56 Groups of young people would take
over an abandoned building and create in it a place for themseLves. a sociaL
center, often complete with coLlectively run bookstores, cajes, radio stations,
spaces for lectures and concerts-everything they needed. In the 19805 the
youth in the sociaL centers had suffered and mourned the death of the old
working class and the end of the Fordist factory work of their parents, com

problem. The conflict on the field of public opinion is a threshold

pounding the tragedy with a series of self-inflicted wounds, incLuding heroin,

through which the multitude must pass in its process of formation.

isolation, despair. All of the dominant industrialized countries went through

Now we can come back to our point of departure: the second super
power that the New York Times recognized in the globally coordinated an

this experience, but since in Italy in the 1970s class struggle had been especially
intense, the Italian youth in the 1 980s were particularly affected. By the

tiwar demonstrations in February 2003. Calling this new superpower

1990s, however, the mourning was over and the youths in the sociaL centers be

global public opinion does grasp that it extends well beyond the political

gan to recognize the new paradigm of work that characterized their experi

institutions of representation and that its emergence is a symptom, in fact,

ences: the mobile, flexible, precarious work typical of post-Fordism that we

of the general crisis of democratic representation in global society: the multi

described in part 2. l&.ther than the traditionaL bLue overalls of the oldfactory

tudes managed to express what their representatives could not. Global

workers, white overaLls represented this new proletariat.

public opinion, however, is a term completely inadequate to understand the

The White Overalls movement first appeared in Rome in the mid-1990s

nature and power of such expressions of the networks of the multitude,

when the traditionaLparties and organizations of the ItaLian left were becom

and referring to them as a superpower is not only premature but also mis

ing increasingly marginalized.

The White Overalls, from the beginning,

leading, since their form of power is so dramatically asymmetrical to the

claimed no political affiLiation with any other politicaL groups or parties. They

one that dominates the global order today. To understand this power of

claimed they were the "invisible " workers, since they had nofixed contracts, no

the multitude better we need first to investigate in the next section some

security, no basis for identification. The whiteness of their overaLls

of its contemporary expressions-its grievances against the current global

to represent this invisibility. And this invisibility that characterized their work

system and its proposals for reform-and then in the final section of the

would also prove to be the strength of their movement.

book explore how these networks of the multitude can form a real coun
terpower and make possible a truly democratic global sociery.

was

meant

Early on they became masters at organizing raves in the big cities. On any
given night and in any part of the city they could bring together mountains of
sound equipment and a caravan of trucks for huge, carnevalesque dance par
ties. Thousands ofyoung people seemed to appear from nowhere to dance all

WH I TE OVE R A LLS

night. And the While Overalls mixed this festive vocation with their poLitical
activism. In the streets they denounced the miserabLe conditions of the new pre

The radical democratic movements in Europe found their strongest image

carious workers, protested their poverty, and demanded a "guaranteed income "

during a three- or four-year period of the late 1 990s in a group of Italian ac

for everyone. Their demonstrations seemed to empt from thin air, the way

tivists known as the "White Overalls. " The White Overalls were born in the

ArieL suddenly appears in The Tempesr. They were transparent, invisible. A t

"social centers, " where activists began in the mid-1 990s to reflect on the pro-

a certain point their demonstrations began to expand dramatically in various

.
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cities. The White Overalls began to organize demonstrations together with ille
gal immigrants (other invisible members ofsociety), political refugeesfrom the
Middle East, and other liberation movements.
That is when the serious conflicts with the police began, and the White
Overalls came up with another stroke ofgenius ofsymbolism. They began to
mimic the police spectacles of repression: when the police put on their riot gear
to look like Robocops behind their Plexiglas shields and armored vehicles, the
White Overalls too dressed up in white knee pads and football helmets and
transformed their dance trucks into monstrous mock battle vehicles. This was a
spectacle ofpostmodern irony for political activists.
The really decisive development in the organization of the White Overalls,
however, came when they first looked outside Europe to Mexico. It seemed to
them that Subcomandante Marcos and the Zapatista rebellion hadgrasped the
novelty of the new global situation. As the Zapatistas said, they had to walk
forward questioning, "caminarpreguntando, " in search of new political strate
gies for the movements. The White Overalls thusjoined the support groupsfor
the Mexican revolt and Zapata s white horse became their symbol too. The Za
patistas are fomous for their global Internet communication, but the White
Overalls were not zombies of the net. They wanted to act physicaUy on the in
ternational and global terrain through operations that they came later to call
"diplomacy from below. " Therefore they made several trips to Chiapas. The
White Overalls served as part ofthe European escort service protecting the his
toric Zapatista march from the Lacandon jungle to Mexico City. Theyfound
themselves in the same struggle with the indigenous Mexican population be
cause they were all exploited in the new and violent reality that global capital
had created In neoliberalglobalization spatial mobility and temporalflexibil
ity were essential elements both for the metropolitan workers andfor the rural
indigenous populations, who suffered the new laws of the divisions of labor
andpower in the new global market. The reawakened European metropolitan
proletariat needed a new politics beyondjust the symbolism, and theyfound it
in thejungles of Chiapas.
From Mexico City the White Overalls returned to Europe with a coherent
project, orienting their actions against neoliberal globalization. That is when
Seattle exploded at the 1999 WTOprotests, so they went to Seattle and learned
from the u s. activists techniques of civil disobedience and nonviolent protest

that had been seldom used in Europe. These aggressive and deftnsive tactics
learned in Seattle added to the ironic and symbolic innovations of the move
ment. The White Overalls continued their travels, back to Chiapas, north to
Quebec, and they were present at every international summit meeting in Eu
rope, from Nice to Prague and Gothenburg.
Thefinal stop for the White Overalls was the Genoa G-8 protests in sum
mer 2001. They were one of the central organizing groups of the protests,
which brought together more than three hundred thousand activists. The
White Overalls, when allowed to proceed, marchedpeacefully toward the site
of the summit meeting, and they resisted as best they could when the police at
tacked them with tear gas, clubs, and bullets. Their ironic mimicry was met by
the police this time, however, with intense violence, more like low-intensity
warfore than police activity. One of the demonstrators, Carlo Giuliani, was
killed by the police. The indignation against the violence of the police was ex
treme in Italy and throughout Europe, and court cases to punish police brutal
ity continued long afterward.
After Genoa the White Overalls decided to disappear. They decided that
the time hadpassed when a group like theirs should act as leaders in the move
ments of the multitude. They had served a role in organizing the greatprotests
around the international andglobal summit meetings; they had worked to ex
pand the protest movements and given them political coherence; and they had
tried to protect the protesters and direct their aggressiveness away from coun
terproductive violence and toward more creative-often ironic-forms of ex
pression. What may have been most valuable in the experience of the White
Overalls was that they managed to create a form of expression for the new
forms of labor-their network organization, their spatial mobility, and temporalflexibility-and organize them as a coherent politicalforce against the
new global system ofpower. Without this indeed there can be no political or
ganization of theproletariat today.
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perial system today as a new version of the cahiers de doltances (lists of
grievances) that were compiled in France on the eve of the French Revolu
tion. In 1 788, faced with a growing financial crisis, King Louis XVI called
an assembly for the following year of the Estates General, which had not

3.2

G LO B A L D E M A N D S

FO R D E M O C R ACY
I am conscious that an equal division of propeny is imprac
ticable, but, the consequences of this enormous inequality
producing so much misery to the bulk of mankind, legis
lators cannot invenr too many devices for subdividing

-THOMAS J E F F E R S O N

propeny.

met since 1 6 1 4. Custom was that at an assembly of the Estates General
the monarch could impose new taxes to raise funds and in exchange would
consider grievances from the participants. The king, however, did not ex
pect so many grievances. By the time of the meeting of the Estates Gen
eral at Versailles in May 1 789, more than forty thousand cahiers de

doltances had been compiled from all over the country. These lists con
sisted of denunciations and demands that ranged from the most local
problems to issues that touched the highest levels of government. The rev
olutionary forces growing in France absorbed these demands as part of

Comrades, let u s speak about propeny reladons!

- B ERTOL T B R E C H T

their foundation and read in the concrete grievances the embryo of a new
social power. Abbe Sieyes and his comrades, in other words, constructed
on the basis of the cahiers the figure of the Third Estate as a political sub

CAHIERS DE DOL E ANCES
We need at this point to set aside our theoretical analysis for a brief practical,

empirical investigation. Today there are innumerable protests througho
ut
the world against the inequalities, injustices, and undemocratic character

istics of the global system, and these protests are increasingly organized
in
powerful, sustained movements. The demonstrations at the World Trade

ject with the power to topple the ancien regime and carry the bourgeoisie
to power. Perhaps we can see the protests against the present form of glob
alization in the same light today and read in them the potential figure of a
new global society.
We should note that the incoherence of today's complaints and demands
is different than it was in eighteenth-century France. The thousands of

cahiers de doltances were extremely varied then but behind them, one might
say, stood the coherent, ordered lists of Diderot and D'Alembert's Ency
clopedia, which seemed to give them a deep, enlightened logical structure.

Organization (WTO) summit in Seattle in 1 999 may have focused inter
national media attention for the first time, but for decades groups in the
dominant and subordinated parts of the world have posed grievances

There is no encyclopedic rationality behind today's protests. Today's lists

against the global system on political, legal, and economic issues. Each of
these protests has its own specific message (which often at least immedi

bizarre, unending collection of volumes on everything in the world. If

of grievances are more like Jorge Luis Borges's library of Babel, a chaotic,
there is a coherence today, in fact, it will only come afterward, from the

ately falls on deaf ears, like a bottle thrown in the ocean or a seed under
the snow waiting for spring), but it is unclear what the various protests

subjective standpoint of the protesters themselves. Eventually, perhaps,

amount to as a group. Indeed, taken together, they necessarily appear, at least
on first sight, as an incoherent collection of complaints about disparate

fying them all in coordination, creating an earthquake of the multitude.

Issues.

the seismic vibrations of each protest will resonate with the others, ampli
Eventually, despite the variety of the grievances, we will be able to rec
ognize three common points that return repeatedly as conditions for any

Let us try to consider the various protests and demands against the im.
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representation, the protest against poverty, and the opposition to war. For

checkbooks, choosing to suppon one corporation over another by con

the moment, however, be patient. Just sit back and listen to some of the

suming its goods. Or, in a much more limited sphere, corporations might

clamorous grievances against the contempotary global system. Our list

be said to represent their stockholders. Few of us, however, have the pur

does not pretend to be comprehensive, and the partiality of its selections

chasing power or stock holdings to claim significant connection or control.

will undoubtedly reveal our own blindnesses, but it should nonetheless

Really, such notions of corporate representation are much more ephemeral,

give a sense of the range and depth of today's grievancesY

relying on the wisdom of the representatives with no substantial input
from the represented. Such claims to representation are finally as insulting
as the old notion that the feudal lord represents the peasants of his estate

G R I EVA N C E S O F R E P R E S E N TAT I O N

or the slaveholder his slaves. 59
All of these grievances about the failures of representation at the local

Most contemporary protests focus, at least in part, on the lack of represen

and national levels increase geometrically in the processes of globalization.

tation. Although our focus will be on the global system, we have to look

The mechanisms of connection and instruction in the new realms of

briefly first at local and national institutions of representation because the

globalization are much more tenuous than even those of the old patriar

global level rests directly on them. Today indeed one can hear constant

chal representation. One result of the current form of globalization is that

and ubiquitous grievances about the domestic institutional systems of

cenain national leaders, both elected and unelected, gain greater powers

representation in every nation of the world. The false and distoned repre

over populations outside their own nation-states. In many respects, for ex

sentation of local and national electoral systems has long been a subject of

ample, the U.S. president and the U.S. military today wield power that

complaint. Voting seems often to be nothing more than the obligation to

claims to represent all of humanity. What kind of representation is this?

choose an unwanted candidate, the lesser of two evils, to misrepresent us

If the connection of U.S. voters to these leaders is small, then that of the

for two or four or six years. Low levels of voter turnout cenainly under

rest of humanity is infinitesimal. Protests against the United States

mine the representative claim of elections: those who do not vote serve as

throughout the world are often not so much expressions of anti

a silent protest against the system. The U.S. presidential election of 2000,

Americanism as they are grievances against this lack of representation.

which was decided by the controversial recount of votes and the interven

The global population's connection to and control over the dominant cor

tion of the S upreme Coun, is only the most visible example of the crisis

porations, of course, is even more tenuous.

of representation through electoral institutions. 58 Even the United States,

One might think that the lack of representation caused by the power

the nation that claims to guarantee democracy for the entire world, makes

of national economic and political institutions spilling over to the global

such a mockery of representation. No other nations have electoral systems

level would be compensated or at least ameliorated by international and

that are much more representative, and most significantly less.

supranational institutions. Such institutions only confirm, however, the

Many of the nonelectoral forms of representation at the local and na

depth of the crisis of representation. The World Bank and the IMF, for

tional levels have even less legitimacy. One might say, for example, that,

example, which have in the past decades become the object of increasingly

even though they are not elected, the major corporations represent na

large, clamorous protests, might be said to represent the interests of the

tional interests-"What is good for General Motors," as they say, " is good

entire global economy, and more specifically their loan programs and

for America." Indeed "corporate irresponsibility," that is, the lack of ac

currency-relief operations are conceived as representing the interests of the

countability or representation, is a common refrain in many protests. The

host nation or region, but this is almost exclusively what we called earlier

most one can say for corporate representation is that we vote with our

a patriarchal form of representation, with minimal input from or control

.
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of the nation or region in question. I n fact, the common practice of both

highlight not only a crisis of democratic representation but also the cor

the IMF and the World Bank is to impose on the recipients of loans or as

ruption of our political vocabulary. In their grievances we can recognize at

sistance conditions that dictate their economic and political policies, di

least three fundamental principles of modern constitutionalism that seem

minishing their national sovereignty.60 The World Bank and the IMF, one

to have been bled of their former meaning: no power without representa

might respond, are governed by their member nations, but that gover

tion, the separation of powers, and the freedom of expression. The argu

nance, one should keep in mind, is based, as we saw in part 2, on voting

ments of Madison, who thought representation the key to breaking apart

rights that are proponional to monetary contributions, which gives dis

any monarchy of power, now seem merely like mystifications; Mon

proportional power to the United States and other dominant countries.

tesquieu, who advocated the radical division of constitutional powers, has

The skewed voting powers of different members of the IMF and World

been silenced by the unity of the system; and Jeffersonian free expression

Bank thus repeat the unrepresentative control exened by the dominant

has been monopolized by the corporate media. The political lexicon of

nation-states in the global system.

modern liberalism is a cold, bloodless cadaver. Liberalism never really

The most representative of the primary existing global institutions is

even pretended to represent all of society-the poor, women, racial mi

undoubtedly the United Nations, which has not, in fact, been the object

norities, and the rest of the subordinated majority have always been ex

of large social protests up to this point, but even there we should recog

cluded from power by explicit or implicit constitutional mechanisms.

nize that the crisis of representation is extreme. First of all, the General

Today liberalism tends not even to be able adequately to represent the

Assembly, the United Nations' most democratic forum, can only be as

elites. In the era of globalization it is becoming increasingly clear that the

representative as its member nations. In other words, the lack of democ

historical moment of liberalism has passed.

racy we recognized at the national level is passed on undiminished to the
General Assembly. A representative in the UN General Assembly can be
no more representative of a national population than the politician who

G R I EVA N C E S O F R I G H T S A N D J U S T I C E

appointed him or her-in fact, necessarily less so. Representation decreases
with each degree of separation. Funhermore, representation in the General

Rights and justice have traditionally been guaranteed b y national constitu

Assembly is dramatically skewed with respect to the global population,

tions, and thus protests have been cast in terms of "civil rights" directed to

since each nation has an equal vote in the assembly regardless of popula

national authorities. Significant grievances in terms of civil rights continue

tion. In the second place, the limited representation of the General Assem

to be expressed today, particularly among minority groups in the domi

bly is even funher restricted by the powers of the Security Council. The

nant countries, such as struggles to maintain affirmative action for women

Security Council makes no pretense to being representative, since in addi

and people of color in the United States, for the rights of Muslims in

tion to rotating members it is constituted by five permanent members who

France, and for native populations in Canada and Australia. Increasingly,

alone have veto power over resolutions: China, France, Russia, the United

particularly in the subordinated countries, where the nation-state is not

Kingdom, and the United States. The actions of the Security Council,

capable of guaranteeing rights, protesters appeal directly to international

particularly the vetoes exened by its permanent members, can effectively

and global authorities, shifting the discussion from "civil rights" to "hu

negate the global representation (limited as it is) of the General Assembly.

man rights." Throughout the world today human-rights NGOs express

It is not surprising (or unjustified) that so many today protest the lack

grievances of injustices against women, racial minorities, indigenous pop

of representation not only in national governments and national media

ulations, workers, fisherman, farmers, and other subordinated groups. It is

but also and with even more reason at the global level. These protests

especially striking how feminist movements over the past twenty years,

.
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first i n the subordinated countries and then in the dominant ones, have
transformed their organizations into NGOs and formulated women's

rights

as

human rights.61

The promise of human rights i s to guarantee rights universally, with

the power both to counrer the injustices of national legal systems and to
supplemenr their incompleteness. When the national authorities of Nazi
Germany, to cite the classic, extreme example, conducted their project to
exterminate the Jews, the universal perspective of human rights mandated
overriding and countering the national legal norms and authority. Similar
arguments were made by human rights activists in favor of European and
U.S. military intervenrion in the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda in the

�

I 990s. In less dram tic cases too human rights are invoked to defend
those whom national systems simply cannot or will not protect. Finally,
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rhetorical device rather than a proper legal framework. Paradoxically, the

enforcement of human rights has thus far relied in the most visible cases
on the might of the dominant national powers, as, for example, in the
1 998 NATO military intervention in Kosovo. One nation might be will
ing to violate the sovereignty of another in the name of human rights, bur
it will simultaneously insist on the principle of national sovereignty
especially its own! The universal applicability of human rights clearly can
not be realized as long as it has no legal institutional structure and relies
instead on the dominant nation-states.
Some institutions have indeed been formed that strive for or at least al
lude to a framework of j ustice beyond the national legal structures. The
first level of legal institution beyond national legal structures is constituted
by the various truth commissions that have been established at the end of

h uman rights are also meanr to protect those who have been deprived of

civil wars or conflicts, such as those in South Africa, Guatemala, Chile,

protection under any national legal system, such as refugees. Human

and Argentina. These truth commissions are national institutions, but

rights are at base, in this sense, the right to have rights, both inside and

they necessarily stand above the national legal structure because they ad

ours ide national j urisdictions.62

dress in large pan crimes of the state regime itself. Many of these truth

One of the strongest examples of a successful campaign for j ustice and

commissions have limited themselves, however, to revealing the facts of

human rights is the Madres de Plaza de Mayo, the movement of the

the past while not seeking punishment of the guilty and often even guar

mothers of those "disappeared" during the dictatorship in Argentina,

anteeing immunity of those who testify. The resulting national discus

who, since the mid- I 970s, meet every Thursday in the Plaza de Mayo, the

sions in some cases revise history and modify the balance of political

square in front of the presidential palace. The mothers wear white head

forces but in others merely serve as a kind of national therapy or talking

scarves, carry placards of the disappeared, and demand to know what hap

cure that p uts the troubles in rhe past and restores the traditional order. In

pened to their sons and daughters. The Madres' demand began as an

any case, in terms of our discussion here, such truth commissions do not

appeal to the government within a national context bur quickly became

constitute effective institutions of justice.

cast as international issue of human rights, with North American and Eu

The international tribunals established after national conflicts to pros

ropean participation. Their struggle has become the symbol for a general

ecute war crimes and crimes against humanity constitute a second level of

call for j ustice against the crimes and abuses of power.63

legal institutions beyond national legal structures. The Nuremberg Tri

The primary frustration for many of those who advocate human

bunal that prosecuted leaders of the Nazi regime set the precedent, and in

rights, however, is that no adequate institutional structure exists to enforce

the 1 990s international criminal tribunals were established to prosecute

them. The primary power of human rights is moral persuasion. H uman

war crimes in Rwanda and Yugoslavia. These tribunals are clearly very

rights NGOs and activists can certainly achieve important results by lob

limited in their scope-they consider only the most outrageous crimes

bying national governments, often funded by inrernational foundations,

committed in a specific country for a delimited period-but they do

backed by political pressure from the dominant nation-states, and rein

nonetheless constitute a real institutionalized system of justice beyond the

forced by international media attention, but human rights remains merely

national level. They might be thought of as the first institutions of a

.
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global system of j ustice, even though too often such tribunals function
merely as a fig leaf to cover the operations of the victors.
At a third and more general level are the experiments of permanent in
ternational criminal courts. The International Coun of Justice (IC]), for
example, was established under the UN Chaner in 1 945 to adjudicate dis
putes between nation-states. The enforcement powers of the IC], how
ever, were extremely weak. Panicipation of a nation-state in any IC]
proceeding was voluntary, and the coun's rulings carried very little weight.
In 1 986, for example, the IC] ruled against the United States for damage
caused by U.S .-funded military operations in Nicaragua, but the United
States simply refused to comply with the def;ision and the coun had no re
course. In 2002, a much more powerful institution, the permanent Inter
national Criminal Coun (ICC), was established. All the countries that
ratify the statute of the coun are subject to its rulings. The ICC, in con
trast to the criminal tribunals for Rwanda and Yugoslavia, does not have
precedence over national courts but rather only considers crimes that ex
tend beyond any national jurisdiction. Despite such limitations, the ICC,
more than any other existing institution, indicates the possibility of a
global system of justice that serves to protect the rights of all equally.

As soon as one utters such a hopeful sentence, one is brought back to
earth by the fact that the United States has refused to ratify the statute of
the ICC (or, really, the United States "unsigned" the treaty) because it ob
jects to its citizens, panicularly its soldiers and politicians, being subject to
the coun's rulings.64 Once again we are confronted by the fact that under
cuts all the attempts to institute a supranational or global system of jus
tice: the most powerful nation-states constantly maintain the power to
negate any legal actions. If in fact the most powectul nation or nations can
be exempt, then suddenly the aspirations to universal j ustice and universal

D E M O C RACY
Finally, we should recognize that the injustices that are the subject of
so many grievances today point toward not only the lack of international

�

legal strucrures that guarantee rights but also and more f ndamentally the
.
emergence of global legal structures that function agamst such nghts.
Many scholars have begun to discuss a new form of

impnial law tha� has

emerged since the end of the cold war. On one hand, U.S. law has gamed
such a powerful hegemony that it has been able significantly to influence
legislation in all other countries and transform legal structures and codes,
panicularly with respect to property law. On the other hand, new global
imperial legal structures guaranteed by U.S. military power have emerged,
constituted in pan, for example, by the processes of

lex mercatoria that we

analyzed earlier. Imperial law, according to these legal scholars, is a vehicle
of predatory capitalist globalization, which primarily serves the interests
of the multinational corporations and dominant capitalist countries.
"Ironically," one legal scholar writes, "despite its absolute lack of demo
cratic legitimacy, imperial law imposes as a natural necessity by means of
discursive practices branded "democracy and the rule of law" a reactive le

�

� soci� soli

gal philosophy that outlaws redistribution of wealth b sed o

darity. "65 Recently the neoconservative theory and practice of lmpenal law
has shifted its center of gravity from the focus on commercial law and in
ternational business to questions of military intervention, regime change,
and nation building-from neoliberal globalization to armed globaliza
tion. As the imperial constitution is based ever more on the "right of in
vention" and human rights are imposed militarily, the function of
imperial tribunes has become ever more ambiguous.66 It should be clear,
in any case, that the imperial lega1 frameworks and structures tend not to
serve to promote the rights and justice that are the subject of protests, but
on the contrary pose funher obstacles to them.

rights collapse back to something like the rule of the strong over the weak.
We should not have illusions, then, about the effectiveness of these
truth commissions, tribunals, and couns or about the justice we can ex
pect from them. Sometimes they j ust leave us with the bitter taste of the
"j ustice" imposed by the victors; and at other times they function merely
to neutralize and pacify conflict rather than create j ustice. The pretense of
justice too often serves merely to mask the machinations of power.
.
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Economic protests are perhaps the most vocal and evident. Many of the
grievances expressed against the contemporary global system-at the
massive demonstrations but also in religious groups, nongovernmental
.
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organizations (NGOs) , and UN agencies-are based on the simple fact

tion and generosity with respect to the poor, often through courageous

that so many people in the world live in dire poverty, many at the limit of
starvation. The figures are indeed staggering. The World Bank reports that
almost half of the people in the world live on under two dollars a day and
a fifth on less than a dollar a day.67 S uch figures are really only a very par
tial, indirect indication of the state of poverty; real misery is a biopolitical
fact that depends of all facets of life and cannot be measured in dollars.
Monetary measures can nonetheless serve as a first approximation. The
lack of resources does, of course, bring with it a lack of access to health
care and education. S uch poverty is devastating, thwarting all kinds of op
ponunities for political and social participation, whtVl it does not threaten
life itself. Only the most cynical can ignore their plight by saying it is their
own fault or by rationalizing philosophically in Christian tones that the
poor will always be with us. Hunger and poverty have always been and
continue to be today the world's most powerful grievances.
After recognizing the extent of poverty in the world today, one has to
recognize also its uneven geographical distribution. In each nation-state,
poverty is distributed unequally along lines of race, ethnicity, and gender.
In many countries throughout the world, for example, there are signifi
cantly higher rates of poverty among women than men, and many ethnic
minorities, such as the indigenous populations throughout the Americas,
have significantly higher rates of poverty. Local and national variations in
the rate of poverty, however, are dwarfed by the inequalities of wealth and
poverty on a global scale. South Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa account for
about 70 percent of the global population living on less than a dollar a
day, up from about 60 percent ten years ago. The average income of the
richest 20 countries is thirty-seven times greater than the average in the
poorest twenty-a gap that has doubled in the past forty years.68 Even
when these figures are adjusted for purchasing power-since some basic
commodities cost more in rich countries than in poor-the gap is aston
ishing. The construction of the global market and the global integration
of the national economies has not brought us together but driven us apart,
exacerbating the plight of the poor.
There are millions of specific expressions across the world of indigna-

.
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acts of charity and self-sacrifice. Nonprofit and religious charity organiza
tions provide enormous assistance for those in need, but they cannot
change the system that produces and reproduces poverty. It is impressive,
in fact, how so many people who begin in volunteer charity work pass to
activism and protest against the economic system.
Some protests against the systemic reproduction of poverty, such as the
Jubilee Movement International, focus on the fact that foreign debt obli
gations serve as a mechanism that keeps the poor countries poor and their
populations hungry.69 It is clear that no matter what economic policies
they enact the poorest countries cannot repay their current foreign debts
or even keep up with interest payments, perpetuating an inescapable cycle
of misery. Furthermore, many claim that these debts were incurred origi
nally through dubious or illegitimate means. Ii: is always the same story:
debt serves as a legal mechanism of enslavement.7o The difference here is
that this logic of bondage is applied not merely to the individual inden
tured worker or even to a specific racial group or indigenous population
(where the assumption of a civilizing mission is the basis of debt) but
rather to entire nations.
In more general terms many economic grievances against the global
system are based on the assumption that the inequalities and injustices of
the global economy result primarily from the fact that political powers are
less and less able to regulate economic activity. Global capital, the argu
ment goes, since its movement and reach extend well beyond the limits of
national space, cannot be effectively controlled by states. Many labor
unions, particularly in the dominant countries, protest the fact that the
mere threat of the mobility of capital-the threat, for example, of moving
production and jobs to another country where state regulations and/or la
bor costs are lower and more favorable-can convince states to abandon or
temper their own regulatory powers. States conform to and even anticipate
the needs of capital for fear of being subordinated in the global economic
system. This creates a sort of race to the bottom among nation-states in
which the interests of labor and society as a whole take a backseat to those
of capital. Neoliberalism is generally the name given to this form of state

.
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economic policy. Neoliberalism, as we claimed in part 2 , is not really a

eral. Since the 1 970s, in fact, derivatives have come to be based on quan

regime of unregulated capital but rather a form of state regulation that

tities that are increasingly abstract from specific forms of economic pro

best facilitates the global movements and profit of capital. Once again, in

duction, such as derivatives based on interest rates or stock market indexes

the era of neoliberalism, it might be helpful to think of the state as the ex

or even the weather.72 Because of this abstraction a very few key players,

ecutive committee assigned the task of guaranteeing the long-term well

the kings of finance, can wield enormous influence over vast markets and

being of collective capital. The fundamental task of the neoliberal state,

also make those markets more susceptible to crises and catastrophic

from this perspective, like all forms of the capitalist state, is to
capitalist development in the interest of global capital itself.

regulate

changes. At such a high level of abstraction all changes are multiplied
such that a slight shift in the breeze can become a hurricane, bankrupting

One central pillar of neoliberal policies is privatization, which, when

businesses and collapsing currencies. Especially in the subordinated coun

not adopted by states of their own accord is often dictated by supra

tries, political leaders have few means to regulate the national economy in

national economic organizations, such as the IMF. In c,rrtain periods of

history privatization has become a kind of feeding frenzy, as it did after

the face of these colossal powers of global finance. When protesters rail
against neoliberalism and finance, in shon, their grievance is with fi

the long period of the French Revolution, between the reigns of Louis

nance's tendency to concentrate wealth in the hands of few, exen control

Philippe and Louis Bonaparte; or after the crisis of the welfare state in Eu

over national and global markets, and destabilize all the economic systems

rope in the 1 970s; or again after the fall of the Berlin wall, when the old

in which they operate.

state apparatchiks of the Soviet bloc were reborn ;}S capitalist oligarchs.

We should note that finance capital also has another face, a common

Today, privatization often involves selling state-run businesses and indus

face that points toward the future. Finance is not really, as some claim, any

tries to private hands, but it also involves expanding the realm of property

less productive than other forms of capital. Like all forms, it is simply ac

itself. We saw earlier how traditional knowledges, seeds, and even genetic

cumulated labor that can be represented in money. What distinguishes fi

material have increasingly become objects of ownership. Not only rail

nance is, first, its high level of abstraction that allows it, through money,

roads, electric companies, and prisons, in other words, but also more and

to represent vast realms of labor and, second, its orientation toward the fu

more common realms of life are becoming private and exclusive. When

ture. Finance capital, in other words, tends to function as a general repre

activists of the Movimento Sem Terra, for example, the landless move

sentation of our common future productive capacities. All of the strange

ment in Brazil, invade and destroy a field of soybeans where Monsanto

tricks used in financial markets-such as, in a technical way, using time

Corporation is experimenting with genetically engineered seeds that it can

wne differences as a tool for speculating in different stock markets; or, in

patent, their grievance is directed in part at such a process of privatization.

a substantial way, investing pension funds in stock matkets and risking

Neoliberal policies that restrict political and social regulation of the

workers' livelihoods; or, finally, in a managerial way, giving huge stock

economy are particularly evident with respect to markets and finance. As

options to the CEOs and managers-all of these are mechanisms to give

markets become increasingly global and neoliberal policies lower political

finance the power to command and shape the new forms of labor and

regulation, the power of finance becomes ever stronger'?! There has been

their future productivityJ3 Since finance capital is oriented toward the fu

an enormous expansion, in particular, of the role of derivatives, that is, fi

ture and represents such vast realms of labor, we can perhaps begin to see

nancial instruments whose value derives from the price of an asset, such as

in it, paradoxically, the emerging figure of the multitude, albeit in in

a commodity or a currency. Investing in a derivative, for example, does not

vened, distoned form. In finance the contradiction becomes extreme be

involve buying grain but rather wagering on the rise or fall of the price of

tween the expansive becoming common of our future productivity and

grain. Abstraction is the key to derivatives and financial markets in gen-

the increasingly narrow elite that controls it. The so-called communism of

.
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capital, that is, its drive toward an ever more extensive socialization o f la

the Narmada river in IndiaJ4 Since the dam project was originally funded

bor, points ambiguously toward the communism of the multitude.

in part by a loan from the World Bank-and indeed the World Bank en

courages governments to take loans for big dams such as this-the
protests have been directed against the World Bank in addition to the In
B I O P OL l T I CA L GRIEVANCES

dian government. One of the protesters' grievances is the simple fact of

We have felt uncomfortable thus far dividing the series of grievances into

times hundreds of thousands of inhabitants, often with lirtle or no com

being displaced from their land. Big dams each displace tens and some
the conventional categories of politics, rights, justice, and economics, be

pensation. The most dramatic confrontations of the Narmada movement

cause in step with the processes of globalization in recent decades the di

have involved protesters refusing to leave their villages, vowing to drown

visions among these domains of life and power have progressively broken

down, such that economic questions are immediately po)itical and vice

in the rising waters if the reservoir is filled. The grievances are also ecolog
ical and economic. The dam, the protesters charge, endangers fish species

versa. We now add to the list the category of biopolitical not as a supple

by blocking their spawning routes and disrupting traditional farming

ment that gathers up all that has been left out-considering it the merely

practices by changing the natural flow of the river. Such grievances might

social or the merely cultural-but rather as the fundamental category that

sound like absolute condemnations of all technology that disturbs the or

demonstrates how all of the others are mutually implicated. Here there is

der of nature-and indeed some protests do express them in such

a sort of whirlpool that pulls down all of common life into the grips of

terms-but the real issue is the use and control of the technology. Dams

exploitation.

certainly can provide social benefits, such as electricity, safe drinking wa

Ecology is one field on which the basic questions of life are clearly im

ter, irrigation, and flood protection. In many cases, however, and this is

mediately political, cultural, legal, and economic. In fact, ecological griev

the fundamental issue in the Narmada protests, the poor bear the major

ances were perhaps the first to be recognized as necessarily global in scope.

social costs of the dam, and the profits go primarily to the rich. The dam,

There is no way for one country to stop the air pollution, water pollution,

in other words, functions as a powerful vehicle for privatization, transfer

or radioactive fallout produced in another from drifting across its borders.

ring the common wealth of the river and the land to private hands, the

We all live on and with the planet, which is one common, interconnected

hands, for example, of the agribusiness corporation that owns the land and

whole. The Greenpeace fleet of ships circulating in the world's oceans is

grows the crops that receive the irrigation. This is not a protest against

perhaps the best symbol of the fact that ecological protests are j ust as

technology, in other words, but against the political powers that decide

global as ecological problems. Feminist struggles, anti racist struggles, and

without the representation of those primarily affected to privatize the

struggles of indigenous populations

common, enriching the few and exacerbating the misery of the many.

toO

are biopolitical in the sense that

they immediately involve legal, cultural, political, and economic issues, in

Another type of biopolitical struggle involves the control of knowl

deed all facets of life. One might consider the 1 995 UN World Confer

edges. Scientific knowledge has become part of economic production to

ence on Women in Beijing and the 200 1 UN World Conference on

such an extent that the dominant economic paradigm has shifted from the

Racism as great syntheses of biopolitical grievances against the current

production of material goods to the production of life itself. When
knowledge becomes so identified with production, it should come as no

global system.
One very specific example of biopolitical grievances is the Save the

surprise that economic powers would put their brand on knowledges and

Narmada Movement (Narmada Bachao Andolan) that has protested since

submit the production of knowledge to the rules of profit. As we saw in

the 1980s against the building of the enormous Sardar Sarovar dam across

the last section, seeds, traditional knowledges, genetic material, and even

.
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life-forms are increasingly becoming private property through the use of
patents. This is an economic issue first in the sense that it assigns profits
and wealth and second in that it often restricts the free use and exchange
that is necessary for development and innovation. It is also, however, dearly
a political question and a question of justice, in part because the own
ership of these knowledges is systematically concentrated in the wealthy
countries of the Northern Hemisphere to the exclusion of the global
south. Grievances against the pharmaceutical corporations who sued the
South Mriean government to prevent the impon of cheap copies of their
patented AIDS drugs, for example, are fundamentally against the private
control of the knowledge to produce the drugs. The conu-,.diction is ex
treme in this case between the profits of the pharmaceutical corporations
and the thousands of lives that could be saved with access to inexpensive
drugsJ5
Mter September 1 1 , 200 1 , and the subsequent war on terrorism, all
the protests against the global system were trumped temporarily by the
global state of war. First of all, in many countries it became almost im

ent and ourselves. "The critical ontology of ourselves," Foucault writes,
"must be considered not, cenainly, as a theory, a doctrine, nor even as a
permanent body of knowledge" but rather as "the historical analysis of the
limits imposed on us and an experiment with the possibility of going be
yond them. "76 The legal, economic, and political protests that we have
considered are all posed on this ontological foundation, which is criss
crossed by powerful and bitter conflicts over goals that invest the entire
realm of life. A democratic project lives in each of these grievances, and
the struggles are part of the flesh of the multitude. It is certainly an open
question whether the development of this biopolitical fabric will allow us
to build sites of liberation or rather submit us to new forms of subjuga
tion and exploitation. We have to decide here, as the ancients used to say,
whether to be free men and women or slaves, and precisely this choice is at
the basis of the establishment of democracy today. Spinoza would be
happy to see the question posed in these terms, in which the problem of
democracy invests all of life, reason, the passions, and the very becoming
divine of humanity.

possible to protest because the police presence at demonstrations became
much larger and more brutal in the name of antiterrorism. Second, against
the suffering of war the various grievances seemed to fade in the back
ground and lose their urgency. In effect, during the most intense periods
of combat and bombing, all grievances were transformed into the one
overriding grievance, the ultimate biopolitical grievance, against destruc
tion and death. As we saw earlier, the protests against the war reached a
pinnacle on February 1 5 , 2003, with a massive demonstration coordi
nated in cities throughout the world. The other grievances have not gone
away, and they will all reappear forcefully in time, but now war has been
added to each struggle as the common, fundamental grievance. The griev
ance against war tends, in fact, to become the summary of all the griev
ances: global poverty and inequality, for example, are exacerbated by war
and war prevents any possible solutions. Peace is the common demand and
the necessary condition for all projects to address global problems.
Finally, this series of biopolitical grievances allows us to recognize and
engage the ontological conditions on which they are all established, some
thing like what Michel Foucault calls the critical interrogation of the pres.
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CONVERGENCE I N SEATTLE

The Speakeasy Internet Cafe on Second Avenue in Seattle was one of the
designated "convergence centers. " In the final typically gray days of November
1999, affinity groups ofactivists met at the Speakeasy to construct hugepapier
mach! puppets and plan theirprotests. Some activists had come from outside
the United States and manyfrom other cities on the west Coast, but most were
from Seattle. High school teachers had focused their classes on global issues,
university students had studied global trade, church groups and political ac
tivists had planned street theater and held seminars on nonviolent protest,
lawyers had organized teams of observers and legal aid in case of arrests: Seat
tle was ready. 77 A few blocks from the Speakeasy, delegates and heads of state
from 135 countries had gatheredfor a summit meeting of the World Trade
Organization (WTO) to discuss agricultural subsidies, selling products over
seas at below cost (known as "dumping"), and other trade issues. In the days
thatfollowed, however, the dramatic protests succeeded not only in preventing
.
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the WTO delegatesfrom completing their meeting and agreeing to a final dec
laration for the summit but also stole the headlines from the presidents, prime
ministers, and official delegates. At center stage in the bright lights of the global
media, the streets of Seattle erupted in a battle over the new global order.
Seattle was the first global protest. There had, of course, been numerous
protests against economic andpolitical institutions of the global system. There
had been protests directed against World Bank projects and policies, such as
those we described against the construction of the Sardar Sarovar dam in In
dia; numerous revolts throughout the world hadpreviously responded to aus
terity and privatization programs dictated by the IMP, such ar the 1979
protests in JamaiCii'8; and some had targeted regionalfree trade agreements,
such as the Zapatista rebellion, which was born in 1994 in protest of the
NAFTA agreement and its negative effects, particularly on the indigenous
population in Chiapas. Seattle was thefirst majorprotest against the globalsys
tem as a whole, the first real convergence of the innumerable grievances
against the injustices and inequalities of the global system, and it opened a ry
cle of similar protests. After Seattle, summit meetings of major international
or global institutions-the World Bank, the IMP, the G8, and so forth
would routinely be met with dramatic protests.
The world media, which had come to Seattlefor the summit meeting, were
most impressed by the violence of the protests. The Seattle police were initially
unpreparedfor the large numbers ofprotesters and their insistence on blocking
the site of the WTO meetings. The media painted an idyllic, tranquil image
of Seattle, the Emerald City, forgetting the violence of its radical past, from
the actions of the International Workers of the World in the early twentieth
century and the 1919 general strike to the bombings by the George Jackson
Brigade in the 1970s. The violence of the protesters at the WTO, however,
was relatively minor. The vast majority ofprotesters, of course, were entirely
peaceful and even festive. The most serious acts of violence involved the de
struction of property, such as breaking the storefront windows of symbolic
global corporations like McDonald's and Starbucks. No serious injuries were
reported as the result of the violence ofprotesters in Seattle (or in any of the
summit meeting protests that followed it to this point either), but the Seattle
police, after initial criticism for being too gentle, began attacking theprotesters
and citizens of Seattle relatively indiscriminately with rubber bullets and tear-

gas: unsuspecting diners in restaurants in one neighborhood were tear-gassed,
as were Christmas carolers in another. 79 The police were out of control At
subsequent summit protests police went roen further and shot protesters with
live ammunition, gravely injuring one in Gothenburg and killing another in
Genoa. Many protesters have complained that the violence of a few incites the
police, monopolizes the headlines, and eclipses the messages of the many, in ad
dition to creating divisions among the protesters. This is certainly true, but we
have to recognize also the unfortunatefact that the media focus on the protests
because of the violence. Without the violence they have no story. There is a
kind of objective complicity between the media and the small groups ofpro
testers who destroy property and seek clashes with police. The resulting media
attention is at best a mixed blessing.
The media attention focused on the protests has certainly had some benefi
cial effects on those in power. Already during the Seattle events, President
Clinton said rather vaguely that he supported the protesters ' message. Later
other global leaders-from the editorialists of The Economist to leaders at the
World Bank-have said that the protesters have valid concerns about global
poverty and the inequalities and injustices of the global system. The real im
portance of the Seattle events was not to influence global leaders and neither
was obstructing the meeting of delegates to the WTO, in itself, a very impor
tant accomplishment. The WTO, which is designed to oversee compliance
with international trade agreements and settle trade disputes, is by no means
the most powerful or the most destructive of international and global institu
tions, and blocking the 1999 meeting did not do it pennanent damage. A few
years after the Seattle fiasco, in fact, the WTO managed to move forward on
its agenda and recoup lost time at its highly protected summit at the isolated
enclave of Doha, but then at the Cancun meetings in 2003 it was blocked
again, by a group of twenty-two nationsfrom the global south that objected to
agricultural trade policies.80 For the protesters in Seattle, however, the WTO
merely stood in for the global system as a whole.
For the protesters, both the violence and the sympathetic munnurings of
some leaders were all beside the point. The real importance of Seattle was to
provide a "convergence center "for all of the grievances against the global sys
tem. Old oppositions between protest groups seemed suddenly to melt away.
During the protests, for example, the two most prominent groups were the
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environmentalists and the trade uniom, and, to the surprise of most commen
tators, these two groups, which were thought to have contradictory interests,
actually supported each other. Although the leadership of the API-CIO did
comply with the police and the WTO organizers by leading their march away
from the summit site, many of the rank-and-jile unionists, particularly steel
workers and longshoremen, deviated from the official labor march to join the
street protests, wading in the sea of beautiful green sea turtle puppets and even
tually engaging in conflicts with police. The unexpected collaboration of trade
unionists and environmentalists, however, was just the tip of the iceberg. Seat
tle and the following summit protests brought together innumerable other
groups expressing their grievances against the global system-thole against the
practices of the huge agribusiness corporations, those agaimt the prison system,
those against the crushing debt of African countries, those against IMF con
trols of national economic policies, eventually those agaimt the permanent
state of war, and so on ad infinitum.
The magic of Seattle was to show that these many grievances were not just
a random, haphazard collection, a cacophony of different voices, but a chorus
that spoke in common agaimt the global system. This model is already sug
gested by the organizing techniques of the protesters: the various affinity groups
come together or converge not to unite into one large centralizedgroup; they re
main diffirent and independent but link together in a network structure. The
network dejines both their singularity and their commonality. Seattle demon

D E M O C RACY

EXPERI M ENTS IN G LOBA L R EFOR M
Whenever a massive protest movement explodes onto the social scene or
whenever there is any organized critique of the global system, the first
question asked by the media and sympathetic observers is always, what do
you want? Are you just malcontents, or do you have concrete proposals to
improve the system? There is, of course, no shonage of specific and con
crete reform proposals to make the global system more democratic. Con
structing such lists of demands, however, can sometimes be a trap.
Sometimes focus on a few limited changes obscures the fact that what is
necessary is a much more general transformation of society and the struc
tures of power. This does not mean we should refuse to propose, evaluate,
and implement our concrete demands; it means rather that we should not
stop there. Every such real institutional reform that expands the powers of
the multitude is welcome and useful as long as it is not sacralized as a fig
ure of superior authority and posed as a final solution. We have to con
struct a method or a set of general criteria for generating institutional
reforms, and, more imponant, we have to construct on the basis of them
constituent proposals for a new organization of global society.
There is no conflict here between reform and revolution.82 We say this
not because we think that reform and revolution are the same thing, but

strated, from a subjective standpoint, from the perspective of the protest

that in today's conditions they cannot be separated. Today the historical

This
is the primary message that was heard around the globe and inspired so many
others. Anyone who travels to different parts of the world and meets the vari
ous groups involved in the protests can easily recognize the common elements
that link them in an enormous open network. 81
The new global order has never convened a meeting of the Estates General
and invited the various estates of the global population to present their cahiers
de doleances. Beginning with Seattle, protesters have started to transform the
summit meetings of the global institutions into a kind of impromptu global
Estates General and, without being asked, present their lists of grievances.

processes of transformation are so radical that even reformist proposals

ers, the coherence of the lists of grievances against the global system.

can lead to revolutionary change. And when democratic reforms of the
global system prove to be incapable of providing the bases of a real
democracy, they demonstrate ever more forcefully that a revolutionary
change is needed and make it ever more possible. It is useless to rack our
brains over whether a proposal is reformist or revolutionary; what matters
is that it enters into the constituent process. This recognition is wide
spread not only among progressives but also among conservatives and neo
conservatives who see dangers of revolution in even modest reform
proposals and respond with radical initiatives in the opposite direction. In
some ways, the reactionary theorists of Washington, circa 2000, corre
spond to those of London and Vienna, circa 1 800, from Edmund Burke
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to Friedrich von Gentz and Franz von Baader, in that they all recognize

seek to make the global institutions accountable to other institutions and

the emerging constituent power and believe that the forces of order must

especially to a community of experts. If the IMF were more transparent

oppose it actively, posing against the possibilities of reform and revolution

and accountable to economic experts, for example, there would be safe

a violent counterrevolution.

guards against its implementing disastrous policies, such as those dictated

Like the list of grievances in the last section, the list of democratic re
form proposals here will necessarily be incomplete and will also, at least at
first sight, compose a disordered, incoherent group. Each proposal points
toward a specific way to improve the global system, but it is initially un
dear what together they amount to. Once again, we need to enumerate
patiently the existing proposals we hear, follow them, and see where they
lead. We disagree with elements of many of the propo6ls, of course, and
indeed one should, but our primary intent is not to evaluate them. We
want above all to register the enormous desire for global democracy con
tained in them.83

by the IMF in Southeast Asia or Argentina in the late 1 990s.85 What is
central and most interesting about the use of the terms

governance in these discussions,

finally, is that the terms straddle so com

fortably the political and the economic realms. Accountability and gover
nance have long been central concepts in the theoretical vocabulary of
capitalist corporations and they carry many characteristics of that domain.
With respect to such terms as

responsibility,

for example,

accountability

drains the democratic character of representation and makes it a technical
operation, posing it in the realm of accounting and bookkeeping. (Since
many other languages have no equivalent for accountability and are forced
to translate it as

R E F O R M S O F R E P R E S E N TATI O N
Let us begin for clarity's sake with a set of reform proposals that turn out

not to

accountability and

responsibility,

one might get the impression that the term

is specific to the world of Anglo-American business.) The notions of ac
countability and governance in these reform proposals seem to be directed
most clearly at assuring economic efficiency and stability, not at construct
ing any representational form of democratic control.86 Supranational in

be aimed at democratizing the global system. Many scholars and

stitutions like the IMF and World Bank are designed, in fact, to be able to

bureaucrats inside and near the supranational economic institutions, such

make technical economic decisions based on their own expertise, free from

as the IMF and World Bank, maintain that the institutions must be re
formed to be more transparent and accountable.84 Such proposals could
appear to be at first sight aimed at increasing the democratic and represen
tative nature of the institutions, but in fact on closer inspection they prove
not to be. Transparency itself, of course, does not necessarily imply any
greater representation-tyrants

can

be perfectly transparent. At best,

the instruction or control of the public, which is presumed less knowl
edgeable and informed. They are organized, in other words, in a way that
is contrary to mechanisms of social or public representation and, further
more, they do not even conform to the minimal conceptions of bourgeois
liberalism and public space. Such a substitution of administration for pol
itics is a general phenomenon that runs counter to democratic legitimacy.

greater transparency may make the lack of representation more visible and

This is what leads some more radical authors to advocate that these supra

thus easier to protest. The more substantive notion, which is omnipresent

national institutions simply be abolished.87

in these internal proposals, is "accountability" (which is often paired with
the notion of "governance"). The concept of accountability could refer to
mechanisms of social representation, but it does not in these proposals.
One has to ask, "Accountable to whom?" and then we find that these au
thors do not propose making global institutions accountable to a global
(or even a national) people-"the people," precisely, is missing. They rather
.
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The most significant proposals to reform global systems of representa
tion focus on the United Nations. Many proposals seek to eliminate or re
duce the power of the most unrepresentative element of the United
Nations, the Security Council, whose five permanent members have veto
power. The power of a single member nation to block with a veto a reso
lution decided by the majority is clearly the most significant element that
.
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obstructs the representative functioning of the General Assembly and the

Assembly, that would be based on representation proportional to popula

United Nations as a whole. One proposal to address this problem is sim

tion and independent of nation-states. Such a two-assembly structure

ply to eliminate or phase out the veto power of the five permanent mem

might be conceived as similar to the two houses of the U.S. Congress.

bers.88 Other proposals seek to change the power of the Security Council

Adding a second assembly, of course, would constitute a radical concep

by changing its membership. Originally, the Security Council was com

tual transformation of the United Nations, since the institution from its

posed of the five permanent members plus six rotating members. In 1 965

foundation has been conceived as a union of nation-states, not individuals,

the number of rotating members was expanded from six to ten. Signifi

peoples, communities, or other groups. Rather than adding a second as

cant transformation, however, would have to involve changing permanent

sembly to the United Nations, then, others make a similar proposal to con

membership. Since permanent membership in the Security Council is a

struct a global parliament.91 All such proposals, however, raise the question

relic of World War II, composed as it is of the primary victors of that war,

of how representation can function in a global institution that brings to

some argue that, over a half century after the end of the war the powerful

gether not nation-states but the global population.

/

countries that were defeated, particularly Germany and Japan, should now

Let us try to imagine how a people's assembly or a global parliament

be granted permanent membership. Others argue that large and populous

could apply the central element of the modern notion of democratic

nations from the Southern Hemisphere, such as Brazil and India, should

representation, that is, the electoral process based on a standard of one

be added to the group of permanent members to give the Security Coun

person, one vote. Imagine, for example, that the global voting population

cil more geographical representation.89 One could also propose, if the Se

of approximately 4 billion (excluding minors from the total global popu

curity Council is deemed necessary, that all the members rotate, thus

lation more than 6 billion) would be divided into four hundred districts of

making it even more representative. (One should keep in mind, however,

1 0 million people each. North Americans would thus elect about twenty

that reforms to the UN governing structure require approval by two

representatives, and the Europeans and Indonesians another twenty each,

thirds of the General Assembly and all members of the Security Council.

whereas the Chinese and Indians would elect about one hundred and

It is hard to imagine that the Security Council would vote away its own

eighty, respectively. These resulting four hundred representatives would

privileges.)

constitute the assembly or parliament. It might be best, furthermore, that

Transforming and decreasing the powers of the Security Council would

these voting districts be drawn so as not to follow the old national borders,

certainly increase the powers of the General Assembly and allow it to exer

so that the new institutions do not simply reproduce the same corrupt and

cise its representative functions more fully. We noted earlier, however, that

antidemocratic forms that have come to characterize so many nation

the representative nature of the General Assembly is itself limited in at

states. (Remember that during the French Revolution, in order to avoid

least two significant regards. First of all, since states appoint representa

repeating the corrupt traditions of the ancien regime, completely new

tives to the assembly, the assembly can only be as representative as the

electoral districts were drawn.) Such a global voting scheme would indeed

member states themselves, and we know the democratic and representative

restore the sense of equality central to the modern conception of demo

character of nation-states is quite limited.90 Second, representation in the

cratic representation, something that even the UN General Assembly fails

General Assembly is very disproportionate with respect to population, .

to realize. As one articulates such a scheme, however, it quickly becomes

since it operates on a one state, one vote basis rather than a one person, one

clear that it would be unmanageable in practice. The practical challenges

vote model. In order to alleviate some of these unrepresentative character

of conducting elections with 4 billion voters seem, at least at first sight,

istics of the General Assembly, then, some propose adding a second assem

insurmountable. Furthermore, the modern concept of representation

bly to the United Nations governing structure, something like a People's

stretched so thin across the global terrain cannot support a substantial
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notion of democracy. As James Madison and the U.S. Federalists dearly

ilizations, then the civilizations themselves could serve as a representa

recognized, representation decreases as the size of population increases

tional basis for a global assembly or parliament.

with respect to the number of representatives. (Madison thought the ideal

We should keep in mind, however, that in all of these possibilities we

proportion was one representative for every thirty thousand inhabitants.92)

have enumerated of representation based neither on nation-states nor

The representative function is dearly reduced to a minuscule level when

individuals, the representative character of the various organizations or

one delegate represents 1 0 million voters. And where would they put the

communities is extremely weak. NGO, of course, is a vague term that

global Federal District, the administrative center of the world?

covers a wide range of organizations, but the vast majority of such orga

There are some proposals for either a second assembly for the United

nizations make little or no claim to being representative of the population.

Nations or a global parliament that do not rely on the one person, vote

Global civil society is an equally vague term that is often usqd to name the

principle but rather configure representation in terms of already existing

various non-state organizations or communities, but this too has no real

organizations or communities. Some, for instance, point to the World So

mechanism of representation. And finally, identitarian conceptions based

cial Forum (WSF) as an instructive example of how NGOs and social

on race, ethnicity, or religion, such as civilizations or peoples, have no

movements can be organized as a global body.93 Since its first meeting in

claim on representation either.

Porto Alegre, Brazil, in 200 1 , the WSF has held an annual gathering that

The major stumbling block for all of the various proposals we have

brings together delegates from NGOs, social movements, and individuals

considered to create a new global representative body, such as an assembly

from around the world to exchange information and views about social

or parliament-whether based on the principle of one person, one vote or

and political issues related to the processes of globalization. The WSF is

on existing communities-is the concept of representation itself. All of

also complemented by a series of regional forums that are held at other

them rely on the modern concept of representation, which was conceived

times of the year. The point is not that the WSF could be conceived as

for the dimensions of the nation-state. Once again, when we move from

even an embryonic figure of a global governing body-indeed the WSF

the national to the global level, the leap of size undermines all the old

does not pretend to have any deliberative or ruling powers. The point

models of representation. It is not, however, merely a question of scale.

rather is that the WSF demonstrates that a global set of nonstate actors,

The biopolitical nature of contemporary social production, which we an

such as NGOs, can be brought together for real and substantial discus

alyzed at length in part 2, not only makes impossible old forms of repre

sions, thus indicating the possible lines according to which a global politi

sentation but also makes new forms possible. This new biopolitical

cal body is possible.

possibility is what needs to be addressed; as long as it is not, the lack of

O ne might also imagine a global parliament or assembly that is based
on peoples, nations, or even civilizations. Such a body might conceive of

representation will continue to corrupt global society.
We should point out that a large proportion of the global political re

representation as following racial, ethnic, or religious lines. In such a

form proposals we have outlined, such as reforms of the UN institutions

scheme, for example, indigenous and oppressed peoples who presently

or the creation of a global parliament, replicate the structure of the U.S.

have no state could have equal or proportional representation. Alterna

Constitution. Global political reform thus becomes something like making

tively, one could imagine transforming Samuel Huntington's model of

the world power structure more like the United States, expanding the U.S.

civilizational conflict into a representational mechanism. In other words,

model to a global scale. Ironically, the United States presents the greatest

if one were to accept that the identities of the global population are really

obstacles to such reforms, since the practices of unilateralism and excep

defined by the civilizations that Huntington indicates, or some similar civ�

tionalism that we discussed earlier undermine any international or global

.
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form of democratic representation. The United States blocks the expan

rights are to be enacted at a global level, they will have to be grounded in

sion of the U.S. model. How long can such a contradiction continue?

powerful and autonomous institutions. One logical proposal, then, would

Finally we should note, at least briefly, a proposal for a new global con

be to extend the project of the International Criminal Court we described

stitution that does not rely on modern national models but points rather

earlier, giving it global jurisdiction and enforcement powers, perhaps tied

to the experience of the European Union.94 The global level is, of course,

to the United Nations.

very different from the continental, but, given the violent clashes and cul

A closely related proposal to institute global justice calls for the cre

tural conflicts of European history, we can see that the project of a unified

ation of a permanent international or global truth commission.95 Such an

European constitution confronts some of the same difficulties that a

institution could build on the various national truth and reconciliation

global constitution would face. The key to the European constitution is its

commissions to consider not only national allegations but also large-scale,

plural, multilevel method of decision making based on multilateral rela

international claims of injustice and determine penalties and compensa

tionships. This multilevel arrangement is, on one hand, not merely a Eu

tion. A global truth commission, for example, would be given the task of

ropean superstate or, on the other, a union of nation-states, but rather a

adjudicating the many calls for reparations to compensate for historic in

complex federal system. Some decisions take place on the European level,

j ustices against peoples and communities. Some cases of reparations have

others at the national level, and others still at subnational and regional lev

been presented in existing national courts along the lines of class-action

els. The unity of the administrative process results from the overlapping

suits: Japanese Americans who were unjustly interned in camps in the

interaction of these various levels. This method, in other words, by creat

United States during World War II, for example, and surviving European

ing a multilevel federal system, breaks the traditional conception of a lin

Jews whose relatives were killed and property stolen. Such cases are com

ear, isomorphic relationship among the legal and political forms of the

plicated enormously, however, both when they stretch spatially across na

city, the nation, the region, and the world. We should also note here that

tional borders and when the events span long historical periods so that the

with this multiplicity of actors and levels there is no longer any "outside"

individuals who directly suffered the injustice have died. What court does

to the system, or, rather, the outside becomes inessential and all the con

one appeal to in cases of conquest, colonialism, and slavery? "Comfort

stitutional conflicts become internal. This European constitutional model

women," for example, who were forced into prostitution by the invading

does indeed provide mechanisms that could contribute to a stable global

Japanese in Korea, Taiwan, Indonesia, and other parts of East Asia, de

system, but it does not really address the issue of representation. The mul

mand reparations of the Japanese government.96 In a more general and

tilevel federal model, in fact, seems only to undermine traditional forms

far-reaching way, the descendents of those who suffered from the slave

of representation without creating new ones.

trade and slavery demand reparations: African American descendents of
slaves demand reparations from the U.S. government and the corporations
that profited from slavery; black African nations, which were ravaged by

R E F O R M S O F R I G H TS A N D J US T I C E

the slave trade, demand reparations from the European nations that par

The various grievances about the lack of rights and j ustice in the global

their former colonizers. The united African Ministers, for example, in

system we enumerated earlier make clear that new institutions of j ustice

preparation for the 200 1 World Conference on Racism, proposed that "a

must be independent from the control of the nation-states, since the dom

Development Reparation Fund should be set up to provide resources for

ticipated in the slave trade; and former colonies demand reparations from

inant nation-states have consistently blocked or distorted previous at

the development process in countries affected by colonialism. "97 The spe

tempts in their own favor. If universal principles of j ustice or human

cific legal action to be taken is not clear, however, in any of these cases and

.
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numerous others like them. Who can be held responsible? Who should

tion and violation of international agreements regarding rights and jus

pay what and to whom? What institution has the authority to decide? In

tice.98 The prisoners held indefinitely at the U.S. military base at Guanta

many cases simply revealing publicly the systematic historic injustice is it

namo Bay represent the point of intersection between the two, since their

self a beneficial development, but recognition and apologies are not

imprisonment violates not only the Geneva Conventions on the treatment

enough to address injustice. A global truth commission might be charged

of prisoners of war but also U.S. criminal law. This dual tendency to un

with addressing this lack. (We should add, at least parenthetically, how

dermine existing systems of justice probably cannot last long, since in

gigantism of such proposals. Global

time it will inevitably be met by overwhelming indignation and protest. It

commissions, global institutions, and global agencies are not necessarily

does make clear, however, that proposals to reform global systems of

adequate solutions to global problems.)

rights and j ustice in a democratic direction today face a steep uphill battle.

ever, a note of skepticism about the

Another enormous question of restitution has to do with economic
corruption. Corruption, in this case, means the illegal deviation of public
systems for private gain, reducing public goods to private wealth. One ob

E C O N O M I C RE F O R M S

vious example of such corruption is the creation of the enormous fonunes
of the so-called Russian oligarchs during the "transition to democracy"

One should recognize the sometimes heroic effons o f all those-in reli

through family connections, political influence, and a variety of illegal

gious organizations, NGOs, UN agencies, and supranational institutions

means. The public wealth of the nation was quickly transmitted into the

like the World Bank-who work to better the lives of the poor. One must

private hands of the few. Another example of such corruption, on a very

also recognize, however, the limitations of all such effons that leave the

different scale and in a different context, was revealed in the Enron scan

system unchanged. In addition to ministering to the pains of the sick we

dal. The wealth accumulated by Enron's executives was extorted not only

also have to attack the disease, that is, the system that reproduces global

from Enron employees and investors but also energy consumers and the

poverty. There are indeed numerous reasonable proposals to alleviate the

public more broadly. It is clear that national couns are not capable of

poverty and suffering of the most subordinated in the global economy

dealing adequately with such corruption and restituting the stolen wealth,

without making systematic changes to the global system.99 The most radi

even if a few Russian oligarchs and Enron executives do go to prison. We

cal and far-reaching of these is perhaps the proposal to eliminate or dras

need a new institutional mechanism not only to prevent corruption but

tically reduce the foreign debt of the poorest nation-states, since the debt

restitute the common that has been stolen. That would require a great in

is clearly an imponant cause of continuing poverty. This proposal is eco
nomically feasible because the sums in question are relatively small in the

stitutional innovation.
This current inability to enforce rights and address inj ustices on the

context of the global economy, but many object that simple debt elimina

global level, however, is really not just a lack. In recent years, in fact, there

tion would set a bad precedent for future loans. The World Bank proposes

has been a clear tendency in the opposite direction. Panicularly since Sep

reducing or eliminating the debt of nations affected worst under the su

tember 1 1 , the notion of U.S. exceptionalism coupled with the idea that

pervision of the Bank itself, and according to conditions the Bank would

freedoms have to be sacrificed in the interest of security have seriously un

impose on the nation's economic policies. Others propose setting up a

dermined institutions of rights and justice. There has been a kind of dual

new, independent agency to decide which debts should be eliminated or

tendency that combines the domestic erosion of civil liberties in the

reduced and determine conditions. Some propose, for example, a global,

United States (through innovations of the Office of Homeland Security

legally binding debt-arbitration agency to deliberate on cases based on the

and legislation such as the USA Patriot Act) with the United States's rejec-

model of domestic bankruptcy laws, such as Chapter 1 1 and Chapter 9 in
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the United States.IOO Countries could thus default on loans and go into

that nation-states, both the most powerful ones and the least, do not act

bankruptcy just as individuals and corporations do now in domestic sys

consistently to alleviate poverty and inequality. With this in mind, some

tems. Debt relief is clearly needed to break the cycle of misery for the

propose a modification of the Tobin tax that would contribute the rev

most subordinated in the global economy, but such remedies do not ad

enues from the currency tax not to nation-states but to a democratic global

dress the systemic problems of the global economy that continually pro

body combining this economic proposal with one of the proposals to re

duce and reproduce inequality and poverty.

form representative systems we saw above. 102 One could even fund the

In general most existing propositions of reform of the basic functioning
of the global economic system divide between two broad lines of action,

United Nations or a global parliament with this tax, thereby freeing it
from financial reliance on nation-states.

which stand opposed to one another: a strategy that gives nation-states

The second general strategy includes proposals that seek to eliminate

more regulatory power and one that strives to undercut control over the

destructive forms of political and economic control. In the realm of cy

economy by either states or economic powers. The two strategies, of course,

bernetics and the Internet, for example, as we saw earlier, the control of

rely on very different analyses of the root causes of our economic prob

access, information, and ideas through copyright increasingly thwarts cre

lems. The first points primarily to neoliberal regimes and unregulated cap

ativity and innovation. We have also cited repeatedly numerous grievances

ital as the source of problems, whereas the second focuses principally on

that arise from patents that control pharmaceutical drugs, knowledges, ge

forms of power, both political and economic, that exert control over pro

netic material, and even life-forms. There are many proposals to solve or

duction and circulation.

ameliorate these problems. Some modest proposals, for example, seek to

Consider as an example of the first strategy the group ATTAC and its

address the expanding controls of copyrights simply by limiting their du

proposal of the Tobin tax, which is a currency transaction tax, first con

ration. Copyright was originally conceived as a means to encourage inno

ceived by Nobel laureate James Tobin, that would impose a small tax on

vation by allowing the author to enjoy a monopoly on the work for a

all international currency exchanges and contribute the resulting tax rev

limited time. Copyrighted material can now be controlled, however, for

enue to the nation-states. The proponents argue that one benefit of such a

more than 1 50 years with very little action on the part of the owner,

tax is that it would help control the volatility of international financial

thereby restricting its use in the common public domain. One could im

markets and thereby avoid or moderate the financial crises caused in part

prove the system simply by reducing the possible duration of copyright to

by rapid currency trading: 'Throwing sand in the wheels of global fi

a much shorter period and require more efforts of the owner to renew the

nance" is Tobin's phrase. A second benefit, in the view of proponents, is

copyright periodically. lo3 And more generally, one could limit copyright

that the tax would give states not only more control over the value of their

protection to only the commercial use of material, such that copying texts

currencies but more important, with the added revenues, more control
over the economy as a whole. 1 0 1 In fact, the fundamental goal of this and

or music without commercial gain would no longer be restricted. 104 Simi

similar proposals is to allow nation-states the possibility to act to correct

excluding, for example, life-forms and traditional knowledges. These are

some of the most extreme differences and distortions of wealth and in

very modest proposals that easily fit within the existing legal framework.

come. S tate regulation of capital, as opposed to neoliberal regimes that

The open-source movement, which strives to make software free and ac

grant capital a maximum autonomy, is thus conceived in these proposals

cessible for modification without copyright, offers a more radical exam

as the primary solution to the problems of the global economy.

ple. I 05 Since proprietary software owned by corporations does not expose

larly, one could reduce the kinds of products that are eligible for patents,

One limitation of this strategy, from our perspective, is that it relies so

its source code, the proponents of open source maintain that not only can

heavily on the beneficial actions of sovereign nation-states. It seems to us

users not see how the software works but they also cannot identify its

.
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problems or modify it to work better. Software code is always a collabora

state and that in the subordinated countries has often been imposed by

tive project, and the more people who can see and modify it, the better it

global economic institutions such as the IMF. The programs of demo

can become. One can certainly imagine doing away entirely with the legal

cratic transition and nation-building, from Russia to Iraq, are also based

protection of patents and copyright, making ideas, music, and texts free

primarily on privatization. As the catastrophes for social welfare of these

and accessible to everyone. One would have to find, of course, other so

processes of privatization accumulate-the British rail system and the

cial mechanisms to compensate the creativity of authors, artists, and sci

U.S. electrical system can serve as two emblematic examples-the need for

entists, but there is no reason to assume that creativity depends on the

change will become ever more clear. In our view this will have to be not a

promise of great riches. Authors, artists, and scientists are indeed often

return to the public, with state control of industries, services, and goods,

outraged when corporations get rich off of their creativity, but they are

but a creation of the

not themselves generally driven to create by the prospect of extraordinary

tween the public and the common will be one of the elements we will ad

wealth. It should be clear, in any case, that each of these proposals aims to

dress in the context of democracy in the final section of the book. This

reduce political and economic control, through mechanisms such as

notion of the common is the basis for a postliberal and postsocialist politi

patents and copyright, not only because it is unjust to limit access to these

cal project.

common. This conceptual and political distinction be

goods but also because such controls thwart innovation and restrict eco
nomic development.
Some of the most innovative and powerful reform projects, in fact, in

B I O P O L I T I C A L RE F O R M S

volve the creation of alternatives to the current system of copyright. The
most developed of these is the Creative Commons project, which allows

When we arrive a t the question o f biopolitical reforms, all the difficulties

artists and writers a means to share their work freely with others and still

we saw facing the various political, legal, and economic proposals for the

maintain some control over the use of the work. When a person registers a

global system seem to be compounded and magnified. The forces against

work with Creative Commons, including texts, images, audio, and video

biopolitical reform are enormous, sometimes making it difficult even to

productions, he or she forgoes the legal protections of copyright that pre

imagine ways to make the system more democratic.

vent reproduction but is able instead to choose minimal restrictions that

It is certainly difficult to imagine a reform proposal that could address

apply to its use. Specifically, the author or artist can choose whether repro

the most central biopolitical grievance: our current state of global war. In

ductions have to include attribution of authorship, whether the work can

stead of a reform proposal we might point to an experiment that simply

be used commercially, whether it can be transformed to make derivative

expresses the need for an alternative to the war system. Antiwar activists

works, and whether any use made of it has to be equally open to repro

have begun a dangerous practice of "diplomacy from below," sending del

duction . I OG One might say that this alternative system is just a supplement

egates to intervene in war wnes. Activists from Italy, France, and the

to existing copyright laws that serves those who do not want its restric

United States went to Palestine during the summer 2002 Israeli offensive,

tions, but really such an alternative is a powerful agent of reform. Its ex

and many attempted to enter Iraq before the 2003 war. This "diplomacy

ample highlights the inadequacy of the patent system and cries out for

from below" demonstrates how the "diplomacy from above" among na

change.

tional leaders, which perpetuates our state of war, is not representative of

Economic reform in general has to be based on a recuperation or cre

the populations. The activist-diplomats, of course, are not representative

ation of the common. There has been a long process of privatization that

either, but their efforts do give concrete expression to the widespread de

in the dominant countries corresponded to the dismantling of the welfare

sire to put an end to this global system of permanent war.
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On biopolitical issues other than the war system it is less difficult to

litical issues, but they do not really proceed very far. So many forces are

imagine global reform proposals. One reform strategy for biopolitical sys

stacked up against them, not the least of which is the U.S. predominance

tems has involved international treaties on very specific issues. The 1 997

in the international system and its tendency to exempt itself from all mul

Kyoto Accord on climate change, for example, was designed to address the

tilateral agreements, that it seems useless even to forward a proposal. Once

problem of global warming. Industrialized nations that sign the accord

again, it is perhaps more useful for us to cite an experiment here rather

commit to cutting the carbon-rich "greenhouse" gas emissions, which

than a reform proposal, one in this case that constructs an alternative,

mostly result from burning coal, gas, and oil. The 200 1 announcement by

more democratic system of communication and information. I ndymedia

the Bush administration that the United States would not sign the accord,

is a network of collectively run Web-based information centers that pro

however, put its effectiveness in doubt. The 1 997 Landmine Ban Treaty

vide print and video news services on their Web sites. There is, of course,

has had some success, but its effectiveness too has been put in question by

a long tradition of free radio stations and cable television experiments

the reluctance of the United States to comply. Similar international

aimed at breaking the monopoly of information that has formed in the

treaties to ban the production and destroy stocks of biological, chemical,

hands of the major media corporations. I ndymedia, which grows out of

and nuclear weapons have similar histories of mixed success, and here too

this tradition, was first created to provide information about the demon

the unwillingness of the United States to comply poses an enormous ob

strations at the wro summit in Seattle in 1 999. 107 Since that time the

stacle. Unilateralism or, rather, the exception posed by the United States

network of independent media centers has expanded to dozens of cities on

within the global system, thwarts all these reform proposals.

six continents. The Indymedia slogan-" Don't hate the media, become

There are indeed many other proposals that do not rely completely on

the media"-calls for not only breaking the information monopoly of the

the United States. Some propose an independent global water agency, for

corporate media but also becoming actively involved in the production and

example, that could adjudicate not only international disputes over water

distribution of information. Anyone can submit a story on an Indymedia

rights but also national conflicts, such as those resulting from dam proj

Web site. Both of these elements-equal access and active expression-are

ects. Such an agency would be charged with both guaranteeing the fair

central to any project of democratizing communication and information.

distribution of existing water resources and encouraging their increase.

The media must be able to speak the truth. It is not a matter of fixing the

Others propose an independent global communications authority that

truth in some global version of political correctness, but on the contrary

would regulate the global means of communication, something like a

guaranteeing the differences of expression of the multitude in a demo

global version of the U.S. Federal Communications Commission. The

cratic process of communication. Indymedia and the numerous indepen

principle task of such an authority would be both to guarantee equal ac

dent media projects like it do not provide a model to rdorm global

cess to the existing means of communication and information and to ex

communications systems. Rather, they are important experiments that

pand the available means of communication, for example, by requiring all

demonstrate once again the powerful desire for global democracy.

military and commercial satellites to dedicate a certain percentage of their

As these examples indicate, in the realm of biopolitics it may be more

communications capacity to freely accessible public channels. Such pro

productive not to generate reform proposals but to develop experiments

posals, however, suffer from the "gigantism" we referred to earlier. In an

for addressing our global situation. Furthermore, the biopolitical perspec

effort to democratize relationships, they pose a central authority that

tive can help us, recognize the ontological character of all the movements

serves to undercut democratic participation.
It may not be difficult to imagine such global reforms on these biopo-
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and identify the constituent motor that drives each of them. We can never
arrive at this essential element by enumerating or adding together all the
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not ready for democracy. After they learn from our free markets and our
grievances and reform proposals. This constituent motor is a biopolitical

legal systems to gain a respect for private property and a sense of liberty,

fact. It is what will be able to call the multitude into being and thereby de

then maybe they will be capable of democracy.

velop the more general power to create an alternative society.

Well, to all these various skeptics we say, back to the eighteenth cen
tury! One good reason to go back to the eighteenth century is that back
then the concept of democracy was not corrupted as it is now. The

BAC K TO THE EI GHTEENTH CENT URY !

eighteenth-century revolutionaries did not call democracy either the rule

All of the various reform proposals we enumerated in the previous section

and in limited ways accountable to the multitude. They knew that democ

of a vanguard party or the rule of elected officials who are occasionally
are good and useful ideas, even when, as we saw is often the case, the

racy is a radical, absolute proposition that requires the rule of everyone by

forces mounted against their realization are nearly insurmountable. Simply

everyone. It is also useful to recognize that if the eighteenth-century revo

by considering a proposal one gains a new, critical perspective on the ex

lutionaries were utopian, it is simply in the sense that they believed an

isting structures, something like a cognitive map of the global system.

other world

was

possible. What was indeed utopian and completely

Each proposal, in this sense, is a pedagogical tool. Every person who

illusory in the eighteenth century was to repropose the ancient form of

thinks, "That's a good idea, why can't we do that?" learns an important

democracy designed for the city-state as a model for the modern nation
state. That is not, of course, what the eighteenth-century revolutionaries

lesson.
At this point, we need to recognize not only that most of these global-

did. As we saw earlier, the challenge then was to reinvent the concept of

reform proposals are unrealizable as a result of the forces against them

democracy and create new institutions adequate to modern society and the

bur also that the reforms, beneficial as they may be, are not able to sustain

national space. It is useful to go back to the eighteenth century, finally, to

democracy on a global scale-and we want nothing less than democracy,

appreciate what a radical innovation they accomplished. If they did it,

real democracy. We aim too high, some are sure to say. In fact, we feel

then we can too!

something like the eighteenth-century proponents of democracy who, as

With the reference back to the eighteenth century, then, we can recog

we saw earlier, were confronted by skeptics who charged that democracy

nize today the limitations of being wedded to old models. Just as it was il

may have been possible in the small confines of the Athenian polis, but is

lusory in the eighteenth century to repropose the Athenian model on a

utterly impossible in the extensive territories of the modern nation-state.

national scale, so too today it is equally illusory to repropose national

Today's proponents of democracy are met by the same skeptical argument:

models of democracy and representative institutions on a global scale. In

democracy may have been possible in the confines of the modern nation

deed many of the reform proposals we outlined in the previous section

state, but in the extensive territories of our globalized world it is utterly

maintain the modern concepts and national institutional models of democ

absurd. Liberal skeptics insist that the sheer size of the world, along with

racy, simply projecting them in expanded form onto the entire globe.

its cultural, religious, and anthropological differences-and why not add,

(Hence the tendency toward "gigantism.") Such proposals are based on

as they used to, the question of climate!-undermine the possibility of a

what scholars in international relations call the "domestic analogy," that

unified global people and the other conditions necessary for a global

is, the analogy berween the internal structures of the nation-state and

democracy. Conservative skeptics generally focus rather on the different

structures of the international or global system. It is striking, in fact, how

levels of civilization, with strong racist undertones: talk of democracy

often domestic U.S. institutions and practices came up as models in the

might do in Europe and North America, they say, but those elsewhere are

proposals above. We do not mean to suggest rhat proposals of global

.
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representative systems, a global parliament, global federalism, global

local, discontinuous, disqualified, not legitimated knowledges against

courts, and global tax schemes are not useful. I ndeed the discussion and

every unitary theoretical instance that pretends to filter, hierarchize, and

implementation of many such proposals, we repeat, can certainly amelio

order them in the name of a true knowledge . . . . Genealogies are thus not

rate the inj ustices and inequalities of our present global system. Our
point, rather, is that such reforms will not be sufficient for the creation of

positivist returns to a form of science that is more attentive and more ex

act; genealogies are more precisely anti-sciences."J08

a global democracy. What is necessary is an audacious act of political

If it is no longer sufficient to use national institutional models of

imagination to break with the past, like the one accomplished in the eigh

democracy to defend ourselves against global oppression and tyranny,

teenth century.

then we will have to invent new models and methods. As the Federalists

We have to find a way to free ourselves of the tenacious ghosts of the

said in the eighteenth century, the new times require a "new science" of

past that haunt the present and cripple our imagination, not only because

society and politics in order to stop repeating the old myths of good gov

of the question of scale and the fact that modern forms of representation

ernment and block the attempts to resurrect the old forms of order. To

and accountability are diluted and disoriented in the vast global territories,

day, given not only the global scale of contemporary society but also the

but also because we ourselves have changed. As we argued at length in part

new anthropology and new productive capacities of the multitude, we too

2, not only are the conditions of labor becoming increasingly common

need a new science-or, maybe, following Foucault, an anti-science!

throughout the world, our production also tends to be biopolitical. We

A new science of global democracy would not simply restore our politi

claimed, in other words, that the dominant forms of production tend to

cal vocabulary from the corruptions it has suffered; it would also have to

involve the production of knowledges, affect, communication, social rela

transform all the primary modern political concepts. From the concept of

tions-in short, the production of common social forms of life. The be

nation-state and free market to that of socialism, from the notion of po

coming common of labor, on the one hand, and the production of the

litical representation to that of soviet and council forms of delegation, and

common, on the other, are not isolated to software engineers in Seattle

from human rights to the so-called rights of labor, all of these have to be

and Hyderbad but also characterize health workers in Mexico and

rethought in the context of our contemporary conditions. This will have

Mozambique, agriculturists in Indonesia and Brazil, scientists in China

to be a science of plurality and hybridity, a science of multiplicities, that

and Russia, and industrial workers in N igeria and Korea. And yet the new

can define how all the various singularities express themselves fully in the

centrality of the common does not in any way diminish the singularity of

multitude.

the various situated subjectivities. This coincidence of the common and

There are, of course, important differences between our approach to

singularities is what defines the concept of the multitude. The anthropo

the multitude and the eighteenth-century new science. One difference is

logical difference of the present, the difference marked by the formation

that the French and North American prophets of Enlightenment wanted

of the multitude, also makes it impossible simply to repropose past mod

to create an institutional mirror of society, but an artfully distorted mir

els. This is one reason why we find it useful to call our present age post

ror that could create out of the plurality of the multitude a unitary peo

modern, to mark these differences with our modern past. Rather than an

ple:

E pluribus unum, as the banner in the eagle's beak still reads on the

archaeology that unearths the models of the past, then, we need some

back of the one-dollar bill. Today it is not a question of reducing the

thing like Foucault's notion of genealogy, in which the subject creates new

global multitude to a people. Global society is pervaded by a biopolitical

institutional and social models based on its own productive capacities.

dynamic of the constant, and surplus production of the common and

'The genealogical project is not an empiricism," Foucault explains, " nor is

global subjectivities affirm themselves as not only plural but also singu

it a positivism in the ordinary sense of that term. It tries to bring into play

lar. A new concept of democracy must take account of the constituent

.
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dynamic of the multitude and the fact that its plurality refuses to b e re
duced to an

unum.

Another important difference between the eighteenth-century new sci
ence and the one needed today has to do with the fact that today the basis
for political analysis and proposition is not the individual but rather the

D E M O C RACY
notion corresponds less and less with our social reality. The notion of a
foundational war of all against all is based on an economy of private prop
erty and scarce resources. Material property, such as land or water or a car,
cannot be in two places at once: my having and using it negates your hav
ing and using it. Immaterial property, however, such as an idea or an im

common, that is, the common set of biopolitical productive relations.

age or a form of communication, is infinitely reproducible. It can be

between the individual and the social whole, we today have to grasp the

the contrary, as Thomas Jefferson says, ideas are enhanced by their com

Whereas modern political thinkers had to struggle with the contradiction

complementarity between the multiple singularities and our common social
life, which is constantly negotiated through linguistic cooperation and
biopolitical productive networks. In truth, the great eighteenth-century re
publican innovators were never really individualists. A strong notion of
community convention was always an important element in their thought
and practice, which was combined, it is true, with a conception of appro
priation and possession that did tend to separate and define individual sub
jects. 1 09 In any case, today the social coordinates are completely different
and, as we claimed earlier, the ontological conditions of society are defined
by a common fabric, which is not fixed and static but open, overflowing,
and continually constructed in lapidary fashion by the accumulated ener
gies and desires of the multitude. Paradoxically, the world of finance, with
its enormous powers of abstraction, gives an excellent expression of the
both common social wealth of the multitude and its future potential, but
an expression that is distorted by the private ownership and control in the
hands of the few. The task is to discover a way in common, involving men,
women, workers, migrants, the poor, and all the elements of the multitude,
to administer the legacy of humanity and direct the future production of
food, material goods, knowledge, information, and all other forms of wealth.
Finally, one more difference with eighteenth-century thought is that
the war of all against all and the notion of a violent state of nature, which
used to serve as a kind of blackmail against republican projects, are no
longer effective weapons of reactionary thought to legitimate the domina
tion of a monarchical sovereign power. We do not mean to suggest that
powerful leaders no longer try to use this tactic to gain control over na
tions, regions, and the global system as a whole. We mean rather that this
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everywhere at once, and my using and having it does not hinder yours. On
munication: when I light my candle from yours they both seem to burn
brighter. Some resources do remain scarce today, but many, in fact, par
ticularly the newest elements of the economy, do not operate on a logic of
scarcity. Furthermore, when productive mechanisms rely increasingly on
expansive open networks of communication and cooperation, then the
notion of a basic conflict with everyone tends to seem increasingly unnat
ural. Our state of nature is indeed what is created in the common net
works of the multitude. It is increasingly nonsensical to legitimate a
central sovereign power on the basis of a war between "democracy" and
other civilizations or to defend "democracy" with a permanent state of war
or even to impose "democracy" militarily. The only democracy that makes
sense today is one that poses peace as its highest value. Peace, in fact, is not

only required for democracy but it is also a fundamental condition of
knowledge and more generally of our being in this world.
We have to recognize that democracy is not an unreasonable or unat
tainable demand. When Spinoza calls democracy absolute he assumes that
democracy is really the basis of every society. The vast majority of our po_
litical, economic, affective, linguistic, and productive interactions are al
ways based on democratic relations. At times we call these practices of
social life spontaneous and at others think of them as fixed by tradition
and custom, but really these are the civil processes of democratic ex
change, communication, and cooperation that we develop and transform
every day. If such democratic interactions were not the basis of our living
in common, then society itself would be impossible. That is why for Spin
oza other forms of government are distortions or limitations of human so
ciety whereas democracy is its natural fulfillment.

.
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The invention of a new science of democracy for the multitude is cer
tainly an enormous task, but the general sense of the project is clear. We
can recognize the need for it in the real and urgent grievances and de

of the movementS for global democracy, their grievances, and their
proposals. The movements have a constituent effect on geopolitics

mands of so many throughout the world-and from where would the

and the possibilities of global order. We need to

power to realize such a project come if not from the desires of the multi

ment to the history of geopolitics to see hCJI\V it has developed,

tude? The protesters do not accept the idea of living in a world defined for

day it has been thrown into crisis, and what strategic possibilities this

so many by fear, injustice, poverty, and unfreedom. Even when those who

offers the multitude.

go

back for a mo
how to

express a guarded skepticism about the possibility of substantial changes
in the short term still recognize that these current forms of domination,

THE CRISI S OF GEOPOLITICS
in

violence, mystification, alienation, and expropriation cannot continue

Modern geopolitics was born

long in our new reality: the common languages, common practices, and

&alpo/itilt in the sense that the European nation-states, closed in their

forms of production of our society run counter to the forms of command.

small territories, played out the real relations of power in the vast
spaces.

Europe as the eminent field of

The European polirical tradition could pretend to cast

In short, our dreams make necessary (if not yet possible) another world.

global

The global scale seems increasingly like the only imaginable horizon for

its politics over the entire world, paradoxically, because it conceived of

change, and real democracy the only feasible solution.

Europe as a finite horizon, as "the West," where sun

What we propose today, then, is not repeating old rituals and tired slo

Europe had to

escape

set,

finis temu.

its own finitude. Spatial elements are always

own

self-definition, at

times

in expansive terms

gans but on the contrary going back to the drawing board, taking up re

present in Europe's

search again, launching a new investigation in order to formulate a new

and at others in confl.ictuaJ, tragic, and obsessive ones, from Homer's

science of society and politics. Conducting such a social investigation is

Aegean to Columbus's Atlantic. Already in the ancient Greeks and

not about piling up statistics or mere sociological facts; it is a matter of

Romans we find that controlling the space outside the city is a neces

calling on ourselves to grasp the present biopolitical needs and imagine the

sary element

for maintaining peace and well-being within the city. In

possible conditions of a new life, immersing ourselves in the movements

ancient Rome, in fact, this role of external space was transformed into

of history and the anthropological transformations of subjectivity. A new

a motor for imperial expansion. Geopolitical space has thus become a

science of the production of wealth and political constitution aimed at
global democracy can emerge only from this new ontology. I 10

trajectory, a directed movement of destiny over foreign territories de
fined by the dominant imperial classes. Thus was born the national
and imperialist Grossrllum.
The rise of the United States as a global power transformed the
European tradition of geopolitics, opening it up from questions of
permanent borders and finite spaces to the indefinite outside and
open frontiers, focusing on flows and mobile lines of conflict like

Most of the contemporary discussions about geopolitics pose a choice

oceanic currents or seismic faults. Geopolitics in the American key

between two strategies for maintaining global order: unilateralism or

seems to go beyond the fixed spatial horizon and become rather an al

multilateralism. Such discussions do not take into account the power

ternation or dialectic between openings and closures, expansionism
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and isolationism. This is indeed cbe conremporary norion of geopoli

reducrive but nonetheless effecrive. is that these internal conflicts or

cics we find today. Geopolitics may regard borders as fixed but they

contradicrions within the concept of geopolitics should be

are also, at the same time, thresholds or poinrs of passage. Wars. from

as

thls perspective, begin when one crosses a border

ducrion) and impcrial sovereignty (that is, the

ons; progress is conceived

as

armed with weap

recognized

the conflict between the multitude (that is, the forces of

social pro

global order of power

crossing these same borders unarmed;

and exploitation). between biopolitics and biopower. This hypothesis

and commerce crosses borders both with arms and without. The bor

leads us to view the changing paradigms of geopolitics as wponsts to

ders of geopolitics have nothing to do with narural borders. conceived

the challenges posed by the struggles of the multitude. Elsewhere we

in either geographical, ethnic, or demographic tenns. When geopoli

have argued, for instance, that the transformation of the geopolitical

rics confronrs borders posed as natural, in faa, it either uses them in

framework in the late twentieth century. after the oil crises and mon

strumentally or undermines them. serting in morion a slide toward

etary crises in the 1970s and the collapse of the Bretton Woods sys

expansion. going beyond.

tem, was a response to the anticolonial and antiimpcrialist scruggles in

In order ro understand the current form of geopolirics (and eventu
ally to challenge it) we must, then. avoid resorting

ro

the naturalisr.

Asia. Africa. and Larin America as well as the massive social scruggles
in Europe and North America. 1 1 I Today. it seem s to us. the crisis of

economisric conceptions of borders and IUnirs that

geopolitics is best understood in terms of the scruggles against the

characterized the old European geopolitics. We must instead engage

present global order mat we sketched in the previous chapter, from

the notion of flexible boundaries and thresholds that are conrinually

movements against neoliberalism in India. Brazil. Seattle, and Genoa

determinisr.

or

crossed. which is rypical of U.S. ideology. We must. in effect, under

to the movement against the Iraq War. The elements of this crisis can

stand that contemporary geopolitics is based on the crisis of its tradi

determine the future developments of geopolicics. And we have to see

tional concepts. When we say crisis we do not mean that geopolitics is

what strategic use the multitude can make of the crisis of geopolitics.

on the verge of collapse, but rather that it functions on the basis of
borders, identities, and limits that are unstable and constantly under

UNILATERAL COMMAND AND THE AXIS OF EVIL

mined. Geopolitics cannot function without such boundaries, bUt it

How we can return to the strategies of geopolitics in the twenty-first

must also continually displace and overrun them, creating the dialectic

century and the alternative between unilatera1ism and multilateral

between expansionism and isolationism. This is a gtopolitics of crisis.
Contemporary geopolirics thus demonstrates the same logical

ism. The first task of a unilatera\ist geopolitical strategy today, repre
seared most often by the United States, is furthering the crisis of the

schema that defines the contemporary theory of sovereignty and the

institutions of the old international order. In order to govern global

reality of economic activity: it has two sides that are constantly in

politics effecrively. for instance, a unilateralist strategy must under

contradicrion and conflict. This internal crisis. as we said. is not the

mine the political and legal capacities of the United Nations. When

sign of collapse, but the moror of development. Geopolitical analysis

the United Nations was formed at the end of the Second World War

assumes crisis as its foundation and opens the system to the conflict

it brought together the enlightened aspiration for cosmopolitan gov

between different political forces that determine the open spaces, the

ernment with a democratic arrangement among the nation-states

borders, and the closed spaces. Our hypothesis, which is undoubtedly

that had won the war against fascism. After half century of life. this
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being constrained by the
break the bureaucratic
to
inability
its
by
cold war and neutralized
mechanisms within it, the United Nations has now fallen under the
rule of the sole remaining superpower. The United Nations, in other
words, has become the site in which the global hegemony aru:l uni1at
era! control of the United States can be most clearly expressed.. It is
also, paradoxically, the site where at least the image of a more distrib
uted form of power, more adequate to the processes of globalization,

must Uep pressure on them. Perhaps in this regard we should read
the U.S. proclamatoi n of an "axis of evil" not only as a direct warning
to the three relatively weak enemy dictatorships, but also, and more

alliance had clearly been exhausted. After

is still. expressed.
With the end of the cold war, then, the form of imperial sover

eignty began to redefine the boundaries of the former enemy and or

ganize a single network of control over the world. The politics of
containment in the Middle Eas4 which was oriented toward blocking
the advance of the sociaI threat, was transformed into operations of
"roll back" and military penetration intO the former Soviet sphere.
What has resulted is a great half moon of imperial command that
stretches from the Middle East. to East Asia, from the Arabian Penin
sula to the Korean Peninsula, crossing the ex-Soviet territories in cen
tral Asia and dipping down to strategic bases in the Philippines and
Australia. This half moon configures the new, global geopolitical
horizon. Global sovereignty has adopted an imperial figure under the
control of the United States and its enormous centralized military ap
paratus that extends across the world.
This operation, however, is neither fully realized nor free from in
ternal contradictions. There are large roues that are not (and perhaps
never can be) directly included in this unilateralist imperial regime.
They resist with strong state formarions and in some cases global aspi
rations of their own. The unilateralist strategy is to weaken these re
sisting powers, close them in a regional axis, and eventually integrate
them into the global hierarchy. There are three great strategic com
petitors, in fact, that cannot be ignored by any unilateralist strategy:
Europe, Russia, and China. The United Stares, from this perspective,
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impon:ant, as an indirect threat to the much more powerful friends

that stand near them. Perhaps we can read the Iraq War as an indirect

attack against: Europe-not only in the political way it was conducted

but also in the threat to European industry posed by U.S. control of
Iraqi energy te$OUtCCS. Perhaps similarly we should read in the United
States warnings to Iran an indirect threat to the southern sphere of

Russian control. And, finally, it is not difficult to imagine how the
warnings to North Korea can indirectly threaten and weaken Chinese
control, providing a strong rationale for a large U.S. military presence
in East Asia. This is not to say that

the "rogue stares" do not pose real
threats to those within and. OUtside their countries, but rather that
designating these particular states can serve the additional (and. per
haps more important) function of challenging and weakening the pri
mary strategic competitors that threaten U.S. unilateral control. This
strategic objective could. thus fill out the complete arsenal of imperial
geopolitics, including the use of preemptive war, the processes of hi

erarchical organization of nation-states, and the segmentation and.
eventual isolation of regions or continents in the global system.
CONTRADICTIONS

The unilateralist strategy of imperial power involves a fundamental
geopolitical rearrangement organized around three primary elements.
The first element is the grouping of world powers into regional for
mations and the maintenance of hierarchy among them. Unilateralist
geopolitical strategy can thus be imagined in the shape of a wheel
with the United States as hub with spokes extending to each region of
the globe. Each region is defined from this perspective as the group of
local powers plus the United States as the dominant element. The
North Atlantic region is defined as the Western European states plus
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the United States; the latin American region as the latin American

the war by business leaders such as George Soros.) The global state

powers plus the United States;

of war and conflict created by the unilateralist military policies has

the Pacific region

states plus the United States; and so furth.

We should take

into

ammnt.

as

the East Asian

had strongly detrimental effects on the global circuits of production

however, the unpredictability of

and trade. One might say, in summary fashion, that the unilateralist

these relations of force in international politics and recognize that re

armed globalization pursued by the United States has raised new

gional formations can also act in contradiction with the hierarchical

boundaries and obstacles, blocking the kinds of global economic

unity of imperial command. The regional model of imperial order is

the self-assertion

networks thar had been created in the previous decades. The most

of the various regional

important crisis of the current global economic regime from the per

powers. Thus the back and farrh movements of the European Union,

spective of the aristocracies is indicated by the fact thar it engages

occasionally disrupted by

sometimes favorable to the Atlantic alliance with the United States, ar

such a small fraction of the prodUctive potential in today's world.

others open to the possibility of a continental unmcation with Russia,

Large and growing portions of the global population live in poverty,

and ar still others intent: on achieving the autonomy of Europe's p0-

deprived of education and opporrunities. Numerous countties ate

litical will. The ex-Soviet: countries similarly vacillate between loyalty

plagued by national debts that drain vital resources. It is increasingly

to U.S. projects, proposals of greater European alliances, and resur

clear, in fact, that the majoriry of the world is excluded from the pri

rections of old geopolirical lines (between Russia and India, for exam

macy circuits of economic production and consumption. From this

pIe). We could read the creative Chinese experiments in a "democracy

perspective, then, the aristocratic crisis does not concern only the multi

of the middle classes" as an assertion of regional autonomy aimed at

national industrialists but affects all the productive subjects of the

an Asian-centered globalization . Such regional developmentS and vac

global economic order. The symptoms of these fault lines go from

illations are also equally present in other parts of the world, for exam

the simple expressions of disdain for the unilateralist

ple, in the emerging Larin American projects of regional autonomy

power and the lack of faith in its justice to attempts to establish rival

centered on Brazil and Argentina. Could one even imagine a project

regional formations. In the period from the attacks of September 1 1 ,

of regional autonomy in the Middle East? In all of these

cases,

re

gional formations play a contradictory, double-edged role in unilater

200 I,

to

use

of U.S.

the Iraq War in 2003, the dissolution of previously solid ties

of loyalry and common political and economic interest among the

alist imperial geopolitics, both as necessary parts of the unified order

world aristocracies has been dramatic. One manifestation of the aris

and as potentially autonomous forces that can break that order.

tocratic crisis that has a strong effect on geopolitics is the competition

The second element of the unilateralist strategy involves economic

among currencies. The passage of the euro from a weak to a strong

production and the crisis that the multinational "aristocracies" of im

position, for example, and the first threat that the euro poses to the

perial order have suffered and continue to suffer. In this case, it is not

dollar as the reserve currency of international business represents a

a

minefield and a problem that must be resolved before long within the

matter of contradictions among states but rather of fault lines that

have emerged in the conflicts of interest among different factions of
the global capitalist class, which rose

to

the surface especially clearly

The third element of unilateralist strategy has to do with the

to

maintenance of order itself, the form of global governance, and the

during the Iraq War. (Consider, for example, the vocal opposition

.
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search for security. The United sr.ates's unilatera1ist version of Empire

strictly unilateralist position and collaborate actively with the aristoc
racy. Our global "monarm" is faced with a comparable crisis today,

in Atghaniswl .an4. Itaq ;r:e proving incapable of mceting the mini·
mum objectives of �o/ <md stability. On the coot,tary they are
crearing inctcasing con6ict and strife. Futthermore, military domi
nance is not sufficient to gu;uantee global security. Economic and cul

peaceful order, and moreover
provide the adequate means for economic production. Taday's "aris
tocracies" are thus in the position, in rerum for their support, to de
mand a new social, political, and economic arrangement that goes
well beyond COntemporary notions of multilateralism-a new glo
bal order.
What would be the content of a Magna Carta today? What do the
global aristocracies want? Peace and security are obviously important
objectives. Putting an end to the unilateralist military adventures and
the seemingly interminable state of global war is a fundamental con
dition. It is also important to the aristocracies to renew global pro-
ductive forces and bring the entire global population into the circuits
of production and exchange. Priorities such as eliminating poverty
and absolving the debts of the poorest countries would not in this
context be acts of charity but efforts aimed at realizing the productive
potential that exists in the world. Another priority would be reversing
the processes of privatization and creating common access to neces
sary productive resources, such as land, seeds , information, and
knowledges. Making resources common is necessary for the expan
sion and renewal of creative and production potentials, from agricul
ture to Internet tecilnologies.
We can already recognize some movements that can guide the aris
tocracies on a path to create sum a new Magna Carta. At the Cancun
meetings of the wro the demands of the "group of 22" for more
equitable agricultural trade policies, for example, is one step toward
reforming the global system in this direction. More generally, the in
ternational alliances tentatively articulated by Lula's government in
Brazil within Litin America and more broadly indicate possible bases
ror global reconstruction. Taking the lead from the governments of the
global south in this manner is one way for the aristocracies to orient

has been imposed by mi1itas:y might, but the U.S. military campaigns

tural relations are equally important. as are social conditions of
inequality and the extreme conditions of poverty that are too fre·
quently present in large pans Qf the world. The United States will not
succeed in imposing its unilateral command if it cannot establish an
agreement with the otber major iinancia.I powers in the world. Global
serurity will �er be possible if the economic development of the
poorest countries cannot be assured. And it is obviously not merely an
economic question, but a1so a matter of social. cultural, and political
equilibria and conflicts. In effect. the ends of globalization and the
forms of geopolirica1 strategy are still <leepIy in question.
A NEW MAGNA CARTA?

It is becoming increasingly dear that a unilateral, or monarmical,
arrangement of the global order. centered on the military, political,
and economic dictation of the United States, is unsustainable. The
United States cannot continue to "go it alone.» The crisis of this
arrangement presentS the opportunity for the "global aristocracies,"
that is, the multinational corporations, the supranational institutions,
the other dominant nation-states, and powerful nonstate actors.
This is the moment of the Magna Carta. Remember from English
history that in the early thirteenth century KingJohn could no longer
pay for his foreign military adventures and could no longer maintain
social peace. When he appealed to the aristocracy for funds and sup
port, they demanded in return that the monarm submit to the rule of
law and provide constitutional guarantees, and thus they drafted the
Magna Carta. The monarm, in other words, agreed to abandon a
..
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their project of the renewal of productive forces and energies in the

Here we can begin to see the possibility of alternative strategies of
global constitution. Is it possible to propose through alliances with

global economic system.
A second source of orientation for the aristocracies is provided by

the aristocracies a program of a counter-Etnpire Does it make sense

the multitude of voices that proteSt against the eutrent state of war

to propose on the field of geopolitics tactics and

and the present form of globalization. As

be intelligendy directed by the multitude

we

have detailed at length,

strategies that could
d this end? Many

toWar

these protesterS in the StreetS, in social forums, and in NGOs not only

symptoms

present grievances against the failures of the pr�t system bur also

ments to flee from poverty are accompanied by rebellion. when mi

provide numerous mann proposals, ranging from insrirurional arrange

grations open spaces of miscegenation and new anthropological and

ments to econonUc policies. It is clear that these movements will al
ways remain antagonistic to the imperial aristocracies and, in our

are

beginning to point in that direction. When the move

cultural forms. when the wars of liberation are linked to processes of
diplomacy from below. and when the global aristocracies interpret the

view, righdy so. It is in the aristocracies' .interest, however. to consider

multilareral dements of world disorder and are constrained to recon

the movements as potential allies and resources for formulating to

sider the subordination of the multitudes and eventually establish al

day's global policies. Some version of the reforms the movements de

liances with them, then there are new possibilities for subversion of

mand and some means to incorporate the global multitudes as active

the global order. In short, it seems to us that the powerful contradic

forces is undeniably indispensable for the production of wealth and

tions that traverse the geopolitical order of Empire. including the con

security. Along with the most progressive governments of the global

tradictions between the global aristocracies and unilateralist Strategies,

south, the globalization protest movements are the most promising

provide possibilities for the multitude to propose alternative con

existing forces that can orient a project of renewal, creating an alter

stituent processes that no longer have the face of capitalist command

native to the failed unilateralist regimes and posing the bases for a

but follow the rhythms of emancipation.

new Magna Carta.
The global aristocracies, we should be clear, do nor in any way rep
resent

the multitude. The project of the aristocracies, even with a new

Magna Carta, is aimed not at democracy bur at a different form of

To cone/wk. let us return to our initial question. Does it still make
sense to talk about geopolitics? Geopolitics

was

traditionally, as we

said, a theory of borders. Really it was a paradoxical theory because it

imperial concrol. The multitude is and will remain necessarily antago

pretended to be global, bur at every turn of the reasoning and on

nistic to these aristocracies. That said, we should still recognize that

every limit of perspective it referred to a "center" and an "outside."

the crisis of the aristocracies in the face of U.S. unilateralism does

Today imperial geopolitics has

provide strategic opportunities on the global horiwns for democratic

of internal relations in the global system. The public law of Empire

propositions. There are possible alliances, for instance, between in

takes the place of geopolitics just as the art of war takes the place of

no

center and no outside; it is a theory

dustrial aristocracies and the productive multitudes at the weakest

the police. Really we have passed from national government

and poorest levels of devdoprnent. on the points of disequilibrium

perial governance, from the hierarchy of fixed national powers to

to

im

between the productive order and the potentials of existing labor

the mobile and multilevel relations of global organizations and net

power, and with regard to putting an end to the global state of war.

works. Certainly some want to impose unilateral command over it.

.
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The deployments of marines and military bases scattered around the
global are not insignificant. And yet this piaurc, like an Escher draw
ing, is completely unstable and with a $hift of perspective can quickly
be invened. The Strength of unilateral deployments is suddenly re
vealed as weaknes.s; the center ir raises up is revealed as a point of
maximum vulnerability to alI forms of attack. In order to maintain it
self Empire must create a netWOrk form of power that does not isolate

izedptnun' agtUnsJ both the distribuud Larin modd. ofgovernment
IWi It1lJ demot:mtic spirit orpqpu/4r mistana was the ban on holy
im4ges. or icontJciAsm. In the year AD 726 UtI the lsaurian, the

a center of control and excludes no outside lands or productive forces.
function. Soon
unilateralist and multilateralist strategies will both prove equally in
effective. The multitude will have to rise to the challenge and develop
a new framework for the democratic constitution of the world.

As Empire forms. in other words, geopolitics ceases to

I CONOCLASTS

When the center of the Roman Empire moved eastfrom Rome
to Byzantium more thanfifteen hundredyears ago, the structure of
its government was also profoundly transformed. 112 The earlier,
Latin version had a government distributed among three ruling
bodies: the emperor ruled together with the aristocracy balanced by
the comitia. the popular councils. The later, Byzantine version, in
contrasl; consolidatedpower under one rule, raising up the Basileus,
the Holy Roman Emperor, above aristocratic andpopular control
The Byzantine emperor was a new Moses who hll1'Ukd down tablets
oflaws directlyfrom God; he was a new Elijah who rose up to the
kavms and thus was the sole mediator between the human and
the divine, Christlike in his redemptive mission ofgovernment. In
the Byzantine Empire power was thus sanctified and its legitima
tion directly divine. The emperor and tlx high priest, imperium
and sacerdotium, tended to merge into a singlefigure.
One of the weapons used in Byzantium to d4end this central-
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Byuntine emperor, issued an edictforbidding hisfaithful subjects

from worshiping icons or divine images, which they considered to
be mums of SPlv4tion. A1J ictms had to be S11lIJShNi. The religious
justification was that worshiping images is sacrilegious, detracting
from the true uxnship of God, an argument tIw explicitly reca/Is
the Bible story of the golden calf adured by the J� but then de
stroyed by Moses. "'Thou shalt not maIee unto thee any graven image
or any iiIteness of any thing that is in heaven above. " (Exodus,

20:4). /c01lQC/4sm was not only a religiousproject, but also apoliti
cal fJ1Ie-{)1', ratIxr, the religious andpoIitiatlprojects were one and
the S41ne. At stake was the power of representation itself
Ifyou walked into a Byzantine basilica before tlx eighth cen
tury, before the iconoclasticfuror broke out, you would have seen
an enormous mosaic in the apse with a soaringfigure of Christ
Pantocrat (ruler ofaU) surrounded by tlx twelve apostles and tlx
signs of the apocalypse. You would have already been struck by
your own insignificance in theface ofsuch an imposing represen
tation of the divine, but this towering figure ofpower was not
mough for the iconoclasts. TIx imperial subject should not even
be able to enjoy the image of the Pantocrat orpossess icons; tk op
portunity to worship the image of God and ther�by attain the
hope ofsalvation was prohibited /conic representation did pro
vide, even if only in the very smalI.est corners of the imagination,
a way to participate in the sacredand imitate the divine. TIx aes
thetic representation, in other words, served as the vehiclefor some
kind ofpolitical representation. TIx iconoclastic monarch had to
put an end to even this small opportunity ofpower and salvation.
God must be completely separatefrom the multitude such that the
Basileus is the only link �en them, the only means ofsalvation.
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This conceptWn of Byzantinepower played an important role
in thefoundation of modernity in Euft}pe-roe1l if at times the

pretends to sever the relationship between the rulers and the ruled,
re-creating an absolute and autonomous notion ofpower. These

European imagination did nat correspond very well to the reality
ofByzantine history. One might say that the Byzantinejigure of
power reswfaced in early 1IWIIern Russia when the title of caesar

(czar) was accompanied by the epithet of "terribk" (groznyj).

This u.w not really an innovation /Je(ll1l$e already in the Byzan
tine iconoclast strurgles. SQ'IJemgmy had begun

to

adorn itself

with this "terrible " quality, . pretending that stWereignty could
sever

are the 1UW iconoclasts!
But the situation is even more complex because today's icono
clasts have also paraMxicalJy usurped the position of the
iconophiies. The 1UW sovereign power strives to sever the relation
ship between the rulers and the ruledprecisely through the use of
images, through the spectacle of the media, and through the con
trol of information. The element of hope and salvation that the

the relatWnship between who rules and who obeys. This is

Byzantine multitudes found in icons now seems to have been

the conception ofabsolute sovereignty that solicited the indignation
of Mtmtesquieu and Voltaire; this is the figure ofpower against

drainedfrom all images.
Against these 1UW Byzantine powers we must raise a cry some
thing like that ofJohn ofDamascus, whose On Divine Images
contributed more than any other text to the defeat of iconoclasm.
The Byzantine iconoclastic controversy is often understood as a

which both Edward Gibbon and Adam Smith conceived their

projects of liberation; and later Herder and Niebuhr dramati
caJly confrtmted Byzantium with their Romantic and excessive
passion forfreedom. The Iiberatory tradition ofEuropean moder

nity, in short, was built in pllTt in opposition to the arrogance of
Byzantine power.
That conception ofByzantinepower, however, has also some
how found its uuy to our times. Todays political theories of im
perial sovereignty are brimming with Byzantine C7'Ue/ty. The idea
of a moral rulingpower legitimated in the symbiosis of the sacer
dotium and the imperium. in Ctmtrast to all the secular and en
lightened modern conceptions ofEmpire, is certainly alive in our
world. Already in the twentieth century the politicians of Zhad
novism and McCarthyism repeated that the priesthood of ideolog
ical tkgma and the ruling power cannot be separated. and we
hear this again from today s theoreticians of Just war" and "pre
emptive war" against imkjinite, unknown enemies. as well as in
the rhetoric of "security " and "zero tolerance " against the metro
politan multitudes. And, more important, we have begun to hear

debate over the relationship between the copy and the original
bringing together Platonic philosophy with patristic theology. 1 13
John of Damascusfocuses instead on the incarnation of God and
the material connection humanity has with God made flesh,
which because it is material can be represented. The debate is
clearly conducted in theological terms, but at stake is really a po
litical strnggle over the jigure of power. I cannot accept, John
writes, that the Basiieus usurps the priesthood in a tyrannical
way. 1 14 The priesthood, he insists-which is to say the power of
social invention and the legitimation of values and free exis
tence-belongs to the multitude. No sovereignty can be allowed to
take away the icons that open the imagination to the loveforfree
dom. And no sovereignty can be allowed to smash the vehicle of
hope and salvation that belongs to the multitude. Otherwise, if
the sovereign becomes a tyrant and its power unquestionable and
absolute, then sovereignty itself must be attacked and destroyed.

political leaders once again propose a notion of sovereignty that

.
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this perspective, to one single form. Aristocracy may b e the rule o f the
few, but only insofar as these few are united in one single body or voice.
Democracy, similarly, can be conceived as the rule of the many or all , but
only insofar as they are unified as " the people" or some such single subject.
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I rurn now

to

the third and completely absolute form of

government, which we call democracy.
-BARUCH S PINOZA
Herren once accused his friend Bakunin of invariably in
all his revolutionary enterprises raking rhe second monrh
of pregnancy for the ninth. Herren himself was rather in
clined to deny even in the ninth that pregnancy existed.
- L EON T ROTSKY

It should be clear, however, that this mandate of political thought that
only the one

can

rule undermines and negates the concept of democracy.

Democracy, along with aristocracy in this respect, is merely a facade be
cause power is de facto monarchical.
The concept of sovereignty dominates the tradition of political philos
ophy and serves as the foundation of all that is political precisely because
it requires that one must always rule and decide. Only the one can be sov
ereign, the tradition tells us, and there can be no politics without sover
eignty. This is espoused by theories of dictatorship and Jacobinism as well
as by all the versions of liberalism as a kind of blackmail that one cannot
avoid. The choice is absolute: either sovereignty or anarchy! Liberalism,
we should emphasize, for all its insistence on plurality and the division of
powers, always concedes in the final instance to the necessities of sover

The movements that express grievances against the injustices of our current
global system and the practical reform proposals, which we enumerated in

but
the previous section, are powerful forces of democratic transformation,
light
in
y
democrac
of
concept
in addition to these we need to rethink the
of the new challenges and possibilities presented by our world. That con
ceptual rethinking is the primary task of our book. We do not pretend

to
to propose a concrete action program for the multitude but instead try
cy
democra
for
project
new
a
which
work out the conceptual bases on

eignty. Someone must rule, someone must decide. It is constantly pre
sented to us as a truism, reinforced even in popular sayings. Too many
cooks spoil the broth. To rule, to decide, to take responsibility and con
trol, there must be one, otherwise disaster.
In European thought, this insistence on the one is often characterized
as the continuing legacy of Plato. The one is the immutable ontological
foundation, both origin and telos, substance and command. This false al
ternative between the rule of one and chaos is indeed repeated in various
permutations throughout European political and legal philosophy. In the

can stand.

silver age of European philosophy at the turn of the twentieth century, for
instance, legal philosophers used this alternative as the basis of a notion of

SOVER EI G NTY AN D D E M OCR A CY

"natural law" that they conceived as a "pure theory of law." Rudolf

The entire tradition of political theory seems to agree on one basic princi

material representation of that ideal, formal unity. 1 1 5 This insistence on

ple: only "the one" can rule, whether that one be conceived as the monarch,

the rule of one, however, is certainly not limited to the European tradi

Stammler, to take a representative example, poses the legal order as the

the state, the nation, the people, or the party. The three traditional forms

tion. The history of Chinese philosophy too, for example, is dominated

of government that form the basis of ancient and modern European po

by notions of immutable unity and a dictating center.

litical thought-monarchy, aristocracy, and democracy-reduce, from
.
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the traditional analogy between the social body and the human body. The

every social norm and rule. Schmitt's theological-political notion of the

illustration on the original frontispiece of Thomas Hobbes's Leviathan de

"total state," which poses the sovereign above every other form of power

signed by Hobbes himself captures this truth wonderfully. 1 16 Viewed

as the only possible source of legitimation, develops the modern concep

from a distance the illustration shows the body of the king towering over

tion of sovereignty toward a form coherent with fascist ideology. Schmitt

the earth, but closer one can see that below the king's head the body is

did argue bitterly in Weimar Germany against the forces of liberal, par

composed of hundreds of tiny bodies of the citizens, making up his arms

liamentary pluralism, which he thought either naively negate the rule of

and torso. The body of the sovereign is literally the social body as a whole.

the sovereign and thus inevitably lead toward anarchy or dishonestly

The analogy serves not only to emphasize organic unity but also to rein

mask the sovereign behind the play of plural powers, undermining its ca

force and naturalize the division of social functions. There is only one

pacities. We should emphasize once again, however, that modern sover

head, and the various limbs and organs must obey its decisions and com

eignty does not require that a single individual-an emperor, a fiihrer, or a

mands. Physiology and psychology thus add force to the obvious truth of

caesar-stand alone above society and decide, but it does require that some

the theory of sovereignty. There is in each body a single subjectivity and

unitary political subject-such as a parry, a people, or a nation-fulfill

rational mind that must rule over the passions of the body.

that role. I 1 7

We insisted earlier that the multitude is not a social body for precisely

The theory of modern sovereignty in politics dovetails with capitalist

this reason: that the multitude cannot be reduced to a unity and does not

theories and practices of economic management. There must be a single,

submit to the rule of one. The multitude cannot be sovereign. For this

unitary figure that can take responsibility and decide in the field of pro

same reason, the democracy that Spinoza calls absolute cannot be consid

duction not only for there to be economic order but also for there to be in

ered a form of government in the traditional sense because it does not re

novation. The capitalist is the one who brings the workers together in

duce the plurality of everyone to the unitary figure of sovereignty. From

productive cooperation, in the factory, for instance. The capitalist is a

the strictly practical, functional point of view, the tradition tells us, multi

modern Lycurgus, sovereign over the private domain of the factory, but

plicities cannot make decisions for society and are thus not relevant for

pressed always to go beyond the steady state and innovate. Schumpeter is

politics proper.

the economist who best describes the economic cycle of innovation and

Carl Schmitt is the modern philosopher who posed most clearly the

links it to the form of political command. l I B To sovereign exceptionalism

centrality of sovereignty to politics, renewing the early modern European

corresponds economic innovation as the form of industrial government. A

theories of absolute sovereignty articulated by authors such as Hobbes and

large number of workers are engaged in the material p ractices of produc

Jean Bodin. It is particularly interesting, in fact, how Schmitt manages to

tion, but the capitalist is the one responsible for innovation. Just as only

bring together the various medieval and feudal theories of sovereignty of

the one can decide in politics, we are told, only the one can innovate in

the ancien regime with the modern theories of dictatorship: from old no

economics.

tions of the divine charisma of the monarch to Jacobin theories of the au
tonomy of the political, and from theories of bureaucratic dictatorship to
those of populist and fundamentalist tyrannies. Schmitt insists that in all

T H E T wo S I D E S O F S OV E R E I G N TY

cases the sovereign stands above society, transcendent, and thus politics is
always founded on theology: power is sacred. The sovereign is defined, in

The theory of sovereignty leads many to conceive the realm of the politi

other words, positively as the one above whom there is no power and who

cal as the terrain of the sovereign itself, focusing on the state, for instance,

is thus free to decide and, negatively, as the one potentially excepted from

but this is too narrow a view of the political. Sovereignty is necessarily two

.
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sided. Sovereign power is not an autonomous substance and it i s never

power of the sovereign: without the subjects me sovereign rules not over a

absolute but rather consists of a relationship between rulers and ruled, be

society but an empty wasteland. The exercise of this absolute sovereignty

rween protection and obedience, berween rights and obligations. Wherever

becomes contradictory wim sovereignty itself.

tyrants have tried to make sovereignty into someming unilateral, me ruled

The sovereign is similarly constrained to negotiate a relationship with

have always eventually revolted and restored the rwo-sided nature of me

the ruled and solicit its consent in the economic sphere. The early political

relationship. Those who obey are no less essential to the concept and me

economists, such as Adam Smith and David Ricardo, recognized this rela

functioning of sovereignty than the one who commands. Sovereignty is

tionship at me heart of capitalist production. Labor, they said, is in capi

thus, necessarily, a dual system of power.

talist society the source of all wealth. Capital needs labor just as much as

The two-sided nature of sovereignty makes clear, as Machiavelli ex

labor needs capital. Marx recognized here a fundamental contradiction.

plained, the limited utility of violence and force in political rule. Military

Labor is antagonistic to capital and constantly represents a threat to pro

force can be useful for conquest and shon-term control, but force alone

duction through its strikes, sabotage, and other forms of subterfuge, but

cannot achieve stable rule and sovereignty. Military force is, in fact,

capital cannot do without labor. It is forced to cohabit intimately with the

be

cause it is so one-sided, the weakest form of power; it is hard but brittle.

enemy. Capital, in other words, must exploit the labor of workers but it

Sovereignty also requires the consent of the ruled. In addition to force, me

cannot really oppress, repress, or exclude them. It cannot do without their

sovereign power must exert hegemony over its subjects, generating in

productivity. The concept of exploitation itself might serve to summarize

them not only fear but also reverence, dedication, and obedience through

the contradiction at the heart of the capitalist relationship of rule: workers

a form of power that is soft and supple. The sovereign power must con

are subordinated under the command of the capitalist, and a portion of

stantly be able to negotiate the relationship with me ruled.

the wealth they produce is stolen from them. And yet they are not power

Once we recognize sovereignty as a dynamic two-sided relationship we

less victims. They are, in fact, extremely powerful, because they are the

can begin to recognize the contradictions that continually appear within

source of wealth. 'The oppressed" may name a marginal and powerless

sovereignty. Consider, first of all, the modern military figure of sover

mass, but "the exploited" is necessarily a central, productive, and powerful

eignty, that is, the power to decide over the life and death of subjects. The

subject.

constant development of technologies of mass destruction throughout the

That sovereignty is two-sided means not only that it is a relationship

modern era arriving finally at nuclear weapons has, as we saw earlier in

. . but also that it is a constant struggle. This relationship is perpetually an

part 1 , made this prerogative of sovereignty approach something absolute.

obstacle for sovereign power that can block or limit, at least temporarily,

The sovereign in possession of nuclear weapons rules almost completely

the will of those in power. From the other side, this relationship is the

over death. Even this seemingly absolute power, however, is radically

point on which sovereignty can be challenged and overthrown. In politics

thrown into question by practices that refuse the control over life, such as,

as in economics, one weapon that is constantly at the disposal of the

for example, suicidal actions, from the protest of the Buddhist monk who

ruled, in other words, is the threat to refuse their position of servitude

sets himself on fire to the terrorist suicide bomber. When life itself is

and subtract themselves from the relationship. This act of refusing the

negated in the struggle to challenge sovereignty, the power over life and

relationship with the sovereign is a kind of exodus, fleeing the forces of

death that the sovereign exercises becomes useless. The absolute weapons

oppression, servitude, and persecution in search of freedom. It is an ele

against bodies are neutralized by the voluntary and absolute negation of

mental act of liberation and a threat that every form of sovereignty con

the body. Furthermore, the death of subjects in general undermines me

stantly has to manage, contain, or displace. If sovereign power were an
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autonomous substance, then the refusal, subtraction, or exodus of the sub

Once we recognize this convergence i n biopower, we can see that im

ordinated would only be an aid to the sovereign: they cannot cause prob

perial sovereignty is completely dependent on the productive social agents

lems who are not present. Since sovereign power is not autonomous, since

over which it rules. In effect, the political relationship of sovereignty be

sovereignty is a relationship, then such acts of refusal are indeed a real

comes increasingly similar to the economic relationship between capital

threat. Without the active participation of the subordinated, sovereignty

and labor. Just as capital constantly relies on the productivity of labor and

crumbles.

thus, although it is antagonistic, must assure its health and survival, so too

In our era, however, in the age of global Empire, the struggle repre-

imperial sovereignty depends not only on the consent but also on the social

sented by the two-sided nature of sovereignty becomes even more dra

productivity of the ruled. The circuits of social producers are the lifeblood

matic and intense. One might say that the obstacle that has traditionally

of Empire, and if they were to refuse the relationship of power, to sub

been posed to sovereignty by the need for consent, submission, and obedi

tract themselves from the relationship, it would simply collapse in a lifeless

ence becomes an ineluctable active adversary. An initial approach to the

heap. The film trilogy

question can be posed in terms of what we call biopower, that is, the ten

The Matrix survives not only by sucking the energy from millions of in

The Matrix interprets

this dependence of power.

dency for sovereignty to become power over life itself. One new aspect of

cubated humans but also by responding to the creative attacks of Neo,

the present global order is that, in step with the processes of globalization,

Morpheus, and the partisans of Zion. The Matrix needs us to survive.

it tends to blur the boundaries between political, economic, social, and

A second and more complex approach to the novelty of imperial sover

cultural forms of power and production. On one hand, political power is

eignty involves the unlimited nature of Empire. Previous forms of sover

no longer simply oriented toward legislating norms and preserving order

eignty and production have all depended on a limited population that

in public affairs but must bring into play the production of social rela

could be divided in numerous ways to allow the rulers to surmount the ob

tionships in all aspects of life. We argued in part 1 that war has gone from

stacles posed by the relationship of sovereignty. If any specific group re

an instrument of politics, used in the last resort, to the foundation of pol

fused to consent or submit to the sovereign power, in other words, it could

itics, the basis for discipline and control. This does not mean that all of

be excluded from the primary circuits of social life or, at the limit, exter

politics has been reduced to a question of brute force, but rather that mil

minated. It was necessary for the sovereign power to maintain the rela

itary power has to accommodate and address not only political questions

tionship with the general population but any specific group could be made

but also the production of social life in its entirety. Sovereign power must

unnecessary, disposable, cast aside. In Empire, by contrast, since it is an

not only rule over death but also produce social life. Economic produc

expansive, inclusive biopolitical system, the entire global population tends

tion, on the other hand, is increasingly biopolitical, aimed not only at the

to become necessary to sovereign power not only as producers but also as

production of goods, but ultimately at the production of information,

consumers, or, as users or participants in the interactive circuits of the net

communication, cooperation-in short, the production of social relation

work. Empire creates and rules over a truly global society that becomes

ships and social order. Culture is thus directly both an element of political

ever more autonomous while Empire relies on it ever more heavily. There

order and economic production. Together, in a sort of concert or conver

are, of course, boundaries and thresholds that maintain the hierarchies

gence of the various forms of power, war, politics, economics, and culture

that divide the global population, and the sovereign rulers can subordinate

in Empire become finally a mode of producing social life in its entirety

specific populations even in dramatic and cruel conditions of misery, but

and hence a form of biopower. Or, rather, in a different idiom, we might

exclusion of any population from the processes of biopolitical production

say that in Empire capital and sovereignty tend to overlap completely.

tends to become a self-defeating act for Empire. No group is "disposable"

.
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because global society functions together as a complex, integrated whole.

rulers allows u s to question the truisms that support the theory o f sover

Imperial sovereignty thus cannot avoid or displace its necessary relation

eignty. Suddenly, with our new perspective, it appears that not only is it

ship with this unlimited global multitude. Those over whom Empire rules

not necessary for the one to rule, but in fact that the one never rules! In

can

be exploited-in fact, their social productiviry must be exploited-and

for this very reason they cannot be excluded. Empire must constantly con
front the relationship of rule and production with the global multitude as
a whole and face the threat it poses.
In the era of imperial sovereignty and biopolitical production, the bal
ance has tipped such that the ruled now tend to be the exclusive producers
of social organization. This does not mean that sovereignty immediately
crumbles and the rulers lose all their power. It does mean that the rulers
become ever more parasitical and that sovereignty becomes increasingly
unnecessary. Correspondingly, the ruled become increasingly autonomous,
capable of forming society on their own. We spoke earlier of the newly
hegemonic forms of "immaterial" labor that rely on communicative and
collaborative networks that we share in common and that, in turn, also
produce new networks of intellectual, affective, and social relationships.
Such new forms of labor, we explained, present new possibilities for eco
nomic self-management, since the mechanisms of cooperation necessary
for production are contained in the labor itself. Now we can see that this
potential applies not only to economic self-management but also political
and social self-organization. Indeed when the products of labor are not
material goods but social relationships, networks of communication, and
forms of life, then it becomes clear that economic production immediately
implies a kind of political production, or the production of society itself.
We are thus no longer bound by the old blackmail; the choice is not be
tween sovereignty or anarchy. The power of the multitude to create social
relationships in common stands between sovereignty and anarchy, and it
thus presents a new possibility for politics.

contrast to the transcendental model tbat poses a unitary sovereign subject
standing above society, biopolitical social organization begins to appear
absolutely immanent, where all the elements interact on the same plane. In
such an immanent model, in other words, instead of an external authority
imposing order on society from above, the various elements present in so
ciety are able collaboratively to organize society themselves.
Consider, for example, the realms of physiology and psychology that
stood as an analogy for the functioning and organization of the social
body. For years neurobiologists have argued against the traditional Carte
sian model of the mind autonomous from and capable of ruling over the
body. Their research shows instead that mind and body are attributes of
the same substance and that they interact equally and constantly in the

production of reason, imagination, desire, emotions, feelings, and affects. 1 1 9

The brain itself, moreover, does not function according to a centralized
model of intelligence with a unitary agent. Thought is better understood,
the scientists tell us, as a chemical event or the coordination of billions of
neurons in a coherent pattern. There is no one that makes a decision in the
brain, but rather a swarm, a multitude that acts in concert. From the per
spective of neurobiologists, the one never decides. It seems that some sci
entific developments are following a path parallel to our own thinking.
Perhaps we were wrong earlier in chapter 2.3 to say that the multitude be
trays the traditional analogy between the human body and the social body,
that the multitude is not a body-but, if so, we were wrong for the right
reason. If the analogy holds, in other words, it is because the human body
is itself a multitude organized on the plane of immanence.
In economics tOO we can see numerous instances in which unitary con
trol is not necessary for innovation and that, on the contrary, innovation
requires common resources, open access, and free interaction. This is most
clearly true in the sectors that have most recently emerged as central to the

I N G E N I U M M U LTITUDINIS

global economy, such as information, knowledge, and communication.

Recognizing how the balance has tipped in the relationship o f sovereignty
and how the ruled increasingly tend to hold a position of priority over the
.
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Internet practitioners and cybernetic specialists insist that the openness of
the electronic commons was the primary factot that allowed for the great
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ion and that to
innovation of the early period of the information revolut
property and govern
day innovation is increasingly thwarted by private
ge. The same is true
ment controls that limit open access and free exchan
recognized earlier some
in the various realms of knowledge production. We
ed traditional knowl
of the contradictions between collectively produc
to communities pro
edges, from agriculturists developing improved seeds
of these knowledges
ducing medical knowledges, and the private ownership
ced in wide collective
through patents. Scientific knowledges toO are produ
and unitary control.
networks that are hampered by private ownership
, makes it abundantly
The productive realm of communication, finally
in common. Such in
dear that innovation always necessarily takes place
t of as an orchestra
stances of innovation in networks might be though
nt communication
with no conductor-an orchestra that through consta
and silenced only by the
determines its own beat and would be thrown off
have to rid ourselves of
imposition of a conductor's central authority. We
an individual. We pro
the notion that innovation relies on the genius of
there is an act of genius,
duce and innovate together only in networks. If
it is the genius of the multitude.
earlier argument that
Now we can recognize the full importance of our
economy are today be
the various forms of labor throughout the global
labor, and immaterial la
coming common. Agricultural labor, industrial
activity of the poor, are
bor, we argued, along with the productive social
becoming common pres
taking increasingly common characteristics. This
various forms of labor
ents the possibility of not only the equality of the
Producing in common
but also their free exchange and communication.
common, which is itself a
presents the possibility of the production of the
condition of the creation of the multitude.
the central point, is
What needs to be understood, and this is indeed
model of brain function
how the multitude can arrive at a decision. The
to understand this. The
ing that neurobiologists describe gives us one way
some center of command.
brain does not decide through the dictation of
uration of the entire neu
Its decision is the common disposition or config
a whole and its environ
ral network in communication with the body as
ude in the brain and body.
ment. A single decision is produced by a multit
gives perhaps a dearer
The fact of economic innovation in networks
.
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model for the multitude's political decision-making. Just as the multitude
produces in common, just as it produces the common, it can produce po
litical decisions. In fact, to the extent that the distinction between economic
production and political rule is breaking down, the common production of
the multitude itself produces the political organization of society. What
the multitude produces is not just goods or services; the multitude also
and most importantly produces cooperation, communication, forms of
life, and social relationships. The economic production of the multitude,
in other words, is not only a motkl for political decision-making but also
tends itself to become political decision-making.
Perhaps we can understand the decision making of the multitude as a
form of expression. Indeed the multitude is organized something like a
language. All of the elements of a language are defined by their differences
one from the other, and yet they all function together. A language is a flex
ible web of meanings that combine according to accepted rules in an infi
nite number of possible ways. A specific expression, then, is not only the
combination of linguistic elements but the production of real meanings:
expression gives a name to an event. Just as expression emerges from lan
guage, then, a decision emerges from the multitude in such a way as to
give meaning to the whole and name an event. For linguistic expression,
however, there must be a separate subject that employs the language in ex
pression. This is the limit of our analogy because unlike language the
multitude is itself an active subject-something like a language that can
express itself.
We might also understand the decision-making capacity of the multi
tude in analogy with the collaborative development of computer software
and the innovations of the open-source movement. Traditional, propri
etary software makes it impossible for users to see the source code that
shows how a program works. Programmers had thought of their pro
grams, as Eric Raymond puts it, as pristine cathedrals created by individ.

ual gemuses. 1 20 The open-source movement takes the opposite approach.

When the source code is open so that anyone can see it, more of its bugs
are fixed, and better programs are produced: the more eyes that see it and
the more people allowed to contribute to it, the better a program it be
comes. Raymond calls this, in contrast to the cathedral style, the bazaar
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method of software development, since a variety of different program
mers with different approaches and agendas all contribute collaboratively.
As

M AY THE FOR CE BE W I TH YOU

we noted earlier with respect to "'swarm intelligence," we are more in

telligent together than any one of us is alone. The important point here is

The new possibilities for democracy are confronted by the obstacle of war.

that open-source, collaborative programming does not lead to confusion

As we saw in part 1 , our contemporary world is characterized by a general

and wasted energy. It actually works. One approach to understanding the
democracy of the multitude, then, is as an open-source society, that is, a

ized, permanent global civil war, by the constant threat of violence that
effectively suspends democracy. Not only does the permanent state of war

society whose source code is revealed so that we all can work collabora

suspend democracy indefinitely; the existence of new pressures and possi

tively to solve its bugs and create new, better social programs.

bilities of democracy are answered by the sovereign powers with war. War

The decision-making ability of the multitude, we should note, inverts

acts as a mechanism of containment. As the balance tips in the relation

the traditional relationship of obligation. For Thomas Hobbes, for exam

ship of sovereignty, every nondemocratic power tends to need war and vi

ple, and in different ways in the entire tradition of sovereign politics, the

olence as its basis. The modem relationship between politics and war has

obligation to obey is the basis for all civil laws and must precede the

thus been inverted. War is no longer an instrument at the disposal of po_

laws. 1 2 1 There is never in the multitude, however, any obligation in princi

ple to power. On the contrary, in the multitude the right to disobedience
and

th� right to difference are fundamental. The constitution of the mul

titude is based on the constant legitimate possibility of disobedience.
Obligation arises for the multitude only in the process of decision mak

litical powers to be used in limited instances, but rather war itself tends to
define the foundation of the political system. War tends to become a form
of rule. This shift is reflected, as we argued in part 1 , in the mechanisms
of the legitimation of violence employed by the sovereign powers. Vio
lence tends no longer to be legitimated on the basis of legal structures or

ing, as the result of its active political will , and the obligation lasts as long

even moral principles. Rather the legitimation of violence tends only to

as that political will continues.

come after the fact, based on the effect of the violence, its capacities to cre

The creation of the multitude, its innovation in networks, and its

ate and maintain order. From this perspective too we can see that the

decision-making ability in common makes democracy possible for the first

modem order of priority has been reversed: violence comes first as basis

time today. Political sovereignty and the rule of the one, which has always

and political or moral negotiation follows on its results. The emergence of

undermined any real notion of democracy, tends to appear not only un

the possibilities of democracy has forced sovereignty to adopt ever purer

necessary but absolutely impossible. Sovereignty, although it was based

forms of domination and violence.

on the myth of the one, has always been a relationship grounded in the

The forces of democracy must counter this violence of sovereignty but

consent and obedience of the ruled. As the balance of this relationship has

not as its polar opposite in symmetrical fashion. It would be logical if one

tipped to the side of the ruled, and as they have gained the capacity to pro

thinks purely in terms of opposites, in other words, to pose democracy, in

duce social relations autonomously and emerge as a multitude, the unitary

opposition to the permanent war of sovereignty, as an absolutely peaceful

sovereign becomes ever more superfluous. The autonomy of the multitude

force, but such conceptual oppositions seldom correspond to our real con

and its capacities for economic, political, and social self-organization take

dition. The emerging forces of democracy today find themselves in a con

away any role for sovereignty. Not only is sovereignty no longer the exclu

text of violence that they cannot simply ignore or wish away. Democracy

sive terrain of the political, the multitude banishes sovereignty from poli

today takes the form of a subtraction, a flight, an exodus from sovereignty,

tics. When the multitude is finally able to rule itself, democracy becomes

but, as we know well from the Bible story, the pharaoh does not let the

possible.

Jews flee in peace. The ten plagues have to rain down on Egypt before he
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lets them leave; Aaron has to fight a rearguard battle against the pharaoh's
pursuing army; and finally Moses has to part the Red Sea and crash it back
on the pharaoh's forces before the exodus is successful. This ancient exam
ple shows that there is no dialectal rule (of the kind so widespread in the
ories of pacifism) by which the behavior of the multitude in exodus must
respond to the attack of sovereign power with its symmetrical opposite,
meeting the repressive violence with the absolute lack of violence. Exodus
has never been and will never be irenic, that is, absolutely pacific and con
ciliatory. Moses and Aaron were not, and much less were the plagues
brought against Egypt. Every exodus requires an active resistance, a rear
guard war against the pursuing powers of sovereignty. "Flee," as Gilles
122
·
grab a weapon. "
DeI euze says, "b ut whi!e fleemg
The exodus and emergence of democracy is thus a war against war.
Here, however, we seem to fall into conceptual confusion. If democracy
cannot adopt the opposite strategy from sovereignty and pose pure paci
fism against its permanent war, then must it necessarily be no different? Is
its war against war a simple nonsense? Such confusions arise when we can
think only in opposites. A democratic use of force and violence is neither
.
23
. .
·lT
the same as nor the opposite of the war 0f sovereignty; it is durerent. 1
In the first place, in contrast to the new arrangement of sovereignty in
which war tends to take a primary role and form the basis of politics,
democracy must use violence only as an instrument to pursue political
goals. This subordination of the military to the political is indeed one of
the principles of the Zapatistas in Chiapas. In many ways the Zapatistas
have adopted the tradition of Latin American guerrilla armies with an
ironic twist. They do call themselves an army and have commandantes,
but they invert the traditional structure. Whereas the traditional Cuban
model poses the military leader dressed in fatigues as the supreme political
power, the Zapatistas insist that all military activity must remain subordi
nate, at the service of the political decisions of the community. 1 24 The
subordination of violence to politics should also be brought within each
of us. As Andre Malraux says,

foit La guerre sans laimer "125

"Que La victoire demeure a ceux qui auront

("I hope the victory goes to those who will

have made war without loving it"). Subordinating violence to politics is
not in itself sufficient for its use to be democratic, but it is necessary.
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The second principle of the democratic use of violenc
e, which is much
more substantial but also much more complex, is
that such violence is only
used in defense. Once again this is captured well
in the image of the flee
ing Jews protecting themselves agains t the pharao
h's pursuing armies. The
extreme modern example of the necessity of defens
ive violence is the re
volt of the Warsaw ghetto against the occupying
Nazi army. The Warsaw
Jews, who had already been corralled into a walled
gheno and had seen
their neighbors and families shipped off to work
and death camps, finally
in desperation organized a military attack. Faced
with the choice between
death in passive submission and death in comba
t, there is no doubt that it
is just and necessary that they chose the laner.
Their resistance could at
least inspire the resistance of others . Such an extrem
e example, however,
might give the impression that democratic, defens
ive violence is simply a
futile gesture. We should also link the defensive
use of violence to the long
republican tradition of the right to resistance
against tyranny. Shake
speare's Brutus expresses rhetorically the need for
this republican use of vi
olence: "Had you rather Caesar were living, and
die all slaves, / Than that
Caesar were dead, to live all free men?" 1 26 The
disobedience to authority
and even the use of violence against tyranny is
in this sense a kind of resis
tance, or defensive use of violence. This republ
ican right to resistance is
the real meaning of the Second Amendment of
the u.S. Constitution: "A
well regulated Militia, being necessary to the
security of a free State, the
right of the people to keep and bear Arms, shall
not be infringed." The is
sue of the right to bear arms has devolved in
the United States into a de
bate about the right of individuals to own handg
uns, hunting rifles, and
other dangerous weapons, but the legacy of Englis
h law and more gener
ally the republican tradition from which the amend
ment derives conceptu
ally rests instead on the right of the multitude,
of the "people in arms," to
.
.
reSist against tyranny. 127 The Black Panthers
certainly understood the
spirit of this right when on May 2, 1 967, they
theatriCally strolled into the
California Capitol Building in Sacramento
with rifles to proclaim their
constitutional right to defense of the black
community. They misunder
stood completely and tragically that the adequ
ate form of resistance
changes historically and must be invented for
each new situation-specif
ically, that a gun is no longer an adequate arm
for defense. The Panthers'
.
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guns and military spectacles tended to distort their organization and get

ues that are being threatened, and this is how the contemporary theory of

them and others killed. The republican right to bear arms today has noth

just war is in fact closely linked with the old, premodern conception that

ing to do with individuals, or communities, or states owning guns. New

was so effective in Europe's long religious wars. A "just war" is really a mil

weapons are clearly needed to defend the multitude.

itary aggression thought to be j ustified on a moral foundation and thus has

An important corollary of this principle of defensive violence is that,

nothing to do with the defensive posture of democratic violence. The prin

from the perspective of democracy, violence cannot create anything but

ciple of the defensive use of violence can only make sense once we separate

can only preserve what has already been created. Note that this is a very

it from all these mystifications that dress the wolf in sheep's clothing.

weak notion of violence. It has none of the capacities, for example, that
Walter Benjamin attributes to either the mythical violence that is able to
create the law or the divine violence that destroys the law. 128 Our defensive

The third principle of the democratic use of violence has to do with
democratic organization itself. If according to the first principle the use of
violence is always subordinated to political process and decision, and if

notion of violence is weaker than these concepts. Democratic violence can

that political process is democratic, organized in the horiwntal, common

only defend society, not create it. This is equally true in revolutionary sit

formation of the multitude, then the use of violence too must be orga

uations. Democratic violence does not initiate the revolutionary process

nized democratically. Wars waged by sovereign Powers have always re

but rather comes only at the end, when the political and social transforma

quired the suspension of freedoms and democracy. The organized violence

tion has already taken place, to defend its accomplishments. In this sense,

of its military requires strict, unquestioned authority. The democratic use

the democratic use of violence in a revolutionary context is not really dif

of violence must be entirely different. There can be no separation between

ferent than an act of resistance.

means and ends.

We should note that this principle of defensive violence, although con

To these three principles any democratic use of violence must also add

ceptually clear, is often very confused in practice. There are innumerable

a critique of arms, that is, a reflection on what weapons today are effective

examples of violent aggressions and conquests that have been mystified as

and appropriate. All the old weapons and methods are still around, from

defensive measures. Occupying the Sudetenland in 1 938, for example, the

passive resistance to sabotage, and they can still in certain contexts be ef

Nazis claimed to be acting in defense of the Sudeten Germans; just as the

fective, but they are not at all sufficient. Leon Trotsky learned his lesson in

Soviet tanks rolled into H ungary in 1 956, Czechoslovakia in 1 968, and
Afghanistan in 1 979 with the claim of defending the local governments;

the Russian Revolution of 1 9 1 7-" A revolution," he says, "teaches you
the value of a rifle" 130_but a rifle does not have the same value today as it

just as the United States intervened in numerous "defense" actions in the

did in 1 9 1 7. One element that has changed is that the development of

twentieth century, such as the invasion of Granada to defend U.S. medical

weapons of mass destruction, especially nuclear weapons, has tended to

students. Even the Crusades claimed to be in defense of Eastern Chisten

pose an all-or-nothing logic on the use of violence: either absolute de

dom. The most sophisticated and elegant version of this mystification is

struction or tense and fearful inaction. A rifle is of little use against an

the theory of just war, which has been resurrected in recent years by schol

atom bomb. Nuclear weapons have generally stood, after the dramatic

ars, journalists, and politicians. 1 29 We should be clear that the notion of

demonstration of their destructive might in Hiroshima and Nagasaki, as a

just war does not refer to a defensive action. The defense of the Jews in ex

threat to create fear in the enemy. Precisely because nuclear bombs and

odus against the pharaoh's armies does not need any such justification.

other weapons of mass destruction pose such geneialized consequences,

The notion of just war instead is used to j ustify an aggression on moral
grounds. If such a just war is conceived as a defense, it is a defense of val-
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they cannot be used in most cases, and the armies of sovereign powers
have to resort to other weapons. A second element that has changed is that
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there is also an ever greater asymmetry of technology in weapons of lim
ited (rather than mass) destruction. In the series of recent wars, particu
larly as they have been broadcast on television, the U.S. military has
demonstrated the vast superiority of its guns and bombs aided by com
munication and intelligence networks. It makes no sense to enter on the
same terrain of violence with such asymmetry.
What we really need are weapons that make no pretense to symmetry
with the ruling military power but also break the tragic asymmetry of the
many forms of contemporary violence that do not threaten the current or
der but merely replicate a strange new symmetry: the military official is in
furiated at the dishonest tactics of the suicide bomber and the suicide
bomber is indignant at the arrogance of the tyrant. The forces of imperial
command lament the very idea of terror, claiming that the weak will react
to the asymmetry of power by using new, easily transportable weapons
against large innocent populations. And this will probably happen, but it
will not make the world better or even change for the better the relation
ship of power. It will rather allow those in control to consolidate their
power, claiming the need to unite under their power in the name of hu
manity and life itself. The fact is that a weapon adequate to the project of
the multitude cannot bear either a symmetrical or an asymmetrical relation
to the weapons of power. To do so is both counterproductive and suicidal.
This reflection on new weapons helps us clarify the concept of martyr
dom, which in various religions traditions can be divided into two primary
forms. The one form, which is exemplified by the suicide bomber, poses
martyrdom as a response of destruction, including self-destruction, to an
act of injustice. The other form of martyrdom, however, is completely
different. In this form the martyr does not seek destruction but is rather
struck down by the violence of the powerful. Martyrdom in this form is
really a kind of testimony--testimony not so much to the injustices of
power but to the possibility of a new world, an alternative not only to that
specific destructive power but to every such power. The entire republi�
tradition from the heroes of Plutarch to Martin Luther is based on this
second form of martyrdom. This martyrdom is really an act of love; a
constituent act aimed at the future and against the sovereignty of the pres
ent. Our analysis of this second martyrdom, the republican martyrdom
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that testifies to the possibility of a new world, should not be understood as
a call or invitation to action. It would be ridiculous to seek such martyr
dom. That martyrdom is rather, when it arrives, only a by-product of real
political action and the reactions of sovereignty against it. We need to look
elsewhere, clearly, for the logic of political activism.
We need to invent new weapons for democracy today. There are indeed
numerous creative attempts to find new weapons. 131 Consider, for exam
ple, as an experiment with new weapons, the kiss-ins conducted by Queer
Nation in which men would kiss men and women women in a public
place to shock people who are homophobic, which was the case in the
Queer Nation action held at a Mormon convention in Utah. The various
forms of carnival and mimicry that are so common today at globalization
protests might be considered another form of weaponry. Simply having
millions of people in the streets for a demonstration is a kind of weapon,
as is also, in a rather different way, the pressure of illegal migrations. All
of these efforts are useful, but they are clearly not sufficient. We need to
create weapons that are not merely destructive but are themselves forms of
constituent power, weapons capable of constructing democracy and de
feating the armies of Empire. These biopolitical weapons will probably be
more similar to those proposed by Lysistrata to overcome the Athenian
men's decision to go to war than those put in circulation by ideologues
and politicians today. It is not unreasonable to hope that in a biopolitical
future (after the defeat of biopower) war will no longer be possible, and
the intensity of the cooperation and communication among singularities
(workers and/or citizens) will destroy its possibility. A one-week global
biopolitical strike would block any war. In any case, we can imagine the
day when the multitude will invent a weapon that will not only allow it to
defend itself but will also be constructive, expansive, and constituent. It is
not a matter of taking power and commanding the armies but destroying
their very possibility.

.
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third, and

nth nature. There i s no singularity, then, that i s not itself estab

TH E N E W S C I E N C E O F D E M O C RA C Y :

lished in the common; there is no communication that does not have a

MADISON A N D LEN I N

common connection that sustains and puts it into action; and there is no
production that is not cooperation based on commonality. On this biopo

At the beginning of chapter 3.3 we recognized how sovereignty requires a

litical fabric, multitudes intersect with other multitudes, and from the

relationship between two parties, the rulers and the ruled, and this divi

thousand points of intersection, from the thousand rhizomes that link

sion within sovereignty poses the constant potential of crisis. This point of

these multitudinous productions, from the thousand reflections born in

division is where the multitude appears as a subject and declares, "Another

every singularity emerge inevitably the life of the multitude. The multi

world is possible," fleeing from the relationship with the sovereign and ap

tude is a diffuse set of singularities that produce a common life; it is a kind

plying itself to create that world. In exodus, the multitude deepens the

of social flesh that organizes itself into a new social body. This is what de

crisis of the dual figure of sovereignty. In the next section we focus on the

fines biopolitics. The common, which is at once an artificial result and

fact that when the sovereign power cannot hold this relationship together

constitutive basis, is what configures the mobile and flexible substance of

by peaceful, political means it resorts to violence and war as its basis. The

the multitude. The constituent power of the multitude, from an ontologi

democratic project of the multitude is thus necessarily exposed to both

cal standpoint, is thus the expression of this complexity and the key that

military violence and police repression: war follows the multitude in exo

moves through the biopolitical common to express it ever more widely and

dus, forcing it to defend itself, imposing on the project of absolute democ

effectively.

racy the paradox of defining itself as resistance. In this section, then, we

From the

sociological standpoint,

the constituent power of the multi

find ourselves at the end of this line of reasoning. Not only must the mul

tude appears in the cooperative and communicative networks of social la

titude configure its exodus as resistance, it must also transform that resis

boc. The relationship of the common to the multitude, which appeared

tance into a form of constituent power, creating the social relations and

paradoxical from the ontological standpoint, in that the common is both

institutions of a new society.

precondition and result of the production of the multitude, now appears

Throughout the course of this book we have studied the ontological,

perfectly unproblematic in social terms, and specifically in terms of labor.

social, and political bases of the constituent power of the multitude. Now

As we argued earlier, there is today a progressive becoming common of

ontolog

the various forms of labor throughout the economy and throughout the

ical standpoint, we have dwelled at length on the biopolitical nature of the

world. We are witnessing a decline of the previously unbreachable divi

we have to pull them together into a coherent ensemble. From the

multitude and the intense, mutually defining relationship between the

sions that separated agricultural from industrial workers, the working

production of the multitude and the production of the common. Biopo

classes from the poor, and so forth. Instead, increasingly common condi

litical production is a matter of ontology in that it constantly creates a new

tions of labor in all sectors place new importance on knowledge, informa

social being, a new human nature. The conditions of the production and

tion, affective relations, cooperation, and communication. Although each

reproduction of the social life of the multitude, from its most general and

form of labor remains singular-agricultural labor remains tied to the

abstract aspects to the most concrete and subtle, are developed within the

soil, just as industrial labor to the machine-they all nonetheless develop

continuous encounters, communications, and concatenations of bodies.

common bases, which today tend to be the condition for all economic

Paradoxically, the common appears at both ends of biopolitical produc

production; and, in turn, that production itself produces the common

tion: it is both the final product and also the preliminary condition of pro

common relationships, common knowledge, and so forth. Production

duction. The common is both natural and artificial; it is our first, second,

based on cooperation and communication makes perfectly clear how the

.
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common is both presupposition and result: there can be no cooperation

production would coincide, and the collaborative networks o f production

without an existing commonality, and the result of cooperative produc

would suggest a framework for a new institutional structure of society.

tion is the creation of a new commonality; similarly, communication can

This democracy in which all of us through our biopolitical production

not take place without a common basis, and the result of communication

collaboratively create and maintain society is what we call "absolute."

is a new common expression. The production of the multitude launches

So far, from the ontological and sociological perspectives, we have ar

the common in an expanding, virtuous spiral. This increasing production

ticulated the democracy of the multitude as a theoretical possibility-a

of the common does not in any way negate the singularity of the subjec

possibility that is based in the real developments of our social world. The

tivities that constitute the multitude. Rather there is a reciprocal exchange

definition of the democracy of the multitude and its constituent power

between the singularities and the multitude as a whole, affecting them

also requires a political standpoint that is able to put together in a determi

both, tending to form a kind of constituent motor. This common produc

nate time and place the common power of the multitude and its decision

tion of the multitude implies a form of constituent power insofar as the

making capacity. This does not mean that what we have recognized thus

networks of cooperative production themselves designate an institutional

far from the ontological and sociological standpoints is merely secondary

logic of society. Here again we can recognize the importance of the fact

or irrelevant. One of the gravest errors of political theorists is considering

that in the production of the multitude the distinction between the eco

constituent power a pure political act separate from existing social being,

nomic and the political tends to disappear and that the production of eco

mere irrational creativity, the obscure point of some violent expression of

nomic goods tends also to be the production of social relationships and

power. Carl Schmitt, along with all the fascist and reactionary thinkers of

ultimately of society itself. The futute institutional structure of this new

the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, always tried to exorcise con

society is embedded in the affective, cooperative, and communicative rela

stituent power this way, with a shiver of fear. Constituent power, however,

tionships of social production. The networks of social production, in

is something completely different. It is a decision that emerges out of the

other words, provide an institutional logic capable of sustaining a new so

ontological and social process of productive labor; it is an institutional

ciety. The social labor of the multitude thus leads directly to the proposi

form that develops a common content; it is a deployment of force that de

tion of the multitude as constituent power.

fends the historical progression of emancipation and liberation; it is, in

The fact that biopolitical production is at once economic and political,
that it directly creates social relationships, and that it poses the bases for a

short, an act of love.
People today seem unable to understand love as a political concept, but

constituent power help us understand that the democracy of the multi

a concept of love is just what we need to grasp the constituent power of

tude we are dealing with here bears little resemblance to "direct democ

the multitude. The modern concept of love is almost exclusively limited

racy" traditionally understood, in which each of us would take time out of

to the bourgeois couple and the claustrophobic confines of the nuclear

our lives and our work to vote continually on every political decision. Re

family. Love has become a strictly private affair. We need a more generous

member Oscar Wilde's ironic remark that the problem with socialism is

and more unrestrained conception of love. We need to recuperate the

that it would take too many evenings. Biopolitical production presents the

public and political conception of love common to premodern traditions.

possibility that we do the political work of creating and maintaining social

Christianity and Judaism, for example, both conceive love as a political act

relationships collaboratively in the same communicative, cooperative net

that constructs the multitude. Love means precisely that our expansive en

works of social production, not at interminable evening meetings. Pro

counters and continuous collaborations bring us joy. There is really noth

ducing social relationships, after all, not only has economic value but is

ing necessarily metaphysical about the Christian and Judaic love of God:

also the work of politics. In this sense, economic production and political

both God's love of humanity and humanity's love of God are expressed

.
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and incarnated in the common material political project of the multitude.

as a sick body and the global crisis of democracy as a symptom of corrup

We need to recover today this material and political sense of love, a love as

tion and disorder.

strong as death. This does not mean you cannot love your spouse, your

There is, however, another side to the real conditions that confront the
political project of the multitude. Despite the constant threat of violence
and war, despite the sickness of the planet and its political systems, never

mother, and your child. It only means that your love does not end there,
that love serves as the basis for our political projects in common and the
construction of a new society. Without this love, we are nothing.
This political project of the multitude, however, must find a way to
confront the conditions of our contemporary reality. Its project of love
might seem out of place in a world like ours in which the global order
bases and legitimates its power in war, degrading and suspending all
democratic mechanisms. This crisis of democracy is not specific to Euro
America or any region of the globe; the crisis of representation and the
corruption of the forms of democracy is a planetary condition, immedi
ately evident in all the nation-states, insuperable in the regional commu
nities of contiguous states, and violently expressed at the global, imperial
level. The global crisis of democracy affects every form of government in
the world. The interminable state of global war is a condition that con
tributes to the contemporary tendency toward the formation of a single,
monarchical system of domination over the world. We are not convinced,

before has the restlessness for freedom and democracy been so widespread
throughout the world. As we saw earlier, there are interminable lists of

grievances against the current global order, not only against poverty and
starvation and not only against political and economic inequalities and in

justices, but also against the corruption of life in its entirety. We also saw
that in addition to the grievances there are countless proposals to reform
the global system to make it more democratic. All of this global ferment
and all these expressions of fury and hope demonstrate a growing and in

domitable desire for a democratic world. Every sign of the corruption of
power and every crisis of democratic representation, on all levels of the

global hierarchy, is confronted by a democratic will to power. This world
of rage and love is the real foundation on which the constituent power of
the multitude rests.

The democracy of the multitude needs a " new science," that is, a new

in fact we are highly skeptical, that such monarchical, unilateralist control

theoretical paradigm to confront this new situation. The first and primary

over Empire can be successfully established, but the tendency itself, even

agenda of this new science is the destruction of sovereignty in favor of

without being realized, destabilizes all previous forms of authority, throws

democracy. Sovereignty in all its forms inevitably poses power as the rule

every political order in crisis, and pushes farther away the hope of democ

of the one and undermines the possibility of a full and absolute democ

racy. Political, economic, and social crises accumulate one on the other

racy. The project of democracy must today challenge all existing forms of

and link to each other in insolvable knots. They send ripples, waves, and

sovereignty as a precondition for establishing democracy. In the past the

monsoons of crisis and rupture across the oceans: across the North At

destruction of sovereignty was the essential core of the communist and

lantic from Nonh America to Europe, across the South Atlantic from

anarchist conception of the abolition of the state. Lenin in

State and Rev

Latin America to Africa, across the Indian Ocean from the Arab world to

olution renewed theoretically the conception of the abolition of the state,

South Asia, across the Pacific from East Asia to the Americas. It seems to

just as the soviets aimed at reinventing it in practice during the revolu

many today that the global order of our recent past, the cold war, was par

tionary period. The state was considered the primary locus of sovereignty,

adoxically the last moment of relatively peaceful global cohabitation and

standing above society, transcendent, blocking democratic expression.

the bipolar arrangement of explicit violence and reciprocal, mutually legit

The multitude today needs to abolish sovereignty at a global level. This is

imating regimes was perhaps the limit of a situation that quickly became

what the slogan "Another world is possible" means to us: that sovereignty

extremely destructive. Now, with the cold war over and the first experi

and authority must be destroyed. What Lenin and the soviets proposed as

ments of global order completed, we cannot help but recognize the planet

the objective of the insurrectional activity of an elite vanguard, however,
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must be expressed today through the desire of the entire multitude. 132
(Perhaps precisely because the Soviet experience was organized in a hierar
chical, vanguard form, its project to abolish state sovereignty ended up in
the creation of another sovereign state.) The conditions are emerging to
day that give the multitude the capacity of democratic decision-making
and that thus make sovereignty unnecessary.
This process is anything but spontaneous and improvised. The de
sttuction of sovereignty must be organized to go hand in hand with the
constitution of new democratic institutional structures based on existing
conditions. The writings of James Madison in the Federalist Papers provide
a method for such a constitutional project, organized through the pes
simism of the will--creating a system of checks and balances, rights and
guarantees. Madison considered the constitutional republic to be a pro
gressive path that had to be protected from corruption and dissolution by
an internal mechanism, and the constitutional techniques of public law
were instruments for the gradual building of political organization. The
content of Madison's constitutionalism, which has since been called
democratic but was really liberal, can be described, and often has been, as
a mode of maintaining an equilibrium of social classes, whereby equilib
rium of social classes one assumes the command of the stronger over the
weaker. That said, we should not forget that Madison's thought is com
pletely permeated by a republican utopianism, the same utopianism that
we find today in the popular revolts and insurrectionism of the global
poor. Madison's project was to discover an institutional form that could
realize this utopian desire to the extent that the real conditions of his day
would allow.
How can we organize today the objectives of

State and Revolution-

that is, the destruction of sovereignty through the power of the com
mon-in coordination with the institutional methods of the

Federalist

that can realize and sustain a democratic project in our global world? How
can we discover in the constituent power of the multitude the project of
"Another world is possible"-a world beyond sovereignty, beyond author
ity, beyond every tyranny-that is endowed with an institutional method
of guarantees and constitutional motors? We need to build the project on

.
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the institutional mechanisms we recognized earlier, suggested by the
emerging forms of biopolitical production. The institutions of democracy
today must coincide with the communicative and collaborative networks
that constantly produce and reproduce social life. Today, would it be pos
sible for a revolution, aware of the violence of biopower and the structural
forms of authority, to use the constitutional instruments of the republican
tradition to destroy sovereignty and establish a democracy from below of
free men and women? By combining Madison and Lenin we are not sim
ply throwing together incompatible traditions of political thought and
practice in a sacrilegious way. We are trying rather to insure that our
dream of democracy and desire for freedom does not fall back to yet an
other form of sovereignty and wake up

in

a nightmare of tyranny. Revo

lutionaries have long noted that up until now all revolutions have only
perfected the form of the state, not destroyed it. The revolution of the
multitude can no longer suffer the curse of the Thermidor. It must orga
nize its project in step with the times, determined by constituent mecha
nisms and institutional procedures that guard against dramatic reversals
and suicidal errors.
This new science of the multitude based on the common, we should be
careful to point out, does not imply any unification of the multitude or
any subordination of differences. The multitude is composed of radical
differences, singularities, that can never be synthesized in an identity. The
radicality of gender difference, for example, can be included in the biopo
litical organization of social life, the life renovated by the multitude, only
when every discipline of labor, affect, and power that makes gender dif
ference into an index of hierarchy is destroyed. "The whole world will
have to change," as Clarice Lispector says, "for me to fit into it."133 Only
then will gender difference become a creative, singular power and only
then will the multitude become possible, on the basis of such differences.
Such a radical transformation of the world to allow singularities to express
themselves freely, is not a far-off utopian dream; it is grounded in the de
velopments of our concrete social reality. The U.S. revolutionaries in the
eighteenth century used to say, "The rising race is all republican." Simi
larly today we could say, "The rising race is all multitudinous." The new
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movements demanding global democracy not only value the singularity

If we are thus obliged to enter the horizon of political realism, are we

of each as a fundamental organizing principle but they also pose it as

forced to repeat the old Maoist slogan, "Great is the disorder under the

a process of self-transformation, hybridization, and miscegenation. The

skies; the situation is excellent"? No, our current situation is propitious

multiplicity of the multitude is not just a matter of being different but

not because of the global crisis of democracy, the permanent state of ex

also of becoming different. Become different than you are! These singu

ception, and the interminable global war, but rather because the con

larities, act in common and thus form a new race, that is, a politically co

stituent power of the multitude has matured to such an extent that it is

ordinated subjectivity that the multitude produces. The primary decision

becoming able, through its networks of communication and cooperation,

made by the multitude is really the decision to create a new race or, rather,

through its production of the common, to sustain an alternative demo

a new humanity. When love is conceived politically, then, this creation

cratic society on its own. Here is where the question of time becomes es

of a new humanity is the ultimate act of love.
What we need to bring the multitude into being is a form of grand

sential. When does the moment of rupture come? Earlier we spoke of
political decision-making in terms of networks of biopolitical determina

politics that has traditionally been called Realpolitik, or political realism.

tions and an apparatus of cooperation of the singular wills, but here we

We need a politics, in other words, based on the transformative power of

have to recognize decision also as an event-not the linear accumulation

reality and grounded in our current historical epoch. Political realism is

of Chronos and the monotonous ticking of its clocks but the sudden ex

most often thought to be conservative or reactionary, based strictly on

pression of Kairos. Kairos is the moment when the arrow is shot by the

force, hegemony, and necessity. From Thucydides' Melian dialogue to

bowstring, the moment when a decision of action is made. Revolutionary

Winston Churchill's memoirs, the histories of political realism have al

politics must grasp, in the movement of the multitudes and through the

ways celebrated force as the decisive element, but today this perspective is

accumulation of common and cooperative decisions, the moment of rup

inadequate. The revolutionary need be no less realist than the reactionary:

ture or clinamm that can create a new world. In the face of the destructive

Saint-Just at Valmy, in fact, was no less realist than Metternich, Lenin no

state of exception of biopower, then, there is also a constituent state of ex

less than Kornilov, and Mao no less than Chang Kai Shek. What the rev

ception of democratic biopolitics. Grand politics always seeks this mo

olutionary imposes, however, is not so much the pure coherence of force

ment, creating, as Machiavelli explains in

but rather the insistent mechanism of desire. The force that the revolu

temporality. The bowstring shoots the arrow of a new temporality, inau

tionary organizes and imposes does not appear at the beginning but only

gurating a new future.

The Prince,

a new constitutive

at the end of the process: revolutionary realism produces and reproduces

Timing is crucial. Shakespeare's Brutus famously insists on the impor

the becoming and proliferation of desire. But this immersion in the revo

tance of timing in revolutionary practice: "There is a tide in the affairs of

lutionary movement always involves, like all Realpolitik, the capacity to

men

/

Which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune,

/

Omitted, all the

separate oneself from the immediate situation and tirelessly construct me

voyage of their life

diations, feigning (if necessary) coherence, and playing different tactical

sophical book like this, however, is not the place for us to evaluate whether

/

Is bound in shallows and in miseries." 134

A

philo

games in the continuity of strategy. As Tito Livy and Machiavelli teach us,

the time of revolutionary political decision is imminent. We have no crys

there is never only one "political realism" but always at least two or, really,

tal ball, and we do not pretend to read the seeds of time like Macbeth's

a single standpoint that splits into two conflicting recognitions: one orga

hoary witches. There is no need for eschatology or utopianism here.

nizing the desire of life and the other the fear of death, biopolitics against

book like this is not the place either to answer the question "What is to be

biopower.

done?" That has to be decided concretely in collective political discussions.
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We can recognize, however, that there is the unbridgeable gap that sepa
rates the desire for democracy, the production of the common, and the re
bellious behaviors that express them from the

global system of sovereignty.

Mter this long season of violence and contradictions, global civil war, cor
ruption of imperial biopower, and infinite toil of the biopolitical multi
tudes, the extraordinary accumulations of grievances and reform proposals
must at some point be transformed by a strong event, a radical insurrec
tional demand. We can already recognize that today time is split between
a present that is already dead and a future that is already living-and the
yawning abyss between them is becoming enormous. In time, an event

NOTES

will thrust us like an arrow into that living future. This will be the real
political act of love.
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Round Table," in Margaret Randall, Sandino s Daughters Revisited [New

characteristic of rebellion is emphasized even more strongly. See Der Waldgang
(Frankfurt: Klostermann, 1 95 1 ) . These are examples of the bourgeois discortion

be marginalized. We'd been on the front

Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 1 994] , 1 68-90).
92. See, for example, the excellent study of the Cultural Revolution in Shanghai,
Elizabeth Perry and Li Xun, Proletarian Power: Shanghai in the Cultural Revo

of anticapitalist rebellions, which indeed became a fashion in late modernity.
8 5 . See Claudio Pavone's excellent study of the antifascist resistance in Italy, Una

lution ( Boulder, CO: Westview, 1 997).

guerra civile: saggio storico sulla mora/ita nella resistenza (Turin: Bollati Bor

93. For a summary of the influences of the Chinese model on Italian revolutionary

inghieri, 1 99 1 ) . Although the book is focused on a specific Italian case, it de

organizations in the 1 960s and 1 970s, see Robeno N iccolai, Quando Ia Cina

velops the different concepts of civil war (national, class-based, patriotic,

era vicina: La rivoluzione culturale e Ia sinistra extraparlamentare italiana negli

antifascist, and so fonh) and links diverse social subjects ro forms of organiz

anni '60 e 70 ( Pisa: Franco Serantini, 1 998).
94. Hannah Arendt, On Revolution ( New York: Viking, 1 963) .

ation in a way that illuminates a much more general problematic.
86. One example of this might be the hiscory of the southern Balkans in the twen

9 5 . For a good example of the aniculation of social and political factors in a na

tieth century. In the 1 940s the wars of antifascist resistance were mixed with

tional liberation struggle, see Franz Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth (New

civil wars between communists and "ethnic" nationalists. Those civil wars were

York: Grove, 1 963) .

based in divisions between cown and country and between social classes. When

96. The "young Marx" elaborates a critique of transcendence that links the violence

Karl Marx, "Economic

in the 1 990s nationalist wars broke out again, these same divisions and the

of capital to the violence of the state. See, for example,

same class basis were in play again, but often in inverted form. I n many cases

and Philosophical Manuscripts of 1 844," in Early 'Xhtings, trans. Rodney Liv
ingstone and Gregor Benton (New York: Vintage, 1 974).

at this poim, the poor were struggling against socialist bureaucracies.
87. On the dictacorship of the party over popular or proletarian insurrection,

see

again A. Neuberg, Armed Insurrection.
88. See Hans Magnus Enzensberger, Der kuru Sommer tier Anarchie: Buenaventura
Durrutis Leben und Tod (Frankfun: Surkamp, 1 972). For the Soviet appreciation
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97. For a brief overview of the transition to urban guerrilla movements across the
world in this period, see Ian Beckett, Modem Insurgencies and Counter
insurgencies (London: Roudedge, 200 I ) , 1 5 1 -82.
98. For English-language description and analysis of Autonomia in Italy in the
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1 970s, see Steve Wright, Storming H�avm: Class Composition and Struggle in

Italian Autonomist Marxism (London: Pluto, 2002); and Sylvere Lotringer

and Christian Marazzi, eds., "Italy: Autonomia," Semiotext(�) 3, no. 3 ( 1 980).

1 08 . O n the resurgence o f anarchist groups, see David Graeber, "For a New Anar

chism," New Left Review, 2nd ser., no. 1 3 Oanuary-February 2002): 6 1 -73.
1 09. Here we should also add the various forms of electronic resistance and hacker

See also the extensive interviews with many of the protagonists contained in

movements that strive to make common the enormous resources controlled in

Guido Borio, Francesca Pozzi, and Gigi Roggero, eds., Futuro antmor�

electronic networks and thWart the new, sophisticated forms of control that

(Rome: Derive/Approdi, 2002).
99. See Nick Dyer-Witherford, Cykr-Marx (Urbana: University of Illinois Press,
1 999).
1 00 . On the first Intifada, see Robert Hunter, The Palestinian Uprising (London:

Tauris, 1 99 1 ) . On the second Intifada, see Roane Carey, ed., The New In
tifada (London: Verso, 200 1 ) .
1 0 1 . See Baruch Hirson's excellent study o f the Soweto Revolt, rear of Fire, rear of

Ash (London: Zed, 1 979).
1 02 . Hirson makes clear the sometimes uneasy relationship between the revolts

and the ANC in the 1 970s in rear of Fire, rear of Ash. Dale McKinley's
analysis also demonstrates this tension, but unfortunately it is clouded by his
strangely antiquated Marxist-Leninist ideology and his critiques of the re
formist, petit-bourgeois nature of the ANC, The ANC and the Liberation
Struggle (London: Pluto, 1 997) .
1 03. Lynn Stephen explains how the Zapatistas mix local Tzeltal mythology with

national icons such as Zapata in Zapata Lives! Histories and Cultural Politics in
Southern Mexico (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2002), 1 58-75.
1 04. On the network nature of the Zapatista organization structure, see Roger

Burbach, Globalization and Postmodem Politics (London: Pluto, 200 1 ) ,
1 1 6-28; Fiona Jeffries, "Zapatismo and the Intergalactic Age," in Roger Bur

bach, Globalization and Postmotkm Politics, 1 29-44; and Harry Cleaver,
"The Zapatistas and the Electronic Fabric of Struggle," in John Holloway and
Elolna Palaez, eds., Zapatista! (London: Pluto, 1 998), 8 1 - 1 03.
1 05 . The style of Subcomandante Marcos's writings-at once playful and mili

tant-is the best example of how the Zapatistas make irony into a political
strategy. See Subcomandante Marcos, Our Word Is Our Weapon (New York:
Seven Stories, 200 1 ) .
1 06. See John Halloway, Chang� th� World Without Taking Power (London: Pluto,
2002).
1 07. On identity politics, see Iris Marion Young, Justice and thr Politics of Differ

ence (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1 990), especially 1 56-9 1 .
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use cybernetic technologies. These movements too are based in a desire for
freedom and a conception of the enormous wealth and the powerful new
forms of collaboration and communication that networks make possible. We
will rerum to discuss these electronic movements when we consider questions
of immaterial property in chapter 2 .
1 1 0. See, for example, Arquilla and Ronfeldt, Naworks and Netwar.
1 1 1 . Pierre Clastres, Socirty Against thr Stau: Essays in Political Anthropology, trans.

Robert Hurley in collaboration with Abe Stein (New York: Zone, 1 987), es
pecially chapter 1 1 .
1 1 2 . See Arquilla and Ronfeldt, Swarming and thr Futur� of Conflict (Santa Mon

ica: Rand Corporation, 2000).
1 1 3. See, for example, James Kennedy and Russell Eberhart with Yuhai Shi, Swarm

Intelligence (San Francisco: Morgan Kaufmann Publishers, 200 1 ) .
1 1 4 . Kennedy and Russell, with Shi, 1 03- 1 04 . For a more colorful account o f in

sect communication, see Karl von Frisch, Th� Dancing Bees, trans. Dora Ilse
(London: Methuen, 1 954).
1 1 5 . Emile Zola,

La tkbacle (Paris: Charpentier,

1 899), 2 1 0.

1 1 6. See Kristin Ross, The Emngence of Social Space: Rimbaud and th� Paris Com

mune (Minneapolis: University of Minnesma Press, 1 988), 1 05 . Ross de

scribes beautifully the central role of the swarm in Rimbaud's poetry.

PART

2:

M U LTITU D E

1 . On the distinction between the multitude and the people,

see

Paolo Virno,

Grammatica tklla moltitudine (Catanzaro: Rubbettino, 200 1 ) , 5-7; and

Marco Bascetta, "Multitudine, popolo, massa," in Controimpero (Rome:
Manifestolibri, 2002), 67-80.
2. For a classic formulation of liberation based on "the interdependence of mu

tual (nondominant) differences," see Audre Lorde, "The Master's Tools Will
Never Dismantle the Master's House," in Sister Outsitkr (Trumansburg, NY:
Crossing Press, 1 984), 1 1 0- 1 3 .
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3. The debate between Slavoj Zitek and Ernesto Laelau demonstrates the dead

1 2. See, for example, Dorothy Smith, Tht! Everyd4y World as Problematic: A hmi

end of discussing class in terms of an alternative between the Marxist unitary

nist Sociology (Boston: Nonheastern University Press, 1 987); and Sara Rud

notion and the plural liberal notion. See Judith Butler, Ernesto Laclau, and

dick, Maternal Thinking (Boston: Beacon, 1 989). On care as a feminist ethic,

Slavoj Zitek, Contingency, Hegemony, Universality (London: Verso, 2000).

see Joan Tronto, Moral Bound4ries (New York: Routledge, 1 993); and Eva Kit

4. For a sample of the old debates within Marxism about the economic and the

tay, Love s Labor (New York: Routledge, 1 999).

political, see (for the political side) Georg Lukacs, History and Clms Comcious

1 3 . See Daniele Kergoat, "L'infirmiere coordonnee," Futur antmeur, no. 6 (Sum

ness, trans. Rodney Livingstone (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1 97 1 ) ; and (for

mer 1 99 1 ): 7 1-85. See also Daniele Kergoat, Fran<;:oise Imben, Helene Le

the economic side) Nikolai Bukharin, The ABC of Communism, trans. Eden

Doare, and Daniele Senotier, Les infermieres

Paul and Cedar Paul (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1 988).

(Paris: Lamarre, 1 992) .

et

leur coordination, 1988-1 989

5. See Antonio Negri, "Leopardi europeo," in Lenta ginestra, 2nd ed. (Milan:

1 4 . On "mothering paralegals," see Jennifer Pierce, Gender Trials: Emotional Lives

Eterotopie, 200 1 ) , 9-1 6. For an English version of this essay, see Antonio Ne

in Contemporary Law Firms (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1 995),

gri, 'The Eutopean Leopardi," rrans. Timothy M urphy, Genre 33, no. 1

83-1 02. On the alienation of emotional labor, see Arlie Russell Hochschild,

(Spring 2000): 1 3-26.

The Managed Heart: Commercialization of Human Feeling (Berkeley: Univer

6. The two great superpowers of the twentieth century, the United States and the
Soviet Union, pursued industrialization as the strategy for achieving economic

sity of California Press, 1 983), 204-4 1 . Hochschild gives statistics of the gen
der breakdown of jobs that call for emotional labor.

dominance. Antonio Gramsci c1e-arly understood early in the century the ne

1 5 . This is the primary argument of Doug Henwood, After the Nt!w Economy.

cessity of industrialization for economic dominance. See, "Americanism and

1 6. For an overview of post-Fordism and flexible specialization, see Ash Amin, ed.,

Fordism," in Selectiomfrom Prison Notebooks, trans. Quintin Hoare and Geof
frey Smith (New York: International Publishers, 1 97 1 ) , 277-3 1 8 .
7 . We described immaterial labor and its hegemony over other forms o f labor in
Empire (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2000), 280-300.

8. On the linguistic nature of contemporary forms of labor, see Paolo Virno,

Post-Fordism: A Reader (Oxford: Blackwell, 1 994).

1 7. See Pascal Bye and Maria Fonte, "Is the Technical Model of Agriculture
Changing Radically?" in Philip McMichael, ed., The Global Restructuring of
Agro-Food Syskrns (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1 994), 24 1 -57.

1 8. See Michael F1irner, "Biodiversity: Of Local Commons and Global Commodi

"Vinuosity and Revolution," in Paolo Virno and Michael Hardt, eds., RMical

ties," in Michael Goldman, ed., Privatizing Nature: Political Struggles for the

Thought in Italy (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1 996), 1 89-2 10.

Global Commom (London: Pluto, 1 998), 1 44-66.

On "cognitive labor," see Carlo Vercellone, ed., Sommes-nous sorris du capital
isme industriel? (Paris: La Dispute, 2003).

9. Our notion of affect derives primarily from Baruch Spinoza, Ethics, Pan III.

1 9 . For the U.S. Bureau of Labor projections for fastest growing jobs from 2000 to
20 1 0, see www.bls.gov/news.release/ecopro.toc.htm.
20. See, for example, Timothy Mitchell's critique of the traditional studies that

For slightly different but compatible discussions of affect, see Antonio Dama

pose Egyptian peasants as eternal and immutable, "The Invention and Rein

sio, Looking for Spinoza (New York: Harcoun, 2003); and Brian Massumi,

vention of the Peasant," in Rule of Experts: Egypt, Tt!cho-Politics, Modernity

Parables of the Virtual (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2002).

1 0 . On employers' rising focus on attitude and social skills, see Doug Henwood,
After tht! New Economy (New York: The New Press, 2003), 76-79.

1 1 . For a classic essay, see Georg Simmel, "The Metropolis and Mental Life," in
The Sociology of Georg Simme/, trans. Kun Wolff (New York: Free Press, 1 950),

(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2002), 1 23-52.
2 1 . See the classic definitions of peasants in Eric Wolf, Pathways to Power (Berke
ley: University of California Press, 2000), 1 9 5-96; and Theodor Shanin, "In
troduction: Peasantry as a Concept," in Teodor Shanin, ed., Pt!asants and
Peasant Socit!ties, 2nd ed. (Oxford: Blackwell, 1 987), 3.

409-24. More generally, see Simmers writings on money and David Frisby's

22. Note that in English the terminological distinction between "peasant" and

useful introduction in Georg Simmel, The Philosophy of Money (London:

"farmer" helps separate these different economic positions. The terms in sev

Routledge, 1 990), 1 -49.

eral other languages, such as "paysan" in French, "contadino" in Italian, and
.
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"carnpesino" in Spanish, make it more difficult to express this conceptual
distinction.
23. Mao estimated in the 1 930s that poor peasants and agricultural workers to
gether composed 70 percent of the Chinese rural population, 20 percent were
middle peasants and self-sufficient, and only 5 percent were rich peasants. See
Mao Tse-tung, "Analysis of the Classes in Chinese Society" ( 1 926), in Seucted
WCrks of MIUJ Tse- Tung (London: Lawrence and Wishart, 1 954), 1 : 13-20;
"Repon of an Investigation into the Peasant Movement in Hunan" ( 1 927), in

Selected WCrks, 1 :2 1 -29; "How to Analyse the Classes in the Rural Areas"
( 1 933), in Seucted Works, 1 : 1 38-40; and "The Chinese Revolution and the
Chinese Communist Party" ( 1 939), in Seucted Works, 3:72- 1 0 1 , especially
92-93.
24. For an excellent discussion of the debates among members of the Soviet lead
ership, see Moishe Lewin, Russian Peasants and Soviet Power, trans. Irene Nove
(Evanston, IL: Nonhwestern University Press, 1 968).
25. See Lynne Viola, P�ant Rebels under Stalin (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1 996). Viola claims that although the peasantry lost its barde against the S0viet state, and was thus destroyed as an economic category, it survived as a cul
tural identity through a tradition of resistance.
26. Mao was highly critical of many aspects of Soviet agricultural policy but not of
the general project to transform peasant production and collectivize agricul
ture-on the contrary, he thought the Soviets did not go far enough! Mao had
two primary criticisms of the Soviet process. First, the Soviets overemphasized
the imponance of machinery and technological development as the condition
for collectivization: tractors must precede cooperatives. Mao thought the em
phasis belonged instead on the transformation of the relations of production:
"First the production relations have to be changed, then and only then the pro
ductive forces can be broadly developed" (Mao Tsetung, A Critique of Soviet
Economics, trans. Moss Roberts [New York: Monthly Review, 1 977], 93). Sec
ond, Mao thought the Soviets did not transform ownership radically enough.
The collective or communal ownership that the Soviets developed is only the
first step in a process that must arrive finally at public ownership of the land
and the means of production (68, 1 33).
27.

Contemporary Chinese cinema presents several examples of nostalgia for the
peasant world, but one should not confuse that nostalgia with a claim that the
peasant world has actually been re-created. See, for example, Xudong Zhang's
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excellent interpretation of Red Sorghum, the film by Zhang Yimou, as a peasant
utopia, in Chinese Modnnism in the Era of Reforms (Durham, NC: Duke Uni
versity Press, 1 997), 3 1 8-22.
28. California agriculture is the classic example. The construction of huge dams
and irrigation systems was a powerful lever in the transformation from small
family farms toward corporate production on a large scale. The concentration
of propeny was accompanied by the implementation of technological ad
vances and a steep rise in productivity. See Donald Pisani, From the Family

Farm

to

Agribusiness: The Irrigation Crusade in California and the West,

1850-1 93 1

(Berkeley, University of California Press, 1 984).

29. See Roben Brenner, "Agrarian Class Structure and Economic Development in
Pre-Industrial Europe," in T. H. Aston and C. H. E. Philpin, eds., The Brenner
Debate (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1 985), 1 0-63.
30. On the end of the peasantry in France, see Henri Mendras, Soci/tlspaysannes:
eliments pour une theorie de fa paysannerie (Paris: Armand Colin, 1 976). For a
more general view, see David Goodman and Michael Redclift, From P�ant to

Proletarian: Capitalist Development and Agrarian Transitions (New York: St.
Martin's Press, 1 982).
3 1 . See, for example, on the history of pre-peasant land tenure in Vietnam, Ngo
Vinh Long, "Communal Propeny and Peasant Revolutionary Struggles in
Vietnam," hasant Studies 1 7, no. 2 (Winter 1 990): 1 2 1-40. For similar histo
ries of Sub-Saharan Africa, see Enwere Dike, "Changing Land Tenure Systems
in Nigeria," Peasant Studies 1 7, no. 1 (Fall 1 989): 43-54; and J. S. Saul and R
Woods, "African Peasantries," in Teodor Shanin, ed., Peasants and P�ant So
cieties, 2nd ed., (Oxford: Blackwell, 1 987), 80-88.
32. There is considerable debate whether the term peasantry ever did in fact accu
rately describe such systems of small-holding production, especially in Africa.
See Margaret Jean Hay, " 'Peasants' in Modern East African Studies," Peasant

Studies 8, no. l (Winter 1 979): 1 7-29.
33. On the history of political conflicts over land reform in Guatemala,

see

Greg

Grandin, The Blood of Guatemala (Durham, NC: Duke University Press.
2000). More generally, on the continuing inequalities of land ownership and
the failures of land reform in Latin America, see Ernst Feder, The R.zpe of the

Peasantry: Latin America s Landholding System (New York: Anchor Books,
1 97 1 ) ; and William Thiesenhusen, Broken Promises: Agrarian Reform and the
Latin American Campesino (Boulder, CO: Wesrview, 1 995).
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34. For a useful description o f the structure and activities of one o f the major

Primitive: Savage Intellects, Modern Lives (Chicago: University of Chicago

transnational agribusiness corporations, see Brewster Kneen, Invisible Giant:

Press, 1 990); and Elazar Barkan and Ronald Bush, eds., Prehistories of the Fu

CargiLl and Its Transnational Strategies (London: Pluto Press, 1 99 5 ) .

ture: The Primitivist Project and the Culture of Modernism (Stanford: Stanford

3 5 . See R E . Elson, The End of the Peasantry i n Southeast Asia (New York: St. Mar

University Press, 1 99 5 ) .

tin's Press, 1 997); and Anthony Pereira, The End oftlx Peasants: The Rural Labor

40. In this paragraph we follow Michael Kearney's periodization o f the field of an

Movement in Northeast Brazil, 1961-1988 (Pittsburgh: University of Pitts

thropology: Michael Kearney, Reconceptualizing the Peasantry: Anthropowgy in

Gwbal Perspective (Boulder, CO: Westview, 1 996) , 23-4 1 . The paradigm of

burgh Press, 1 997) .

36. On the proletarianization of African agricultural workers, for example,

see

Samir

the peasant in anthropology arose at the beginning of the cold war, and its use

Amin, ed., L 'agriculture a/ricaine et Ie capitafisme (Paris: Anthropos, 1 975).

by anthropologists often corresponded to clear geopolitical positions. On one

37. The cultural function of the peasant world outside of Europe is ambiguous,

side, in line with developmentalist theories, the peasant was an "undeveloped"

just as we saw above how the economic usage of the term peasantry outside of

figure that could relatively quickly reach the developed status of the Euro

Europe is often problematic. When we look at non-European literature of the

American norm. On the other side, in line with the ideology of the Chinese

mid- and late twentieth century we can certainly recognize shifts that are sim

revolution and the various national liberation struggles, the peasant was a tri

ilar to the decline of the peasant world in European literature. Many African

continental concept that claimed a common socio-economic-political condi

novels, for instance, such as Chinua Achebe's Things Fall Apart, Hamidou

tion in Asia, Latin America, and Africa. The peasant was, in this sense, an

Kane's Ambiguous Adventure, and Tayeb Salih's Season of Migration to the

anticapitalist and revolutionary figure. We should keep in mind, finally, that

North, trace a historical passage in which the social relations and forms of au

the concept of the peasantry is conceived ambiguously in many anthropo

thority of the traditional village structure have been destabilized, most impor

logical studies. Sydel Silverrnann argues, in fact, that there has never been a

tantly by the colonial intrusion but also by the forces of modernity and

coherent properly cultural definition of the peasantry; the most rigorous an

ultimately by the introduction of capital. This structure of feeling, which is

thropologists have instead relied on an economic definition. See "The Concept

found in much colonial and postcolonial literature, certainly bears resem

of the Peasant and the Concept of Culture," in Joan Mendur, ed., Social

blances to that of the loss of the peasant world in the European context: they

Anthropowgy of Peasantry (Bombay: Somaiya Publications, 1 983), 7-3 1 .

share a common sense of disorder, disorientation, and nostalgia. When we cast

4 1 . Some go so far as to claim that from a political perspective the peasantry does

the non-European crisis of village structures in terms of the decline of the Eu

not form a class. Eric Hobsbawm, for example, defines primitive rebels, which

ropean peasant world, however, we fail to grasp its specificity. It is as if we can

include rebellious peasants, as "pre-political people who have not yet found, or

understand non-European cultures and societies only insofar as they conform

only begun to find, a specific language in which to express their aspirations

or not to Europe's past, which serves as a universal standard.

about the world" (Primitive Rebels [New York: Norton, 1 95 9) , 2) .

38. Raymond Williams traces beautifully in his panoramic study, The Country and

42. "Insofar as there is merely a local interconnection among these small-holding

the City, how the happy old times of tural England was a remarkably enduring

peasants, and the identity of their interests begets no community, no national

motif through the various developments of modern English literature. "En_

bond and no political organization among them, they do not form a class. They

glish anitudes to the country, and to ideas of rural life, persisted with extraor

are consequently incapable of enforcing their class interest in their own name,

dinary power, so that even after the society was predominantly urban its

whether through a parliament or through a convention. They cannot represent

literature . . . was still predominantly rural" ( The Country and the City [Ox

themselves, they must be represented" (Marx, The Eighteenth Brumaire of

ford: Oxford University Press, 1 973] , 2).

Louis Bonaparte [New York: International Publishers, 1 963) , 1 24).

39. For modernist European

art,

see, for example, William Rubin, ed., "Primi

43. See, for example, Karl Kautsky, The Agrarian Question, trans. Peter Burgess

tivism " in 20th Century Art, 2 vols. (New York: Museum of Modern Art,

(London: Zwan, 1 988). For Marx's proposal of a peasant-based political proj

1 984). For modernist European literature, see Mariana Torgovnick, Gont

ect in Russia, see his lener of March 8, 1 88 1 , to Vera Zasulich, in Karl Marx

.
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and Friedrich Engels,

Collected Works

(New York: International Publishers,
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damentally Maoist endeavor-or, more accurately, they assume as given the

re

1 975), 24:346. In this lener Marx explains that Capital does not contain a uni

sults

versal theory of historical development and does not condemn us to follow de

just like the industrial proletarians, are capable of forming an active and au

terminate stages of development. The Russian peasant communes, he claims,

tonomous political subject. The equality of political capacities is what allows

have the capacity to proceed directly toward communism.

peasants, industrial workers, and others to share the common category of "the

of the Maoist revolutionary process insofar as they insist that peasants,

44. "The peasants find their natural ally and leader in the urban proletariat"

subaltern." The Subaltern Studies group refuses, in other words, the notion

Eighteenth Brumair�, 1 28). The proletariat itself, of course, was not al

that the peasants are merely apolitical or prepolitical, arguing that the subaltern

ways in Marx's view an active political subject but became active in the course

in general and the peasant specifically is the maker of its own destiny. Whereas

(Marx,

of its historical development. The French proletariat was not capable of play

traditional British historians conceived the great Indian peasant uprisings in

ing a subjective role in the revolution of

1 789 but could only serve the interests
of and rally behind the bourgeoisie. In the June and July revolts in 1 830 and

the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries against the British

1 848 the Parisian proletariat took its first steps on the political stage as an au

gency was a motivated and conscious undertaking on the part of the Indian

tonomous actor and was struck down quickly each rime. Only with the estab

peasantry and thus constituted political activity properly conceived. For an ex

1 87 1 did the proletariat emerge as a truly

cellent general assessment of the work of the South Asian Subaltern Studies

lishment of the Paris Commune in
political subject.
particular, Gayani Spivak, A

Critique of Postcolonial Reason (Cambridge, MA:

1 999), especially 252--66.

46. Along with Mao Zedong, Ho Chi Minh must also be mentioned as a great the
oretician of the peasant-based communist revolution. See Ho Chi Minh's essay
"The Parry's Military Work Among the Peasants," in A. Neuberg, Anned Insur

1 970), 255-7 1 .
47. See, once again, Mao's Critique ofSoviet Economics, especially 5 5 and 1 36. The

reaion, trans.

example,

Guha maintains that such insur

group in this regard, see Dipesh Chakrabarty,

45. This insight is one of the foundational tenets of postcolonial studies. See, in
Harvard University Press,

spontaneous and incoherent, for

Quintin Hoare (New York: St. Martin's Press,

nial Historiography,"

Nepantla 1 ,

no.

Raj as

"Subaltern Studies and Postcolo

1 (2000): 9-32, especially 1 4-2 1 .

50. See Jose Bove and Yves Manguy, La conftdbation paysanne (Paris: Eden Pro
2003); Angus Wright and Wendy Wolford, To Inherit the Earth: T�
Landless Movement and t� Struggle for a New Brazil (Oakland: Food First,
2003); and Sue Bradford and Jan Rocha, Cutting t� Wire: The Story of t�
Landless Movement in Brazil (London: Latin American Bureau, 2002).
5 1 . See Michael Kearney, Reconceptuaiizing t� Peasant, 23--4 1 .
ductions,

52. Singularity here, in contrast to a notion of what is different from something

Soviets put too much stock in new machines and the development of produc

else, refers to what is different in itself. This notion of singularity is developed

tive forces, Mao complains, and pay too lime attention to the transformation

by Gilles Deleuze in

of the peasants themselves, that is,

to

superstructural, political changes.

48. We do not mean to say that there is no longer any difference between the urban
and the rural but rather that these differences no longer have a political signif
icance and that the two are equal with regard to communication and coopera
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